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NEW MATERIALS AND CONSTRUTTION FOR IMPROVED HELMETS 

ANTHONY L.  ALESI,  MR.;   RICHARD P.  AMES, MR.;  ROGER A.   GAGNE, MR.; 
ALAN M.   LITM\N, MR.  § JOSEPH J.   PRIFTI,  PhD. 

ARMY MATERIALS fi MECHANICS RESEARCH CENTER 
WATERTOWN, MASSACHUSETTS 

Three new materials are now simultaneously available for 
exploitation in personnel armor.    They are  (1)  XP,  a highly oriented 
polypropylene film,   (2)  LMLD - a low modulus,  low density glass 
fiber, and (3) Kevlar - a high modulus, high strength aromatic 
polyamide fiber.    All three are superior to the older armor materials 

nlities against munition fraements. in protection capabi 

The label "new" often signifies that a material has not 
been completely characterized and that actual use experience in 
product form is limited or nonexistent.    If further the new material 
has unusual properties, properties much different from prior mate- 
rials, then its behavior may not be well understood,   it may be dif- 
ficult to process into desired forms and constructions, and its 
performance in the end product may not be as expected.    Both XP and 
Kevlar fit into this category of new material.    LMLD on the other 
hand, and E glass fiber (ordinary fiberglass now used in armor) do 
not differ in properties tremendously.    Both combine with the same 
polyester resins to make bonded fabric armor.    Processing and 
fabrication for both are alike. 

This paper will consider only the XP and Kevlar materials 
and some problems posed by their "newness" and unusual character- 
istics in their application to helmets.    The preparation of flat 
laminates and helmet constructions and their testing in several ways 
for "durability" and for fragment penetration resistance capabilities 
will be presented.    The suitability of these materials and con- 
structions thereof for helmets will be evaluated.    Remaining problems 
to successful application will be identified. 
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PROBLEMS IN USING NEW MATERIALS FOR ARMOR 

A. XP Film 
XP is r.ie first armor material in the form of a thin film. 

It is prepared from flat tubular polyprop/lene film by hot-stretching 
to about 12 times its.original length and to a tube thickness of 
about 0.0015 inch.   ^ '    Stretching increases the tensile strength 
from 4300 to about 50,000 psi in the stretch direction and practically 
no strength (40 psi) in the transverse direction.    This highly ortho- 
tropic strength characteristic can be a problem in handling and as- 
sembling several hundred plies into armor since it splits easily. 
Also,  it requires that alternate plies be cross-plied to be effective 
armor.    Cross-plying is accomplished in a practical manner by the 
application of filament winding techniques.    Eight inch wide film 
is wound at 45° in alternate directions and a pad obtained by slitting 
the wound material  longitudinally.    Pads as  large as 9x21 feet have 
been made.    Pads may be secured by stitching around the perimeter and 
in horizontal and vertical rows at intervals.    Film pads  are converted 
to a rigid laminate by the simultaneous application of heat and pres- 
sure followed by cooling under pressure.    ' No adhesive or external 
bonding agent is used between the plies. 

As normally made,   molded XP has a tendency to de laminate 
partially when severely flexed or subjected to large temperature 
changes.    Such behavior raises doubts as to the durability of an XP 
helmet in the field.    Yet somo capability for delamination under 
ballistic impact is necessary for a high degree of resistance to 
penetration.    Complete fusion into a solid block will produce poor 
armor.    Reconciling these opposing requirements is the problem. 

Two approaches were taken in achieving a stable rigid 
structure without undue loss in protective capability.    The first 
sought to determine whether the problem could be ameliorated to a 
satisfactory degree by careful selection of the molding temperature 
and pressure.    The second encapsulates a pad of XP film between 
rigid skins of resin-bonded fabric laminates molded together at the 
edges to achieve a rigid structure that would be durable and 
equivalent to XP in protective capabilities. 

B. Kevlar Fiber 
Kevlar aromatic polyamide at present is made as three 

400,000 
Fabrics made 

from these fibers differ a little in ballistic resistance :   the 

fibers having different strength properties that gO^UP to 

psi in tensile strength and 19x10   psi in modulus. Fat 
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better of these,  Kevlar 29,   is usually selected for armor appli- 
cations. 

Many bonding resins  for Kevlar fabric armor have been ex- 
amined by AMMRC and other laboratories.    The consensus has  selected 
the same phenolic/polyvinyl butyral resin used tor the nylon fabric 
helmet  liner.    However,  the interply bond strength using this resin 
is not always adequate.    Molding temperature and pressure,   and pre- 
curing of the prepregged  (resin impregnated)  fabric were briefly 
investigated using flat panels before helmets were molded.    Peel 
strength was used as the criteria for selecting the precure and 
molding conditions. 

MOLDING OF TEST LAMINATES 6 HELMETS 

A.     XP 
Prior work indicated that temperature alone of the molding 

cycle,variables could appreciably alter ballistic limits of laminated 
XP. With increasing molding temperatures beyond about 3250F,  bal- 
listic limit decreased.    However,  no tests had been run to determine 
the effect of molding temperature on the susceptibility to de- 
laminate.    A series of 12x12 inch test panels weighing 40 oz/sq ft 
were made in a mold at temperatures between 3150F and 360oF  (all 
molded for 20 minutes at 1000 psi) by the Phillips Scientific 
Corporation and tested at AMMRC for ballistic limit velocities      A 
duplicate set was cut into 6x6 inch panels and tested for delamin- 
ation by temperature and humidity cycling and by water immersion. 

A second series of test panels, 6x6 inches,  weighing 36 
oz/sq ft were molded at AMMRC over the same temperature range be- 
tween polished metal plates with 0.018 inch Teflon sheets between 
the XP and the metal plates to prevent adhesion between them.    A 
thermocouple was inserted at mid-thickness in a comer to measure 
the molding temperature accurately inside the laminate rather than 
relying on a platen temperature.    Molding at temperature was con- 
ducted for 30 minutes - sufficient to provide a minimum of 10 
minutes at the indicated temperature for the center of the panel. 
Panels were cooled under pressure to an internal temperature of 
100oF.    The molding pressure was raised to about 2500 psi  since 
higher pressures of this magnitude were needed for helmet molding 
and since partial internal delamination was observed on thermal 
stressing of the first series. 

The AMMRC panels were translucent as shown in Figure 1 
while the Phillips panels were striated, white and opaque.    Both when 
molded at the highest temperatures  (356-360oF) were yellow and hazy. 
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The difference in appearence between the two sets of panels is at- 
tributed to the better removal of air between film plies at the 
higher pressure.    Excessive flow of XP material occurred at the 3560F 
moldlnj; temperature as  indicated by the flash that squeezed out 
around the edges. 

XP helmets were made using a M-l helmet shape,  production 
quality compression mold in a 300 ton press at the U.S.  Army Natiwk 
Laboratories.    This mold produced a helmet with a wall thickness of 
0.2 inch that weighed about one pound.    Although a 3 pound helmet was 
desired,  this was the only compression moid available for demonstrat- 
ing the molding process.    Full press tonnage and the maximum tempera- 
ture of 320'JF obtainable from the steam supply was used.    XP helmet 
preforms were put into the hot mold and pressed for 20 minutes,  then 
cooled to room temperature under pressure.    The size of the preform 
had to be made smaller than was  indicated by helmet dimensions.    The 
shear cut-off on the mold that has operated satisfactorily when nylon 
fabric helmets were molded was unable to cut off any excess XP with 
the consequence that the mold did not fully close.    The removal of 
about  1 to 1 1/2 inches from the perimeter of the preform corrected 
this.    The XP flowed to fill the mold and produced a helmet with a 
finished rim. 

Two styles of preforms were tried, an oval  shaped one and 
a "p-nwheel" type shown in Figure 3 with either overlapping or butted 
"vanes".    Sound helmets,  that is, helmets bonded throughout,  were 
obtained with both preform styles.    One of the XP helmets is shown in 
Figure 2 together with helmets molded from the other materials. 

B.    Kevlar 
Flat laminates consisting of 23 plies of Kevlar 29, 11 oz/sq 

yard plain weave fabric, preimpregnated with phenolic/polyvinyl 
butyral resin (22%) were prepared by press molding under 45 tons at 
330oF for 45 minutes, followed by cooling prior to removal from 
the press. Test panels, 12x12 inches, for ballistic testing and 
6x6 inch panels cut from 12x12 inch panels were prepared having 
a 36 oz/sq ft areal density. 

Helmet constructions of the standard M-l helmet shape were 
prepared by conventional bag molding procedures in an autoclave at 
330oF and 250 psi pressure for 80 minutes. The mold was a sili- 
cone rubber coated, glass fabric reinforced epoxy mold that was 
fabricated using a plaster cast made of the male half of the XP 
helmet compression mold. The mold was made so spacer liners could 
be inserted to obtain desired wall thicknesses. Two Kevlar 29 
constructions evolved, one of 23 plies of 11 oz/sq yd plain weave 
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fabric, and the other of 14 plies of 16 oz/sq yd woven roving weave 
fabric; both preimpregnated with phenol!c/polyvinyl hutyral resin (22 
and 25 percent respectively). I'inwheel preforms were laid up in an 
overlap pattern within the mold; the mold put into a polyvinyl alcohol 
film bap; and the bag evacuated (shown in Figure 4) prior to curing 
in the autoclave. The helmet made with 23 plies required three coi.- 
secutive moldings of 8,8 and 7 plies to achieve a smooth, wrinkle free 
model with proper tapering along the helmet edge. However, 14 plies 
of woven roving fabric enabled the helmet to be imuded in a single 
operation due to the fabric's better draping characteristics and 
lesser total bulk of the lay-up. This helmet and a test panel to pro- 
vide specimens for a peel resistance test were molded at 35Ü0F to 
obtain a greater resin cure and eliminate the strong residual odor 
of the 330oF moldings. Helmets of both construction'- weighed about 3 
pounds. 

Kevlar fabric and laminates were found not to cut cleanly 
by any of the usual means - scissors, rotary knives, band saws and 
circular saws. 

C.  GRP/XP/Kevlar Composite 
Flat laminates were prepared by encapsulating 16 oz/sq ft 

of XP film, 6x6 inches between 4 plies, 8x10 inches, of conventional 
polyester prepregged woven roving glass fabric (GRP) and 6 plies, 
8x10 inches of polyester impregnated Kevlar 29 satin weave fabric 
(5 oz/sq yd). This composite was cured in the autoclave at 260CF 
under 75 psi pressure for 90 minutes employing conventional vacuum 
bag molding techniques. Under these conditions the XP film plies 
would not be expected to bond together. 

In a similar manner, M-l helmet shaped composites were made 
in the same mold utilized for the Kevlar helmet. The core XP was 
tapered by progressively making the inner plies smaller and the 
largest ply end an inch from the helmet edge so that the GRP and Kev- 
lar bonded together to form a rigid double wall shell sealed at the 
rim. Again a hand lay-up pinwheel overlap procedure for assembling 
the materials within the mold was employed. The helmets weighed 
about 3 pounds. 

TESTING PROCEDURES AND RESULTS 

A. Ballistic Penetration Resistance 
1. Helmet Materials 

The ballistic resistance of the new helmet armor materials 
was determined using flat panels with four projectiles of different 
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masses representative of the fragmenting munition threat  (under 100 
grains)  to combat ground troops.    The test projectiles were conven- 
tional Army fragment simulating projectiles conforming to Military 
Specification MIL-P-46593.    Testing was conducted in accordance with 
Military Standard MIL-STD-662,  Ballistic Test Method for Personnel 
Armor Material.    The test determines ballistic limit velocities,  V,.», 
denoting the projectile velocity where the probability of penetration 
is 0.50 and calculated by averaging out an equal number of velocities 
within a range of 125 ft/sec.  that result in partial and complete 
penetrations.     (Ballistic data now being acqui/ed with munition frag- 
ments aj      onfirming the superior resistance to penetration reported 
herein ^w»' these materials.) 

The percent improvement  in V.« values for the new materials 
over the standard M-l helmet system (steel shell and laminated nylon 
fabric liner)  is given in Table I.    It is readily apparent that all 
four materials exhibit substantially higher resistance to penetration 
than the M-l helmet system.    Kevlar and XP are best closely followed 
by the GRP/XP/Kevlar composite.    Their improvement over the M-l helmet 
system is in the order of 30 to 80 percent. 

2.    Variation of V^ Ballistic Limit of Laminated XP With Molding 
Temperature 

Only the intermediate caliber projectile was used.    Figure 
S shows the combined data for the Phillips and AMMRC panels presented 
in terms of V50 ratios based on the V-. value obtained for the lowest 
temperature (3i5-3160F)    This ratio starts to decline rapidly after 
3450F,  indicating that the ballistic penetration resistance of 
laminated XP is being degraded at the higher temperatures. 

B.    Durability (Permanence) Tests 
1.    Temperature Cycling 

All test panels were prepared with two adjacent edges cut 
with a band saw to obtain unsealed edges as well as molded edges. 
With XP this procedure produced partial delamination along the edge 
and some fusing of the cut surfaces. 

The panels in an environmental test chamber were cycled from 
room temperature to -760F, then to 1760F and back to room temperature 
within 8 hours.    Two such cycles were run.    Panels were inspected 
visually for changes after each cycle. 

There were no changes in the appearance of the Kevlar and 
GRP/XP/Kevlar composite.    The Phillips XP panels molded at 315 to 
340oF delaminated around the cut edges to a depth of 1/8 to 3/8 inch. 

J 
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Ml panels molded at 315 to 350° maintained their integrity and 
rigidity but were whiter in appearance than originally and felt 
slightly spongy when squeezed indicating partial del ami nation.    The 
360°F panel warped and split partially along a curved surface of 
discontinuity that was visible before the test started. 

AWRC XP panels molded at 316 and 3240F turned white and 
split along the cut edges.    The former puffed up to about 1  1/2" in 
thickness.    The 337, 347,  and 3560F molded panels showed no change. 

2. Humidity Cycling 
This test was conducted in similar fashion to the tempera- 

ture cycling test.    The first part of the cycle was at 95 percent 
relative humidity and 1760F; the second part was at the same tempera- 
ture but without the high humidity. 

The behavior of the Phillips XP specimens submitted to 
humidity cycling was similar to those subjected to temperature 
cycling.   It should be noted that humidity cycling also involves 
temperature cycling (room temperature to 176° to room temperature). 
The panels molded at 31S0F and 360oF split as before.    All but the 
latter felt slightly spongy when squeezed.    The AWRC panels molded 
at 316,  326 and SSS'F split with the frequency and extent of split- 
ting decreasing    with increasing temperature.    The panels molded at 
346 and 3560F did not change in temperature. 

The Kevlar and GRP/XP/Kevlar composite panels did not 
change in appearance except that for the latter the Kevlar skin had 
puffed up away from the XP to a height of about 1/4 inch at the center. 

3. Water Absorption 
Water absorption for all the materials except the composite 

was conducted in accordance with procedures outlined in ASTM D570-63: 
Standard Method of Test for Water Absorption of Plastics.    The 
composite specimens consisted of 6x6 inch XP encapsulated within 
8x10 inch GRP and Kevlar skins.    Cuts to expose unsealed edges were 
made outside the XP area. 

The 24 hour water absorption values determined were: 

XP None 

Kevlar 

GRP/XP/Kevlar composite 

2.5 Percent 

5.8 Percent 

J 
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Water could be forced out  of the composite specimens at  the 
cut edges by shaking or tapping.    Inspection of all edges showed that 
the Kevlar plies could be peeled from one another with very little 
effort.    However,  the Kevlar ply adjacent to the GRP was  firmly bonded. 

4.     Impact Damage Resistance 
To determine the relative  impac: resistance of M-l shape 

helmet  constructions,  a 4 inch diameter steel ball weighing 8 pounds 
was dropped from a height of 5 feet  onto the crown of the helmet placed 
on a concrete floor.    The amount of permanent deformation was measured 
and each helmet was closely examined for delamination or other damage. 

No impact damage could be detected for either Kevlar helmet \ 
construction.    The GRP/XP/Kevlar composite helmet suffered no perma- , 
nent deformation but careful examination of the inside of the helmet 
revealed an area below the impact point,  about 2 inches in diameter, 
that had a slightly altered appearance resulting presumably from the 
transient deformation of the helmet  structure.    Impact of the M-l 
Hatfield steel helmet and nylon liner system produced a dent in the 
metal  shell 7/16" deep and 1 7/8" in diameter.    The XP helmet was also 
tested even though it was only 1/3 the weight of the others and it had 
been molded at a temperature too low for adequate bonding.    According- 
ly,  it was not  surprising that upon  impact a dent 1  1/4 inches deep 
and 3  1/4 inches in diameter formed.    The dented material had 
delaminated. 

C.    Peel Resistance 
This test was conducted on Kevlar laminates only.    The pro- 

cedure  followed was that of ASTM method D1876, Peel  Resistance of Ad- 
hesives  (T-Peel Test)  except the bonded part of the specimens was 5 
instead of 6 inches.    Peel resistance of the laminates made with  11 
oz/sq yd plain weave fabric and molded at 330°? and with 16 oz/sq yd 
woven fabric molded at 350oF was about 7 pounds per inch of width when 
pressed at 250 psi but only about 5 1/2 pounds at 2250 psi.    Procuring 
the first fabric (prepregged)  for 8 minutes at 2350F did not signifi- 
cantly change the peel strength.    The peel strengths shown in Table 
II are considered adequate but not high for well-bonded durable 
laminates. 

DISCUSSION OF  RESULTS 

A   Protective Capabilities 
The 64 to 79 percent increase in V,.. ballistic limit of the 

Kevlar and XP laminates and of the composite over the standard M- 1 

helmet  system when tested with the projectile of least mass is espe- 
cially significant.    A major threat to ground troops are detonating 

8 
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munitions emitting small fragments traveling at high velocities,  Kev- 
lar and XP (or composite constructions having XP as the major compon- 
ent) helmets weighing 3 pounds (the same as the M-l helmet system) 
are considered capable of stopping most and possibly all fragments at 
relatively short distances from burst. The M-l helmet system is 
considered ineffective under these conditions. 

» 

B. XP Helmet 
Molding of XP helmets, on the basis of experience with flat 

laminates, requires the selection of a molding temperature of 340 to 
350oF and a pressure of at least 2200 psi to insure removal of air 
between film plies, effect adequate bonding, and restrict the re- 
duction in V,.. ballistic limit to under 10 percent of the maximum 
attainable. The temperatures measured must be that of the XP, not 
that of the mold. Vacuum-bagging should be tried before molding for 
greater assurance of air removal. There appears to be wide latitude 
in preform design for XP helmets provided preforms are undersized (but 
not underweight) and of minimum bulk to allow the mold to close since 
any excess XP cannot be cut by the mold.  Although molded XP helmets 
will require no cutting of the rim, piercing techniques with heated 
penetrators may be needed to make holes for mounting helmet 
suspensions without incurring local del ami nation of the XP. 

Laminated XP when properly molded will not delaminate on 
thermal stressing, is dimensionally stable and does not absorb water. 
The ability of 3 pound XP helmets to withstand low velocity impact 
as exemplified by the ball impa'.t test remains to be determined. 

Thermal stressing can distinguish between helmets molded 
under different conditions of temperature and pressure. As few as 
two cycles over a modest temperature range, say of 100oF above 
ambient, may suffice as a test. Translucency and color can also 
serve as visual guides to adequate molding. A yellowish tinge and 
good translucency indicate a satisfactory molding. Opaqueness with 
whiteness indicates too low molding temperatures and/or pressures. 
Very hazy yellowness indicates too high a temperature. 

C. Kevlar Helmet 

Kevlar fabric laminates using phenolic/polyvinyl butyral 
resin withstand thermal stressing and have low water absorption (2.5 
percent in 24 hours). A molding pressure of 250 psi and temperature 
of 350oF are adequate. Heavy fabrics of good draping characteristics 
make molding of helmet shapes easier. A woven roving fabric of 15 
oz/sq yd, and possibly up to 25 oz/sq yd, is satisfactory, and 
represents a lower cost fabric construction. 

- 

J 
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Kevlar fabrics and laminates of low resin content,  20 to 
30 percent,  were not able to be cut cleanly.    Hven helmets compres- 
sion molJed in matched steel dies   (as  they would be in production) 
will  require some treatment of the as-molded fibrous edge to obtain 
a  finished rim. 

D.    GRP/XP/Kevlar Composite Helmet 
This composite construction was obviously not waterproof, 

as evidenced by the accumulation of water between the skins.    The 
entry point was apparently between Kevlar plies whose adhesion was 
quite poor.     Polyester is evidently not a suitable bonding resin for 
Kevlar fabrics.    Phenolic/polyvinyl butyral would be a better choice 
but  its use would require some intermediate bonding medium to effect 
the bond with the GRP since the phenolic resin inhibits the cure of 
the GRP's polyester.     If water also enters through the thickness of 
the skins,   surface plies,  or all plies,  having somewhat higher resin 
contents would reduce or prevent this. 

CONCLUSIONS 

1. The feasibility of utilizing the new materials,   Kevlar 
29 fabric, laminated with phenolic/polyvinyl butyral resin,  and 
laminated XP polypropylene  film in the development of combat helmets 
has been demonstrated on the basis of laboratory tests  for fragment 
protection capabilities and for durability.    Some problems of 
secondary  importance remain;  obvious  solutions  for all but one are 
available. 

2. Processing parameters have been defined for molding 
helmets weighing 3 pounds that are durable and possess at least 90 
percent of the fragment protection capabilities of the material. 

a) XP helmets are best molded at 345*50F for a minimum 
of 30 minutes under a minimum pressure of 2200 psi.    The specified 
temperature is that of the laminate and not a temperature measured 
somewhere  in the mold metal.    Procedures should be adjusted or modi- 
fied to prevent the occlusion of air between film plies during mold- 
ing.    The making of holes in XP helmets for mounting suspension 
systems must be conducted with care using properly selected tools and 
techniques to insure that the new edges are sealed by fusion and no 
delamination occurs.    Heated penetrators may be suitable hole-making 
devices. 

b) There are no indications that the molding of lami- 
nated Kevlar 29 fabric helmets has any critical requirements.    A mold- 
ing pressure of 250 psi and a temperature of 350oF produced satis- 

10 
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factory helmets. Procedures or devices for cleanly cutting the helmet 
rim, or for removing frayed fibers and sealing the rim, or for binding 
the rim to form a finished edge arc needed. 

c)  Polyester resins are not satisfactory bonding 
materials for Kevlar  fabric in the GRP/XP/Kevlar composite helmet. 
Phenolic/polyvinyl butyral resin is recommended with the use of a 
polyester-compatible adhesive or resin-coated scrim ply between the 
GRP and Kevlar laminates.    Resin contents of 30 percent  (greater for 
surface plies) are recommended to reduce water absorption. 

3.    Suitable types of tests for the quality of molded hel- 
mets are: 

a) V-- ballistic limit velocity and falling ball impact 
for the three constructions. 

b) Thermal stress and visual inspection of color and 
translucency for XP helmets. 

c) Water absorption for GRP/XP/Kevlar composite helmets. 

d) Peel strength for Kevlar 29 helmets. 

4. Laminated Kevlar 29 fabric,  laminated XP film,  GRP/XP/ 
Kevlar composite and LMLD offer substantially improved protection 
capabilities against the broad range of fragment masses inherent to 
anti-personnel munitions.    In terms of V-_ ballistic limit veloci- 
ties,  for the range of test projectile masses utilized, the improve- 
ment over the standard M-l helmet system is 42 to 79 percent for 
Kevlar,  36 to 77 percent  for XP,  33 to 75 percent for the GRP/XP/ 
Kevlar composite,  and 13 to 53 percent for LMLD. 

5. The development of a combat helmet can be successfully 
completed with any of the helmet systems examined.    The Kevlar and 
UiU) helmet developments are the least difficult,  XP is next, and 
the GRP/XP/Kevlar composite is the most difficult.    The one having 
the most promising combination of superior performance and a 
minimum of problems is a Kevlar helmet. 
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Table I. V50 Ballistic Limits of New Helmet Materials Compared to 
the M-l Helmet 

Material 

Percent Improvement* 

B       C 

KEVLAR 79      42      62      56 
XP 66      36      69      77 
GRP/XP/KEVLAR 64       33       56       75 
LMLD 53      15      40      13 

Vc;(1((New Material) - Vc;n (M-l Helmet) 

^ 

NOTES: A, B, C, D indicate fragment.-simulating projectiles in 
increasing order of mass. 
All comparisons are at an areal density of 36 oz/sq ft. 
M-i helmet includes Hadfield steel shell and nylon fabric 
reinforced plastic liner. 

Table 11.  Peel Resistance of KEVLAR Laminates (lb/in.) 

Molding 
Temperature 

(0F) 
Molding Pressure 

(250 psi)    (2250 psi) 

Not Precured 

Precuredt 

330* 
350t 
330* 

7.3 
7.0 
7.6 

5.7 

5.5 

*KEVLAR 29, 11 oz/sq yd plain weave fabric; 22% resin, 
phenolic/polyvinyl butyral. 
+KEVLAR 29, 16 oz/sq yd woven roving fabric, 25% resin, 
phenolic/polyvinyl butyral. 
tFor 8 minutes at 235°F. 

Figure 1. 
Relative Translucency of 
XP Laminates:  (left to right) 
AMMRC panel molded at 2250 psi 
for 30 minutes at 3470F; 
Phillips panels molded at 
1000 psi for 20 minutes at 
360oF and 31S0F. 
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Figure 3.     "Pinwheel" Preform Figure 4.    Vacuum-Bagged Helmet 
Preform in Mold 

1.00 - 

VsoCT) 
v50(To) 0,90 

0.80 

QAMMRC 

+ PHILLIPS 

T0 = 315-316
0F 

I I 
320       340       360 

T, Molding Temperature, 0F 

380 

Figure 5. Effect of Molding Temperature on V50 Ballistic Limit 
of Laminated XP 
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INITIATION AND PROPAGATION OF LASER 
SUPPORTED COMBUSTION WAVES 

FRANK J.  ALLEN,    WILLIAM F.  BRAERMAN,  CHARLES R.  STUMPFEL 
U.  S. ARMY BALLISTIC RESEARCH LABORATORIES 

ABERDEEN PROVING GROUND, MARYLAND    21005 

I.     INTRODUCTION 

During the past few years there has been much discussion of 
absorption waves produced by intense laser irradiation of targets 
(1-6).    These have been classified according to the following 
table (5). 

Table 1.     Classes of Absorption Waves 

Phenomenon Intensity        Propagation Velocity 
 (Approx.) (Approx.)  

a 2 
Breakdown Wave 10g W/cm —r 
Radiation Front 10^ 10,. cm/sec 
Laser Supported Tetonation Wave ic/ 10_ 
Laser Supported Combustion Wave 10, 10 
Plasmatron 10 0 

In each case the absorption of laser beam energy behind the wave 
front supplies the energy required to overcome losses associated with 
propagation.    In a detonation wave propagation is supersonic; in a 
combustion wave, subsonic.    An optical plasmatron is a limiting case 
of a laser supported combustion (LSC) wave in which the laser beam 
intensity is Just at threshold to maintain the wave stationary.    Once 
formed an absorption wave absorbs all or a large fraction of the 
incident radiation, thereby shielding the target.    It is therefore 
important to determine the conditions under which absorption waves 
are ignited.    In this paper we will be interested in LSC waves, which 
occur at rather low incident intensities, arid we will be interested 
in their ignition and propagation at sea level atmospheric pressure. 

Preceding page Mink 
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II.     CHARACTERIZATION OF LASER SUPPORTED COMBUSTION  (LSC)  WAVES 

Most investigations  of LSC  (and other absorption) waves 
have been carried out with laboratory lasers.     However, we are 
interested in the properties of LSC waves under  field conditions 
where the target areas  irradiated are much larger than those in the 
laboratory.    Since the  incident intensities are comparable,  some 
information obtained in the laboratory is  applicable to the field 
situation.    Because opportunities for performing field experiments 
have been quite limited,   and control over beam quality not completely 
satisfactory we make use of laboratory results  to the extent 
practicable.    We have used two high power lasers   (HPL No.  1 and HPL 
No.  2)  to produce large  scale LSC waves and have used the Ballistic 
Research Laboratories  2 KW laser and the United Aircraft Research 
Laboratories  (UARL)  6 KW laser in our laboratory investigations.    All 
of these lasers operate CW at a wavelength of 10.6  um. 

We can best  characterize LSC waves by  first describing the 
experimental observations. 

HPL NO.   1 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.     Following are the principal observa- 
tions concerning LSC waves produced with this laser: 

1. There is  a bright luminous region **» IOC cm long and 10 
to 15 cm in diameter.    Some internal structure is  discernible on the 
film records.    In particular,  there is a much smaller central region 
which is mach brighter than the remainder of the luminous region. 
This is the region of  intersection of the laser beam with the 
luminous volume.    The length of the brightest region, the LSC wave 
proper,  is a few centimeters.    Spectroradiometer results also attest 
to the fact that the strongly radiating region is  a few centimeters 
long;  in addition, we have noted that the shadows  formed of nearby 
objects are sharp indicating that the main portion of the LSC wave 
radiant emission emanates from a small region. 

2. Each LSC wave has its highest velocity when first 
distinguishable on the framing camera records.     (With the instrumen- 
tation available for these experiments, the first involving large 
scale LSC wave behavior,  LSC waves could not be distinguished from 
the surrounding luminous region until they had propagated a consider- 
able distance from the target; that the LSC waves  formed much nearer 
to the surface was clearly proven, however, by spectroradiometer 
data.)    The propagation velocity decays approximately linearly with 
distance.    The LSC wave peters out, i.e., ceases to be luminous, 
when the propagation velocity has decayed to ^ 1 m/sec. 
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3.    The luminous  region behind the wave front has  a small 
upward acceleration. 

U.    After an LSC wave  forms,  action—greatly reduced—con- 
tinues at the same location on the target. 

5. The luminous region has sharply defined boundaries. 
Its structure does not change rapidly;  substantial changes occur over 
periods of tens of milliseconds. 

6. Burning particles are invariably present. 

7. No LSC waves formed when an airflow over the target 
was provided; however, the lowest airspeed used was Mach 0.1. 

In these experiments  intensities were in the range of 
20 - ho KW/cnr for the mos^ part.    LSC waves were formed with alumi- 
num and molybdenum targets  at  intensities of 20 KW/cm^; they were nut 
formed with titanium at this  intensity, nor in boron or rubber at 
25 - 30 KW/cm^, nor in tungsten at hO KW/cm^.    An LSC wave was  formed 
in tungsten (during a power excursion of the laser) at an intensity 
of 90 KW/cm^.    However, the intensities quoted are only accurate to 
+ 30% owing to inaccuracies both in beam power and irradiated area. 
Also, the number of irradiations was small, so that definitive con- 
clusions regarding ignition threshold cannot be obtained from these 
results. 

HTL NO.  2 EXPERIMENTS RESULTS.    Since the early experiments we have 
enjoyed em additional limited opportunity to produce large scale LSC 
waves.    We designed new apparatus for studying LSC wave behavior for 
the latter experiments.    Figure 1 shows schematically a system used 
to obtain time, space, and wavelength resolved spectra of LSC wave 
emission on each frame of a framing camera record.    In addition, we 
arranged narrow band pass filters that permitted simultaneous trans- 
mission of LSC wave emitted light in two narrow wavelength regions 
to a framing camera film.    This enabled us to distinguish among the 
severed sources of light emission in the LSC wave.    It enabled us to 
separate target vapor emission from air emission emd to learn some- 
thing of the transition from a target vapor dominated LSC wave to em 
air LSC wave. 

Additioned observations concerning LSC wave characteristics 
obtained with the aid of the equipment just described are as follows: 

1.    The LSC wave forms at or very near the target in a mix- 
ture of target vapor, particles, emd air.    No air spectra eu*e seen 
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initially.    Some spectra seen in the case of a 2021+  aluminum target, 
for example, are:    several Al and Mg lines, NaD lines, and A10 bands. 

2. Air spectra are first seen at distances varying between 
1 cm from the target surface and 10 to 12 cm depending upon the laser 
beam intensity. 

3. The Ha line at 6563 A, owing to water vapor in the air, 
is an indicator of the transition from a target vapor to an air LSC 
wave.    This transition takes place over a small spatial region during 
a time of several milliseconds; it takes place on the lower edge of 
the l£C wave (the laser beam being horizontal). 

U.    Air spectra always include 0, N, and H lines; N    lines 
are seen sometimes, apparently only at the highest intensities 
reached in the experiments,  and only near the wave front. 

5. The LSC waves upon occasion split into two or three 
distinct pieces which sometimes separate by more than one meter; this 
behavior is associated with the spatial structure of the beam. 

6. The threshold for ignition of an LSC wave in aluminum, 
the material for which we have the largest body of results, is ap- 
proximately the same a3  found in the earlier experiments, 20 KW/cm^. 

Some variation from the above general behavior is contained 
in the experimental results, probably caused by variations in details 
of the laser beam behavior.    Table 2 summarizes typical characteris- 
tics of the spectral results.    Figure 2 depicts the behavior in a 
specific case. 

III.     PHYSICAL PHENOMENA INVOLVED IN LSC WAVE BEHAVIOH 

Guided by the experimented observations, we now wish to 
provide a description of the physical phenomena involved in LSC wave 
behavior and,  in the following section, a more tentative description 
of the very important, mere complicated initiation mechanisms, 
concerning which few experimental observations exist. 

LSC WAVE TEMPERATURE.     Af;er formation an LSC wave is in pressure 
equilibrium with the surrounding air.    Thus, except for minor pertur- 
bations, the pressure may be taken as one atmosphere.    This, along 
with the temperature to be calculated, determines the degree of ion- 
ization; the latter coupled with the temperature and pressure deter- 
mines the absorption coefficient for the impinging laser beam. 
Since, according to experiment, the laser beam is absorbed over a 
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distance of a few centimeters we can determine a range within which 
the temperature must lie.    Specificedly,  the relationship connecting 
the degree of iouization, a, absorption coefficient, K , pressure, p, 
and temperature, T, is 

k 7/2 
_      (T/10H)       K 

a2 =  5-^     , (1) 
10.U p^ g 

g being approximately constant (= 2.3) over the temperature range of 
interest [h).    This equation, with p and g fixed as stated, and a a 
tabulated function for air (7,8), is readily solved for assumed 
values of K , which must be in the range of 0.1 to 0.7 to be in 
accord with the observed absorption in the experiments. Solving 
Eq. [l)  under these conditions, we obtain temperatures in the range 
11,500 to 15,200 0K. 

For the case of air seeded with target vapor we cannot use 
the tabulated properties of air. Instead we use the Saha equation 
for [single) ionization equilibrium. However, since the degree of 
target vapor ionization is large we have modified the usual form of 
this equation (6). The calculation of LSC wave temperature proceeds 
in the same fashion for this case except that we must now assume 
values for the molar concentration of target vapor. So doing, we 
find that the temperature, in the case of an aluminum target, lies 
between 6000 and 8000 K. (Aluminum vapor provides almost all of the 
ionization, air a small amount, because aluminum has a much lower 
ionization potential than any of the constituents of air.) 

The calculated temperature ranges are consistent with 
several experimental observations. First, for a given temperature 
and LSC wave volume, we obtain the power radiated from calculated 
curves which have been checked against experiment in the range of 
interest (9). We find that most of the power absorbed from the laser 
beam is reradiated. Next, we have calculated spectra emitted by air 
at temperatures of interest from results of Biberman et al. (10), 
modified to account for geometrical differences. We find that: 

1. The radiating volume is "thin"; i.e., almost all of the 
emitted radiation escapes the hot plasma except for that emitted at 
wavelengths shorter than approximately 1100 A. 

2. The spectral distribution of the radiation is consis- 
tent with spectroradiometer results (measured power radiated in 
selected wavelength intervals) for an air LSC wave in the 12,000 to 
15.000 0K range and for a target vapor seeded LSC wave ^ 7000 0K. 
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3.    An estii..ate of the total power radiated based on the 
calculated spectral distribution is consistent with that calculated 
from the  spectroradiometer data,  assuming the spectral distribution 
to be correct (which is  consistent with the results  already mentioned). 

U.    For some of the  LSC waves observed in the exper; ments 
N     spectral lines were seen at  times  near the wavefront  (oscillating 
on and off,  owing to laser power fluctuations); for other LSC waves 
no If1, spectra were seen.     This,  taken in conjunction with known air 
species  concentrations  as  functions  of temperature,  suggest  that the 
lower and higher LSC wave temperatures are ^ 12,000 and l^.OOO 0K, 
respectively  (9,11). 

5.    The temperatures deduced are in the general range 
observed in more carefully controlled laboratory experiments  in which 
the  intensities were comparable while the spot sizes were much 
smaller and the observed radiation source was the limiting  case of 
an    LSC wave,  a plasmatron.    Using the BRL 2 KW laser (in argon)  a 
temperature of 13,000 0K has been obtained.    Using the UARL 6 KW 
laser (in air) a temperature of 17.000 0K has been obtained. 

POWER BALAHCE.    Having determined the relevant temperature range, we 
can make a power balance in the LSC wave.    We have shown that the 
power radiated constitutes the major portion of that absorbed from 
the laser beam.    For a given temperature we can calculate the stored 
energy, which turns out to be quite small.     (There is also stored 
energy in the luminous region surrounding the LSC wave, the luminos- 
ity being caused by metastable species.    We have estimated the 
density of this region from its rate of rise in the earth's gravita- 
tional field; this,  and the fact that it is at atmospheric pressure, 
determine its average temperature, ^ 700 0K,  and its energy content, 
which turns out to be quite small.)    Since the structure of the wave 
has been observed to change rather slowly, changes in stored energy 
have a negligible eifect on the power balance.    Likewise, calculation 
of the thermal conductivity of air at the relevant temperatures, and 
consideration of the dimensions of the LSC waves, show that heat 
conduction plays only a minor role  (6). 

Finally, there is a transfer of energy by convection; we 
cannot, estimate this accurately.    We obtain a rough estimate by 
calculating the rate of air engulfment by the LSC wave using experi- 
mentally observed dimensions  (cross-sectional areas)  and propagation 
velocities,  and multiplying this result by the energy gain per unit 
volume of cold air entering the wave.    We find that convective power 
transfer is not small; however,  it is not as large as the power 
radiated. 
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PROPAGATION VELOCITY.    The final  characteristic of an LSC wave  (after 
initiation)  which we wish to discuss  is  its propagation velocity. 
This,  we have observed,  decays  essentially  linearly with distance. 
Raizer's theory CO provides an expression for the velocity dependent 
upon the beam intensity  (which varies as  the wave propagates  toward 
the laser since the beam is  focused).     However, this theory is  appli- 
cable only to small scale LSC waves where heat conduction rather than 
radiation dominates the energy transfer processes.    Application of 
Raizer's theory to the present  LSC wave data results in velocities 
much smaller than those ob^rved.    We wish tc emphasize, however, 
that the propagation velrjity is only partially determined by coupled 
radiation and hydrodynamics:    a very essential ingredient is the 
initial mass and velocity of the hot gas.    This is associated with 
the  initiation mechanisms to be discussed in the next section. 
Briefly, the vapor (and particles) which blow off the target and 
first form an absorbing region,  receive a velocity directed from the 
target toward the laser in the blowoff process.    The mass removed 
from the target and the time to form an absorbing region depend in 
some fashion upon beam intensity and target material; (for large 
beams the area irradiated is probably not important.)    In addition, 
as the absorbing region forms and heats, there is an exodus of gas 
from the volume (to maintain pressure equilibrium with the surround- 
ings);  the interaction of the ejected gas with the target results in 
additional momentum of the material in the absorbing region, directed 
away from the target.    This effect can be quite large according to 
(one dimensional) calculations by Hall et al.  (11).    The dimensions 
of the initial absorbing region,  for a given target material,  can 
vary considerably with incident intensity; according to our most 
recent experimental observations of LSC waves, in which we placed 
two narrow band pass filters in parallel in front of a lens and 
framing camera, the transition from a target vapor to an air LSC 
wave may take place within 1 or 2 cms of the target or may occur 10 
or 12 cms away from the target (for an aluminum target). 

The observed, approximately linear, velocity decay is then 
partly caused by the sharing of momentum with engulfed air and part- 
ly caused by diminution in beam intensity as the LSC wave progresses 
toward the laser.    (The latter need not always be true:    by focusing 
the beam in front of the target, the LSC wave can be made to propa- 
gate into a region of increasing beam intensity; we have done this 
but,  owing to inadequate control over beam quality,  no definitive 
results have been obtained as yet.)    The observed velocity decay 
rates of the LSC waves support the above statements as we have shown 
by intercomparing decay rates for LSC waves in air formed with dif- 
ferent target materials (6).    Except for propagation velocity all 
of the characteristics of an LSC wave, after the transition from 
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target vapor to air has been made,  are determined solely by the prop- 
erties of air, the target vapor being too dilute to play a role once 
the air has been ionized significantly. 

IV.    MECHANISMS OF INITIATION 

Initiation of an LSC wave takes place in some mixture of 
target vapor, burning target particles,  and air.    The transition to 
an LSC wave in air usually occurs within 1 or 2 cms of the target 
surface; however, when the laser beam intensity is barely sufficient 
to support an LSC wave in air, the transition may occur up to 10 or 
12 cms from the target.    In some cases the transition fails to occur, 
the LSC wave petering out as the target vapor becomes more dilute. 

A target vapor-air mixture at the boiling point of most 
metals does not have a sufficient degree of ionization to absorb the 
laser bean significantly, thereby become hotter.    Consider, for 
example,  the case of aluminum whose boiling point is 2120    K.     Pure 
aluminum vapor at atmospheric pressure does not significantly absorb 
a 10.6 Mm wavelength laser beam below a temperature of approximately 
5000    K (12); the n^lxtures of aluminum vapor and air we previously 
considered absorbed the laser beam, over the observed distances, at 
temperatures in the 6000 - 8000    K range.    We are therefore led to a 
search for processes which can lead to heating of the electrons 
(after which these electrons can cause  impact ionization resulting 
in a rate of gain of electrons which exceeds the loss rate; i.e.,  a 
cascade process occurs, the medium then becoming capable of absorbing 
the incident laser beam). 

p Many mechanisms have been considered for intensities of 
10    W/cm    or higher (13).    The levels of interest here are ^ 10^ to 
105 W/cm'*.    At the higher intensities the transient pressure at the 
target surface can be much greater than atmospheric with the result 
that the temperature can greatly exceed the normal boiling point; the 
thermionically emitted electrons axe then characterized by a much 
higher temperature and give rise to impact ionization.    Walters  (13) 
has considered various suggested mechanisms which play a role in this 
higher intensity regime.    All of the suggested mechanisms appear to 
be applicable only at intensities much higher than those of present 
concern.    On the other hand the role of particles blown off the 
target, of which a great many are experimentally observed, has not 
been considered.    (We have demonstrated (6) that the small particles 
keep up with the LSC wave as it forms and moves away from the 
target.)    That the hot burning particles play a role seems clear 
since they are in the vapor-air mixture where initiation occurs while, 
as we have seen, initiation does not occur at the target surface. 
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As la the case at the target surface, there appears to be 
no way the pressure at the surface of a small particle can be raised 
sufficiently to increase the particle's boiling point significantly 
(in spite of the large surface tension such particles possess):     a 
very high pressure is required to raise the temperature appreciably 
while, because of its small volume  (hence mass) to area ratio, a 
small pressure gradient within the particle will cause its disinte- 
gration.    Such disintegrations are commonly seen in metal flames 
(14,15) and appear to occur even more readily when the burning takes 
place in a laser beam (l6).    Thus the electrons thermionic ally 
emitted from the particles do not possess the requisite high tempera- 
ture.     (Their density can be high within a few particle radii; 
escape to greater distances is prevented by image charges developed 
on the particles.) 

COMBUSTION OF METALS.    Most metals have high heats of combustion 
which lead to high adiabatic flame temperatures, usually ^ 2000 to 
UOOO    K; the actual flame temperature is lower owing to losses (17). 
For example,  aluminum has an adiabatic flame temperature of approxi- 
mately 3900 0K (18).    There has been a great deal of study of the 
burning of small metal particles as this is of much practical 
interest from several standpoints.    The oxidation mechanisms of 
various metals differ depending on many thermophysical and mechanical 
properties of both the metals and their oxides (15).    Again taking 
aluminum as an example, an AI2O3 shell forms outside the oxidizing 
particle;  oxidation of the vapor emitted by the enclosed boiling 
aluminum takes place at the surface of the oxide layer (l8).     In 
this case the flame temperature cannot exceed the oxide boiling point 
of 3800    K since the oxide decomposes upon vaporization, as it does 
for most metal oxides (17).     (A layer of A10 gas can conceivably form 
outside the molten AI2O3 shell, and this highly absorbs 10.6 um radi- 
ation as do some other metal oxides; however, the surrounding vapor 
has a high thermal diffusivity, and therefore a large diffusion 
length, even on a msec time scale.    A simple calculation shows that 
the heat capacity of the vapor, which must be heated along with the 
absorbing AlO gas, is large enough so that the temperature rise is 
negligible.) 

We believe that a clue as to the means by which high 
electron temperatures come about is to be found in the behavior of 
metal flames without the presence of a laser beam.    It is well known 
that electron temperatures can greatly exceed the gas temperature 
and that electron densities can be orders of magnitude greater than 
their equilibrium density (19).    A plausible explanation for this 
has been given by Von Engel (19):    During the oxidation process, 
products of reaction are formed in excited states.    Electrons 
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undergo collisions with the excited reaction products, part of the 
excitation energy being converted to kinetic energy of motion of the 
electrons.    This is illustrated by the reaction 

« 
A+e1-»-A + e, (2) slow fast v   ' 

where A,  e are an atom (or molecule)  and electron, respectively, and 
the asterisk indicates an excited state.    Making use of the principal 
of detailed balance. Von Engel has calculated cross sections for 
several such processes and obtains fairly large values in cases in- 
volving electronic excitation. 

While inverse reactions occur,  the flow of chemical energy 
(i.e.,  the heat of combustion) results  in a net transfer of energy to 
the electrons causing their mean energy or the electron temperature 
to be higher than that of the neutral gas.    While Von Engel"s illus- 
trative calculations do not apply directly to metal-oxident reactions, 
it  is well known that such reactions are among the brightest chemi- 
luminescent reactions (20).    The radiation from such reactions 
emanates  from electronically excited atoms and molecules populated 
directly by chemical reactions. 

The effect of the laser beam's impinging on the oxidizing 
particles must be to increase the temperature of the entire system 
(it increases the flame temperature by counteracting heat losses): 
The absorption of infrared radiation by small particles is generally 
broadband  (21) in contrast to absorption in molecular band systems. 
This absorption is high even for a "good conductor" such as aluminum- 
-at the high temperatures in question all of the metals have high 
resistivities. 

MAflZRIAL DEPENDENCE.    Most of the LSC waves studied have been pro- 
duced with metallic targets.    We noted in the Introduction, however, 
that we did not ignite LSC waves  in boron or rubber at intensities 
sufficient for ignition in aluminum and molybdenum.    Likewise Fowler 
et al.  (12) have ignited LSC waves in many metals with a 6 KW COg CW 
laser (at  intensities of 10" to 10^ W/cm2—higher than those of 
concern here, yet lower than the intensities at which target plasma 
properties rather than properties of the solid target are dominant); 
they failed to ignite wood or plexiglas at the highest intensity they 
were able to achie/e, twice that required to ignite metals.    These 
materials have low flame temperatures.    Pyroceram, composed of 
several metallic oxides,  ignited LSC waves with the same intensities 
as required by the metals.    The vaporization temperature of pyroceram 
is \ 2000 to 3000 0K.    The possibility exists that the metallic 
oxides decompose, then reoxidize at a later stage in the process. 
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forming reacti.,;; products in excited states.     This could lead to 
heating of thermionically emitted electrons followed by ignition «is 
described above,     (in all cases the reaction products remaining in 
the LSC wave after formation are dissociated into their constituent 
atoms,  absorbing energy in the process—this  after they have been 
instrumental in igniting the LSC wave; we note also that at high 
temperatures thermionic emission from insulators can be high (22) 
owing to the large decrease in the bandgap.) 

CONVERSION TO AIR LSC WAVE.    Finally, the conversion of the LSC wave 
in the target vapor-particle-air mixture to an LSC wave in air 
probably takes place in a straightforward manner.    The energy absorbed 
by the LSC wave is transferred to the engulfed air as the wave propa- 
gates and the target vapor becomes progressively more dilute.    The 
transition occurs on the lower edge of the wave (for a horizontal 
beam), air flowing into the wave mainly at the bottom as material 
from the target vapor-air mixture rises. 

V.    SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The principal experimental findings and the conclusions 
based upon a description of the physical processes which at least 
qualitatively explain all of the experimental results are: 

1. LSC waves in air form anywhere from 1 cm to 10 or 12 cm 
from the target surface depending upon beam intensity and target 
material.     Typical dimensions of the most intense emission region 
are:     2 to 3 cm diameter; 3 to U cm length. 

2. The absorbing region is first  formed in a mixture of 
target vapor,  particles, and air. 

3. Burning particles play a major role in LSC wave 
ignition at incident intensities of 10^ to 10^ W/cm2.    In the oxida- 
tion reactions electronically excited products form and transfer 
energy to electrons thus causing an electron temperature substan- 
tially higher than the gas temperature.    Cascade ionization follows, 
the electrons giving rise to impact ionization at a rate exceeding 
the electron loss rate.    Details are specific to each target material, 
though some similarity in the behavior of various metals is to be 
expected. 

h.    Metals and some metallic compounds ignite LSC waves at 
least somewhat more readily than do other materials that have been 
tried.    A low Ionization potential material favors ignition. 
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5. An LSC wave receives initial momentum directed away 
from the target the magnitude of which depends upon incident 
intensity and target material. 

6. The LSC wave when first  formed  in the target vapor-air 
mixture has a temperature generally in the range of 6000 - 8000 0K. 
The target vapor seeds the air and supplies almost all of the ioniza- 
tion. 

7. After the transition from an LSC wave in the target 
vapor-air mixture to an LSC wave in air,  the temperature reaches the 
12,000 -  lU.OOO 0K range. 

8. The air LSC wave radiates  a considerable amount of 
energy in the vacuum ultraviolet wavelength region of the spectrum. 
This radiation is to a considerable extent absorbed in the surround- 
ing cold air and plays a role in LSC wave propagation. 

9. After formation the LSC wave absorbs a large fraction, 
in some cases almost all, of the incident laser beam, thus cutting 
the beam off from the target.    When one LSC wave peters out—after 
reaching a low velocity ambient air currents coupled with diminished 
beam intensity result in insufficient power to sustain it—another 
forms near the target, provided the beam characteristics have not 
changed.     Note:    No LSC waves have been formed in the few experiments 
in which we provided air flow over the target.    However, the lowest 
air speed we used in the experiments was Mach 0.1. 
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Spot    Strongest 
Size    Observed 
 Spectra 

Table 2. Spectral Observations 

Physical 
Interpretation 

Remarks 

3-12 cm    A10 Molecular bands; 
Strong Al lines; 
impurity lines 
(Na and Mg) 

Vaporization of 
aluminum; 
chemical combus- 
tion of Al vapcr 
and particles 

Emission often 
extends many 
cms from target 

2-6 Very strong Al line 
emission and Na, Mg 
line emission 

Vaporization; 
excitation of Al 
(and impurities) 

Emission extends 
a few erne from 
target; many KW 
of power radiated 
in visible region 

2-k N, H, 0 lines and 
occasional N+ lines 

lonization of 
the air 

LSC wave propa- 
gates away from 
target  

Aluminum target Laser beam power % 130 KW 

FRONT  VIEW 

METAL TARGET- 

LASER  FOCUS 
(~2.5 cm) J 

SLlTMmnt) 

TRANSMISSION 
GRATING 

oo D 
FRAMING  CAMERA 

FROM   ABOVE 

TARGET  INTERACTION 

TRAVe 
I 

LING _ (f) _ 
PLASMATRON      )K 

SLIT  SCREEN 

rl CONVERGING 
I LASER   BEAM 

DUAL  OPENING SHUTTER 
GIVES 100:1   EXPOSURE 
BETWEEN SUCCESSIVE 
FRAMES. 

Fig. 1.    Transmission Grating Measurement of LSC Wave Emission. 
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ALUMINUM 
TARGET 

(o)   t < 0 tac >—10 cm 

(b)   t = 0.008 
t«c 

(c)   M 0.037 

J 

d LASER 

c:: 
TARGET 

ATOMIC  LINES 

(d)  SPECTRA 

4000 %. ■£ 

5000 % - - 

AIR  LINES 

H^ - 4860 % 

6000 Ä - - Na 5890 % 

10 cm 

— N— 60oeX 
— 0 — 6158 Ä 

«-N — 6483-5 Ä 
ö Ha— 6563 Ä 

Note: 

t ■ 0 
corresponds to 
time of forma- 
tion of strong 
luminous front 
(which formed 
within 1 cm 
of target 
surface). 

DISTANCE   FROM  TARGET    (cm) 

Fig. 2.    Sketches of Sequence of Events Leading to LSC Wave Forma- 
tion and Propagation,     (a) Luminous target vapor and oxide particles, 
(b) Strong luminous front 0.008 sec after formation,     (c) Strongly 
radiating air LSC wave separated from target vapor,     (d) Spectra 
corresponding to (c);  strongest emission lines are shown and serve 
to distinguish between air and target vapor dominated behavior. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Electrostatic intrusion detection techniques have been util- 
ised In the past for a variety of applications, both military and civ- 
ilian. The basis for these techniques has been essentially the meas- 
urement of the distortion of an electric field due to the presence 
and/or motion of an object. An equivalent point of view results from 
analyzing the electric field perturbations in terms of the self and 
mutual capacitances of the detector probe and the object, and the 
variations of these capacitances with changes in the relative loca- 
tion of the detector and object. 

A passive electrostatic detection system is one in which the 
electric field is generated external to the detector or sensor. If, 
however, the sensor Itself generates the electric field which is per- 
turbed by the object, the system is known as an active electrostatic 
detector. In this paper we deal with a passive detection system in 
which the earth's electric field, which is normally directed verti- 
cally to the earth's surface,is perturbed or distorted by the pres- 
ence of an intruder. 

The magnitude cf the distortion depends on the relative po- 
sition of the Intruder and sensor and the configuration and dimensions 
of both. Fig. la shows the undisturbed field with the sensor depicted 
as a probe or antenna of arbitrary shape connected to a meter. It is 
assumed that probe site and shape are such that it does not disturb 
the field being measured. Fig. lb shows the field distorted by the 
presence of an Intruder modelled in this case as a grounded conductor. 

Preceding page blank 
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The entire intrusion detection system Is shown In block diagram form 
In Fig. 2. 

The above model represents an oversimplification of the ef- 
fect of a walking Intruder on the earth's electric field.  Such an In- 
truder cannot be represented simply as a moving grounded conductor. 
A person walking or scuffing may develop potentials of over 1000 volts 
depending on shoe sole thickness and resistance and on the nature of 
the ground surface and material. Moreover, as he raises one foot at 
each step his body captzitance to ground reaches a minimum and this in 
turn causes his potential to rise to a maximum. When both feet are 
momentarily making ground contact, the charge potential is lowest, 
and, thus, there results a characteristic rise and fall in potential 
due to walking. This in turn introduces a similar disturbance in the 
earth's field in the vicinity of the moving person. This phenomenon 
is readily observed experimentally and it can be shown that the 
charge-discharge phenomena of a walking person will produce signifi- 
cant signals at useful ranges. 

This paper is based on the results of an initial study to de- 
termine the feasibility of a reliable, reasonably inexpensive electro- 
static intrusion detection system for field use. This initial effort 
has been concerned mainly with carrying out an analytic program 
through modelling and computer studies together with a preliminary ex- 
perimental program based on these studies. In subsequent effort it is 
Intended to expand these studies to include signal processing techni- 
ques required for the optimization of the detection and identification 
performance of the system and, in addition, breadboard components 
suitable for application of this detection technique to scatterable 
mine systems. 

MODEL STUDIES 

In this section we will first consider distortions in the 
earth's electrostatic field due to grounded and charged intruders. 
We will next introduce a time dependence due to motion toward the sen- 
sor aa well as the charge/discharge phenomena attributable to the 
raising and lowering of the intruder's feet. We then outline a system 
capable of detecting these distortions through atmospheric coupling. 
The effects of finite input resistance and non-zero input capacitance 
of the detector are also accounted for. 

To determine the distortion, which we define as the differ- 
ence in the field due to the presence of an intruder after subtracting 
out the naturally occurring earth's field, it is necessary to solve 
Laplace's equation in a geometry appropriate to that of the intruder. 
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If the Intruder Is modelled «s a conducting surface of constant value 
In some orthogonal coordinate system in which the Laplacian operator 
separates into ordinary differential operators, then it is not too 
difficult to obtain a closed form analytic solution. 

We first consider analytic solutions for some simple geome- 
tries which approximate the intruder. The simplest of all is the 
grounded hemisphere (Fig. 3). It is well known thnt the potential out- 
side and above a grounded hemispherical boss on a infinite grounded 
plane in a uniform electric field is given by^ 

V(p,x) -E0a (l-^C^W)-
3^}, a ■ radius of boss (1) 

where E0 is the constant, undisturbed earth's electric field, 100 v/m 
in this calculation. 

However, the hemisphere is a rather poor model since it im- 
plies that the intruder is as wide as he is tall. A much better model 
is a grounded hemiprolate-spheroidal (half watermelon) boss on the in- 
finite plate (Fig. 4). By switching to the prolate spheroidal coordi- 
nate system £, T] defined by the transformations: 

i) 
(2) 
(3) 

where Cj is determined from the semi-major axis, C, and semi-minor 
axis, b, of the spheroid by        Ca ■ .Jt?-bM , 
It can be shown'1' that V is now given by 

r      agnqTHD/m-i)) - I/T, I 
L1    %in((V+i)/(Tio-i)) - ^V* Eoz 

where P0 ■ c/Qa•    In these models we used b 
which approximate the dimensions of a man. 

(4) 

0.15 m and C - 2.0 m 

There are other models which may represent limiting values 
for the intruder. For example, we considered the grounded, half- 
elliptic cylinder of semL-major axis C and semi-minor axis b, shown in 
Fig. 5. The solution of Laplace's equation for this geometry can be 
shown to be " ) : ^ 

MjoVosEOl- 
TKWM)  J (5) 

where T] and \  are the same as in the above prolate spheroid (Eqns. 2 
and 3). 

We can also consider the generalised ellipsoid with no axial 
symmetry (Fig. 6). Following Jeans(3), if one has the ellipsoid 

E0z 1' 
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j^/a3   +y3/ba   +ra/ca  - 1 (6) 

then the conlcold 
x8(aa+e)"1+y*(ba+G)"^ za(c2+ e)"1   -1 (7) 

will be confocal to the ellipsoid for all values of 6. 

Solving the cubic equation for 9 gives the three values \, ^, 
u for each cartesian point x, y, z where \ ■ const. Is a family of 
ellipsoids, M  ■ const. Is a hyperbolold of one sheet, and v m const. Is 
a hyperbolold of two sheets.    If we require a > b > c, and assume the 
field is in the x direction,  it can be shown that 

ff^    dX       ■     1 /r"   d\ V - VUxo \>* X-fJxo W* K (8) 

where X0 is the coordinate of the intruding ellipsoid of height a, 
length b, and breadth c,  and 

Ax    - VU"-*  Hf-ft Xc^+X ). 

Thus,  the integrals in Eqn.   (8) are of the form 

I -Jd,     Itf+X )*(b84X )(c*+X )J  * (9) 

which can be evaluated In termf        appropriate elliptic  integrals of 
the first and second kinds^). 

We have plotted the field distortions of the prolate spheroid 
and elliptic cylinder geometries in Fig. 7.    The field distortion was 
obtained directly from the potential distribution matrix V(i,j), where 
V(i,j) represents the potential at the point Z(i) and p(J) and then 
using a central difference  formula to approximate the gradient opera- 
tor : r 

F.z(i,j) -  (Aa)-1;V(l+l,j) - V(l-l,j):   - E0 (10a) 
Epd.j) - (Äp)-x\V(lf j+1) - V(l,J-l)J (10b) 

where A« - [«(1+1) - s(l-l)] and Ap^;p(j+1) - p(J-l)]. 

It is noted that the horizontal components of the field dis- 
tortion are much smaller than the vertical components, except perhaps 
at points very close to the intruder.   Furthermore, at horlsontal dis- 
tances from the intruder    greater than 3 m , Ehor i8 proportional to 
the height off the ground, while E^ert is almost height Independent. 
It would then seem desirable to detect the vertical component, taking 
advantage of these two Important features. 

Note further that  the distortions for the elliptic cylinder 
are much stronger and fall off slowly as a function of p.    Thus, we 
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put this as a maximum upper bound for the distortion due to a grounded 
object of elliptical cross section. 

It Is an oversimplification, however, to assume that the In- 
truder remains at ground potential.    For example, an Initially grounded, 
conducting intruder has a charge distribution Induced on his surface by 
the external field to enable him to remain at ground potential.    Should 
the Intruder break the connection to ground by lifting his feet, he re- 
duces his capacity to ground which Increases his potential.    A similar 
If weaker effect occurs when the Intruder picks each leg up, especially 
If his resistance to ground Is not particularly high.    Furthermore, 
scuffing shoes on the ground can lead to static charge being accumu- 
lated on the body, which must leak away In a finite time.    The amount 
of charging la not inconsiderable.    Over 20 years ago the Bureau of 
Mines (" investigated the hazard of static electricity in operating 
theaters where there waa danger of igniting explosive anesthetics.    In 
a very comprehensive study It was shown that, depending upon the nature 
of the clothes,   linens, furniture surfaces, shoes, and humidity In the 
room,  potentials of 500-18000 volts could be generated on human beings. 
This charge leaked away through shoes with resistance of Kf"-l(f  ohms 
depending on the shoe material, which varies from partially conducting 
leather to highly Insulating rubber.    The time dependence of the poten- 
tials was also considered In that report.    Thus, it becomes very neces- 
sary to obtain the field distortion due to a charged body.    For this 
calculation we assume that the charged body Is sitting on a thin Insu- 
lating pad just above the ground. 

Since the ground plane Is at sero potential, one may reaort 
to the theory of images to solve this problem.    The application of 
this method to a charged conducting hemisphere on a ground plane  leads 
to the well known exterior solution 

V(r.e)-V0[3/2(|)aPi(cose)-7/8(f)4P3(cose)+(ll/16)(f)eP5 (cose)-]     (11) 

where Pi (cose) Is the Legendre polynomial of the first kind.    Again 
while the sphere is not a good approximation to the man, we can still 
use the same technique to solve the problem of the charged conducting 
prolate ellipsoid. 

The general solution of the Lawlacian in prolate spheroidal 
coordinates with aslouthal symnetry isö) 

V(C.T1) - flA^ (O  + B(^ (o} (A»I^Ol) + B'Qjdl)} (12) 

where Q1 is the  1th Legendre polynomial of the second kind.    We  Impose 
the boundary requirements: 
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but finite   (10* ohm) resistance.    Using these values and the experi- 
mentally measured response time,  the probe resistance was calculated 
to be about  10'1  ohms.    The same experiment was simulated on the com- 
puter using the above values of the model parameters in the limit of 
the probe capacitance approaching zero.    The results were quite com- 
parable. 

Sensor response to the input signal shown in Fig. 10 has been 
calculated for various values of the three sensor parameters.    The 
output for two combinations of these is shown in Fig. 12.    The smooth- 
ing effect of the larger electrometer input capacitance is evident. 
It  is possible that under favorable ionization conditions, the probe 
resistance would fall to 2xl010  ohms.    A model calculation using this 
value was made.    The results, plotted in Fig. 13, clearly show the 
enhancement of structure in the sensor output signal. 

EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES 

To evaluate the feasibility of employing electrostatic means 
as an intrusion detection method, various state-of-the-art electro- 
meters were considered with respect to their input resistance,  capaci- 
tance and input offset current.    When run open circuit, offset current 
will charge the probe and quickly saturate the electrometer.    Due to 
its high input impedance and its particularly low offset current 
(less than 3xl0'16  amp), the Princeton Applied Research Corp.   PAR-135 
electrometer was selected for further experimental work. 

Two probe types were tested.    One Was simply a straight 
length of stainless steel tubing, 0.037 inch in diameter, projecting 
10 cm from the input Jack of the PAR-135.    The other type was made 
from the same material projected 5 cm from the PAR-135, and had a 
small amount of Polonium fastened to the end. 

Polonium ionises the air in its inmedlate vicinity.    The ion- 
ization provides a relatively rapid means for the probe to come to the 
same potential as the air around it, effectively decreasing the probe 
resistance.    Decreased response time and increased sensitivity are the 
principal benefits obtained by its use.    The enhancement produced by 
the Polonium is evident in the field test results discussed below. 

Several field tests were made to determine the best sensor 
configuration to utilize in recording the response of these sensors to 
the intrusion of a person.    To minimize possible electrostatic inter- 
ference, these tests were conducted in open country fields. 

To obtain an estimate of local field variations, two sensors 
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rv0, 0 S C s 1    1 

v(C,Th-)-o5  v(C. V Uof o ^ c «-i) 
Outside the spheroid only Pj^OQiCTl) !■ finite as T)-»» , so Eqn.  12 re- 
duces to 

V(C,T1) - ^ Al P^C) QtCTl) (13) 

where the Fourier coefficients are determined by 

Al - (21+1) V0[Q1(Tl0)J-1J0P1(C)dC (14) 
Thu•» f 0! (Tl) Qadl) OB (Tl) 1 
V(C.TI) - vo\3/2pi ^^TT) - 7/8Ps(c)Q7rii^+11/16p5(0(^T^7 --; (") 

If the charged body is in a uniform externally applied field we simply 
superimpose the solutions of Eqn. 4 and Eqn. 15.    We have numerically 
evaluated the potential distribution for several values of V0 both in 
and out of the earth's field.    The vertical distortions are shown in 
Fig. 8.    It may be seen that if the charge on the body is appreciable, 
then the distortion due to the earth's field is rather negligible com- 
pared to the distortion due to the charged body itself. 

Time dependence may be Included in the calculation in a 
straightforward way by considering the two effects described above. 
First, as the intruder approaches the sensor, the field distortion at 
the sensor will increase due to his Increasing proximity.    Second, as 
the Intruder lifts his foot to walk, his potential will rise causing a 
change in field distortion at the sensor.    The combination of these 
two effects produces a fluctuating field distortion at the sensor, 
which is considered to be the sensor input signal. 

A model for the potential profile of the intruder was obtain- 
ed in the following manner.    Several people, each in turn holding a 
wire connected to an electrometer, walked slowly across the laboratory. 
Each person's potential profile was recorded.    One of these profiles, 
shown In Fig. 9, was selected as the basis for the walking model. 
Note that the subject carries a negative potential due to his retention 
of electrons as he lifts his feet.    Also, the large potential rise is 
due to the capacitance change as the subject lifts his foot.    Smaller 
changes are attributed to the heel and toe motion as the subject shifts 
his weight. 

For ease In calculation we simplified the profile of Fig.  9 
by taking the profile to be periodic once walking commenced, and that 
local maxima and minima could be connected by straight lines.    Vertical 
field distortion curves were plotted for the six intruder potentials 
corresponding to the local extreme.    Using a measured velocity of  .83 
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meter/sec, a period of 1.6 seconds, and an Initial displacement of ten 
meters from the sensor, the person's displacement from the sensor at 
each potential maximum or minimum was calculated and marked on the 
appropriate distortion curve. Connecting these points with straight 
lines yielded the Idealized triangular wave taken as the walking In- 
truder sensor Input model (Fig. 10). 

The coupling of the field distortions through the atmosphere 
to the sensor is a complex process. An Isolated electrically neutral 
wire placed in a potential gradient will distort the field such that it 
averages the field along its length.  If the wire be connected to an 
electrometer, however, the small input capacitance to ground, leads to 
additional charge redistribution. Furthermore, the electrometer input 
resistance is not infinite so some leakage to ground will occur. The 
result of these phenomena is that the potential on the wire is lowered, 
or the effective height of the antenna is reduced. 

In addition, there is a general atmospheric relaxation time 
for electrical phenomena due to the low but non-vanishing atmospheric 
conductivity. In a discussion given by Chalmers^), it is shown that 
if a conductor of area A carries a charge Q and is exposed to the at- 
mosphere, it leaks charge as given by Ohm's law 1 ■ XEA. Close to the 
surface E - Q/A€0; thus, Q ■ XQ/e0 and Q ■ Qoe"''1 where T - e0/X is 
the atmospheric relaxation time and \  is the atmospheric conductivity. 

This relaxation time suggests as a model for the atmospheric 
coupling a parallel resistance capacitance combination which is con- 
nected to the electrometer. Thus, a reasonable candidate for an equi- 
valent circuit is given in Fig. 11. For the output of the circuit to 
reflect the input with little lag, the time constant of the probe re- 
sistance and electrometer capacitance, rC, should be reasonably small. 
In addition, to reduce the voltage drop across the probe resistance, 
it should be small with respect to the detector resistance, R. Since 
R is specified to be 101* ohms for state-of-the-art solid state 
(MOS/FET) electrometers, these conditions can be met by use of a 
radioactive probe which will reduce the probe resistance to 10lo-10 ' 
ohm. 

To obtain a value for the resistance of an ionization en- 
hanced probe, an experimental sensor consisting of a state-of-the-art 
lab type electrometer with an enhanced wire probe was placed in a 
Faraday cage, and its response to a unit step change in electric field 
strength was recorded. The resulting curve was similar to that 
associated with the voltage rise across a capacitor placed in a series 
with a resistor and the input voltage. The electrometer is specified 
to have a capacitance of under five picofarads shunted by a very high 
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but finite (10 * ohm) resistance. Using these values and the experi- 
mentally measured response time, the probe resistance was calculated 
to be about 10' 1 ohms. The same experiment was simulated on the com- 
puter using the above values of the model parameters in the limit of 
the probe capacitance approaching zero. The results were quite com- 
parable. 

Sensor response to the input signal shown In Fig. 10 has been 
calculated for various values of the three sensor parameters. The 
output for two combinations of these la shown In Fig. 12. The smooth- 
ing effect of the larger electrometer Input capacitance Is evident, 
it Is possible that under favorable Ionisation conditions, the probe 
resistance would fall tc 2xl010 ohms. A model calculation using this 
value was made. The results, plotted in Fig. 13, clearly show the 
enhancement of structure in the sensor output signal. 

EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES 

To evaluate the feasibility of employing electrostatic means 
as an intrusion detection method, various state-of-the-art electro- 
meters were considered with respect to their input resistance, capaci- 
tance and Input offset current. When run open circuit, offset current 
will charge the probe and quickly saturate the electrometer. Due to 
its high input Impedance and Its particularly low offset current 
(less than 3xl0~lb amp), the Princeton Applied Research Corp. PAR-135 
electrometer was selected for further experimental work. 

Two probe types were tested. One Was simply a straight 
length of stainless steel tubing, 0.037 inch in diameter, projecting 
10 cm from the input Jack of the PAR-135. The other type was made 
from the same material projected 5 cm from the PAR-135, and had a 
small amount of Polonium fastened to the end. 

Polonium ionises the air In Its inmedlate vicinity. The Ion- 
isation provides a relatively rapid means for the probe to come to the 
same potential as the air around it, effectively decreasing the probe 
resistance. Decreased responae time and Increased sensitivity are the 
principal benefits obtained by its use. The enhancement produced by 
the Polonium Is evident in the field test results discussed below. 

Several field tests were made to determine the best sensor 
configuration to utilise in recording the response of these sensors to 
the intrusion of a person. To minimize possible electrostatic inter- 
ference, these tests were conducted In open country fields. 

To obtain an estimate of local field variations, two sensors 
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were placed on the ground. Senior A was equipped with the 5 cm Polo- 
nium enhanced probe; Sensor B, 18 m away, with the 10 cm wire probe. 
Variations In the earth's electric field were monitored for twenty 
minutes by both sensors. Such disturbances as did occur appeared on 
both outputs, but more strongly on the output of the sensor with the 
Polonium probe, and were probably due to small clouds of Ionised gas 
drifting over the field. 

Sensor response to an Intruder walking slowly toward It Is 
shown In Fig. 14 for the enhanced probe and In Fig. 15 for the plain 
probe. The Intruder's steps can be detected at about 8 meters with 
the enhanced probe, and at about 6% meters with the plain probe. The 
output signal Is stronger also for the enhanced probe, having changed 
by 170 mv at 3 m. while only by 100 mv at 3 m. for the plain probe. 

In these measurements a bias was placed on the recorder in 
order to suppress the constant earth's field. Therefore, the zero 
volt reference line is not identified on these recordings, but it may 
be taken to be the line generated before the intruder nears the sensor, 
since only Intruder induced distortions are of interest for comparison 
with the model calculation. 

Plotting the computed sensor outputs on a linear scale, we 
find good agreement with the measured response. One of these linear 
plots, corresponding to an electrometer input capacitance of 1 pf is 
shown in Fig. 16. Although there is a scale factor of two between the 
voltage scales of Figs. 16 and U , there is good correlation in the 
signature and rate of signal increase as the intruder approaches the 
sensor. There are several reasons for the presence of the scale fac- 
tor, the most important of which is the fact that the potential pro- 
files generated in the laboratory did not match the one used in the 
field. 

Sensor response to the static presence of an intruder was 
approximated by instructing the intruder to pause five seconds between 
each step taken toward the sensor (See Fig. 17). Each step consists 
of a small signal as the Intruder flexes his legs in preparation for 
the step, a large spike as he takes the step, and a second small sig- 
nal as he relaxes. The signal la then fairly constant until the next 
step, but offset from its previous value. The offset is due only to 
the proximity of the intruder to the detector. 

The last figure. Fig. 18, shows sensor response «hen the in- 
truder was running in place at various distances from the sensor. It 
was determined the person used as the Intruder in these experiments 
had very low resistance to ground. Any static charge built up by 
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walking would quickly leak off,  leaving hie body potential close to 
■ero.    By running In placef he could Increase his resistance to ground 
and build up his potential, which would increase the effect on the 
sensor.    Detection is easier to recognise in this case also because of 
the periodicity of the signal.    As shown in the figure, he was detect- 
ed by this sensor at 16 meters. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The results of preliminary experimental tests appear to veri- 
fy analytical studies indicating that the characteristic signature of 
walking persons can be detected by sensors utilising standard portable 
solid state electrometers equipped with simple 5 to 10 cm wire an- 
tennas.    Field test data show detectability to ranges of 8 meters and 
more. 

Future work will be directed toward further studies to estab- 
lish the characteristics of background noise, optimum antenna config- 
urations, and weather degradation.    In addition, signal processing 
techniques will be studied to optimize sensor performance. 
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Fig.  la. Undisturbed Eferth'a 
Electric Field 

Fig. 3.  Hemispherical Intruder Model 

Fig. lb.  Disturbance of Earth's 
Field Due to Grounded 
Intruder 
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Fig. 2.  Block Diagram of Intrusion 
Detection System 

Fig.  4.  Hemi-prolate Spheroid 
Intruder Model which is 
Closer to the True Pro- 
portions of a Person 
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Using the  Prolate Spheroid 
Model 
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Fig.   10.  Input Signal Due to 
Walking Intruder 
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r     : probe resistance 
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?   : input offset current 

Fig. 11. Equivalent Circuit for Sensor 
Input Signal, Atmospheric 
Coupling, and Detector Input 
Impedance 
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ELECTRIC COUPLING BETWEEN ANISOTROPIC LAMINAE 
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Fort Monmouth, Nev Jersey    07703 

INTRODUCTION 

Resonant crystal elements for frequency control and selection 
hav? been available for fifty years.    They have come to play an indis- 
pensable role in modem communications as a result of a steady stream 
of improvements in manufacturing technology.    During the past twenty 
years, sophisticated mathematical investigations have been carried out 
on the properties of mechanically vibrating piezoelectric  crystal 
plates from which crystal resonators are constructed.    Unfortunately, 
the mathematical results are particularly abstruse, and little prog- 
ress has been made in this interval to bring the analytical results to 
bear on practical designs.    On the other hand, new requirements for 
Army secure tactical coimnunications make it appear highly unlikely 
that any further significant improvements in conventional crystal 
technology can be effected without some new basic contribution by 
theory. 

Yet the problem of obtaining practically useful results from 
complex mathematical formulations is only part of a larger difficulty 
- - any new devices must meet severe Array stipulations of high relia- 
bility,  small size and cost.    In addition, it appears that convention- 
al configurations of resonant elements may be inherently incapable of 
providing certain characteristics that can be envisioned as future re- 
quirements . 

Our solution of this dilemma involves a novel stacked-resonator 
configuration that forms the basis for a new family of frequency- 

•lective devices, plus a systematic method of analysis based upon 
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distributed network theory, whereby the physicc of crystal-pLate vibra- 
tions may be interpreted in a relatively uncomplicated manner.    Devices 
formed from such stacked resonators can perform a vide variety of fre- 
quency- and time-control functions; in this paper, we will confine our 
attention solely to frequency-domain filters.    The analysis and net- 
work representation procedure to be given here Is even more general; 
it can be applied to surface as well as bulk modes of vibration, and 
to the interaction of such acoustic modes with electromagnetic fields. 

Traditional crystal filters are realized by wiring individual 
crystal resonators into an appropriate network,  the resonance inter- 
actions taking place via the electrical interconnections.    Figure la 
shows schematically a conventional single-crystal resonator.    Figure 
lb shows a monolithic crystal filter employing acoustic coupling taking 
place laterally between two resonators on a single plate.    This more 
recently introduced filter ■'.ype is somewhat smal ler than the conven- 
tional variety, but is more fragile and more limited in operating 
characteristics.    The structure to be analyzed in this paper is given 
in Fig.  2; here the individual crystal plates are stacked up in the 
thickness direction.    Mechanical and piezoelectric coupling take place 
at the interface between plates vhen they are driven in modes of motion 
that depend on the thickness coordinate only; this coupling can be 
large compared to lateral coupling,  resulting in new ranges of charac- 
teristics.    Moreover,  the sandwich configuration is miniature and ro- 
bust, and construction requires no advance over current technology. 

To characterize a device of this nature,  it is necessary to 
have a description of bulk acoustic-wave propagation In anlsotropic 
media that are piezoelectric.    Then, the piezoelectric driving mechan- 
ism must be treated, and finally, the joining of two or more laminae 
has to be described.    After this has been accomplished, the behavior 
of such devices can be simulated on a computer, and optimized for a 
given application. 

TRANSMISSION-LINE 
REPRESENTATKMI OF A PIEZOELECTRIC PIATE 

Thickness modes depend only upon the thickness coordinate; a 
crystal plate supports three families of plane waves that progress in 
this direction,  corresponding to one predominately thickness-stretch 
f;  i two orthogonally polarized predominately thickness-shear modes. 
Wt  f/ish to show that these plane wave modes obey Heavlside's trans- 
mission line equations  (l) even when the piezoelectric effect is in- 
cluded.* 

^Historically,  Christoffel,  in 1877, gave the equations describing 
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To accomplish thic in the cimplest fanhion, wt transform the comp-jnents 
of elastic stress and displacement, and the pieroelectric constants, 
to the basis of the eigenvectors instead of using the usual   laboratory 
coordinates.**    In normal coordinates  the elastic cross-coupling van- 
ishes,  and Newton's equation of motion is Just 

C =      - f ^  "*-  • (-• vvM fl] 

Hooke's  law similarly reduces to 

where Tü, u0 and e0 are, respectively, the components of stress, dis- 
placement, and piezoelectric constant referred to the eigenvectors of 
the problem, and f ,*>, & and a are respectively the tnasr: density, 
circular frequency, elastic eigenvalue, anJ u spatial constant repre- 
senting electric field strength. The subscript "3" refers to the X3 
axis, taken in the thickness direction, a comma preceding a subscript 
3 denotes »/»xg, and a time dependence exp [+ j^t] has been assumed. 

Separating the stresses into "wavy" and constant terms, 

TV-   - n: * v~ . [3] 
allows   [l]  and  [2] to be written as 

^»V»   "   - f"* "-    .   a',i       *muL,i    =   %l    . [1+1,   [5] 

The transmission-line modal voltages, Vm, and currents,  Im,  are iden- 
tified with the mechanical quantities as follows: 

V^   =   A f,l .«a        x^  = -j«u:    , [6]|  [7] 

where A is the area perpendicular to the thickness.    Then, with the 
further definitions Z^ = A V^Cm,    Ym •    ^    = 1,    and   3<m  = <*'v^7'/cm> 
it is seen that three acoustic plane waves each obey the Heaviside 
equations  (l): 

plane acoustic wa.e propagation in crystals of arbitrary ;'.nisotropy(  ). 
In 19^1»  Lawson generalized  ehe treatment to piezoelectric crystals 
(3).    The exact solution for a piezoelectric crystal plate driven by 
a thickness-directed electiic field in thickness modes of vibration 
was then obtained by Tiers ..en in 1963 (M. 

**This was first done for tn;" s problem in 1970 by Yamada & Nlizeki (5). 
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Vm,,     =-Jxm    Z«n    V  ^   =      "J *m   Ym    Vm. TSj   ,[9] 

From this it follows that the distributed network representa- 
tion of a thickness mode plate consists of three modal transmission 
lines to "carry" the piezoelectric waves.    At the boundaries of the 
plate,  however, satisfaction of the stress boundary conditions requires 
that the constant term   T^    from [3I,  which is equal to    e0 J3m as , 
be accounted for.    Physically,  it means that the modes are coupled,  at 
the boundaries, by the piezoelectric effect; from the network stand- 
point it amounts to placing the piezo drive transformers at the plate 
surfaces.     We show this in Fig.   3 for the case where it is assumed that 
a single mode only is driven.    The piezo transformer turns ratios are 

"*-     =    A  e*,flw /(zh)  , fid] 

where 2h is the plate thickness.     In the figure each transmission line 
carries one mode with a velocity crm =  «/xm.    The static capacitance 
C0, between the electrodes,  equals A ^.fs/ (2h).    The inertial effect 
of the electrode masses is represented by the lumped inductances at 
the transmission-line ends;  these are in series  (for the driven mode 
shown) with the piezoelectric transformer secondaries that exert sur- 
face tractions   T*^    on the plate to drive it when a voltage is im- 
pressed across the electrodes.    The negative C0 shown leading from the 
transformers is a consequence of the self-electric-field produced by 
the piezoelectric waves as they propagate.    This self-field opposes 
that applied via the electrodes. 

Because the electrode inertia in Fig.  3 is Isotropie, the three 
inductances at each surface are equal, and no transformation of the 
boundary impedance is necessary when viewing the system from either 
the normal- or laboratory-coordinate framework.    In any other case it 
is necessary to add, at each surface, a transformation network to con- 
vert between the coordinate systems.    This has been done in Fig.  k, 
which gives the complete and exact result for the problem of a single 
plate driven in thickness excitation of thickness modes (TETM).    At 
first sight, this representation might appear as intricate as the 
mathematical analysis it is intended to supplant, but one can see that 
each portion of the schematic has a definite physical meaning, and 
that each of the relevant physical effects has been separated out. 
Furthermore, we are now in a position to apply results from network 
theory for both analysis and synthesis, and, equally importantly, we 
nay now treat the network of each plate as a simple building-block in 
obtaining results for multi-layer stacks.    In the next section we will 
consider the effect of mechanically stacking laminae of crystals. 
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INTERFACE MEC1IANICAI- COUPLING 

The transfonnation between the eicenvector and  laboratory coor- 
dinate systems is orthogonal, and its network realization is ^Lven in 
Fig.   ').    The network is composed of ideal transformers with ratios, 
fllm,  that are the components of the eigenvectors of each mode m.     In 
the solution to the plane-wave propagation problem these quantities 
appear in a natural fashion upon solving for the three elastic stiff- 
nesses  cm.     They depend upon the  elasto-piezo-dielectric matrix of the 
particular material  used and the orientation of the plate thickness 
with respect to the crystallographic axes.    At the ports representing 
the Xi  coordinates,  the network provides  directly the untransformed 
stresses and displacements, T and u,  required for satisfaction of the 
plate boundary conditions.    For the practically important case of two 
crystals of arbitrary orientation in welded mechanical   contact, the 
three components each of stress and displacement are continuous across 
the interface.    This requires only that the two boundary networks (one 
for each plate), of the type of Fig.  5, be connected port-to-port. 
When the resulting primary circuit loops are suppressed, the complete 
network appears as in Fig. 6. 

Figure 6 is the most general case of mechanical interfacial 
coupling;  in most instances it will simplify considerably,  for either 
of two reasons.    Firstly, the crystal  material properties and/or the 
orientation direction of one or both of the plates may lead to a set 
of eigenvectors where some of the ßim vanish;  secondly, boundary con- 
ditions other than welded may be prescribed, as,  for example, would be 
the case  for two surfaces with lateral slip. 

Piezoelectric effects have been omitted from Fig. 6 for simplic- 
ity.     In practice they are merely added by placing in series with each 
of the transmission lines a piezo transformer of appropriate turns ra- 
tio, with the primary connected to the electrical port as in Fig.  U. 

NETWORKS FOR  CRYSTAL IAMINAE 

Having reached a network interpretation for the thickness modes 
in an arbitrarily anisotropic and piezoelectric plate, and having de- 
scribed in network terms the joining of two such plates, we now turn 
to the use of these circuits for implementing practical  device designs. 
In order not to obscure the approach,  we take a simple,  specialized 
case of our general networks and proceed to a discussion of frequency- 
domain filters.    It is clear that insofar as Fig.  h completely repre- 
sents a single plate,  it may be used as a building-block to represent 
a laminae of many plates merely by a taJidem interconnection of networks 
of this sort.    The simplest situation is the layering of two lamina. 
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Even this case appears rather complex when all piezoelectric constants 
are present, along with general mechanical coupling; however, when a 
single mode in each plate is piezoelectrically driven,  and when the 
materials and/or crystal orientations are arranged so that the boun- 
dary network simplifies,  the two-layer stacked-crystal filter that 
emerges is readily analyzed.    Figure 7 shows this case.    The input and 
output,   seen in Fig.  2,   correspond to terminal pairs A, B and C,   D. 
These ports provide electrical entry to the piezoelastic remainder of 
the network via the piezo transformers located at the surfaces of each 
plate.     The lumped inductances, as in Fig.   3, represent the electrode 
masses,  while the shorter transmission line interposed between the 
lamina describes the influence of the bonding layer that may be,   e.g., 
indium for VHF frequencies,  or even commercial epoxy cements at  lower 
frequencies.    The coupling layer is often not of negligible thickness 
and must be described by a distributed network component.    It is 
usually not sufficient to regard it as lossless either,   in which  case 
the effects of viscosity are incorporated by making the transmission 
line parameters complex. 

Figure 8 depicts a two-layer stack,  in each plate of which a 
single mode is piezoelectrically active.    The outer surfaces of the 
stack are assumed coated with electrodes of negligible thickness,   and 
appear in the figure as short circuits across the transmission lines; 
the coupling layer is likewise neglected, but now the interfacial net- 
work representing the welded contact is included.    The  left-hand por- 
tion of the boundary network is somewhat simpler than the completely 
general  right-hand side.    This particular boundary network describes 
the situation where an elastically monoclinic crystal   is joined to e. 
triclinic crystal, with the reference coordinates taken to col^'rfüc 
with the monoclinic crystal axes.     A quartz plate rotated about the 
X] axis has the class  32 symmetry of quartz destroyed by the rotation 
and appears as a crystal of the monoclinic class 2.    If the two plates 
of the stack are further rotated with respect to each other, about the 
common thickness axis,  as shown in Fig.  2 by the non-parallel edges, 
the monoclinic plate will then appear in the reference coordinates to 
lack any symmetry and we must use all nine   ß^m in the boundary cir- 
cuit.     Thus Fig,  8 represents two rotated-Y-cut quartz plates in 
welded  contact.    A computer simulation of the attenuation function 
versus  frequency, normalized to the fundamental resonance of a single 
plate,   is given in Fig.   9.    The filter device is assumed to be operat- 
ing in a 50 ohm system,  and the electrode area is arranged so that the 
reactance of C0 is -50 ohms at the fundamental plate resonance.     Both 
plates are assumed to have the same resonance frequency, which is  100 
MHz,  and to be AT-cuts.    The angle of mutual  rotation is V  ; by vary- 
ing it,  the turns ratios /i^ are altered, along with the filter respoiae. 
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EXPERIMENTAL REALI7ATIONG OF STACKED-CRYSTAL FILTER3 

In this section we discuss experimental results based on the 
foregoing theory.    Figure 10 corresponds to Flf3. ?.    It shown two AT- 
cut quartz plates, Joined as a stacked-crystal filter device, and 
mounted in a flatpack.    The crystals are circular {lh ran diameter); 
future designs will be further miniaturired.    The potentiality of the&c 
filters is  such that they can be made completely compatible with micro- 
circuitry.     For experimental purposes,   square plates are easier to 
align for desired values of  V .    Two square,  25 mm, AT-cut plates with 
individual  resonances at 2.16 MHz, bonded with an epoxy composition 
2/»m thick,  were used to produce the filter characteristics of Fig.   11. 
A simple tuning network was used at both ends of the filter to provide 
some matching to the remaining circuitry.     By this means a reactive 
balance was obtained; the resistive unbalance accounts for 6 dB of the 
total insertion loss of about 8 dB, and can be eliminated by further 
matching.     It appears reasonable that the total in-band loss can be 
brought well under 2 dB.    This unit has a fractional bandwidth at the 
10 dB point of U.2fo.    A capacitive coupling between resonators accounts 
for the finite pole of attenuation located 5^ below the center fre- 
quency.    The two plates have a mutual rotation angle of 8°;  this pro- 
duces the abrupt 5 dB jump in attenuation occurring lh*. above the 
center frequency, because the driven shear mode couples acoustic energy 
into the piezoelectrically-inactive shear mode of both plates via the 
boundary transformer network, as seen in Fig.  8. 

By moving the two shear modes closer together, multi-mode in- 
teractions can be produced,   leading to new wide-band filter capabili- 
ties.    One accomplishes this movement by changing the angle at which 
one or both of the crystals is cut.    Figure 12 is a sample of what may 
be obtained.    Plotted are the three velocity ratios that result for 
rotated Y-cut-quartz plates.    For Ö = + 35 lA0, the AT-cut angle, 
the ratio, ir^/ LT     of the two shear modes,  is l.l't;  the separation de- 
creases for a range of negative angles,  which can be used for wide- 
band filters.    Similar results are arrived at using highly piezoelec- 
tric crystals such as lithium niobate and lithium tantalate.    Calcu- 
lations show that both of these substances are richly supplied with 
suitable orientations for multi-mode designs. 

When two or more stacked-crystal  filters are arranged electric- 
ally in cascade, the result is an improvement in the discrimination. 
Figure 13 gives the response of two stacked-fliters in cascade.     Each 
has a response similar to that of Fig.   11;  together,  the shape factor 
has been improved significantly to approximately 2 to 1, with a 10 dB 
bandwidth of 3.1^. 
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A variety of 10-MHz stacked-crystal experimental filters have 
been construct cd using circular plates.    These can be made so that 
capacitive coupling is extremely small and a symmetrical response re- 
sults,  as shown in Fig.  1*4.    The relative angle ^ is zero,  so the cir- 
cuit of Fig.  7 applies.    A simple tun.'.ng network at both ends has been 
used here,  as in earlier work.    With these 10 MHz designs, as with the 
others,  a most encouraging side benefit has been observed.    One of the 
greatest problems with conventional crystals for filter application is 
the presence of unwanted modes of vibration that appear in the filter 
frequency spectrum as undesired passbands in the reject region and re- 
jection regions in the passband.    The stacked-crystal filter device 
appears to be extremely free from such disturbances, due to the clamp- 
ing that takes place at the joined surfaces.    In proof of this,  a 
typical  sweep of a 10-MHz filter unit is shown in Fig.  15»  from 1 to 
over 100 MHz all unwanted mode activity is suppressed by at least 50 dB. 

The above theory and experimental results have concentrated on 
two-layer laminae; yet the theory extends straightforwardly to any 
number of crystals.    A sampling of devices proposed for future inves- 
tigations is shown in Fig.   16.    The multi-layer, multi-mode configura- 
tions have possible applications as frequency- and time-domain filters, 
delay lines,  pulse and code generators,  and frequency discriminators. 
For each crystal in the stack, the choice of material,  thickness, and 
orientation,  plus the mutual  roJ,ation angles between plates,  offers 
wide choices of parameters for the satisfaction of practical design 
characteristics. 

For the single case of bandpass filters, specific applications 
of these devices are to output filtering,  and front-end filtering in 
proximity to transmitters operating in adjacent bands, where moderate 
power levels must be handled with a minimum of modulation and distor- 
tion effects.    Nonlinear effects at levels that are significant in 
these applications, because of the production of intermodulation,  for 
example,  are generated in most solids at acoustic power flow densities 
of less than one watt per square millimeter,  so bulk waves, as uti- 
lised in this treatment, are to be favored for these uses. 

SUMMARY & CONCLUSION 

This paper presents a systematic and comprehensive analytical 
treatment of thickness-mode plate vibrations in stacked piezoexectric 
crystals that is at once rigorous and practical.    The results are cast 
in terms of distributed electrical networks that reduce arduous mathe- 
matical procedures to standard circuit theory and network manipulations. 
These are then applied to analyze a novel type of frequency-sensitive 
device - - the stacked-crystal filter.     Experimental realizations of 
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this device prove what is predicted on the basis of computer simula- 
tions applied to the networks:     that this family of devices, and, by 
extension,  other classes of devices based upon the stacking principle 
applied to piezoelectric crystal   laminae, possess a striking poten- 
tial  for satisfying current and future frequency- and time-control 
requirements of Army secure communications.    In particular, highly 
temperature-stable stacked-crystal bandpass filters are inherently 
capable of wideband operation with low insertion loss and extraordi- 
nary mode spectral purity. 
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Fig.   2    Novel stacked-crystal 
filter device. 
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OF AN   ORTHOGONAL    TRANSFORMATION: 
THE   MECHANICAL   BOUNDARY   NETWORK. 
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including distributed coupling layer and 
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NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF TRANSONIC 
FLOW ABOUT AIRPLANES AND HELICOPTER ROTORS 

DR. V    F.   BALLHAUS 
F. X.  CARADONNA 

AMES DIRECTORATE, USAAMRDL 
MDFFETT FIELD, CA    94035 

INTRODUCTION 

Most modem aircraft achieve optimum cruise performance and 
maneuverability when flying at high subsonic Mach numbers in the 
transonic regime.    A typical flowfield about an airfoil operating in 
this range  Is shown In Fig. i.    The flow Is everywhere subsonic 
except In embedded supersonic regions which are usually terminated 
by drag-producing shock waves.    As the Mach number Increases beyond 
the optimum,  the extent and strength of  these shock waves Increases, 
and performance deteriorates rapidly giving way to flow separation 
and buffet. 

The onset of such adverse  transonic effects also severely 
limits the performance of helicopter rotors.    To avoid excessive 
strengthening of embedded shock waves,  maximum rotor  tip Mach numbers 
must be less than about M    » 0.85.    Hence, any Increase In forward 
flight speed must be compensated by a decrease  In rotor RPM.     Both 
of  these changes  In speed decrease the dynamic head available  for 
lift on the retreating side.    To avoid a roll moment,   the lift pro- 
duced on the advancing and retreating sides must be about equal. 
This requires an Increase In retreating blade angle  of attack. 

Eventually a point Is  reached at which an Increase  In  forward  flight 
speed cannot be balanced by an Increase   In angle of attack on  the 
retreating side without encountering retreating-blade stall.     At this 
point, an Increase In forward  flight speed can only be effected by an 
Improved transonic tip design which would delay the  onset of adverse 
transonic effects  to some larger tip Mach number, M    - 0.92  for 
example. 

Preceding page blank 
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Before attempting any  such  improvement  In design,  one   should 
determine what physical  parameters are  of primary  Importance   In  tran- 
sonic  flow and how to include   them In  an analysis.     First,   transonic 
flows, because of  their nixed   subsonic-supersonic  flow character,  and 
because  of  tht   presence of  embedded  shock waves,  are   inherently non- 
linear .   Thus,   for  example,   the  effects  of airfoil   thickness  and camber 
cannot be  treated   independently and  then superposed  to  obtain a com- 
posite  solution as  in  linear   theory.     Second,   because  of   the   strong 
lateral   influence of  disturbances  in  transonic   flows,   small   variations 
in geometry can have significant  effects on the overall   flowfield. 
For  this   reason,  most  practical  transonic  flow problems  for both air- 
planes  and helicopter  ro • . '     r     inherently three-dimensional,  and 
performance  is highly  CSJ   . ,    ..     '.ion dependent.     For  the  same  reason, 
the effects of viscosity    •    i.e.,  the  presence of  the boundary  layer, 
wake,  and shock-boundary  .ayer  interaction —  can significantly affect 
the overall  flowfield even  for high Reynolds numbers.     Finally,   tran- 
sonic  flows are unsteady  in  the sense   that the  effect of a  perturba- 
tion in  transonic  flow conditions dies  out much more  slowly   than  in a 
purely  supersonic or  subsonic   flow.     This  is because  unsteady distur- 
bances  travel upstream at a  speed nearly equal   to that of   the wing 
instead of propagating rapidly away  from it. 

Although  there has been a considerable effort over  the  past   two 
decades  to compute transonic   flowfields analytically and  to  simulate 
them experimentally,  predictions of   in-flight  performance   for new con- 
figurations are often unreliable.    The analytical approach  has  failed 
primarily because  the equations governing a  transonic  flowfield  are 
non-linear, and  there exists  no general method of solution.     Fxperi- 
mental  simulations, or wind  tunnel  tests, have  three major weaknesses. 
First,  because of  the  strong  lateral   influence present  in   transonic 
flows, wind tunnel walls often significantly affect  test   results. 
Second,   it is difficult  to properly account   for the  effects of viscos- 
ity because of   the  large difference between Reynolds  numbers currently 
attainable in wind  tunnels and  those  encountered  in  flight.     Third, 
and most   important,   is cost. 

The cost,  measured   in   total wind  tunnel   test hours,   for develop- 
ment of  a new aircraft has  been  increasing at  nearly an exponential 
rate over the past  two decades.    For  example,   it  is  estimated  that   the 
Bl bomber will  require   30,000 hours of wind  tunnel  testing  at a  cost 
of about  $30 million.     Fully   instrumented models cost on   the order  of 
$300  thousand and transonic   tests  cost  about   $2,000 per hour.     So, 
experimental parametric studies,   i.e.,  varying geometry  to optimize 
performance, must be held  to  a minimum.    Hence,  designers  must rely 
heavily on their experience.     This  usually precludes  consideration of 
configurations  that are  radically different   from those  that  have  been 
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bullt previously.    The testing of   transonic  rotor  tips  is even more 
difficult and expensive because of  the rotary environment.    In  fact, 
to our knowledge,  there exist no  reliable  surface pressure data  for 
transonic flow about  rotors.    The  only design tools available  are 
experience and two-dimensional strip theory. 

On the  other hand,  computer  technology has been Improving at 
nearly an exponential rate.    Computer speed has  Increased by  a  factor 
of   ten every  three years, while  the cost of computing a given calcula- 
tion has decreased by a factor of   ten every  five years.     It  seems 
reasonable,   then,  to attempt to  use numerical simulations to  supple- 
ment wind  tunnel tests whenever possible.  Three  years ago an efficient 
relaxation algorithm was developed  to simulate steady,   Invlscld,  tran- 
sonic flows  about airfoils   (ref.   1).    Computed results compared with a 
wide variety of experimental data have established the usefulness of 
the method  for predicting two-dimensional,  transonic flows.     The 
authors and  their associates have  subsequently extended the method to 
treat wings, wlng-cyllnder combinations,  and helicopter rotors  (ref. 
2-6). 

THE  METHOD 

The governing equation Is  the transonic,  small-disturbance, 
velocity-potential equation 

(1-M2 f2(y)  -(Y+1) M2  f(y)  ^ )  <.      + *      + (J>      - 0 ■       ' " x      xx       yy        zz 

where 

f(y) ■ y/R  (ratio of span distance to blade radius)   for a 
rotor, 

- 1  for a fixed wing, 

M ■ freestream Mach number, 

Y        ■ ratio of specific heats,  and 

x,  y, z are defined In  Fig.  2. 

The equation Is elliptic when  the coefficient of  f      Is positive, 
corresponding to subsonic flow,  and hyperbolic when the coefficient 
of  41      Is negative,  corresponding to supersonic  flow. 

The derivatives   <>     .   t     ,  $      are approximated by  finite dif- 
ferences,  where cei.tral dirferences are used  for  *      and ^     .     For 
stability,  central or backward  differences are used  for 4»       In sub- 
sonic and  supersonic   flow regions,   respectively   (see Fig.   3).     This 
switching  from backward to central differences allows for  the 
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automatic capture of embedded shock waves.     The  difference equations 
provide a matrix equation consisting of N nonlinear algebraic  equa- 
tions  in N unknowns, where N is  the number of mesh points at which ^ 
is  to be evaluated.     Typical values of N are 50,000 for helicopter 
rotors and 200,000 for  fixed wing aircraft.    The  matrix equation  is 
solved by  first guessing  the solution vector  ^ and  then  iteratively 
refining ^ until the  system of equations  is satisfied to some pre- 
determined order.    The  Iteration  procedure used  is  successive  line 
over-relaxation. 

The primary difficulty associated with three-dimensional  flow 
simulations  is  the  proper  treatment of  complex boundary conditions. 
The  most effective approach has been to transform swept,   tapered plan- 
forms  into rectangles at  the beginning of  the solution process.     This 
transfers  tht     ftects of  nonsimple  geometry  from  the boundary  condi- 
tions  to the eq.-ations of  motion  thereby complicatinp the  difference 
operators and stability criterion. 

The ultimate objective  is  to develop a computer simulation code 
that can be  used  for the design  and analysis of  airplanes and high 
speed helicopter rotor  tips.    Our  approach has been  to  treat  succes- 
sively  the parameters that are of  primary  importance in  transonic 
flows — nonlinearlty,  three-dimensionality and,  ultimately,  unsteadi- 
ness and viscosity.    As  the program  is  generalized,  computed  results 
are compared with experimental data  for  fixed-wing aircraft.    The pro- 
gram is  then used  to simulate  flows about  rotary wings,   for which no 
experimental data  is available.     At  this point,   the code  is capable of 
simulating steady,  non-linear,   three-dimensional  flows.    An unsteady, 
nonlinear,  three-dimensional code is currently under development. 
Presently the effects of viscosity are accounted for only as empirical 
corrections  to the  inviscid results.     The  complete  treatment of  vis- 
cosity awaits the  introduction of  efficient turbulence modelling 
techniques. 

RESULTS 

The  first correlation  to verify  the  computed results was with 
experimental data  for the C-141  airplane wing  (see Fig.  A).    The C-1A1 
was  chosen because of  its general  configuration —  i.e.,  it had  sweep, 
taper, and twist — and because  there was a variety of both wind 
tunnel and flight data available.    Before comparing, it is helpful to 
analyze the experimental data at various Mach numbers and Reynolds 
numbers to determine under what conditions good agreement between 
computed and experimental results might be expected. 
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Upper  surface pressure coefficients measured in  the wind  tunnel 
and  in  flight are shown  in fig.  5.    A comparison of  results at M^ - 
0.825  for  the  low-Reynolds-number  (8.5  x 10

6N
  wind tunnel case and 

high-Reynolds-number  (36 x 106)  flight  case bhows a discrepancy  in 
shock wave  location of about 15%.     This was a well-known case of un- 
reliable wind  tunnel prediction of  in-flight  conditions,  and  it 
resulted  in a 100% error  in pitching moment.    The discrepancy  is due 
to a  loss  in  lift  in the wind  tunnel  case  resulting from trailing 
edge  separation, which  is Reynolds number dependent.    Therefore,  one 
might expect  the computed  results, which do not account  for viscosity 
and,  hence,   represent infinite Reynolds number unseparated  flows,  to 
agree better with the  flight  results  than with  the wind tunnel. 

A comparison of high-Reynolds-number flight results at Mach num- 
bers of 0.825 and 0.85 again shows a discrepancy in shock location. 
This  is  caused by  shock-induced  separation  in the M    ■ 0.85 case. 
Shock-induced separation occurs at high Mach numbers where  the 
embedded  shock has strengthened  to the  point  that it  separates  the 
boundary  layer.    Although the   inviscid  results cannot properly simu- 
late  the  flowfield once shock  induced  separation has occurred,  they 
can be  used to predict with considerable accuracy at what Mach numbers 
it will occur  (see ref 6).    To summarize,   then,  computed results 
should  compare  favorably with experiment when Reynolds number is  suf- 
ficiently high and Mach number  sufficiently low that  the flow remains 
unseparated.    Computed and experimental surface pressures are compared 
in Fig.   6 for M    ■ 0.825.    The computed pressures agree much better 
with  the high-Reynolds-number,  unseparated  flight data than with the 
low-Reynolds-number, wind tunnel results.    It should be mentioned 
that,  even though typical helicopter Reynolds numbers are of the same 
order as those reached in wind tunnels,  advancing rotors operate at 
nearly zero lift in the transonic regime, so trailing edge separation 
would not have as large an effect on shock location. 

Once  the accuracy of  the numerical simulation had been estab- 
lished for  fixed-wing aircraft,  it was generalized to treat rotary 
wings.     The model chosen was  the  simplest  that maintained  the salient 
features of high speed  tip  flow.     The  transonic small disturbance  equa- 
tion  for  the hover condition was solved  for a nonlifting rotor tip of 
arbitrary plarform and profile.    The most significant simplification 
is the neglecting of viscous effects and unsteadiness  in Incident Mach 
number.     Included in the model are the effects of rotation, nonlinear 
mixed  flow,  spanwise  freestream Mach number gradient, and flow relief 
resulting  fron  tip geometry. 

A series of rotor configurations was calculated starting with the 
usual  rectangular blades having NACA-0012 profiles.     Fig.   7 shows   the 
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pressure distribution on one such blade. A good quantity by which to 
assess the significance of such a calculation is the section drag. 
Fig. 8 shows a comparison of section drag for three rectangular blades 
of different aspect ratio along with the equivalent two-dimensional 
section drags (AR - o,,). This graph Is a dramatic indicator of how bad 
an estimate of drag is provided by two-dimensional strip theory.  In 
these cases, no significant portion of the blade flow is accurately 
predicted by two-dimensional results.  Furthermore, it is seen that In 
the range of practical aspect ratios, wave drag is approximately pro- 
portional to aspect ratio.  This is not surprising in view of the 
strong lateral signal propagation characteristic of transonic flow. 

One can take greater advantage of the inherent three-dimension- 
ality of transonic rotor flow by varying the tip planform. The results 
of calculations on simple swept tips are shown in the following.  Fig. 
9 shows the flow about a swept tip with two different section pro- 
files, the NACA-0012 and a 12% circular arc. A comparison of Fig. 7 
and Fig. 9a shows that sweep has effected a considerable improvement 
in flow. The shock strength has decreased markedly over most of the 
blade except for a small region at the tip where it has in fact 
increased. That this does not happen with the circular arc is a 
strong indication that profile cannot be considered Independently of 
planform. The relief effect at the tip of a swept wing causes 
unsweeping, a shifting forward of the Isobars. This implies that the 
leading edge expansion and subsequent compression will be accentuated. 
In the case of a NACA-0012, the combination of this with an already 
strong nose expansion results in an uncommonly great over-expansion 
and shock. The remedy for this would appear to be a reduction in the 
leading edge bluntness at the tip.  To check this reasoning, an 
additional swept tip of identical planform was computed. However, in 
this case the profile used is a combination of the NACA-0012 aud 
circular arc thickness distributions, given by 

t(x) 
st0012(X) + (1-S) tca(X) 

8t0012(XM) + (1-S) tca(XM) 

where 6    ■ thickness ratio 
t0Q12 " thickne88 distribution of a NACA-0012 

t    - thickness distribution of a circular arc profile 
ca r 

XM   - maximum thickness location 

S    - the percent of the thickness distribution given 
by the NACA-0012 distribution. 
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S varies linearly from 1.0 at the planfonn kink to .2 at the tip. 
Fig. 10 shows that this has been effective in removing the strong tip 
shock. The section drags for these configurations are compared in 
Fig. 11.  (The reader should not be alarmed by the thrust at the tip; 
this merely reflects the unsweeping of isobars and, hence, the accen- 
tuation of leading edge expansion. The reverse effect occurs at the 
planfonn kink.)  It is evident from the figure that the "mixed" pro- 
file out perfoims both the circular arc and the NACA-0012 profiles 
from which it is derived. 

The lesson here is that planform variation can be very useful, 
but to be most beneficial, the profile used must be tailored to fit 
the planform.  In the case of a swept tip, one must be cautious that 
the tip profile not have excessive leading edge expansion. This is an 
example of the process which might be followed in designing a rotor 
tip. To reduce costs, such computer parametric studies are first 
performed to select candidate designs before commitment to expensive 
fabrication and tests. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Production computer codes have been developed which simulate 
three-dimensional transonic flows about fixed-wing aircraft and heli- 
copter rotors.  The fixed-wing code is presently being integrated into 
the design and analysis programs of aircraft companies and government 
agencies. For example, it is being used to perform parametric studies, 
at a cost of about $150 per run, to select optimum light-weight fighter 
configurations for wind tunnel tests.  It is also being used to modify 
the configurations of existing aircraft to improve their performance. 
The helicopter code is being used to design an improved transonic 
rotor tip to be built and tested later this year. Both codes are be- 
ing reprogrammed to run on the new ILLIAC IV parallel processing 
computer which should reduce run costs by an order of magnitude. Rut 
even now the numerical simulations provide the designer with a rela- 
tively inexpensive analysis tool allowing him to consider a much wider 
range of design configurations before testing in the wind tunnel. 
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Mfl0 = 0.825 

Fig.  6    Computed and experimental pressure coefficients at 
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Fig.  7    Calculated pressure coefficients on a rectangular rotor tip 
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Fig. 8 Wave drag on several rectangular rotor tips 
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Fig . 9    Calculated preaaure coeffldenta on swept rotor tips 
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AN ANALYTICAL EVALUATION OF AIRFOIL SECTIONS 
FOR HELICOPTER ROTOR APPLICATION 

GENE J.   BINGHAM 
LANGLEY DIRECTORATE 

UNITED STATES ARMY AIR MOBILITY R&D LABORATORY 
HAMPTON,  VIRGINIA 

INTRODUCTION 

The NACA 0012 airfoil section was wisely selected for early 
helicopter rotor application and was used almost exclusively from 1939 
to the mid 1960* s.    Alternate airfoils were hardly considered during 
this period because helicopter aerodynamic problems were secondary to 
the many mechanical and structural problems related to flight controls, 
power systems, and structural life.    In about 1965, aerodynamic con- 
siderations resulted in the use of the NACA 25012 airfoil on one oper- 
ational helicopter.    From about 1965 to the present, a new effort has 
been made to define more effective airfoil sections for helicopter 
rotors and to identify a systematic approach to rotor airfoil design 
and selection (Refs.  1 through 6).    As part of the continuing effort, 
an analytical investigation has been initiated to define the lift 
coefficient - Mach number characteristics of airfoils of potential 
interest for helicopter application.    Then, this dialysis was extended 
to determine the relative importance of the airfoil geometric param- 
eters such as thickness, thickness distribution, leading-edge radius, 
camber, and camber distribution on lift-Mach number characteristics. 

The analysis was based on the drag divergence Mach number 
prediction techniques of References 7 and 8.     The airfoils considered 
were from the NACA four-digit, five-digit, and six-series families 
reported in Reference 9 and are generally consistent with the 
pitching-moment coefficient criterion suggested by Reference 6.    Air- 
foil coordinates were derived by applying References 10, 11, and 12. 

Assigned to Langley Research Center, Airfoil Research Section. 
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SYMBOLS 

Chord of airfoil 

C, Section drag coefficient 
d 

C, Section lift coefficient 

C Section pitching moment about aerodynamic center 

C Static pressure coefficient 

M Free-stream Mach number 
00 

M, Drag divergence Mach number, AC./AM^ =0.1 

R Rotor radius 

X Distance measured alont? airfoil chord 

X Distance measured along airfoil chord from leading edge to 
crest 

a Angle of attack of airfoil (see Fig.  2) 

^ Rotor blade azimuth angle 

ANALYTICAL METHOD 

BACKSROUHD.    On a single revolution, rotor-blade sections 
can experience lift coefficients from near zero to maximum lift and 
local Mach numbers from low subsonic to transonic values.    Typical 
lift coefficient-Mach numuer envelopes are presented in Figure 1(a). 
The envelopes are shown for 0.6R,  0. 8R,  and 1.0R (the rotor tip) for 
a heavily loaded rotor flying at 156 knots (Ref.  5).    At the rotor 
tip,  the airfoil section advancing into the wind operates at Mach num- 
bers to 0.9 at near zero lift coefficient and the retreating airfoil 
section operates up to a lift coefficient of l.k (near maximum lift) 
at Mach 0.45. 

The drag divergence Mach number (M^) for the airfoil section 
employed has been superimposed on Figure l(a)j the drag divergence 
Mach number 5 s the free-stream Mach number at which the rate of 
increase of drag coefficient with Mach number equals 0.1.    As noted on 
the figure, beyond about 0.7 to 0.8 radius, which includes over one- 
third of rotor area, the airfoil sections operate at Mach numbers 
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above drag divergence. Of cours«3, the increase in drag has a prime 
influence on the power required to drive the rotor and thus the flight 
range and/or lift capability of the rotor. This point is even clearer 
when it is realized that the power absorbed by a rotor varies as Mach 
number cubed; the outer regions of the rotor are the major power 
absorbers. Therefore, an airfoil is desired which would have the drag 
divergence Mach number line located at aa large a radius station (as 
far to the right) as possible. 

The operating conditions for another helicopter configura- 
tion are presened in Figure l(b). The calculated lift coefficient- 
Mach number characteristics only at 0.95 radius are shown for two 
vehicle weights at a flight velocity of 150 knots. In this case, the 
drag divergence Mach number will be exceeded only by the advancing 
blade at lift coefficients below 0.8. Although not shown on the fig- 
ure, the drag divergence in this case extends inboard to about 0.8R. 
An analysis of this rotor indicates that each increase in drag diver- 
gence Mach number of about 0.01 would result in a ^-percent power 
savings for these operating conditions. For this analysis, all param- 
eters except the drag divergence Mach numbers were unchanged. A 
larger power savings would be expected at higher flight velocities or 
with the configuration of Figure 1(a) because more of the rotor would 
operate beyond drag divergence. Because of these potential savings, 
one objective of the present analysis was to determine how to increase 
the drag divergence Mach number. More specifically, the intent was to 
determine the influence of the individual variations in airfoil geo- 
metric parameters on drag divergence Mach number, and then examine 
them in combination. 

APPROACH. An analysis, was performed to predict the drag 
divergence Mach number at lift coefficients from zero to near maximum 
lift. References 7 a-nd 8 show that drag divergence can be predicted 
if the airfoil static pressure distribution and the location of the 
airfoil crest are known. The airfoil crest position and its variation 
with angle of attack is illustrated in Figure 2. Here the crest is 
identified as the chordwise station of which the airfoil surface is 
tangent to the free stream. Also, representative subsonic pressure 
distributions have been plotted for this airfoil and crest pressure 
coefficient has been identified. 

Drag divergence results from changes in the airfoil surface 
pressure distribution caused by increases in Mach number. At free- 
stream Mach numbers below that for local supersonic flow, the pressure 
coefficients increase with Mach number according to the Prandtl- 
Glauert compressibility factor (l/^l - M2) and the drag coefficient 
is generally unchanged, AS  the Mach number is increased above that for 
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local sonic flow,  supersonic flow develops in the low-pressure region 
of the airfoil,  as illustrated in the sketch on Figure 2.    The super- 
sonic region contains alternate expansion £ind compression waves 
(Refs. 7 anci 13) which change the surface pressure distribution.    If 
the entire supersonic flow region is ahead of the crest, the change 
caa cause the drag coefficient to increase,  decrease, or remain con- 
ataiil.    Increases, often called the creepy drag rise, result from net 
increases in pressures ahead of the crest;  decreases observed by- 
several investigators (see, for example,  data of Ref.  Ik) result from 
net decreases in pressure ahead of the crest.    As the Mach number is 
increased sufficiently to cause sonic flow to extend behind the air- 
foil crest.  Reference 7 states that the expansion and compression 
waves cause the pressure coefficients ahead of the crest to become less 
negative and the pressure coefficients behind the crest become more 
negative which results in drag divergence. 

Reference 15 suggests that a crest local static to free- 
stream tohal pressure ratio of 0.515 (Mach number of 1.02) is more 
appropriate to predictions of drag divergence than sonic Mach number 
at the crest.    The Reference 15 criterion was applied to about 100 air- 
foils (Ref.  l6) and it was concluded that the analytical results 
generally agreed with experimental drag rise Mach number results 
within +0.015.     In the present effort,  sonic crest velocity has been 
used to predict drag rise Mach numbers because of the physical signif- 
icance of the phenomena previously discussed and because the sonic 
crest approach is more conservative than the approach of Reference 15. 

The lift coefficients also are influenced by the changes in 
pressure distribution with increasing. Mach number.    When supersonic 
flow develops on the airfoil,  the reduced pressure coefficients in the 
supersonic region cause an increase in lift coefficient greater than 
would be predictecl by the Prandtl-Glauert factor (Ref.  15).    This 
increase continues until lift divergence which is evidenced by a 
reduction in lift coefficient with further increases in Mach numbers 
at a constant angle of attack.    This reduction usually occurs at a 
Mach number slightly higher than the drag divergence value;  that is, 
the reduced pressure region behind the crest that causes the drag rise 
can have a favorable influence on lift coefficient. 

The pitching-moment coefficient variation with Mach number 
is not as clearly understood as the drag and lift coefficients.    At 
Mach numbers below that for local supersonic flow,  it might be 
expected that the pitching-moment coefficient would vary according to 
the Prandtl-Glauert factor; however.  Reference 1^ shows that this is 
not the case. 
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APPLICATION.     The a] plication of the analytical approach 
involves several steps:     (l) low-speed pressure distributions, lift 
coefficients, pitching-moment coefficients, and crest location at 
selected angles of attack were determined hy a compressible viscous 
flow mathematical model described in Reference 17;   (2) the pressure 
coefficient at the crest was identified;  (3) the Prandtl-Glauert com- 
pressibility factor was applied to the crest pressure coefficient to 
determine the free-stream Mach number at which sonic flow would exist 
at the airfoil crest (defined as drag divergence Mach number); and 
{k) the Prandtl-Glauert factor was applied to the computed lift coef- 
ficients to predict the lift coefficients at the drag divergence Mach 
numbers. 

At present, the available aerodynamic computational tools do 
not permit predictions of the maximum lift coefficient because the 
computed results are not valid for cases with significant boundary- 
layer separation.    In this investigation, results from the mathemati- 
cal model with separation forward of 9& percent chord are excluded. 
In instances where the low subsonic Mach number maximum lift coeffi- 
cient could be determined from experimental results (for example,  from 
Ref.  9)> the application of analytical results was carried to the 
known maximum lift coefficient. 

As previously discussed, the pitching-moment coefficient 
does not follow that predicted by the Prandtl-Glauert factor.    There- 
fore, because of an absence of an effective prediction criterion, the 
pitching-moment coefficients predicted by the mathematical model have 
been employed.    Moreover, adequate predictions of drag by mathematical 
models are not currently available within the state of the arts and, 
therefore, are not used in this analysis.    As suggested by Reference 6, 
an allowable pitching-moment coefficient of    |o. 02|    has been adopted 
in this analysis. 

RESULTS AMD DISCUSSIOW 

The influence of the more important independent geometric 
variables (thickness, thickness distribution,  leading-edge radius, 
camber, position of maximum camber) on drag divergence Mach numbers 
at various section lift coefficient have been predicted and are 
presented in Figures 3 through 8.    Data are included for NACA four- 
digit,  five-digit,  and six-series airfoils to indicate the generality 
of the results. 

THICKNESS VARIATIONS.    The influence of variations in 
thickness-to-chord ratio are presented in Figure 5-    The airfoils 
presented are symmetrical sections; the four-digit and five-digit 
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airfoils have the same thickness distribution and,  therefore, have the 
same aerodynamic characteristics.    At zero lift  coefficient,   increas- 
ing the thickness-to-chord from 0.08 to 0.16 decreased the drag diver- 
gence Mach number about 0.08 for the four- and five-digit airfoils and 
about 0.10 for the six-series airfoils.     The decrease was caused by an 
increase in the magnitude of the crest pressure coefficient with 
increases in thickness.    As the maximum indicated lift coefficient was 
approached,  the trends with increasing thickness reverse to result in 
a higher drag divergence Mach number for the thicker sections.     In 
this case,   the crest  is farther aft for the thicker sections so that 
the pressure coefficient is of lower magnitade.     The results of Refer- 
ence 9 suggest higher maximum lift coefficients for the NACA four- and 
five-digit airfoils than for the NACA six-series airfoils of the same 
thickness ratio.     The pitching-moment coefficient about the aerody- 
namic center of the r/mraetrical sections is 0.000. 

The effects of changes in location of maximum thickness are 
presented in Figure k.    Results are presented for the four- and five- 
digit airfoils with maximum thickness ratio located from ^0 to 50 per- 
cent chord as indicated by the last digit of the airfoil designation. 
The maximum thickness for the 63-012 and 65-012 sections is located 
at 35 and kO percent chord,  respectively.     At  zero lift coefficient, 
the drag divergence Mach number for the NACA four- and five-digit air- 
foils increased about 0.05 by moving the thickness location aft from 
50 to 50 percent chord because of both the aft movement of the airfoil 
crest and the accompanying thinning of the leading-edge region which 
resulted in crest pressure coefficients of smaller magnitude.    The 
increase was slightly greater at a lift coefficient of 0.4.    At higher 
lift coefficients,   the crest was more aft for the NACA 0012-65 section 
than for the other two airfoil sections and resulted in a crest static 
pressure of smaller magnitude,  thus a higher drag divergence Mach 
number.    The crest position of the NACA 65-012 section was farther aft 
than for the 63-012 section only at the lower lift coefficients.     How- 
ever,  the pressure coefficient was of lower magnitude for the NACA 
65-012 section at all lift coefficients analyzed  (Fig. h) to result in 
a consistently higher drag divergence Mach number than for the NACA 
65-012 section.    From this analysis,   it appears that a maximum thick- 
ness location of about kO percent chord is best from a drag divergence 
Mach number point of view.    Again, the absence of camber results in a 
pitching-moment coefficient of 0.000. 

LEADING-EDGE RADIUS.    The influence of variations in 
leading-edge radius is indicated in Figure 5 only for the NACA four- 
and five-digit airfoils.    The six-series airfoils were excluded 
because the leading-edge radius is not a design variable.    The -55^ 
-65, and -95 sections have leading-edge radius which are quarter 
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normal, normal, and three times normal, respectively (Ref. 10). At 
zero lift coefficient, the drag divergence Mach number increased about 
0.02 when the leading-edge radius was increased from one-fourth to 
three times normal.  This increase resulted from a decrease in magni- 
tude cf static pressure coefficient at the crest; the crest location 
at zero lift was the same for all three sections.  At lift coeffi- 
cients approaching the maximum, the crest moved rapidly forward as the 
leading-edge radius was increased and the pressure coefficient 
increased in magnitude to result in a decrease In drag divergence Mach 
number. An increase in leading-edge radius from one-fourth to normal 
had little influence on drag divergence for the NACA five-digit air- 
foils studied. 

CAMBER.  The effects of camber (Figs. 6, 7, and 8) were 
investigated only on the NACA five-digit and six-series airfoils 
because the type camber of the NACA four-digit airfoils produces 
excessive pitching moment for helicopter rotor application. The 
cjunber addition to the airfoils shown in Figure 6 is proportional to 
the design lift coefficients of 0.0, 0.5, and 0.6 for the NACA 0012-, 
23012-, and 10012-63 airfoils and to the design lift coefficients of 
0.0, 0.2, and 0.5 for the NACA 63-012, 63-212, and 63-512 airfoils, 
respectively (Ref. 9)« The camber addition caused a decrease in drag 
divergence Mach number as great as 0.02 at zero lift coefficient. 
Since the angle of attack for zero lift coefficient decreased (more 
negative) as camber was increased, the airfoil crest moved aft. How- 
ever, the magnitude of the crest pressure coefficient increased and 
resulted in a decrease in the drag divergence Mach number. For these 
airfoil sections at a given lift coefficient and the aft movement of 
the crest with increased camber continued for the full range of lift 
coefficients shown. And, the favorable influence of increased camber 
at the high lixt coefficient resulted from crest pressure coefficients 
of smaller magnitude than that for the lower camber cases. Although 
the pitching-moment coefficient of the NACA 63-512 airfoil exceeded 
the |o.02| criterion of Reference 6 by a factor of 2, the results 
have been included to discern the trends. To satisfy this criterion, 
the maximum design lift coefficient onould be 0.25 instead of 0.5 
because pitching-moment coefficient is proportional to design lift 
coefficient (Ref. 9). Also, observe that the NACA five-digit airfoils 
permit a higher design lift coefficient than the NACA six-series air- 
foils without exceeding the |o.02| pitching-moment criterion. 

The effect of varying the location of maximum camber is 
presented in Figure 7« The maximum camber is located at 5> 1>> and 
25 percent chord for the 21012-63, 23012-63, and 25012-63 airfoils, 
respectively, and at 32.5 and 50 percent chord for the 63-212 a = 0.0 
and 63-212 a = 1.0 airfoils, respectively. These locations 
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represent the limits defined for the standard NACA five-digit and 
six-series airfoils  (Ref.  9)»    At near zero lift coefficient, the 
results show that the position of maximum camber has little influence 
on drag divergence Mach number.    The most significant influence is 
indicated for the five-digit sections at high lift coefficients.    At 
these conditions,  the most rearward position of maximum camber 
resulted in the most rearward crest location and thus the highest drag 
divergence Mach numbers.    The aft movement of maximum camber also 
increased the pitching-moment coef Ticient, but it does meet the    |o.02| 
criterion of Reference 6 for the NACA five-digit airfoils presented. 
The pitching-moment coefficient of the NACA 63-212    a = 1.0   is 
excessive. 

In addition to the conventional camber lines, the NACA five- 
digit airfoil series has been provided with a camber line which has 
trailing-edge reflex (Ref.  11).    This reflex permits near zero 
pitching-moment coefficient at all lift coefficients up to the maximum 
lift coefficient.    At a given lift coefficient, the reflex camber 
unloads the airfoil trailing-edge region and hence increases the mag- 
nitude of the forward upper-surface pressure coefficients compared to 
those for the conventional camber lines.    This forward loading 
resulted in a corresponding decrease in drag divergence Mach number at 
all lift coefficients as shown in Figure 8; here the results for an 
airfoil with reflex camber (NACA 25112-63) are compared to those for 
an airfoil without reflex camber (NACA 25012-63).     The decrease in 
drag divergence Mach number varied from 0.025 at zero lift to 0.01 at 
high lift coefficients. 

COMBINED GEOMETRY.    The influence of combining several of 
the favorable gfeometric parameters previously discussed is shown in 
Figure 9.    The thickness distribution of the NACA four- and five-digit 
airfoils has been selected to take advantage of the low-speed maximum 
lift capability for the low pitching-moment designs discussed earlier. 
The influence of thickness ratio from 8 to 12 percent for these cam- 
bered sections is presented.    Maximum thickness was located at 1+0 per- 
cent chord because, as previously discussed,  this position was found 
to be superior to the 30-percent location at lift coefficients below 
1.3 (Fig.  k).    The standard leading-edge radius was selected because 
it was near optimum for the NACA five-digit airfoild (Fig.  5).    Camber 
was added to increase the drag divergence at the higher lift coeffi- 
cients; however, the camber was limited to satisfy the maximum 
pitching-moment criterion of    |o.02|.    The maximum camber was located 
at 35 percent chord because of the favorable trends shown with the aft 
maximum camber location (Fig.  7)«    The 35-percent chord maximum camber 
location is more aft than that provided by the standard NACA ainoils. 
The camber line employed was obtained from Reference 18 and was 
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apparently generated by extrapolating the NACA camber-line geometry. 
The results obtained with these sections are compared to the classic 
NACA 0012 section in Figure 9. 

The 12-percent-thick combined geometry airfoil section has 
a higher drag divergence Mach number than the 0012 airfoil at all lift 
coefficients greater than zero.    For these configurations,  increases 
in drag divergence Mach number at zero lift can be obtained by 
decreasing airfoil thickness.    As discussed earlier,  and as shown in 
Figure 9> this will result in decreases in drag divergence Mach number 
at the higher lift coefficient shown.    The final choice of an airfoil 
section for a given helicopter rotor should depend on an analysis of 
the airfoil section requirements. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

An easily applied analytical technique has been investigated 
for preliminary evaluation of airfoils for helicopter rotor applica- 
tion.    The technique permits assessment of the influences of airfoil 
geometric variations on the drag divergence Mach number at lift coef- 
ficients up to near maximum lift.    Analytical results presented in 
this paper indicated the compromises in drag divergence Mach number 
which result from changes in (l) thickness ratio,  (2)  location of max- 
imum thickness,  (5) leading-edge radius,  (U) camber addition, and 
(5) location of maximum camber for NACA four- and five-digit airfoils 
and some six-series airfoils of potential interest for helicopters. 
An example of airfoil sections which combines several of the favorable 
geometric changes has been presented.    Although the final selection of 
an airfoil, or combination of airfoils, for a helicopter rotor should 
be made on the basis of the specific performance requirements, the 
methods of analysis employed in this investigation can be rapidly and 
effectively used with high confidence during preliminary vehicle 
design and airfoil selection. 
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HYPERVELOCITY IMPACT SHOCK-INDUCED 
DAMAGE TO STEEL ARMOR 

JOHN W.   BOND,   JR. ,  DR. 
MOBILITY EQUIPMENT RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER 

FORT BELVOIR,  VIRGINIA 

1.    INTRODUCTION 

An In-house Laboratory Independent Research (ILIR) program 
has been conducted at MERDC to design hypervelocity projectiles 
that maximize back-face spallation in steel armor.    The pro- 
jectiles are small ( .5 to 5 gm each)  so that several hundred of 
them can be located on one end of an explosive driver weighing 15 
to 30 kg.    The projectiles would be ejected in a near-vertical 
downward direction toward a target in a shotgun pattern at eject 
velocities of 8-10 km/sec and at a  stand-off distance of 20 to 50 
meters.    This enables large lethal,  or damage radii,  of the order 
of tens of meters, to be considered.    The primary target for the 
experimental program  has been steel armor 2 to 5 cm thick. 
Damage would be by back-face spallation and fragmentation and 
resultant effects on soft interior components (of military vehicles) 
such as cabling, munitions,  fuel,   equipment,  instruments, and 
personnel. 

When the program started two years ago there was 
insufficient information on spallation physics to design the type of 
projectile desired.    Accordingly, a program was started to obtain 
the needed experimental and analytical information.    The specific 
goal was to design a projectile capable of shaping the pulse 
induced in the steel target in such a way that a large amount of 
steel was ejected from the back-face of the specimen in the form 
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of many small damaging fragments.    During the course of the 
research,  new phenomena were observed which are reported herein. 
In particular,  the importance of the 130-kbar phase change in 
martensitic steel and its effect on spallation is discussed. 

Over 100 successful impact experirr^nts were performed in 
the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) light gas gun facility.    The 
experiments were designed and the results analyzed at MERDC. 
Metallurgical examination of the impacted specimens was done at 
the Stanford Research Institute (SRI),  with some assistance from 
Sandia Laboratories Albuquerque (SLA).    Mechanical material prop- 
erties of the target materials were measured at MERDC. 

In order to develop reliable theory and associated analyt- 
ical tools,   simple spherical projectiles,  most weighing less than 
1 gm,  were used.    Impact angles were generally normal, although 
a few non-normal impacts were made.    A few impacts were made 
with both simple and composite non-spherical projectiles.    Pro- 
jectile materials included nylon,  lexan,  water,  heavy oil,  steel, 
MgLi,  and several different ceramics 

The reasoning behind these choices of projectile materials 
was rather complicated.    It was based on the fact that the proposed 
warhead is weight limited rather than volume limited.    This   en- 
ables more projectiles of the same size to be carried,  or else 
larger projectiles may be used.    Size is important because the pro- 
jectile diameter should be of the order of,   or greater than the 
target thickness in order to optimize spall.    There is some experi- 
mental evidence that much smaller (non-penetrating) projectiles 
are efficient spallators (3).    (A spallator is a projectile that 
optimizes back-face spall.   A penetrator optimizes penetration. ) 
Finally,  the vaporization or sublimation energy of the projectile 
material should be small compared to the kinetic energy of impact. 
The general idea is to convert most of the impact energy into 
induced shock.    This means that inefficient processes such as 
penetration should be minimized. 

Most of the targets were wrought    homogeneous steel plate 
stock 1.25 cm and 2. 5 cm thick.    The steel was a carbon 
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manganese-nickel-chromixim-molybdenum alloy which was 
austenitized at 900oCI water quenched,  and tempered at 540oC, 
The representative hardness was 360 Brinnel (Bhn), and the 
approximate quasi-static tensile strength was 12 kbars.    The 
dynamic spall strength corresponded to a critical tensile pressure 
of 38 kbars (1.  I,   3,  4). 

After impact,  the target specimens were dissected through 
the crater center,   polished,  etched,   and examined metallurgically. 
Extensive 2-d code calculations of the impact spall phenomena were 
made by SLA for one specimen. 

In Section Z,  below, the experimental results are 
summarized.    They are analyzed and discussed in Section 3.    The 
2-d computations performed by SLA are described in Section 4. 
The 130-kbar phase change and spall phenomena are discussed in 
the remaining sections. 

2.    EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Photographs of dissected impact craters are shown in 
Figure 1.    The target material for Fig.   la  was 1.25 cm thick 
wrought steel.    The projectile was a 0. 52 gm nylon sphere with a 
diameter of 0. 95 cm and an impact velocity of 5. 18 km/sec.    The 
crater is representative of craters formed by impact of lexan- 
encased H^O and solid nylon spheres     The walls of such craters 
exhibit a series of evenly spaced ridges,  or serrations,  which are 
symmetric about a central axis of rot'.tion.    The macrocracks ob- 
served extend downwards from the bottom of the valleys in the crater 
floor.    In Fig.   lb the target was '. 53 cm wrought steel and the pro- 
jectile was a 0. 7 gm steel spheve.    In the case of steel-on-steel im- 
pacts the serrations in the craters are not observed and the macro- 
cracks extend upwards.    (This difference has not been explained. ) 
In Figure 2 is shown a 10X photograph of the bottom of the center of 
a crater produced by a 6. 03 km/sec impact of a 0. 35 gm H^O/lexan 
sphere on a 2.5 cm wrought steel target.    The (apparent) shaded 
region extends completely around the crater.    This region is readily 
visible on almost all impact specimens.    It has extremely high 
hardness (500 Bhn) and displays a very fine    untempered, 
martensitic microstructure.    This observed metallurgical 
transformation has been shown to be due to the 130-kbar poly- 
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morphic phase transition in iron or martensitic steel (3,   4).    The 
fine adiabatic shear lines are readily observable on this photograph. 
Also, note the large voids below the bottom of the crater. 

When thü stress wave,   induced at impact,  travels through 
the target and reflects in tension from the back-face,   a spall 
layer,  or gap,   is produced as seen in Figure 1.    Spall is not 
observed for these conditions at velocities below about 3 km/sec. 
At slightly greater velocities incipient spall is observed by the 
appearance of microcracks.    The microcracks coalesce to form a 
complete spall layer at about 3. 1 km/sec.    As the impact velocity 
is increased the width and diameter of the spall layer also 
increases,  and at some higher velocity the back-face plugs or 
fragments.    Non-adiabatic shear occurs at the outer edge of the 
spall layer.    For a 0. 52 gm nylon sphere on 1. 25 cm wrought 
steel, back-face plugging occurs at about 5. 8 km/sec.    For 
smaller (lighter) spheres,   or for thicker targets,  the plugging lor 
back-face fragmenting) velocity is higher. 

In spite of the extensive experimentation described above 
(as well as all other experimentation performed in the US) it is 
still not possible to design an effective spallator.    However,  a 
few preliminary guidelines have been outlined.    Briefly,   it is clear 
that pulse shaping is the key to the production of damaging back- 
face spall.    This is exemplified in Figure 3 which shows the 
reflection and resultant spall of a triangular stress pulse.    The 
incident pulse reflects in tension at the free surface XQ.    Upon 
exceeding the spall threshold,  a spall layer lei formed at xj.    The 
distance Xi-3^Q must be sufficiently small so that the back-face 
can be spalled and fragmented, but sufficiently large sc that a 
damaging amount of back-face material is ejected. 

After the spall layer is formed at xj,   the subsequent 
stress pulse reflects at Xj rather than at XQ.    This can result in 
the formation of a second spall layer at x^.    Obviously this 
sequence of events can be repeated to form multiple spall layers. 
Li order to prove this hypothes's several different projectile con- 
figurations were tested.    One of these configurations was a 
hollow plastic sphere.    The reasoning here was that upon impact 
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more mass would be delivered at the impact periphery and  "double- 
impact" conditions for thin flyers would  exist at the impact center. 
This heuristic prediction v/as  eminently borne out in several 
experiments  in which the projectiles were hollow spheres.    An 
example is  shown in Figure  4.    In this case the projectile was a 
hollow lexan sphere weighing 0.56 gm with a diameter of 1.08 cm 
and an impact velocity of 5.59 km/sec.     Note the double spall 
layer and the back-face fragmentation. 

A few other impact experiments were performed in which the 
projectile was computer designed to optimize be ik-face spall. 
These experiments were particularly successful in showing that 
back-face spall can be optimized. 

3.     DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

In general a well-conceived experimental program produces 
results that have not been predicted theoretically.    This program 
is no exception.     The experimental  "surprises" are too numerous 
to cover in this report; but a few of the more Important results 
can be discussed.    These are listed below: 

a. Serrations are formed at the crater floor for nylon-and 
water-steel impacts.    These have not been explained; in particular, 
the reason for the serration formation on nylon-steel impact and 
the lack of serration formation on steel-  steel impact has not been 
explained. 

b. rreliminary or tentative explanation of the macrocracks 
observed for nylon-steel impacts has been given.    However, this 
explanation fails to show why the macrocracks extend upwards for 
steel-steel impacts as compared to downwards for nylon-on-steel 
impacts. 

c. Adiabatic shear lines are observed below the crater 
floor in almost all cases.    However, their role in the damage 
process has not been explained. 

e.    The importance of the observed  130-kbar phase change 
has been explained for one case.    This is discussed in the next 
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section.   Much more work is needed on this phenomenon. 

f. Spoliation.   The 2-d computer calculations performed by SLA 
have shown excellent agreement with one impact experiment.   This 
applies to the configuration and location of the spall layer for a rela- 
tively simple case.   If this work could be extended to more important 
and relevant cases it would be of extreme significance. 

g. General '.ommary 

(1) Metallographic/Fractographic Features 

As indicated previously considerable circumstantial evi- 
dence leads to the conclusion that the dark-etching hemispherical 
volume of material under the impact site, such as shown in Fig. 2, has 
uniergone the pressure-induced phase transformation: 

Material within this zone is of significantly finer grain structure and 
higher hardness than material elsewhere.   Back surface laser interfero- 
meter records obtained by SLA in plate slap experiments exhibit clearly 
the disturbance attributable to a wave reflected from a denser 
phase (4). 

Profuse shear bonding was observed in the subcrater region 
and is felt to play an important role ir the cratering process.   The 
long cracks extending into the armor steel from the crater walls tend 
to lie on shear bands and tend to join up to isolate pieces of material 
that form part of the ejecta. 

Shear bands that are not associated with the crater walls are 
also prominent in the transformed region.   A number of equiaxed micro- 
fractures having a ductile appearance are generally present in this 
region, linked together by adiabatic shear bands, which are easily ob- 
servable because of their distinct etching behavior.  Again, cracks are 
observed to have formed in the bands, and suggest the mechanism of 
material removal in this region.   No evidence of adiabatic shear was 
found in the back surface regions. 
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Fracture damage in the back surface region proceeds by the 
nucleation, growth, and coalescence of microfractures , followed by a 
widening of the resulting macrocrack and subsequent scabbing of the 
back surface oy a shearing process that does not appear to be adiabatic. 
Observations of back surface damage at all stages of development were 
possible because of the wide variations in impact conditions.   However, 
detailed stress histories were not obtained. 

(2) Correlations with Stress History 

An attempt was made to correlate metallographic and fracto- 
graphic features observed in ehe specimens with stress histories.   This 
is described in the next section of this report.   However, many of the 
essential features of the stress history may be similar in other experi- 
ments.   Thus the correlations may be common to hypervelocity impact 
in general, although many more experiments, metallurgical analysis, 
and theoretical extensions are needed before this statement can be 
properly delineatized.   The observed features fcr the single case des- 
cribed above were predicted (post-test) with outstanding accuracy by 
the SLA. 

4.   2-D COMPUTATIONS 

It was fortuitous that the MERDC impact spallation experiments 
began about one year before SLA scheduled for usage their new two- 
dimensional hydrodynamic codes.   Accordingly, in May 1973, SLA 
began to code the impact of a nylon sphere on to 1.25 cm steel armor. 
The experimental results are shown in Figure 1.   The impact velocity 
was 5.18 km/sec and the projectile mass 0.52 gm.   The results of the 
SLA effort are described below (4). 

Two-dimensional code calculations of the above test were per- 
formed at SLA using both the CSQ Eulerian Code and the TOODY 
Langrangian code with rezonlng.   The initial impact pressure was about 
400 kbar which causos iron and martensitic steel near the impact point 
to undergo theot"*^ polymorphic phase change.   The nylon sphere 
greatly distorts and goes into a liquid-partially vapor state.   The 
steel plate suffers a large distortion near the impact point and requires 
both an accurate elastic-plastic model and a good material failure 
model elsewhere in the plate.   Also, a high degree of resolution is 
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required for predicting complete or internal spallation because of the 
attenuation of the initial compressive pulse,   its reflection,  and the 
interaction of the compressive and the reflected release wave must 
all be calculated accurately. 

The 130-kbar phase change,  the correct r.pall  strength,  and 
an adequate failure model have all been determined to be very im- 
portant for predictive and interpretive calculations.    A detailed ex- 
amination of the stress histories for the cases with and without the 
phase change has shown why different failures should be expected in 
these two cases (4).    When the phase change is included in the cal- 
culations,  the loading portion of the stress wave consists of two 
parts as the wave separates at 130 kbar.    More important is the 
difference observed as unloading occurs; a rarefaction shock is pre- 
sent when the phase change is included.   These differences in the 
stress wave structure not only cause a cylindrical-conical failure to 
occur directly below the crater,  but also result in a propagating 
pulse that is nearly square for the case with a phase change and 
nearly triangular without.    The square pulse,  upon reflection from a 
free surface, transfers essentially all the momentum to the spall 
layer,  whereas the triangular pulse is not nearly as effective in 
momentum transfer.    This clearly shows the importance of the 
stress pulse shape in producing effective spall. 

The measured spall stress of 38 kbar (2,4) for the MS 12560 
steel was used in the above calculations,  and the results showed 
excellent agreement with the experiment.  'This was especially true 
for the Lagrangian results where the crater diameter,   crater depth, 
spall layer thickness,   spall length,   spall bulge,   cylindrical-conical 
failure,  and the area that undergoes a phase change all show nearly 
one-to-one correspondence with experiment.    The calculation did 
not, however,  reproduce the serrations in the crater floor,  nor the 
macrocracks and adiabatic shear observed below the crater floor. 

When the phase change is included in both the CSQ and the 
TOODY calculations,   the only significant difference is the spall 
length (or diameter).   This difference is a direct result of the mate- 
rial failure treatment at the spall plane where a material coordinate 
treatment allows a higher accuracy.    The very good numerical and 
experimental agreement demonstrates the capability of the codes to 
solve a wide class of difficult and important   problems    although 
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much more correlation between calculations and experiments is 
needed. 

5. THE 130-KBAR PHASE CHANGE IN MARTENSITIC STEEL 

In recent years a number of measurements have been made of 
the high pressure properties of iron in the region of the^fphase 
transition.    These indicate that at room temperature the transition 
occurs in the region of 130 kbars and that it is abaric.  initiating at 
about 130 kbars and going to completion at pressures greater than 
170 kbars.   The observed specific volume change associated with the 
transition isAv*. 0066 cm?/gm and the compression ratio at the 

onset of the transition isX?. 943,    Here x is the specific volume,  v, 
divided by the specific volume,   v0,  ofd(/fcat 0oK and zero pressure(6). 

The phase diagram of Fe is shown in Figure 5« According to 
the SLA calculations the shock temperature in the Fe does not go 
sufficiently high to drive the steel into the Tf phase.  However,   the 
shock pressure does get sufficiently high to drive the steel into the 
phase from which it reverts,  on cooling,  to thefl( phase,   with a con- 
sequent change in grain structure and other mechanical properties. 
Direct active measurements to show this change have not been made 
but a combination of theory,   computations,  and metallurgical analysis 
indicates that the above history is correct 

6. COMPLETE AND BACKFACE SPALL 
Microcracks and voids begin to form when the tensile stress 

reaches the "spall threshdd" or the incipient spall strength.    For 
practical purposes a certain microcracksize or density is assigned to 
this value. 

As the tensile stress exceeds the spall threshold the micro- 
cracks begin to coalesce until a complete spall layer is formed.    For 
the impact experiments with spherical projectiles described in this 
paper, the spall layer is generally parallel to the backface of the tar- 
gets with its center line at a distance (d) from the backface.    For a 
given type of projectile d is constant over the velocity range from 3 to 
7 km/sec.  The spall layer has a thickness § (perpendicular to the back- 
face), which increases rapidly with velocity above the incipient thresh- 
old.   In addition to the spall layer thickness there is a backface bulge 
with height (h),  which is equal toj. As long as the spall layer is formed 
near the backface h is a useful experimental (or empirical) parameter since 
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it can be measured with good accuracy, whereas measurements of Q 

are sometimes ambiguous.   The spall layer has a diameter D (parallel 
to the backface) that increases slightly with impact velocity.   It grows 
to be somewhat greater than the crater diareter (parallel to and at the 
target surface).  At some high impact velocity the backface "plugs" 
or fragments, i.e., material of thickness d and (approximate) diameter 
D is ejected from the backface either as a single plug, or as a number 
of small fragments.   The impact velocity to produce incipient spall 
is  V^    and for backface spall it is  li,      .   As will be seen ^ appears 
to be about twice \^ for the experiments described. 

Backface bulge height h is plotted on linear paper as a function 
of impact velocity for three different cases in Figure 7.   It is seen that 
the experimental points lie reasonably well on smooth curves.   The 
points have been plotted for the .52-gm nylon sphere on the 1.25-cm 
steel target on seml-iog paper in Figure 8.   They fall well on a straight 
line which suggests that th<?! fractional increase in h (orS*) increases 
with incremental velocity, i.e., 

where k is a constant.   Upon integration this becomes 

For the purposes here h   can be assumed to correspond to the bulge 
height at incipient spall, with V0 the corresponding impact velocity. 
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LARGE POLARIZATION DEPENDENT VOLTAGES 
IN FERROELECTRIC CERAMICS 

PHILIP S. BRODY & FRANK CROWNE 
HARRY DIAMOND LABORATORIES 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 

INTRODUCTION 

This paper describes a new high-voltage photovoltaic effect 
(Ref. 1) appearing in ferroelectric ceramics. A thin ceramic wafer 
as shown (Fig. 1) illuminated uniformly produces a steady voltage 
across electrodes on the wafer edge. 

The open-circuit voltages are large and proportional to 
the length, 1, of the wafer. The exact voltage per centimeter length 
depends on the composition of the material and the grain size of the 
ceramic. The largest we have measured is 1500 volts per centimeter 
in a certain PLZT ceramic composition.  Other open circuit voltages 
range from this value down to 350 V/cm for BaTiOß ceramic. Except 
for these very high voltages, the effect is similar to that in a p-n 
junction or a Schottky barrier photocell with a high output 
resistance operating in the unbiased (self generating) mode.  If a 
resistive load is connected between ehe electrodes, a small steady 
current flows as long as the wafer is illuminated. Though the 
current Is small, the voltage (across a high resistance) is high. 
Photovoltaic conversion efficiencies as high as 0.02% are obtained 
for a certain PZT composition with band gap (373-nm) illumination. 

The short-circuit photocurrent is linear with intensity and 
proportional to the width. The open-circuit photovoltage is, at low 
levels, linearly dependent on intensity, saturating at moderate 
levels. The voltage and short circuit current are proportional to 
the remanent polarization of the ceramic wafer, vanishing when the 
polarization vanishes. 
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A much lower photovoltaic effect was seen previously in 
unpolarized ferroelectric ceramic  (Ref.  2) and also in single 
crystals of the ferroelectric barium tltanate  (Ref.  3, 4).     High- 
voltage photovoltaic effects  in materials other than ferroelectrics 
have also been observed.    These are seen in films of evaporated semi- 
conducting materials  (Ref.  5).    The effect has been attributed to an 
arrangement of p-n junctions in which small photovoltages add  (Ref. 
6).     Voltages up to 100 V/cx are seen.    A high-voltage photovoltaic 
effect has also been seen in insulating single crystals of zinc 
sulfide by Merz et.al.   (Ref.   7).     This is thought also to be a 
multi-junction effect.     Stacking faults separating hexagonal and 
cubic modifications of the crystal have been suggested as  the source 
of small voltages which then add in series (Ref.  6). 

In the next section we will describe experimental results 
covering various materials,  all ferroelectrics of the perovskite 
oxide type. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Measurements were made using a high-pressure mercury arc 
with filters to produce illumination at various wavelengths and 
intensities.    For temperature control,  the samples were immersed in 
sllicone oil, the temperature of which was controlled, or in a 
specially built thermal chamber.     High open-circuit voltage measure- 
ments were made using a self-balancing potentiometric system drawing 
negligible current.    The input impedance of the measuring circuit was 
thus orders of magnitude higher than that of the source impedance. 
Measurements of lower voltages were made using a vibrating capacitor 
electrometer.    Short-circuit measurements were made with electrometers 
operating as ammeters.    Thermopiles determined Intensities. 

The wafer as shown in Fig.  1 can be represented by an 
equivalent circuit consisting of a voltage in series with a high 
resistance.    This Is demonstrated by the results illustrated in 
Fig.  2, where an Illuminated wafer was placed in series with a low 
source resistance voltage source applying voltage Vr across the 
electrodes  (Fig.  3).    Open-circuit voltage V0 is 630 volts,   the 
intercept of the roughly straight line with the abscissa;  the short 
circuit current, i8C • -.31 x 10"^ A is the intercept with the 
ordlnate.    The photoresistance R equal to V/I is 2.2 x 1011 ft.     In 
general,   the output of a sample is well defined by designating the 
illumination (intensity and spectral distribution),  open circuit 
voltage V0, and short-circuit current isc.    These quantities are 
shown for various materials In Table I.    We define photovoltaic 
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efficiency as the power dissipated In a short circuited wafer divided 
by the Incident power.    All wafers were subjected to a high voltage 
for about 1 hour.    This voltage  (poling voltage) produces a remanent 
polarization In an Initially disordered unpolarlzed ceramic.    Once 
poled,  a wafer need not be repoled. 

Measurements were also made of a photovoltaic output from 
two single crystals of barium tltanate.    These open-circuit photo- 
voltages at room temperature are shown In Table 11.    At band gap,  the 
0.2-cm - thick crystal produced a short circuit photocurrent of 
.006 yA/cm/yW/cm2. 

Ceramic materials produce much higher voltages proportional 
to  length, whereas the single crystals produce low voltages and 
certainly not proportional to length.    These differences between the 
polycrystalllne ceramic material and the single-crystal material 
suggest  to us that the high voltages across  the polycrystalllne 
wafers result  from the series addition of many small voltages across 
Individual crystallites of the ceramic.    The crystallite voltage 
would be. roughly  that seen across the single crystal, about 0.3 V. 
Barium tltanate ceramic produced about  300 V/cm Implying that  the 
barium tltanate grains must be about 10 y across, which Is roughly 
correct.    Further verification of the additive nature of individual 
grain photovoltage is found In the open-circuit voltage results for 
PLZT ceramics in Table 1.    The photovoltage across material made of 
2 to 4 y grains is roughly twice that of the identical material made 
up of roughly 6 y grains. 

For these net voltages to appear,  a unique axis and 
direction must be defined in the individual crystallites,  and there 
must be an alignment of these.    The unique directed axis for a 
ferroelectric would reasonably be the direction of polarization, with 
the phoco-Induced field lying parallel to  the crystal polarization 
axis  (the c-axls).    The net alignment in a polycrystalllne ceramic 
would then be produced by the poling process in which the application 
of a large DC voltage orders the directions of polarization domains, 
producing a net remanent polarization in originally disordered 
ceramic material.    The photovoltage in the ceramic material would 
then vanish for a disordered material and be a maximum for ordered 
material.    This is Illustrated in the experimental results shown in 
Fig.  4.    There is.  In fact,  a linear relation between remanent 
polarization and photovoltage.    The remanent polarization was varied 
by applying different poling voltages.    The photovoltage was then 
measured.     The net remanent polarization was determined afterwards by 
measuring the charge released when the wafer was thermally depoled. 
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Since the individual crystallite photovoltage seems somehow 
related to the direction and orientation of the polarization the 
photovoltages across the crystallites and the photovoltage across the 
macroscopic single crystal must vanish when the crystallites and the 
macroscopic crystal are in a centrosymmetric state. The transition 
between the tetragonal polar ferroelectric state and the cubic centro- 
symmetric non-polar paraelectric state occurs in barium titanate at 
about 120oC(roughly also the Curie temperature). The photovoltages 
(V0), in both the single and polycrystalline material do, as 
expected, vanish there as shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. 

The remanent polarization of a wafer was obtained as a 
function of temperature by measuring the pyroelectric charge 
released as the temperature was raised.  It is shown (marked P ) in 
Fig. 6.  The polarlzatloa vs T is also shown for the single crystal 
(Ref. 9). 

To assure ourselves that this was a true photovoltaic 
effect in which charge carriers were injected into the conduction 
band, absorbing energy from incident photons, we examined the 
spectral dependence of the short-circuit photocurrent (Fig. 7, 8, 9 
and 10).  The photocurrent peaks, as expected, in the vicinity of 
band-gap radiation (Ref. 8).  The intensities available from the 
apparatus varied somewhat as filters were changed. Short circuit 
current is, however, proportional to intensity (Fig. 12) allowing 
results to be normalized to constant intensity. Also, as might be 
expected, there is a spectral dependence for the open-circuit 
voltage; this is shown for PZT in Fig. 11.  intensity varied somewhat 
with wavelength. The results were, however, obtained in a saturated 
region where open-circuit voltage was not a strong function of 
intensity (Fig. 12). 

The relation between short-circuit current and Intensity, 
and open-circuit voltage and intensity are both shown in Fig. 12. 
The material is PZT. The short-circuit current is linear with 
intensity.  The open-circuit voltage is linear with intensity for low 
intensities, saturating at higher levels.  Short-circuit photocurrent 
was also measured as a function of temperature and the results are 
shown in Fig. 13 for BaTiOß + 5 wt.% CaTi03 and in Fig. 14 for PZT. 

Further experimental measurements are obviously desirable 
for a better understanding of this high-voltage photovoltaic effect 
in ferroelectrics. Our experience now indicates that all ferro- 
electric oxide perovskites are good candidates for exhibiting the 

effect. 
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APPLICATIONS 

This  is a new effect with possible applications.    Clearly, 
this effect could be used to produce very high voltages in a 
relatively uncomplicated fashion.    Of greater importance, perhaps,  is 
a possible potential for direct solar-to-electric energy conversion, 
although this would necessitate finding a material with considerably 
greater photovoltaic efficiencies over broader spectral regions. 
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OCULAR AND SKIN HAZARDS FROM CO2  LASER RADIATION 

ARNOLD  S.   BROWNELL,  DR. 
BRUCE  E.   STUCK,   MR.* 

JOINT AMRDC-AMC LASER SAFETY TEAM 
FRANKFORD ARSENAL,   PHILADELPHIA,  PENNSYLVANIA 

INTRODUCTION 

The rapid development of new laser systems with greater mili- 
tary significance continues unabated.    The current and projected field 
deployment of these systems has  intensified the need not only  to de- 
fine the potential hazards to military personnel but also to  investi- 
gate the mechanisms involved In laser  Induced radiation injuries.    For 
example, many of  the newer carbon dioxide (CO2)   lasers are poten- 
tially hazardous because of their high power output.    Definitive data 
are urgently required to provide additional information essential to 
the establishment of safety standards which would be relevant  to all 
laser systems, for use by both system developers and field personnel. 

Research establishing laser damage thresholds have generally 
been empirical.    Each present and future generation laser system has 
or will have unique and varied radiation parameters such as wave- 
length,  intensity,  repetition rate and beam geometry.    Similarly,  the 
various vulnerable tissues have their own distinct physical,  chemical 
and biological properties.    Expensive and time consuming laboratory 
experiments are required to estimate threshold damage levels  for all 
possible  laser systems.    Consequently,   there Is a need for a more 
expeditious approach.    Mathematical models that accurately predict the 
extent of  laser Induced damage and provide insight into the mechanisms 
of  the interaction of laser radiation with biological systems will 
significantly Improve cost effectiveness. 

The purpose of  this paper is  threefold:    First,  to provide 
data necessary for military and civilian safety communities by 
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presenting experimentally determined threshold doses,  from  two inde- 
pendent studies,   for the minimal detectable changes  in cornea and skin 
following exposure to C02 laser radiation.    Second,  to test  the 
validity of a mathematical model in predicting damage thresholds. 
Third,  to determine the extent  this model accounts for differences  in 
the experimentally determined dose-response relationships  for the two 
tissues studied. 

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 

Details of the experimental procedures, and results, have 
been reported  (1-5).    A Coherent Radiation Model 41 continuous wave 
COa  laser was used for skin exposures of less than 0.1 sec   in dura- 
tion and for all corneal exposures.    For these experiments  the beam 
incident on the  tissue was formed by illuminating a circular aperture 
with the laser beam.    The radiant intensity distribution in the cen- 
tral portion of  the resulting diffraction pattern closely approxi- 
mated a Gaussian distribution.    The relative intensity distribution 
was measured with a scanning  thermal sensor.    The total power was 
measured with a CRL Model 201 power meter whose calibration had been 
checked at the National Bureau of Standards.    The values reported  in 
the paper represent the peak irradiance (watts/cm^),  calculated on 
the basis of the measured total power of the beam and its relative 
intensity distribution.    For  skin exposures  in excess of 0.1  sec,  a 
C02  laser designed and constructed by Martin Marietta Corporation 
provided the radiant energy.    The multimodal,  collimated output beam 
consisted of a mosaic of many closely spaced regions with different 
intensities.    The relative intensity distribution within the beam 
varied within 25%.    The reported values represent the average irradi- 
ance in the beam. 

Rabbits  (Oryctolagus Cuniculus)  and monkeys  (Macaca Mulatta 
and Aotus Trivlrgatus) were used in the cornea threshold studies. 
Previous results  (3)  by this  laboratory have shown less than a 10% 
difference between the damage thresholds for these three animal spe- 
cies.    Pentobarbital sodium and halothane gas were used to anesthetize 
the monkeys and rabbits respectively.    The pupils were dilated to en- 
hance the observer's visualization of corneal changes.    The eye was 
gently Irrigated with physiological saline before exposure and closed 
for approximately 1 minute to prevent drying of the corneal  surface 
and to maintain a near "natural"  tear film.    The lid was retracted 
and immediately Irradiated at normal incidence.    Two to four exposure 
sites on each eye of fifteen to twenty animals were irradiated for 
each threshold determination.    The criterion for a minimally detect- 
able response was the appearance of a greyish-white circular opacity 
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on the outer surface of the cornea as seen with a Zelss biomicroscope 
30 minutes post exposure. 

For skin experiments, white pigs, 20 to 40 pounds each, were 
the test animals. Pentobarbital sodium was used as an anesthetic for 
animals whose skin was exposed in excess of 0.1 sec. Those whose 
exposure times were less than 0.1 sec received halothane gas. Three 
to eight animals were used for each irradiance level. The skin test 
area was closely clipped, cleaned, and then divided into a grid pat- 
tern of 4 rows and 10 columns. To minimize variation in area-to-area 
sensitivity, the exposure times were randomly assigned to the grid 
pattern of each animal within each irradiance group. The visual 
appearance of each test site was observed at the time of exposure and 
within 24 hours post exposure. The criterion for a positive response 
for a minimal lesion was the presence of a mild erythema 24 hours 
post exposure. 

* 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The probit method (6,7) was used in the analysis of the data. 
This statistical technique was developed to treat quantal response 
data and define dose-effect relationships. This analysis yields the 
median effective dose (ED5o), which is the irradiancu for a given 
exposure time that has a 50% probability of producing the specified 
response. In this paper the EDgo value is defined as the damage 
threshold for a specified injury. 

Figure 1 presents a log-log plot of the experimentally deter- 
mined EDBo values for both C0a laser radiation induced minimal ery- 
thema and corneal opacities. The exposure durations range from 1 msec 
to 7.4 seconds while the irradlances vary from 1.2 to 800 watts/cm . 
The numerical values represented by the data points are used to gener- 
ate two of the variables in the model described in the following 
section. 

DAMAGE INTEGRAL MODEL 

Theoretical Development 

Most Injuries resulting from exposure to laser radiation are 
considered to be thermal In nature. The degradation of the radiant 
laser energy to thermal energy leads to temperature rises in the 
exposed tissue. The basic principles Involved In the analysis of 
thermal injuries in tissue were defined in a series of papers by Hen- 
rlques and Morltz. Henrlques (8) considered the development of ther- 
mal Injuries to be time and temperature dependent, a rate process 
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common to many physical and biological systems. He suggested that by 
integrating the Injury rate process over the thermal time period In- 
volved, the contributions from each time Increment could be summed to 
yield a measure of the total damage incurred. 

If the kinetics of any specific state of thermal Injury can 
be regarded as a first order reaction at all temperatures under con- 
sideration, then the sum of the Injury can be expressed as 

n   -f kdt (1) 

where k is the specific reaction rate constant for a given thermal 
process and temperature, and Q is the damage integral. 

If the reaction Is similar to that of many chemical and physi- 
cal rate processes, the thermal Inactivatlon rate constant should vary 
with temperatures as 

k  =  Ae"B/T (2) 

when A and B are constants and T Is the absolute temperature.  For a 
reaction meeting the necessary thermodynamic criteria, this expres- 
sion Is equivalent to the Integrated form of the Arrhenius equation, 
where B equals AE/R, AE being the energy of activation and R the gas 
constant.  In the present use of the model, A and B are considered 
empirical constants with no special implications. 

Combining Equations 1 and 2 yields 

Q  =  Ar:e-B/CT(t)-Kr(0)+273]dt     (3) 

where T(t) is the temperature rise at time t and T(0) is the Initial 
tissue temperature In 0C. This concept is equivalent to that propose 
by Henriques (8) and subsequently expanded by Fugitt (9). 

A mathematical equation that defines T(t) during the thermal 
episode for the various exposure and tissue conditions is required by 
Equation 3. The diathermanous, semi-infinite heat flow equation 
given by Carslaw and Jaegar (10) and extended by Davis (11) to apply 
to problems involving radiant heating of tissues is appropriate In 
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situations where the heat flow In the tissue space of concern can be 
considered to be unidirectional and perpendicular to the surface. 
This equation has the following form: 

^[.«...(rv«r^)*.-""-('v«--^f)]j •    (4) ty
Jal 

Although the diathermanous heat flow equation assumes a radiation 
beam Infinitely wide with no variation In Its  Intensity distribution, 
the beam widths were sufficiently large for all skin exposures to 
justify the use of this equation In these calculations. 

Where radial heat flow must be taken Into consideration, 
Heimbach's combined model (12)   is more applicable, as follows: 

(5) 

This equation considers a radiation beam finite in cross section 
with an intensity distribution exhibiting cylindrical symmetry. It 
was used to fit the corneal data «here the small beams require the 
more complex equation. 

Equations 4 and 5 define the temperature rise only during the 
exposure interval. During the post exposure period the complete 
expression is the identical equation minus the same equation where t 
is replaced by t-T] (T] = exposure time). The complete development of 
these equations is given by Helmbach (12) . 

The following assumptions are applied to the application of 
both heat flow equations: the tissue is a semi-infinite Isotropie 
receiver, initially at a uniform tanperature throughout; its thermal 
properties are constant and do not vary with tfmperature; its surface 
is perfectly insulated and there are no radlat on losses; the radia- 
tion input is a square wave and normal to the surface and the tissue 
absorbs the radiation at an exponential rate. 
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Thus Equations 4 and 5 are used to calculate T(t) in Equation 
3 to obtain the damage integral Q.    To determine the constants A and 
B (Equation 3) their numerical values were adjusted until the calcu- 
lated dose yielding an Gi = 1 corresponded closely to each experimen- 
tally determined ED50 value for the minimal responses given in 
Figure 1. 

Figure 2 shows representative histological sections of normal 
pig skin and monkey cornea. Although morphologically the two tissues 
are complex, they can be structurally described as simple three layer 
systems. 

In the skin the three layers are:  (1) The outer layer, the 
stratum corneum, is composed of compacted keratinized scales. The 
average thickness of this nonviable layer is approximately 15 microns. 
(2) The more deeply stained layer is the viable portion of the epider- 
mis. Its thickness is quite variable, but in general ranges from 50 
to 75 microns.  (3) The underlying dermis, composed primarily of a 
matrix of collagen and elastic fibers, ranges up to several hundred 
microns in depth. Capillary loops of the skin blood supply and many 
nerve endings terminate within the upper portion of this layer. 

Similarly the corneal layers are:  (1) In vivo a 7-9 micron 
thick tear film covers the cornea (13). Obviously this tear film is 
not evident in Figure 2. (2) The epithelium averages 40 microns in 
thickness and, as in the skin, is capable of regeneration.  (3) The 
stroma comprises about 90% of the entire cornea and is approximately 
400 microns thick. It consists of collagenous lamellae. 

The damage integral model, as presented, assumes that the 
thermal episode occurs in an Isotropie medium. It is evident that 
neither tissue is homogeneous in a morphological sense. However, 
with the exception of the cornified upper layer of the skin, the 
various layers of the tissue are of an aqueous nature with a water 
content of approximately 80%. So, in a physical sense, as a first 
approximation they can be considered homogeneous and satisfy the re- 
quirements of the model. 

Table I defines the variables used in the temperature calcu- 
lations. The last 2 columns give the numerical value of those vari- 
ables held constant to determine the damage integrals. 

■ 
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TABLE I 

Thermal  Inertia 
(cal** cm"4 deg"'' cm-1) 

a       Thermal Diffusivity 
(cma sec"1) 

Y       Absorption Coefficient 
(cm"1) 

T(0)  Initial Tissue Temperature 
(0C) 

r        Distance from Beam Center 
(cm) 

z        Tissue Depth 
(cm) 

H        Irradiance 
(cal sec"1 cm"2) 

t        Time After the Onset of 
the Exposure 
(sec) 

Cornea 

1.5 x KT 

1.5 x 10" 

814 

32 

.0010 

Skin 

1.18 x 10' 

0.86 x 10 

814 

-3 

35 

.0025 

.0100 

The complex variable 6^ is defined in the following equation: 

6i      -     ^""^ Ai 
YH 

where A^ are the expansion coefficients obtained by expanding the in- 
tensity distribution of the radiation beam into a Fourier-Bessel 
series of zeroth order. The roots of the zeroth order Bessel junc- 
tion are represented as r^ and 'a' is the radial extent of the expan- 
sion. For the corneal calculations the intensity distribution is 
considered Gaussian with a l/e radius of 0.14 cm. 
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In the case of the skin,  the two thermal constants,  ^ and a, 
were experimentally determined by a radiant heating method  (11)  for 
porcine skin.    Measurements of the absorption of  10.6 micron radiation 
by epidermal tissue (14) was not significantly different from that of 
water;  therefore,   the latter absorption coefficient (15) was used. 
T0 was chosen as a close approximation to a measured mean temperature 
of 35.20C for 3 sites on each of 12 experimental animals. 

Since the cornea including the tear film is essentially 
aqueous in nature,   the thermal constants and the absorption coeffi- 
cient of water were chosen (16,15).    For the initial corneal tempera- 
ture the experimentally measured value of 32UC was used (17). 

For the cornea,  the minimal response is direct and immediate. 
The resulting opacities were 200 microns in diameter.    The fact that 
the coagulum disappears within 24 hours substantiates the suggestion 
that only the anterior portion of the epithelial  layer is  involved. 
Consequently, a depth of 10 microns, which includes the tear film, 
was selected to calculate the damage thresholds  for this tissue. 

On the other hand,  the erythemic reaction is a secondary re- 
sponse.    Epithelial injury produces a substance which diffuses to the 
underlying capillary bed and thus stimulates an increase in blood 
volume in that region.    The result is an increase in redness relative 
to the surrounding tissues,  as seen through the translucent epidermis. 
The minimum hlstological changes in tissue samples showing an erythe- 
mic response were detected within a 10 micron depth in the viable 
layer of the epidermis.    The depth of 25 microns chosen to calculate 
damage thresholds  for the erythemic reaction includes the 15 micron 
cornifled layer of the epidermis. 

Results and Discussion 

The curves  In Figure 1 represent the values generated by the 
damage integral model for the minimal responses.    The Inactivation 
coefficients  (from Equation 3) were obtained by fitting the curves to 
the experimentally derived data points given in the figure.    They are: 

Skin Cornea 

In A 146.5 141.6 

B 49,000 48,400 

The nearly equivalent numerical values for B suggest that the two 
responses have essentially the same inactivation energy requirements. 
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The two curves in Figure 1 have some similarity in shape. At 
the lower exposure times both show an increase in slope with decreas- 
ing exposure time. However for pulse durations in excess of 0.1 sec, 
while the slope for the erythemic curve is constant, that for the 
corneal opacity data shows a significant change. 

The same curve fitting the corneal opacity data for the time 
interval from 0.1 to 40 sec is given in Figure 3. The calculations 
were repeated, using the same input parameters with the diathermanous 
heat flow equation which generated the second dashed line (- - - -). 
The resultant curve also shows a constant slope for the longer expo- 
sure times. For times less than 0.1 sec the calculated damage thres- 
hold values are essentially identical using either heat flow equation. 
Therefore the difference in the two curves can only be attributed to 
the radial heat flow in the tissue. 

This difference reemphasizes the need to carefully consider 
beam geometry in deriving safety standards from experimental data. 
The model predicts even at depths less than 10 microns the beam size 
can significantly affect the amplitude and duration of the thermal 
episode. This phenomenon markedly increases with increasing depth. 

As a further test of the predictive value of the model, damage 
thresholds for white burns in skin were calculated and compared with 
experimentally derived values. White burns in the skin are similar 
to the corneal opacities. They are an Immediate coagulation of the 
superficial layers of the skin. However, the opacification must be 
rather extensive in order to produce enough contrast to detect this 
level of damage. Hysell, et al (18), indicated that white skin burns 
had histopathological effects extending into the dermis, some of which 
showed coagulated collagen bundles in the superficial dermis. For 
calculations involving these burns, a depth of at least 100 microns 
appears appropriate. 

Using the inactivation coefficients obtained for the corneal 
data, a depth of 100 microns, and all other parameters used for the 
skin, the solid curve in Figure 3 was computed using the diathermanous 
heat flow equation. The solid data points represent the experimentally 
determined ED5o values for 'white

1 burns in porcine skin. The data 
points reasonably correspond to the theoretically derived curve except 
for exposures of 1 sec and less where the experimental results deviate 
significantly from those predicted. At these exposure times, the cal- 
culated temperature rise at the surface of the aqueous portion of the 
epidermis exceeds 100oC. Thus a portion of the absorbed radiant 
energy must be expended into the latent heat of vaporization. Conse- 
quently, more incident energy would be required to sufficiently 
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elevate the temperature at a 100 micron depth.    This possibility is 
supported by experimental results using shorter exposure times in 
which steam blebs appeared during the exposure episode at doses  lower 
than required to produce detectable white burns.    The present model 
requires further expansion in order to account for these responses. 

Rigorous  testing of this model, which has been expanded to 
include cases of tissue damage from repetitively pulsed laser beams, 
as well as a two layer model is continuing. 

From the foregoing discussion it can be generally concluded 
that:     (1)  The damage integral model can be used  to predict the mini- 
mal response of the skin and cornea to COa  laser radiation.     (2)  The 
model describing the dose-response relationship for the coagulatlve 
process in the cornea gives a reasonable prediction for a similar re- 
sponse mechanism, white burn,  in porcine skin within the limits 
assumed by the model.     (3) Confirmation of the inactivatlon coeffi- 
cients for the cornea! and skin response mechanisms will permit the 
model to be used  in predicting damage thresholds for different laser 
systems.    (4)  The success of this model over such a wide range of 
exposure durations and irradlances justifies  its further testing and 
possible expansion in order to realize a significant reduction in the 
time and money required to provide data relevant to the evaluation of 
laser radiation hazards. 
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VAPORIZATION WAVES IN IMPULSIVELY 
HEATED MATERIALS 

HENRY S.   BURDEN.  MR. 

U.  S.  ARMY BALLISTIC RESEARCH LABORATORIES 
ABERDEEN PROVING GROUND, MARYLAND 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Computer hydrocodes are essential in determining the magni- 
tude, transmission, and effects of stresses produced when energy is 
impulsively deposited in a material.    As do any solutions of the 
hydrodynamic equations, these numerical approaches depend upon the 
form of an auxiliary equation of state for their success.    Most 
hydrocodes give satisfactory treatment in the solid and liquid phases 
but in codes (1) such as PUFF and RIP the equations of state ignore 
or improperly treat the liquid-vapor phase change region in which the 
major expansion of subcritically heated materials takes place.    In 
this paper, a model for this expansion is described which was suc- 
cessful  in resolving an anomaly in exploding wire response  (2) but 
is of a type that could not be duplicated by hydrocodes using these 
equations of state.    With refinement,  this vaporization wave model can 
be applied to determining thermodynamic data that will aid in revising 
the equations of state for materials of interest.    These improvements 
will have relevance to the response of metals impulsively converted 
to vapor by absorption of radiation, whether it be from laser, elec- 
tron beam, nuclear, or other sources. 

2. IMPULSIVE HEATING 

If a substance is so rapidly heated that the normally 
associated expansion is prevented by the material's own inertia, 
pressure will be built up in its interior and maintained at any point 
until an expansion wave originating at a free surface has had time to 
penetrate to that point.    A representative P-p diagram  (3)   (Figure 1) 
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may be used to describe the expansion following such heating. To 
place it in our realm of interest, we will choose a process which 
causes the material to enter the liquid vapor coexistence state. 
Such a process may be imagined as follows: the point describing the 
state of a material will, if the material is heated instantaneously, 
jump from its room temperature, uncompressed position vertically until 
it reaches a new position representing an unchanged density and lying 
on a contour marked with the value of heat energy added, e.g., 
E=2000 cal/g. This would correspond on the diagram of Figure 1 to a 
pressure on the order of 400 kbar (1 bar = 106 dyne/cm2 = 1 atm). 
Then, if the expansion takes place over a period less than a few 
microseconds, negligible heat will be lost from the material by radia- 
tion or conduction and we may follow the energy contour (adiabat) as 
the material expands to lower values of density. However, material at 
no point except on a free surface may expand unless adjacent material 
is moving away to make room for it. Thus, an expansion setting the 
material in motion starts at a free surface and moves inward as a 
wave; the velocity of such a wave at any point may be shown (2) equal 
to the square root of the local value of the slope dP/dp along the 
adiabat there.  (NOTE: Slopes measured directly from Figure 1 are 
d(£n P)/d(£n p) = (dP/dp) (p/P).)  If the material is heated uni- 
formly, one adiabat will characterize the entire volume of material; 
if not, the heat energy deposited at each point will determine the 
adiabat descriptive of that point. For simplicity, assume in our 
imaginary example that the material is semi-infinite with one free 
surface and that heating is uniform throughout at 2000 cal/g. At 
some chosen interior point, a high pressure will exist until suffi- 
cient time has elapsed for an expansion front to reach it traveling 
from the free surface inward at a speed appropriate to the adiabat 
(see Figure 1). The pressure and density at this point will then 
fall, following the steep course of the adiabat until the liquidus 
line bounding the mixed liquid vapor region is reached. Here, there 
is a discontinuity in the slope of the adiabat. The expansion wave 
velocity is decreased by an order of magnitude, reflecting the highly 
compressible nature of the foam formed as liquid turns to vapor. 

Figure 2 shows this front and the succeeding fan and 
Figure 3 illustrates the effect of the delay between passage of the 
liquid expansion and arrival of the mixed phase expansion in main- 
taining the pressure or density. The large change in density accom- 
panying the second fan results in a large decrease in the electrical 
conductivity of the material. This is responsible in exploding wires 
for current "dwells" (4) during which field strengths from 5-10 kV 
produce insignificant current flow. 
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3.     EXPERIMENT 

In the experiments to be described, the semi-infinite 
sample is approximated by surrounding the edges and back surface of a 
thin, wide sample ribbon with a dense support material.    The front 
surface is irradiated by an intense electron beam and, being un- 
supported,  is free to expand.    To detect the inward running expansion 
wave,  a nominally constant current is directed lengthwise through the 
sample;  as the advancing wave consumes the unexpanded, conducting 
material,  the sample resistance rises, thus developing a proportional 
voltage increase.    Copper and aluminum samples, as used in our experi- 
ments, are shown in Figure 4.    All samples were 0.51 cm wide; thick- 
nesses ranged from 0.005 to 0.015 cm.   Figure 5 shows a cross-section 
of the construction of these assemblies.    The substrate is a composite 
consisting of a 0.32 cm thick copper base  (1 cm wide by 6 cm long) to 
which a 0.005 cm layer of fuzed silica was attached with the thinnest 
practicable  (^0.0025 cm)  layer of epoxy cement.    The thickness of the 
base was limited by the penetration time of the beam-guiding magnetic 
field to avoid distortion of that field near the sample.    The sample, 
and also,  on either side of it, fuzed silica retaining walls, were 
attached to the electrically insulating,  fuzed silica portion of the 
substrate.    On the back side of the base, a thin copper ground strap 
and lead flyer plates, ^0.3 x 0.7 x 1.6 cm, were attached.    The ground 
strap connected the signal cable shields to a reference connection at 
the center of the sample—which was also, approximately, at the center 
of symmetry of the beam.    The flyer plates were designed to break 
loose and to carry away momentum transmitted by compression waves 
traveling through the substrate and the ground strap.    This prevented 
voltage inducing motion of the ground strap in the beam guiding field 
and diminished reflections of stress waves from the back surface of 
the base. 

The exciter current of ^33 A was produced by a 1 ms RC dis- 
charge and during the ^10 ys experiment time was constant within about 
15 percent.    Its connection to the ends of the sample is diagrammed in 
Figure 6.    The sample's grounded Center tap was necessary to satisfy 
a requirement for symmetry imposed by the nature of the electron beam; 
it effectively created two samples.    Leads to carry the voltage 
signals produced by the vaporizing ribbon were attached near each end, 
distinctly separated from the current connections to avoid any contact 
voltages.    These leads' coaxial shields, though not shown, were 
connected via the ground straps noted earlier to the center tap.    A 
low pass  {<10 MHz) filter in each lead removed the large inductive 
pulses accompanying turn-on and turn-off of the beam current.    One of 
the dual beam oscilloscopes,  triggered internally, recorded signals 
from both sample halves using a high sweep rate; the other, initiated 
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by a trigger from the pulser, recorded both signals at a slow sweep 
rate. This arrangement reflects difficulty experienced in achieving 
proper triggering. 

The pulser used was the Physics International SNARK (5). 
Its beam guiding solenoid was pulsed prior to discharge of the two 
parallel-plate, water insulated lines that power the beam. As the 
beam pasred through the solenoid's converging, longitudinal field, it 
was first constricted and intensified and then expanded and weakened 
(as indicated in Figure 6). Thus, by a change of position, the sample 
could be subjected to a variety of intensities (or fluences) (6); the 
range chosen, expressed in terms of fluence absorbed in the sample, 
was from 44 to 111 cal/cm2. The beam energies varied from 689 to 843 
keV. As accompanying effects, the mean angle of incidence of the 
electrons varied between 30 and 40 and the beam diameter, between 
4.4 and 5.6 cm. 

Figure 7 shows rear and front views of the sample holder. 
Below the graphite shield ring attached in the front (right hand) 
view, the diametrically oriented sample with its center tap screw in 
place may be seen. On either side of the sample, 1 cm circles—the 
tops of cylindrical, graphite calorimeters--are exposed. The back 
(left hand) view of the holder shows two 0.6 cm thick stainless steel 
plates between which the sample substrate was clamped. Shallow, 
circular recesses machined in each plate accommodated the ends of an 
array of thermoluminescent detectors (TLD), one of which is shown 
(below the rear-view) in its acrylic plastic positioner. A colli- 
mating aperture in the center of each recess was drilled through to 
the front surface of the plate. A 0.0025 cm thick tantalum foil 
covered the entire irradiated front surface, except for the areas of 
the calorimeters and of the sample assembly, and converted the elec- 
tron flux to x-rays. After passing through a 0.15 thick graphite 
filter, which stopped all electrons, the x-rays entered the colli- 
mating apertures and then excited the TLD's. Later "reading" of the 
TLD's provided a measure of beam uniformity which, from shot to shot 
varied between +_ 5% and + 20% (6). 

Figure 8 shows representative sample-response curves. The 
upper pair of records represents slow and fast sweep traces for a 
nominally low energy exposure. The noise level exhibited is the 
lowest experienced. The slow-sweep oscilloscope was pretriggered and 
the first burst of noise observed coincided with the triggering of 
the pulse line charging unit; the second burst coincided with the 
beam turn-on. The traces marked "Sample 1" and "Sample 2" represent 
responses of the two halves of the center tapped sample. The lower 
pair of records was representative of the worst of those considered 
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readable. The difficulty in determining amplitudes or initiation 
times accurately is evident. The reading approach used was to 
average the peak excursions, either numerically or visually, de- 
pending on their severity. The auxiliary sensing current records 
were correlated in time so that a resistance history could be deduced 
from the voltage signals. 

4. INTERPRETATION OF DATA 

An expression relating oscillographically measured quanti- 
ties, on the left side, to physical quantities on the right 

R"2 dR/dt = (w/A) [c(eD/p(e)] (1) 

may be easily derived using the two relations 

R = p)l/w(xf - x) 

and 

c = dx/dt 

where R = measured resistance (ohms), t = measured time (s), c = 
velocity of expansion front (cm/s), p = resistivity (ohm-cm), e = 
specific energy (J/g), w ■ w) dth of sample (cm), x,. = thickness of 
sample (cm), x = depth below irradiated surface (cm), and I  = length 
of sample (cm). Inductive voltages developed across the sample have 
been considered negligible in this treatment in part because the 
sensing current is not changing rapidly and in part because the rate 
of change of inductance (7) related to the changing thickness of the 
conducting material has been rendered small by the use of relatively 
broad ribbons. The latter voltage, in its worst case, is on the 
order of 2% of the measured resistive voltage. The sensing current 
distribution in the samples after heating is predicted by transient 
skin effect theory (8) to have effectively reestablished equilib- 
rium in about 75 ns for 0.0102 cm thick copper samples and 125 ns 
for the 0.0152 cm thick aluminum samples—the thickest of each type. 
These times are on the order of the 100 - 120 ns beam duration times 
and, at most, a small percentage of the 1-10 us running times of the 
vaporization waves. 

It should be noted that the heating is not uniform with 
depth, thus pressure gradients exist which may allow internal ex- 
pansions; the front surface expansion appears, however, to remain 
dominant in pressure relief. 
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A discrete discontinuity in conductivity at the vaporiza- 
tion front has been implied in the derivation, but it appears likely 
that there is a more diffuse region of change centered somewhere in 
the expansion fan and traveling at a velocity close to that of the 
expansion front. Further, the heating is not instantaneous, but takes 
a small fraction of the expansion's traverse time. Nor is the medium 
supporting the wave stationary: the deposition is such that the front 
surface of the sample, having expanded through the solid and liquid 
phases, may be moving with a velocity on the order of the vaporiza- 
tion wave velocity, and front and rear surfaces may be diverging with 
a velocity one tenth of that. We neglect this relative motion and 
assume that the expanding substrate maintains pressure at the sample's 
back surface. 

Two approaches to interpretation of the data have been used 
and each makes use of data from exploding wire experiments. These 
data have been fitted to polynomials and express wave speed and 
resistivity as functions of specific energy. For copper 

c = 4229. -6.534e + 0.02524e2 

and 

For aluminum 

and 

p = 2.047xl0"5[l + 4.769xl0"4(e - 1090.)]. 

c = 11,353. -6.370e + 0.000876e2 

p = 4.045xlO"5I 1 - 1.620xl0"4(e - 3548.)] 

For each experimental value of RCt), a value of e may then be found. 
Corresponding values of c may be calculated and integrated over time 
to yield values of x. 

Such data is plotted in Figures 9, 10, and 11 which also 
compare similar curves determined independently, by more conven- 
tional methods at the Physics International Co. (6) The agreement 
in results suggests the use of ribbon samples as deposition profile 
gages. 

An alternate treatment of the data provided a determination 
of the velocity function c = c(e), quasi-independently of the 
exploding wire experiment. It had to depend on the resistivity 
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function p = p(e) determined by that experiment since this type of 
information could not be extracted from the present experiment.    The 
specific energy came from among six normalized deposition profiles 
calculated using a condensed case history Monte Carlo electron trans- 
port code.    Profiles were computed for the combinations of two mean 
angles of electron incidence and three beam voltages.    The values 
plotted were obtained after three steps:     interpolation between 
profiles to actual conditions of the test,  application of a correction 
for the fuzed silica substrate,  and representation of the result by a 
two-segment, polynomial fit.    (The "dosimetry" curves of Figures 9-11 
are plots of these normalized curves scaled by measured fluence.) 

The experimental resistance data was converted to velocity 
by the use,  again,  of Equation 1.    Now a resistivity corresponding 
to a trial value of energy was used to calculate c and x (=2cAt). 
This trial value was then compared with the polynomial value e(x) and 
adjusted by an iterative loop until internal consistency was achieved^ 

Figures 12,  13, and 14 show these results and, for cofflfar- 
ison, plots of the exploding wire wavespeed versus energy polynomials. 

Fluence measurements were made using thermoliuninescent 
detectors  (TLD)   (whose precision was +_ 3%)  calibrated against the 
average of a large number of carbon calorimeter?   (whose accuracy was 
+ 10%).    Normalized deposition profiles were calculated with a preci- 
7ion estimated at +_ 10%.    Specific energies were thus quoted with an 
accuracy estimated at +_ 15% by the Physics International Co. Measure- 
ments employing a stacked carbon foil depth-dose gage, when scaled 
to the areal density of copper, generally agreed with the calculated 
profile (6). 

The nominal precision of the exploding wire data is about 
+ 8%.    The portion of the data used in determining the resistivity 
Function occupied only a few percent of full scale; thus, it is not 
surprising to find variations from shot to shot of +_30%.    This 
points to a need for improving this data. 

Neither the triggering nor the electrical noise isolation 
was good in the data obtained.    Consequently,  in the pre-triggered, 
slow sweep shots it was difficult to see the experiment initiation 
time to within 0.1 ys; there was even greater uncertainty in the 
internally triggered, fast sweep shots since it is not clear which 
event actually triggered the sweep.    Finally, noise almost totally 
obscured the first 0.3 - 1 us after initiation and made the accuracy 
of reading of the early amplitudes 10 to 30% at best. 
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5.    ASSESSMENT 

Those results presented in Figures 9-14 are selected from 
15 copper and 2 aluminum exposures; the copper results are generally 
representative of the extremes in deposited energies.    This experi- 
ment, depending as it does upon externally generated data for its 
interpretation,  serves to relate the sources of this data if the 
physical process is properly described.     It appears  (assuming that 
the external data is correct) that the description is good at energies 
near the vaporization threshold for copper  (>1400J/g) and not so good 
at energies twice this value.    This trend, with exceptions, was 
observed throughout the data.    The vaporization thresholds for the 
low energy copper and. the aluminum samples  (Figure 12 and 14) are 
remarkably close to those found in static, atmospheric-pressure 
experiments  (9). 

In relating exploding wire and electron beam results, 
notice should be taken of their relative heating times.    The nominal 
heating time for the electron beam (MOO ns)   is 1/5 to 1/10 that for 
the exploding wire, and the corresponding trajectories through the 
nonlinear state diagram are different.    Thus,   it is probable that a 
different value of the terminal velocity of the medium results from 
the expansion through the solid and liquid phases. 

An interesting correlation occurred in three cases between 
pre-exposure observations of improper bonding of sample or side 
retaining walls and failures of the half of the sample in which it 
occurred.    This is interpreted as evidence that the support material 
was performing the intended function and that, normally, expansion 
from the free surface did account for sample response. 

A large potential source of error in results lies in the 
resistivity function, whose error bounds are large.    In fact,  a 20% 
increase in resistivity brings experimental deposition profiles into 
notably better alignment with the dosimetric values for copper.    How- 
ever,  except for the data of Knoepfel and Luppi  (10) which is on the 
order of 10% higher, no justification exists for revising it.    More 
accurate determinations of this function are called for. 

The integration of calculated velocities as reflected in 
the x-coordinates of Figures 9-11 provides an interesting and de- 
manding self-check on the validity of the interpretation.    Although 
considerable scatter is found between the calculated depths of pene- 
tration and the vaporization threshold depths of the transport code, 
in no case does the penetration of the wave exceed the thickness of 
the sample.    This is despite the errors introduced into the higher. 
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early time velocities by electrical noise and may in part be 
attributed to the highly stable nature of the e versus x calculations 
which tends to correct for earlier velocity errors. 

6.    CONCLUSIONS 

The program described has provided a means for experimental 
contact with the adiabats in the mixed-liquid-vapor regime of the 
equations of state for two metals.    Because of the high temperatures 
and pressures necessary,  these adiabats are not accessible by static 
processes. 

The significant achievement of the series of tests is that 
a thermodynamically described phenomenon, which had served to explain 
the response of exploding wires, could be used to predict the unique 
response actually found in samples irradiated by a vaporizing elec- 
tron beam.    It is also significant that, when analyzed, this response 
could be inverted to describe to a reasonable, though not high, degree 
of accuracy the input conditions producing it. 

The model used and the experimental techniques require 
refinement.    Computer hydrocodes with realistic equations of state 
should provide a more precise model and an effort is being commenced 
in which one or more modifications to the equations of state available 
to the RIP hydrocode will be made.    Options are (a) incorporation of 
the Goodwin equation of state (3),  (b) revision of the presently 
incorrect tabular mixed-liquid-vapor sound speeds used in the RIP 
equation of state (1)»  and (O modification of the GRAY (11) equation 
of state to describe the mixed-liquid-vapor region using a physically 
consistent approach developed by Kahl  (12) . 

Also, further more accurate work in determining the resis- 
tivity function and in obtaining cleaner experimental signal traces 
is planned. 
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Slow and Fast Sweeps. 
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DYNAMIC EFFECTS IN THERMAL BLOOMING IN HIGH POWER 
LASER PROPAGATION 

RUDOLF G. BUSER, PhD 
ROBERT S. ROHDE, PhD 

COMBAT SURVEILLANCE & TARGET ACQUISITION LABORATORY 
US ARMY ELECTRONICS COMMAND, FORT MONMOUTH, N.J. 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Problem Definition 

For military applications, correct prediction of atmospheric 
effects upon laser propagation is important. For pulse propatation 
no unified theory exists and limited (collimated beam), or no 
(focused beam) experimental verification is available. An objective 
must be to establish, verify, and extend existing theory for pulse 
propagation, such that optimized propagation conditions may be 
determined. 

To provide guidance for a comprehensive theory, including 
collimated and focused Gaussian beam geometries, as well as others 
(for example, the unstable resonator configuration) an extensive 
experimental program has been undertaken, and phase 1, which deals 
with pulse durations longer than the acoustic transit time, has been 
completed. The results obtained and discussed in the following 
indicate that the performance of collimated beams is adequately 
described by existing theory if thermal conduction is included; 
however, considerable departures are  observed for focused beams. 
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1.2 Background 

If a laser beam of sufficient intensity is turned on in an 
absorbing medium, an initially transient thermal lens is produced and 
concomitant changes in the energy distribution of the beam in the 
target plane are observed. Details of this process strongly depend 
on beam geometry, energy transfer, and transport phenomena within 
the medium. Theoretically, the development of transient thermal 
blooming has been investigated for specific conditions by several 
authors!'"5) ancj involves a simultaneous solution of the 
hydrodynamic equations and the wave equation by (usually) numerical 
techniques. No generalized approach presently exists which extends 
from initial laser switch-on to steady state conditions and includes 
forced and induced convection, translation and slewing, and turbulence 
induced phenomena as required in a variety of propagation scenarios. 
Rather, one is forced to consider segments of the total problem 
separately and to introduce various simplifying assumptions in the 
development of a manageable theoretical model. The question arises 
as to which theoretical treatment is used for comparison: Preference 
has been given to the development presented in References I through k 
because the subject matter is derived most transparently and consist- 
ently and lends itself easily for adoption to experimentally required 
compromises. As pointed out, from an experimental point of view,few 
results are aval I able (•>'/}  an(j more data in support of existing 
theory and its further development is clearly needed. 00 

2. DISCUSSION OF EXISTING THEORIES 

2.1 Col Iimated Beams 

(2) 
in a first order treatment of transient col Iimated beamsv ' the 

following assumptions and approximations are made: (a) the medium 
is initially quiescent, homogeneous, and Isotropie, i.e., wind, 
convective currents, and density fluctuations are ignored, (b) Induced 
convection due to heating of the medium is disregarded, and the 
theory is only applicabJe to times short compared with the time for 
convection to set in.^'  (c) Properties of the medium can be 
expressed in terms of the linearized hydrodynamic equations. 
(d) The changes in beam intensity due to absorption will be ignored. 
(e) Geometrical optics (no paraxial approximation) is used to 
describe the beam and diffraction effects are ignored, (f) A heat 
source which acts instantaneously at all points in space simulates 
the heating effect of the laser beam the Instant it is switched on. 
For Gaussian profiles and negligible thermal conductivity a scalable 
numerical solution is available which may serve as an initial experi- 
mental guide. Specifically, the normalized Intensity distribution is 
inversely proportional to the beam area (each ray contributing to the 
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total  intensity)  as given by 

f(x )        x 

o     Ivöx ' |[ 

0 

with x    ■ r /a, x a r/a,  a the   (l/e beam radius), and the sum over all 
x   which yield the same value of ^ for a given x.    For a pair  (x ,x) , 

§  is computed from 

2 >/f(xn) - fjx) . 2 rxdxi f'(x')>/f(xn) - fj^j       (2) 

f'o        i        [f(x')]2 

and 

f(x)       2f'(xjf"(x) 
( £i )   - + —o -    2__ [f (x )  . f (X) 
Vdxo;? Wtf        [fl(x)]3       L^o'        ^J 

X   

+2Vf(xo)   - f(x)   f(xo)j   dx' Vt(xo)   - f(x') (3) 

X 
o 

^   f-(x')f'(x')  -3[r(x')]2 I 

For the Gaussian beam, 

f (x)  - e"X (M 

The quantity §  is  related to the physical  parameters,  neglecting 
viscosity and thermal conduction, by 

L 3 ? 2cn t     I     a (5) 

0 ,    2      2 
3TTa o c 

wlth ^ " -IST- W 
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which   is  the  characteristic  time   required for  the   laser tu cause a 
density change   in a perfect monatonic gas   to be equal   to + p .     |n  the 
above equations  n0  is  the   initial   index of   refraction,   z  the  path   length 
(cell   length  for  the experiments),  o0  is  the   initial   fluid density, 
0   its  volume  expansivity,  c     the  specific  heat  at  con  tant pressure, 
a the absorption coeftic.ient,  c  the  speed of   sound,  p   the total 
power,  and  t   the  time. 

Within  the   range ot applicability of equation (2)    (? < 3.0),   there 
is only one  value of x    yielding a 5 for a  given x.     Equations   (I)   - 
(k)   have been  solved numerically for two cases x = 0,1  and the  results 
are displayed   in Figure   1. 

The assumption of negligible  thermal  conduction   is applicable 
only for times   t < a^/üf   (Df diffusivity),      If  thermal  conductivity 
is   included   in  the model,   the numerical  solutions become nonscalable, 
and for Mch experimental  case a complete  numerical  analysis  has  to 
be made/^'For a parabolic beam profile 

f(x)   =/2^  -x2)  **' (7) 

lo x > I 

and  the on-axis   intensity   (neglecting thermal  conduction)   has  an 
analytic solution and  is given by 

,    -    l(otztt) 
N 'o 

For the annular beam profile 

N ~  'o        '    coshVi?" • W 

"■i: ,2 
(9) 

x^    r > b; x » r/a 

where b  is  the  radius of the blocking aperture, fundamental  computer 
problems are encountered  if the outlined scheme  is followed,  and 
further work  is  required.     It  is  interesting to note that similar to 
the previously  introduced distortion parameter for cw beams steady 
state conditions,"0,'"a pulse distortion parameter Np may be defined 
following the expression 

lN - exp  (- Np) (10) 

where N for times long as compared to the acoustic transit time 
is defined uy 
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it\        2  (-dn/dT)cgZ pt 
(11) 

r n  o c a o'o p 

The  usefulness  of  this expression  is contained   in the fact  that 
propagation engineering nomograms may be constructed 
which permit fast estimates    of propagation effects  in a given 
scenario.     It als«, follows,  that for the collimated beam 

0*   lN ~aPtz (12) 

2,2 Focused Beams 

For the focused beam the same initial assumptions made for the 
collimated beam are used with the exception that the effects of 
diffraction are included. For the Gaussian profile the intensity is 
given by 

lo - (P/TTa2D) exp f - r2/a2ol ( 13) 

which includes the effects of focussing and diffraction via 

I - z/f + -2-j , z/f « 1        (1U) [D(Z)] 
(ca') 

For the  long time case the geometric optics calculation  (the wave 
optics calculation leads to rather unmanageable  integrals)  yields 

2 
lN,F-I/l0(r.z.t)   -l-ß^fl-^] 

05) 
exp  [ 

a20(z) 

with ß    a measure of the energy deposited  in  the medium and,  therefore, 
of the    degree of the perturbation with 

P.U) < 6.00 ^ 

6    being a numerical parameter given by 
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end E,  a constant  conteininq  the  hydrodynamic  parameters 

Ef - v^l{lll N(Y -  l)nk2) (17) 

v/here f   is  the tocaJ   length,  N the  ref ract ivi ty,  Y ^e  ratio ot 
specific heats,   and k = 2TT/\ with X the wavelength.    The equation tor 
6(2)   must be solved numerically unless a « f*'   in which case 
exp(-oz*)»ilfor 2 < f and standard tables may be  used.    The following 
points appear pertinent; 

(a) The method used  in the solution   is  not  self-consistent and 
implies straight   rays convergino to a point  beyond the focal point   in 
such a manner  that  the focal  spot size   is  that ot  the wave optics 
beam  (geometric optics).     In the focal plane the value for 6    will 
differ considerably  in the  long time limit for geometric and   wave 
optics solutions,  and the exact value has to be determined experi- 
mentally.     Outside the focal plane both approximations produce 
equivalent   results. 

(b) A comparison of  the focused with the collimated case,  by 
letting f -» CD,  yields only comparable  results tor  |/|    *> I,  but 
deviates considerably tor  l/l    « I.    This problem is connected with 
the way diffraction has been    introduced  into the model. 0^) 

(c) Only tor small values ot ß ,  say 0^ < 0.3 quantitative 
agreement  is expected.    For larger    B values the used model of energy 
deposition by an und is torted beam is  invalid, 

(d) No theory exists for the focused beam  including thermal 
conduction. 

3.    EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE,  RESULTS, AND DISCUSSION 

3.1    Experimental Setup 

The experimental arrangement used for the pulsed propagation 
studies  is shown in Figure 2.    The laser source  is a Coherent 
Radiation CO? Model M with Internal power meter operating at 10.6^, 
in the  10-100 W/cm2 range  in single mode  (selectively Pl8, P20, or 
P22)  close to diffraction limited.    The collimated output beam is 
electro-mechanically shuttered (approximately 7 ms opening time) 
and expanded ••/ an off-axis mirror telescope.    The collimated or 
focused beam passes through a 2.15 no absorption cell.    A translating 
mirror selects  the profile segment to be scanned by a high speed 
mirror (8000 rpm)  across an apertured  (0.1 mm diameter hole)  liquid 
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nitrogen cooled mercury-cadmiutn-tel luride photoconductive detector. 
The received signal   is amplified by a IA7A plug-in unit  in a 5^5B 
Tektronix oscilloscope and is recorded on movie film (3600  in/min). 
The detector  itself  is  located 2.85 m away from the entrance window 
of the cell.     In all comparisons with the theory the length of the 
celt was used as the relevant  interaction  length.    An original 
representative display of the data showing the time development of the 
central on-axis   (0, Y)  profile of the beam is shown in Figure 3. 
Repetition of the experiment at(X), Y) permits construction of the 
complete beam profile as a function of time.    For the study of annular 
beams, mirror H2 was  replaced by another mirror with a precision 
central aperture. 

An appropriate choice of the experimental  parameters  is highly 
significant  if a valid comparison with theory  is  to be accomplished. 
Estimates have shown that with the selected power densities for 
laboratory studies a convenient separation of  long term behavior, 
induced convection, and steady state conditions  is possible.    It 
should be pointed out that in view of the kth power dependence on 
beam radius for the focused case (equation  (lb)), a high degree of 
experimental care   in the performance of  the experiments is necessary 
if a quantitative comparison with theory  is to be attempted. 

3.2   Experimental  Results and Discussion 

3.2.1    Collimatcd Beams 

Figures k and 5 show a comparison of the transient behavior of 
on-axis  (0,0)  and off-axis  (0,a)   intensities with theory for the 
Gaussian beam,  the parameter varied being the laser power.    All other 
values were kept constant: 

ß - 0.0037 V', O - 2 x  lO^'m"',  a - U.52 x 10 "3m, 

c - 2bV.I96 m/sec, p - 1.859 kg/m3, c - O.S^ x I03 
o p 

joule k •' V1, no - I - ^.58 x lO"4 . 

Since the beam is slightly divergent the value used for the beam 
radius is that at the mid-point of the cell. 

Agreement between theory (as presented by Equations (1-6)), and 
experiment is acceptable for early times. For longer times thermal 
conduction has to be included. The data show a better fit to theory 
for the on-axis intensity than for the off-ax is values. This should 
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be expected since the Gaussian profile has a steep slope at r - a, 
and small deviations from an ideal Gaussian tend to be more 
accentuated than  in the case of the peak where the slope  is flat. 

An attempt was made to also compare the data with the theory 
for the parabolic profile.    Using the e"'  radius  , Equation (8) 
predicts an intensity fall off faster by about a factor of 2 than the 
experimental data, as  Indicated in Figure 5.    At first sight this 
appears to be  in disagreement with previous comparisons of experimental 
data with theory  in Reference 3 where acceptable agreement with the 
parabolic profile was obtained.    However, careful analysis snows  that 
with correct values for the absorption coefficient and beam radius the 
agreement is at best marginal for the parabolic but excellent with 
the Gaussian profile as   it should be. 

The decay of collimated annular beams proceeds slower as 
compared to Gaussian beams of   equal    intensity    (Figure 6).    In 
contrast to the collimated beam the decrease of the  intensity 
initially appears linear, and is related to the diffraction 
forming     effected by the annular aperture. 

3.2.2    Focused Beams 

Figures 7 and 8 show the representative results for transient 
on and off axis  intensity decay (X ■ 0, Y ■ 0; X ■ 0 Y " + a) for 
focused beams for different absorption coefficients with constant 
input beam power  (Gaussian beam).    The gases used were mixtures of 

CO2 and N2*    The only other parameter used in the equations different 
from the previous set  is  the input radius  r.   (at cell entrance)  and 
the radius at the detector r^ (for vacuum propagation).    For the 
experimental data presented these values were measured to be 
r{  " 0.916 cm and  rd ■ O.89 mm, where the bar  indicates an average 
value applying this definition:    the measured  l/e  l0 area  is set 
equal  to rrf2 where a ■ F, The theoretical curves are a best fit to the 
experimental data;  the values used for r.  and r^ deviate from the 
experiment by approximately 10%.    However, a 10% variation in radius 
translates into 40% variation in |/l0. 

The results obtained  indicate that up to a certain  i/l0 value, 
the behavior  is strictly  linear as expected,  and good agreement with 
the theoretical model   is obtained.    However, as the  intensity con- 
tinues  to decay  the  linear behavior changes  into an approximately 
exponential decay.    The deviation from linearity becomes pronounced 
for all Gaussian on-axis measurements at  l/l0 » 0.7,  again in 
agreement with theory and  independent of the time when  1/1    = 0.7 
is reached.    The question arises as  to whether this agreement is 
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incidental and the observed effect Is perhaps due to processes 
connected with the  initiation of induced convection.    However, eval- 
uation of measurements at various points  (X ■ 0, Y ■ 0; X ■ 0, Y ■ +a; 
X B 0. Y «■jJ.Sa; etc.)   in Figure 9 shows that, while the deviation *" 
from the linear decay takes place at  increasingly  later times 
(aPt ■ constant)  as profiles with increasing Y are observed, the beam 
symmetry  is maintained.    This necessarily excludes   induced convection 
as the culprit for the change in decay rate.    Quantitatively it 
might be argued that as the focused beam blooms,   it changes towards a 
coilimated beam,  the decay time behavior of which  is exponential as 
discussed previously.    Theoretical  treatment of this problem presently 
does not exist. 

As pointed out  the experimental method permits the measurement of 
the development of the complete profile from opening of the shutter 
until  steady state  Is  reached.    In Figure 10 the e'' contour for this 
complete development  Is shown.    Though the present discussion is 
concerned with times  typically in the order of  100 ms,   it should be 
kept  in mind that the development towards steady state  is a continuous, 
extremely complex process. 

In Figure 11   the decay of the on-axis  intensity of an annular 
beam (the ratio of annular hole diameter to entrance beam diameter 
C " 0.63)of same  input power and for the same propagation conditions 
as shown in Figure 9  is displayed.    The Initially  linear behavior of 
the intensity decay  is again maintained but proceeds with a greatly 
reduced rate.    At  later times the intensity becomes also exponential 
but again falls off considerably more slowly than tne Gaussian beam. 
Quantitative comparison with the theory requires extension of the 
present theory and work towards this end is underway.    The results 
appear to indicate the the linearity of the  intensity decay of 
focused beams  Is rather  independent of the specific beam profile under 
consideration,    in Figure 12 the e"'  contour's    transient behavior 
for the complete transient period  is presented.     In rather dramatic 
contrast to the Gaussian beam,  the e~' contour remains approximately 
constant In size and  induced convection processes are greatly reduced. 
Implications of this effect upon steady state conditions have been 
presented elsewhere.(7) 

While  laboratory simulation of  transient beam spread  indicates 
satisfactory agreement with existing theory, one might question the 
degree to which the theoretical model   is scalable.    Therefore, 
experimental results previously obtained with a 100 kW,10.6^ cw laser 
focused at 00 m atmospheric propagation path are presented  in Figure 13. 
Details of the experimental  setup have been discussed  In Reference 13. 
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Again the theory predicts the linear beam decay well within experi- 
mental accuracy In spite of the fact that the beam quality was limited 
and the energy distribution within the beam Irregular, 

*♦, CONCLUSIONS 

Existing theory predicts well symmetric intensity decrease for 
Gaussian and annular stationary collimated beams. Predictions for the 
performance of focused beams is also satisfactory for l/i0 > 0.7* but 
deviates substantially for |/l0 < 0.7. The point of deviation is 
dependent upon a Pt, the energy deposited in the medium. 
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Fig. 3. Representative experi- 
mental data display of temporal 
evaluation of the (x"0, y) pro- 
file; time between selected 
traces, 40 ms; individual trace, 
20 us. 
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Fig.   2.    Experimental   test set-up. 
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Fig* i*. Normalized beam intensity 
N    as a function of time; col li- 
mited beam; C02; P - 18,5 W; 
experimental points x{r-o), 
e(r«a); gaussian theory; 
  gaussian theory 
including thermal conduction. 

16      32     48      64 
t(ins) 

t (ms) 

Fig. S. Normalized bean 
intensity Nc - f(t); 
collimated beam; 
C02; P - 33.'* W; x(r-o), 
e(r«a); gaussian 
theory; gauasian 
theory  including ther- 
mal conduction; 
   parabolic thaory; 
 focused  thöoi"/ 
with f - •. 

Fig.  6.  flornal'zed 
peak   intensity N, a f(t); 
collimated annular 
beam; CO?;  e ■ 0.6; 
X(P-I8.5), e(P-36w). 

80 120       ISO       200 
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Fig.  7.  Normalized beam 
intensity N*(z); focused 
beam; 25% C02, 75% Nc; 
P - 25.7 W; x(r-o), 
• (r»a); theory. 

Fig. 8. Normalized beam 
intensity Hf * f(t); 
focused beam; 50% Njt 
50% C02; P - 25.7 W; 
x(r-o), e(r-a);    theory. 
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Fig.   10.    Focused gaussian beam temporal evolution of  1/e  I    profile; 
CO2;  P ■ 25.7 W;   Imax, peak height   in relative units; x,  position 
of peak. 
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CO2; P ■ 25.7 W; e - 0.65; best fit to linear portion of data. 
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fig.   12.    focused annular bean temporal evolution of   1/e   I     profile; 
CO2;   P ■ 25.7 W;     lmax,  peak height   in  relative  units;  x,     position 
of peak. 
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Fig.   13.    Normalized beam  intensity Nf - f(t);  P - 100 kW;  f - ÖO m; 
open atiiwsphere;   best  fit  to data. 
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A MORE RATIONAL APPROACH TO THE 
STRESS ANALYSIS OF GUN TUBES 

SHIH-CHI CHU, PhD 
RESEARCH DIRECTORATE 

GEN THOMAS J.  RODMAN LABORATORY 
ROCK ISLAND ARSENAL,   ROCK ISLAND,  ILLINOIS 

On the basis of the Prandlt-Reuss stress-strain rule,  the 
von Mlses flow criterion, and the strain-hardening and compressibility 
properties of a material, an Incremental theory is proposed in this 
paper for solving the problem of elastoplastic thick-walled tubes sub- 
jected to both mechanical and transient thermal loadings.    In the 
developed method, Incremental stresses and strains are directly used 
as variables; hence, numerical differentiation in the evaluation of 
stresses and strains is not required.    Moreover, since no assumption 
is made on the displacement field,   this method can provide better re- 
sults than those of the finite-element methods.    Since the consider- 
ation of stress, strain,  loading, and temperature history is involved 
in the analysis, the present theory is particularly suitable for pre- 
dicting stress and strain distribution, and location of elastic-plastic 
boundaries of a thick-walled cylinder such as a gun tube subjected to 
nonproportionate mechanical and transient thermal loadings. 

INTRODUCTION 

An important problem encountered in an effective design of 
gun barrels is the prediction and prevention of structural failure 
caused by internal pressure and transient thermal loading.    To the in* 
vestigator's knowledge, a rational methodology for the inelastic 
stress analysis for gun tubes is lacking at the present time.    In the 
"Engineering Design Handbook for Gun Tubes," (ANCP 706-252), the use 
of Lame's equations for open-end,  thick-walled cylinders is recommended 
"guidance" in the determination of barrel wall thickness to withstand 
the stresses of firing.    That approach,  in which the entire barrel is 
considered to be loaded within the elastic region, results in 
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unreallstlcally large wall-thickness requirements even under conditions 
for which the room temperature mechanical properties of the gun barrel 
materials are applicable.  For elevated temperatures, at which the 
strength of material is severely reduced, Lame's approach would theo- 
retically require a barrel with an extremely thick wall to resist the 
firing stresses. The current handbook does not provide the designer 
with an analytical solution to this important gun barrel design problem. 

A literature survey indicated that the problems of elasto- 
plastic thick-walled cylinders have been solved by almost all investi- 
gators on the basis of cylinders subjected to mechanical loadings[1- 
14],  Very little work has been done on the elastoplastic solutions 
for thick-walled cylinders subjected to transient themal loadings 
which is very important for successful gun barrel design.  The equiva- 
lent stress in a thick-walled tube under pressure and axial loading is 
a monotonic function with respect to the radius; hence, only one 
elastic-plastic boundary exists.  However, for the problem of an 
elastoplastic thick-walled tube subjected to transient thermal loading, 
the equivalent stress in the cylinder is not necessarily a monotonic 
function with respect to the radius, but is strongly dependent upon 
the heat flow in the wall of the tube.  Therefore, the number of 
elastic-plastic boundaries in the wall of the tube is not necessarily 
restricted to one, but may be two or more appearing at several places 
In the tube. Also, the temperature distribution, temperature gradient, 
and temperature history of the cylinder are very important factors in 
determining the locations of the elastic-plastic boundaries. There- 
fore, the problem of an elastoplastic thick-walled cylinder, such as 
a gun tube subjected to both mechanical and transient thermal loading, 
is auch more difficult and more complicated than the problem of a 
thick-walled cylinder subjected only to mechanical loading. Moreover, 
no previous solution is available for this problem. 

Bland[17] analyzed the problem of a thick-walled tube sub- 
jected to pressure and a steady-state temperature gradient. On the 
basis of the Tresca yield criterion, the incompressibility of a ma- 
terial, and the plane-strain assumption, Weiner and Huddleston[18] 
proposed a thermal stress analysis of heat-treated cylinders. By use 
of von Mises' yield criterion, Prandtl-Reuss' flow rule of plasticity, 
isotroplc-isothermal hardening rule, and compressibility of a material, 
Chu[16] proposed a numerical thermoelastoplastic solution of a thick- 
walled tube. In all of the analysis above, the thermal stresses were 
induced by thermal expansion. However, the temperature effect on the 
yield strength of a material was not considered. Hence, these 
solutions can be applied to only the case in which the temperature in 
the material is lower than certain values. The yield strength of a 
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material decreases with temperature Increases, and It decreases dra- 
matically if the temperature of the material reaches a certain high 
level.    At the present time, no solution is available for the elasto- 
plastlc problems of thlck-walled tubes subjected to both mechanical 
and transient thermal loading vlth the consideration of temperature 
yield strength of a material and nonisothermal flow rules of plasticity. 
The purpose of this investigation was to solve this complicated pro- 
blem encountered in gun tube stress analysis. 

DEVELOPMENT OF AN INCREMENTAL THEORY 

In the development of an incremental inelastic theory for a 
thick-walled tube, a cylindrical coordinate system (r,6,z)  is used 
with the z axis coincident with the axis of the tube.    The cross 
section of a thick-walled tube is divided Into n rings by radii r^a, 
r^,«",  r^-c,««*, r^-l), where r^-c is an elastic-plastic boundary. 

For any point in the inelastic region, the governing equa- 
tions for stresses, increments of stresses, and strains can be derived 
as follows: 

Since Prandtl-Reuss*  flow rule is assumed to be valid,  two 
Independent incremental stress-strain equations are derived as 

- •|l(2oz-ar-ae) + v(2or-oe-az)]dar + ^t(2o2-ar-öe) - (2ar-oe-oz)]dae 

+ |[(2ar-oe-az) + v(2az-or-oe)]doz + (2a2-or-oe)der 

- (2ar-oe-az)dez + ß[(2oz-or-ae) - (2or-oe-az)]dT (1) 

where (3 Is thermal expansion coefficient. All notations in the paper 
are the same as in Ref. (16), except those defined in the paper. 

|[(2oz-0r-O0) - (2o0-o2-or) ]dor - |[(2oz-or-ae) + v(2oe-öz-or)]doe 

+ ^[v(2oz-orae) + <2oe-öz-or)]doz + (2oz-or-0e)dee 

- (2a0-oz-or)dez + ß[(2oz-ar-oe) - (2o0-oz-ör))dT (2) 

The surface used to define the elastic limit is referred to 
as the yield surface.    For strain-hardening nonisothermal material, 
the subsequent yield surface or loading function can be represented as 
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{^(2ar-ce-öz) + ^Y1 ♦ [(2er-ee-ez) - ^h2av-aQ-oz)]}daT 

+ {^(2ae-oz-ar) +-
ii^<t> [(2ee-ez-er) - IlM(2ae-az-or) ] )dae 

+ {^(2^-0,-06) +-i^I4> [(2ez-er-ee) - i3^(2o8-ar-0e)]}doz 

- ♦[(2er-ee-eE) --ü|^-(2ar-ae-cz)]der 

- (|>[(2ee-ez-er) - ■ii|^(2ae-oz-or)ldee 

- (J.[(2ez-er-ee) - ■ii^-(2az-or-oe)]de2 + (j»ßdT + ^p^1        <3> 

in which 

ä - ^ [(or-oe)
2 + (ae-az)

2 + (az-ar)
2iy2 (4) 

ip - 4 t (#■*2 + ^l-ej)2 + (eS-e?) 211/2 (5) 

and 

. _ 2 nE  1 f„ 

where n is the strain-hardening factor for the material, o(T) is the 
temperature-dependent yield strength of the material, and p is the er 
plastic strain component in the r direction. 

For any point in the elastic region, the Duhamel-Neumann 
stress-strain-temperature relations are assumed to be satisfied: 

der - I dar - |doe - |doz + ßdT (7) 

dee - - -fdo,. + |ioe - |daz + 3dT (8) 

dez - - |dar - |doe + id0z + ßdT (9) 

The equation of compatibility and the equation of equili- 
brium are valid for both the elastic and the inelastic regions of a 
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thick-walled tube.  The finite-difference forms of these two equations 
are given by [12]: 

' <ri+i-riHder)i + (rt+j-rjUdee)! + r^dee)!-».! 

- (rt+j-rtHer-ee)! - r1[(ee)i+i - (eehl (10) 

for the equation of compatibility, and 

(ri+l-2ri)(dor)i - (r^j-r^Cdoe)! + tiCdOy)^, 

" (ri+i-riXae-Or)! - ri[(or)1+1 - (aT)±] (11) 

for the equation of equilibrium. 

At each point Tmt^,  six Incremental quantities dor, dog, 
doz, dcr, dcg, and dez are present that have to be determined for each 
step of the variation of loading (this Includes the variation of tem- 
perature distribution). Since the axial strain cz is independent of r, 
if the incremental of axial strain, dez. Is specified in each incre- 
ment of loads, then only five incremental unknowns arc present at each 
point. Hence, a total of 5(n+i) unknowns exists that must be deter- 
mined for each increment of loading. Five equations listed above can 
be formulated at each point (except r-b), either in the elastic region 
or in the plastic region. At the outer surface, r-b, of a thick-walled 
tube, some Information concerning quantities in equations (10) and 
(11) Is unavailable. Hence, the total number of equations is 5(n+i)-2. 
To solve 5(n+i) unknowns, two additional equations resulting from the 
boundary conditions are: 

(dOr)r.a - -APi  and  (dOr)r-b - -AP0 (12) 

SOLUTION PROCEDURE 

To obtain a numerical elastoplastlc solution of a thick- 
walled tube subjected to both mechanical and transient thermal loading, 
one must first dc. irmine the relationship of yield strength of the 
material vs.  the temperature.    Usually,  the yield strength of a ma- 
terial decreases   dramatically if the temperature reaches a certain 
high level.    Tea" data of yield strength vs.  temperature for chromium- 
molybdenum-vanadlu'D (Cr-Mo-V) steel are shown in Figure 1 by open 
circles.    A fourth-degree polynomial approximation for test data, as 
shown in Figure 1 by solid curve. Is 
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0(T)  - 131,000 - 10.89047T + 0.06483536T2 

- 0.0001666979T3 + 0.000000O5984565T'f 
(13) 

data. 

Fig. 1 Yield strength at elevated temperature 
for chromium molybdenum vanadium steel 

This relation exhibits a very good approximation of test 

To determine the transient thermal loading, one must first 
solve the transient temperature distribution. If the thermal pro- 
perties of a material are assumed to be Independent of the temperature, 
the heat flow in a thick-walled tube is governed by the well-known 
Fourier heat-conduction equation [19] 

a a 3'T  1 3T „ 1 3T 
Ir7  r 3r  a 3t 

a<r<b, t>o (1A) 

where a>o denotes thermal dlffusivity.  In addition, the following 
initial and radiation-convection boundary conditions are specified: 

T(r,o) * g(r)       a<r<b, t-o 

K I? " -MOlTgW-Tj - YFlTg^O-Vl        r-a 

K HF " -MtHWt)] - YFtV-Vt)] r-b 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

Where h^t) and h2(t) are the convection coefficients at the bore and 
outer surfaces, respectively, Y is the Stefan-Boltzman constant, K is 
thermal conductibillty, and F is the interchange factor. 
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To provide all the calculations of the temperature distri- 
bution and the temperature history for this given problem, a finite- 
element digital computer code was developed   [20].     For example, a 
three-layer compound barrel with insulating material in the middle 
layer under automatic firing condition is considered.    The material 
properties of the barrel are given by: 

P(lb/ft3) C(Btu/lb-OF) K(Btu/ft-hr-OF) 

.0495'  ^ r < 0.0510' 490 0.10 26.0 

0.0570' £ r < 0.0597' 36 0.25 0.1 

0.0597'  < r S 0.0677' 490 0.10 26.0 

The duration of each shot cycle is considered to be 100 
milliseconds.    The variations of the propellent gas temperature, 
Tg(t), and gas convection coefficient h^t) are shown in Figure 2. 
Ta-100oF, T(r,o)-100oF, and h2-5 Btu/hr ft2-OF. 

The bore temperature for the first five-shot cycles is shown 
in Figure 3.    The maximum bore temperature Is indicated at approximately 
1.2 milliseconds after each firing. 

TIMI  (MH.UKCOHOI 

Fig.  2   Variations of propellent 
gas temperature and propellent 
convection coefficient 

M ' " ' I ' ' ' M ' ' M""l""l""|' 

SO     100     ISO   200   290   MO    I 
TIME (MILUMCOKOSI 

400   490   900 

Fig. 3 Bore temperature history 
of a gun subjected to time depen- 
dent convection coefficient and 
radiation and time dependent 
propellent gas temperature 
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Since the stability and nonoscillation characteristics of 
the finite-element transient temperature solution were reported by 
Yalamanchili and Chu [21] in great detail, the discussion of instabil- 
ity and oscillation for the transient temperature numerical solution 
is omitted here. 

The numerical computation procedure for obtaining thermo- 
elastoplastic solutions for thick-walled tubes can now be stated as 
follows:  The computation starts with given loads (including thermal 
loading).  The loading path is divided into a number of increments. 
At the beginning of each Increment of loading, the distribution of 
stresses and strains is assumed to be known. 

Step 1. Specify the values of (dOr)r=a ■ -APj, (dör)r=^ 
■ -AP0, and temperature variation dTi ■ ATj at each nodal point i. 

Step 2.  Assume a value for dcz (independent of r). 

Step 3.  Calculate (dOj.)^ (dae)^, (doz)i, (der)i and (deg)-! 
(for i=i, 2, •••, n+i) from 5(n+i) x 5(n+i) matrix equation formed by 
use of equations (1), (2), (3), (7), (8), (9), (10), (11), and (12). 

Step 4. Compute (a^ . (Or)i|before lncrease in load8 

+ (dar)i; (ae)i, iaz)it   (er)i, (£9)1, and (cz)i  are computed in the 
same way. 

Step 5.  Compute the axial load, Pc, by use of Simpson's 
rule and compare it with the actual applied axial load Pa. If the 
difference between Pc and Pa falls within certain allowable limits, 
the computed stresses and strains in Step 4 are considered to be ac- 
ceptable. Ther, refer back to Step 1. Another set of new increments 
of mechanical load, variation of temperature distribution In the tube, 
and axial strain will be assigned to compute a new stress-and-strain 
distribution. 

Step 6.  If the difference between Pc and Pa is greater than 
some allowable limit, a new dcz has to be assumed. Then, go back to 
Step 2. 

Step 7. The elastic-plastic boundary is determined by the 
condition that the effective stress 5 is equal to the temperature- 
dependent yield strength, i.e., 

ö -^ [(ar-0e)
2 + (ae-oz)

2 + (a2-or)
2]^ 
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In the elastic-plastic problem, the elastic-plastic boundary was 
allowed to be moved by an increment, at most equal to the thickness 
of a volume element. 

For each step of the changing of mechanical loading or temp- 
erature distribution, a system of 5(n+i) linear algebraic equations, 
with nonzero terms clustered about the main diagonal, will be obtained. 
This type of matrix is known as a band matrix and can be solved quite 
rapidly on a digital computer.  In the computer code that has been 
developed, the Gaussian elimination method is used to solve these 
equations. 

APPLICATIONS 

1. To illustrate the solution technique on the elastoplastic 
problem of a thick-walled tube subjected to both mechanical and thermal 
loading, a thick-walled tube is considered that has been subjected to 
internal pressure and heat input at bore surface with radiating and 
convectlng boundary conditions on inner and outer surfaces. Without; 
loss of generality, the initial temperature of the tube is assumed to 
be uniform with a value of zero. The radiation-convection boundary 
conditions were given in equations (18) and (19). 

To obtain a numerical solution, the following values were 
assigned: 

a - 4.3530 (ft2/hr), y  - 0.1714xlO"8(Btu/hr-ft-R), K - 219 
(Btu/ft-hr-F), Cp specific heat - 0.0915 (Btu/16-F), F -= 0.2, 
Tg - 3000oF, Ta - OOF, ^ - 100 (Btu/ft

2-hr-F), h2 - 100 (Btu/ft
2-hr-F), 

b/a » 2.0, V - 0.3, E - 30xl06 psi, and P0 - 0, and n = 0.05. 

The cross section of the tube was divided into twenty volume- 
elements by radii p, ■ 1.00, Pa ■» 1.05, ••• P21 ■ 2.0.  For each time 
increment At, the variation of temperature distribution for that parti- 
cular time Increment is computed, first by use of a finite-difference 
computer code; then this temperature variation and a Increment of in- 
ternal pressure AP^ are used as load Inputs to compute all correspond- 
ing Incremental stresses and strains by the method proposed in the 
previous section.  For this particular example, plane strain assumption 
is considered to be valid. The distribution of stresses and strains, 
temperatures, and temperature-dependent yield strength at several 
times are given in Figures 4 through 7.  The elastic-plastic boundary 
in the tube is located by use cf equation (15). 
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Fig. 4 Distribution of axial, 
radial, and circumferential 
stresses and temperature. 
(t-61.30 sec.) 

Fig. 6 Distribution of axial, 
radial, and circumferential 
stresses and temperature. 
(t-90.80 sec.) 
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2.     Another application of the present elastoplastic theory 
in determination of the wall ratio required at the breech end of a 
7.62 mm barrel containing a peak proof-pressure of 70,000 psi is  shown 
in Figures 8 through 10.    These particular curves are based on the 
dynamic yield strength of Cr-Mo-V steel at a temperature of 1200oF, 
i.e.,  Oy s 109,000 psi  [22].    Roth the Lame'  solution and the elasto- 
plastic solution for maximum equivalent stress are shown for wall 
ratios of 3.0,   2.0, and 1.67 in Figures 8 through 10,  respectively. 
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Fig. 8    Equivalent stress 
distribution for wall thick- 
ness ratio W«3.0 at an inter- 
nal pressure of 70,000 psi 
(5% of the wall yielded) 
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ness ratio W-1.8 at an inter- 
nal pressure of 70,000 psi 
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From Figure 8, with Lame's 
solution, a peak stress of 135,000 
psl would be assessed at Che Inner 
fibers of a barrel having a breech 
end wall-ratio of 3.0.  Since at 
1200oF this stress exceeds the dyna- 
mic yield strength of 109,000 psl, 
failure would be predicted. I.e., 
classical gun tube design would re- 
quire a much greater wall ratio. 
Conversely, with the elastoplastic 
solution, plasticity through only 
the Inner 5 percent of the wall and 
a peak stress of slightly more than 
yield strength would be predicted. 
This Is postulated as a conservative 
and completely safe condition. The 
Increasingly excessive stresses pre- 
dicted by Lame's solution and the 
progression of plasticity Into the 
barrel, under the elastoplastic 
theory (as the barrel wall ratio Is 
reduced from 3.0 to 1.67), are shown 
In Figures 8 through 10. 
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Fig. 10 Equivalent stress 
dlstrlbutl-ra for wall thick- 
ness ratio W-1.67 at an Inter- 
nal pressure of 70,000 psl 

The limiting wall ratio 
under the given conditions Is shown 
In Figure 10 as having the approxi- 
mate value 1.67 under the elasto- 
plastic theory. This is the wall 
ratio at which the barrel should be 
almost completely plastic, but still 
capable of containing a pressure of 
70,000 psl. With Lame's solution, on the other hand, stresses of 
about 75 percent in excess of those that can be sustained by Cr-Mo-V 
steel at 1200OF would be predicted.  Thus, with the elastoplastic 
theory, the resulting solutions are in much better agreement with the 
demonstrated capabilities of gun barrels. 

3. The present theory is now being applied to a new 30 mm 
automatic weapon design. Since space is limited In this paper, the 
detail discussion of application of the present theory to this new 
weapon design is omitted here; however, it can be found in reference 
[23]. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The increase in firing rate, firing capacity * and mobility 
of modern and future weapons has required that weapon structural com- 
ponents such as gun tubes, etc., be loaded near the limits of their 
load-carrying capacity.  In the current "Engineering Design Handbook 
For Gun Tvilc«" (AMCP 706-252), the stress distribution is recommended 
that is calculated by Lame's solution bastu on linear elasticity 
theory; hence, it results in unrealistically large wall-thicknesses of 
gun tubes.  Thermal stresses are computed on the basis of the steady- 
state temperature distributions that are assumed to be logarithmic 
functions.  However, before the steady-state temperature condition is 
reached, the transient temperature distribution in a gun tube is very 
important in the thermal stress analysis for gun tube design. 

To obtain the most efficient design of gun tubes, a more 
rigorous nonlinear inelastic incremental stress analysis for gun tubes 
has been proposed in this paper. This is due to the necessity of de- 
signing for maximum stress to reduce weapon component weight and size 
to achieve an optimal weapon design.  Instead of using the steady- 
state temperatur» distribution in a gun tube, the transient tempera- 
ture distributio'i in a gun tube is computed in the preserc paper, on 
the basis of actual firing conditions of a gur. Since stress, strain, 
loading, and temperature history are considered in the analysis, the 
present theory is particularly suitable for predicting stress, strain, 
temperature distribution, and location of elastic-plastic boundaries 
of gun tubes subjected to nonproporf,'inate mechanical and transient 
thermal loadings close to actual firing conditions in the field. The 
present theory is now applied to a new gun tube design. 

On the theoretical point of view, the advantage of using the 
present theory over other theories can be noted as follows: 

A literature survey indicated that the closed-form elasto- 
plastic solutions of thick-walled tubes [1.2,7,8] were obtained by use 
of deformation theory of plasticity. On the basis of the deformation 
theory, the strains at any state depend on the instantaneous state of 
stress and strain, and not on now that stress and strain system is 
reached.  Taylor pointed out the inaccuracy of deformation theory, 
particularly for a member subjected to nonproportionate loading. More 
rigorous elasto-plastic solutions can be obtained only on the basis of 
the flow theory of plasticity. And, in such situations, one has to 
rely on numerical methods. Both the finite-element method and the 
finite-difference method are commonly used for solving elastoplastic 
problems. 
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To use the finite-element method [10,11] for 
solving elastoplastic problems, a functional has to be formulated on 
the basis of approximation expressions of the displacement field and 
the energy approach. Since the displacement field cannot be accurately 
determined at the beginning, the governing equations derived from the 
approximated functional do not exactly prescribe the inelastic be- 
havior of a structural component. Hence, if a finite-element method 
must be used, some inherent errors cannot be avoided. The finite- 
difference treatment [3^,6] of the elastoplastic problem of a thick- 
walled tube is usually based on the  differential equations for the 
displacement vector and, hence, determination of stresses and strains 
requires numerical differentiation. However, the computer usually 
does not provide good results In jifferentiation unless a rather fine 
grid is used. With an alternative method developed in this investi- 
gat Ion, incremental stresses and strains are directly used as variables 
and, hence, numerical differentiation in the evaluation of stresses 
and strains is not required. Moreover, since no assumption is made 
on the displacement field, this method can provide better results than 
those of the finite-element method. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The development of this methodology/instrumentation concept 
for system test and evaluation evolved from and rests upon a dendritic 
structured evaluation/effectiveness schema.    This schema was developed 
in conjunction with Armor and Engineer Board methodology studies on 
Measures of Effectiveness - a study to define the measures of effec- 
tiveness for armor and engineer test items which would undergo Devel- 
opment Testing Service Phase, Functional  Field Testing - a study which 
developed the testing required for selected systems to adequately 
address data requirements for assessing the Mission Performance Capa- 
bility, and Test Design - a study to define the general design of 
developmental tests. 

The Measures of Effectiveness (MOE) study concluded that many 
armor and engineer test items exhibited the same general MOE of System 
Performance (Mission Performance Capability), Parametric Performance 
(Physical Performance Characteristics), and Logistics and Training. 
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MOE III 

Mission Performance 
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For specific systems, these MOE, and others when appropriate, 
are further subdivided to a level where field test measurement can be 
accomplished.    (See incl 1.)    The lowest level of the dendritic pro- 
vides the data elements required for the evaluation of the materiel. 
For each data element, a scoring curve is derived based on criteria, 
items classified Standard A, and military experience.   The entire den- 
dritic can then be quantified to allow for aggregate analysis, as well 
as analysis of criteria. 

The purpose of this manuscript is not to address all of the 
previously mentioned techniques but is instead intended to describe 
the design considerations for system testing (functional  field test- 
ing) and its interface with instrumentation (XM56 Hit-Kill  Indicator - 
SIMFIRE). 

The recurring MOE, Mission Performance Capability, requires 
that the test item be immersed in its simulated employment environment 
and its mission performance capability be evaluated, the pure materiel 
system being tested as a totality to the maximum extent possible. 
This testing is referred to as functional field testing.    In theory, 
the parametric criteria, if all met, will  translate into a system per- 
formance which will adequately accomplish the intended mission.    In 
fact, this may or may not be true, therefore, the tester must not only 
test against the criteria but must test the criteria as well.    In 
addition to answering the mission performance capability issues per se, 
the functional field tests allow for the achievement of a perspective 
on the criterion/parametric performance of a system thus setting off 
system performance attained against the parametric performance and 
allowing the impact of ability or failure to meet criteria to be ade- 
quately addressed. 

The following provides an example of the type evaluation indi- 
cated above:    Through parametric/criterion testing, it is determined 
that a test tank's achievable top speed cross-country is 15 mph and 
its acceleration is 22 fps, while a standard or comparison tank a- 
chieves 12 mph and 17.6 fps respectively.    The criteria requires 20 mph 
and 27 fps.    Without system data, it is difficult, if not impossible, 
to address the impact of the test item's failure to meet the above 
criterion while surpassing the performance of a standard it-im.    How- 
ever, functional  field testing addressing vulnerability/survivability 
might indicate that the maneuverability/agility accruing to the test 
tank owing to its increased achieved (over the standard tank) cross- 
country speed and acceleration, enables it to avoid being hit by enemy 
AT fire 50 percent more often than the standard tank.   The significant 
increase in survivability of the test tank over the standard, despite 
failure to meet the parametric speed and acceleration criteria, augers 
for minimizing the impact of this failure and would argue strongly for 
considering this parametric insufficiency inconsequential.    If further 
analysis were desired with respect to hit avoidance with parametric 
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performance at the criteria level, then this could be accomplished by 
computerized extrapolation or actual field testing by rigging a target 
vehicle with target and performance parameters equivalent to the tank 
and criteria respectively.    It is recognized that cross-country speed 
and acceleration parameters also have fallout in areas other than 
vulnerability/survivability.    However, they make their most direct, 
measurable, and quantifiable contribution to mission performance here; 
their other effects on such things as long-range movement rates of an 
armor unit being essentially muted out in a larger operational context. 

FUNCTIONAL FIELD TEST DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 

There are certain general premises and principles which govern 
the application of functional field testing  (FFT) techniques to any 
system.   These methodology principles/guidelines provide the structur- 
al  framework around which the particular functional  test is designed. 
The actual  design and substance of the FFT, as developed in accordance 
with the specified methodology concepts, then becomes a function of 
art and science.    The ultimate test design must reflect the test 
developer's professional judgment and expertise as they relate to: 
definition of the mission spectrum and its reduction to essentials 
bearing upon the effectiveness of the tested system in its functional 
environment", development and precise definition of the data required 
to truly provide measures of the mission performance/capability of an 
item in the most comprehensive system context; identification and 
treatment of variables involved in the field testing; introduction of 
appropriate enemy action; and integration of mission reliability. 

Whenever and wherever possible, a test materiel system should 
be evaluated in side-by-side testing with the standard item it is to 
replace, with competitive items or with proven systems of similar 
function/role.    Comparison with a standard system is imperative if an 
effectiveness baseline or datum is to be established from which tested 
item effectiveness can be adjudged with perspective. 

A.    Mission Spectrum 

Perhaps the most important consideration in test design is 
study, analysis, and developrient of the mission spectrum to be used 
in testing the item.    The mission spectrum is absolutely pivotal to 
the entire test in tnat it dictates the demands to be placed on the 
system.    If the mission spectrum and the associated demands are not 
sufficiently encompassing to include all critical  demands, then the 
test may answer the wrong questions and omit vital  considerations. 
The spectrum chor.en must ensure inclusion of testing of the entire 
performance envelope of test and standard items.    This is to assure 
that "additional capability" built into a new item is in ^act tested 
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properly and the item allowed to benefit from it.    For example, if a 
new missile firing is purportedly especially capable of engaging at- 
tacking tanks at long  (3,000 + meters) ranges with great accuracy, 
then the scope of mission (FFT) should include this.    Conversely, the 
scope must also include "attack" exercises to surface potential burdens 
introduced by addition of the long-range missile capability. 

Very careful study and analysis must be given to ensuring that 
the demands associated with the mission spectrum focus upon the mate- 
riel system and the immediate operator/crew-system relationship to the 
exclusion of all else.    Keeping this consideration in mind will also 
help reduce the actual mission spectrum to manageable proportions. 

For instance in the case of the tank, though units to which it 
is assigned receive a gamut of missions ranging from penetration, 
envelopment, to delay actions, mobile defense ad infinitum - the in- 
dividual tank system itself does not "care."    For it, confrontations 
with other tanks obtain in three basic modes:    attack against other 
defending tanks; defense from selected positions against other attack- 
ing tanks; and surprise confrontations with other tanks where the two 
come upon one another unexpectedly and neither side is either attacking 
or defending (meeting engagements).   These three modes place the spec- 
trum of critical demands on the materiel system, demands which do not 
change throughout the entire unit mission spectrum. 

In the case of tactical bridging, care would have to be exer- 
cised to include in the mission spectrum a variety of gap configura- 
tions/spans, near and far bank orientations, weather and light condi- 
tions, traffic mix and duration and mission duration.   This is neces- 
sary to demonstrate the expected MP/C of the bridge as a function of 
its flexibility in adapting to the interactive factors of gap span/ 
configuration, load and traffic requirements.    Specifically, a bridge's 
ability to permit tailoring to varying gap/load requirements and to 
accomplish the mission of passing traffic under varying mission re- 
quirements must be allowed to surface and be evaluated in conjunction 
with a comparison system. 

Because of the peculiarities involving the MP/C assessment of 
support systems, what would normally involve FFT for evaluation of 
MP/C, can be accomplished via a model or computer simulation of the 
MP/C test environment.    The model would use actual parametric perform- 
ance test data to satisfy input-variable data requirements where 
necessary.    Support systems are ideally suited to the model simulation 
approach for evaluation of MP/C because effects of enemy action can be 
effectively ignored or blocked out, and because the component variables 
of their MP/C are readily isolatable, few in number, and take the form 
of basic parametric characteristics which are readily tested and quan- 
tified in a test environment. 
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B.    Mission Performance/Capability Measures 

The finer measures of MP/C will vary with materiel types, 
though the single, broad measure of Degree of Mission Accomplishment 
(DMA) is applicable to MP/C of virtually all systems.    As the name 
implies, DMA assesses the degree to which a materiel system accom- 
plishes its intended purpose in execution of any given mission of the 
mission spectrum. 

Because of the broad nature of the DMA measure, it is often 
desirable and judicious to provide a finer measure of, and an addi- 
tional perspective on, MP/C. 

In the case of the tank, DMA assesses the tank's ability to 
attack an objective or defend a position under various enemy-friendly 
tank force ratios.    The basic element of the measure - mission 
accomplishment - addresses in go-no-go fashion, the tank's ability to 
either successfully attack and seize the objective destroying a'1 
enemy or to hold a position and destroy all attackers.    The aspect of 
"degree" enters in the evaluation by addressing the extent to which 
the tank accomplished these attack/defend go-no-go missions over the 
entire mission spectrum; that is, out of a total  of 16 attack missions 
under varying force ratios, the tank may accomplish 12.    Obviously, 
because of the go-no-go nature of DMA, and its broad orientation, it 
may not alone provide the necessary discrimination between the per- 
formance of two different type tanks.    A finer measure of the "effi- 
ciency" of MP/C ts  required in order to provide another perspective. 
Both type tanks may have accomplished 12 of 16 attack missions, yet 
one or the other may have suffered less losses and "killed" more enemy 
tanks in so doing.    Hence, in the case of the tank, kill/loss ratios 
achieved in the missions provide a finer measurement and another per- 
spective on MP/C by allowing the efficiency of MP/C to be addressed as 
well as the broader and basic issue of DMA. 

A truck whose mission is to support the Class V (ammunition) 
requirements of a tank battalion participating in a variety of combat 
actions has its DMA assessed on the basis of whether or not it can 
supply the required Class V within the time constraints established. 
If the trucks do not deliver all the required Class V within the time 
parameters, they receive a zero for mission accomplishment.    "Degree" 
is assessed in terms of the truck's ability to deliver Class V over the 
entire spectrum of combat action Class V requirements and the rapidity 
with which it could be delivered.    Again, as in the case of the tank, 
DMA provides an insight into the truck's ability or inability to supply 
a required amount, but does not credit the truck for delivering a per- 
centage of the requirement.    Assessment of MP/C from the standpoint of 
cargo hauled as a percentage of that required, provides another evalua- 
tive slant which permits achievement of perspective on the actual cargo 
support capability, given a mission is not accomplished. 
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C.    Identification and Treatment of Variables 

Normally, the major and dominant variable in the FFT is the 
effectiveness or system performance of the tested materiel system, and 
it is this variable that is allowed to "run free" - then measured in 
the context of other variables/parameters which are either constan- 
tized, randomized, or blocked out completely. 

The final test design for an item should represent the optimi- 
zation of the dynamic, but diametrically opposed interaction of maximi- 
zation of materiel parametric Performance parameters allowed to have 
play in the mission spectrum of FFT and minimization of introduction 
cf variables.    The object is to maximize the system orientation of the 
test and mission realism while maintaining statistically significant 
and reliable results through minimization of variables and bias and 
the exercise of rigid control.   The exercise of rigid control in the 
conduct of FFT of MP/C is vitally important to filter out leadership 
influences, tactical judgments, and other bias sources. 

Attainment of a 100-percent assurance that a materiel system 
will not be penalized or profit by the bias sources must be a goal of 
FFT.   A mechanism for achieving this is the employment of controllers 
with all test, standard, and control items in order to limit crew/ 
operator responses and actions along predetermined lines. 

In FFT, it is absolutely imperative that operator/crew sets be 
rotated between test and standard/r.omparison items with which the test 
materiel is being compared.   This rotation tends to randomize and smooth 
the effect of variances in human ability.   The greater the number of 
crew sets/operators that can be rotated through test and standard items 
during FFT, the greater the assurance that the results achieved will 
reflect the performance of the materiel when and if it is placed in 
the hands of representative users. 

In order that the crew/operator skills be as representative of 
those to be found Army-wide, crew/operators for the test should be 
drawn from a variety of units/locations. 

The design of FFT must ensure that tests generating data per- 
taining to assessment of MP/C are replicated sufficiently to allow 
statistical analysis of the data at statistically significant and re- 
liable levels.    The specific number of replications required for a 
given test is a function of the number and nature of data element 
comparisons/assessments desired, the actual differentials in perform- 
ance demonstrated in testing, confidence levels of evaluations and 
the specific statistical analytical technique employed; hence, the 
exact number of replications can only be determined on a case-by-case 
basis. 

The following is briefly illustrative of an approach to struc- 
turing variable interaction and control in designing a test for evalua- 
tion of the effectiveness of a minefield. 
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Effectiveness of a minefield has no meaning evaluated in a 
vacuum devoid of friendly-enemy interaction.    This is true since any 
level of minefield potency can be achieved by increasing density if 
one is willing to expend the munition, personnel and time resources 
and cost to achieve it.    A minefield is only effective/ineffective as ' 
a function of its contribution to friendly mission performance at an 
economically feasible level of employment/censity.    Consequently, the 
impact of the minefield on friendly mission performance becomes the 
operative variable which is allowed to run free, is measured, ancTthe 
quantification of which becomes the measure of minefield effectiveness. 

The operative variable of minefield effectiveness is then meas- 
ured in a context of other randomized, constantized, and blocked out 
variables which are interwoven and constrained so that adequate sta- 
tistical significance and reliability can be attached to results of 
testing.    T'te infinite number of minefield variables of density and 
configuration (pattern, distribution, strips, depth) are first reduced 
to a spectrum or band of optimum/economically employable ones.   The 
minefield density/configuration(s) employed in actual testing is then 
ccnstantized at one or randomized using configurations from the re- 
duced spectrum.    A spectrum of terrain/vegetation conditions is deter- 
mined and their influence randomized.    An enemy-friendly force struc- 
ture is selected based upon empirical data and constantized for the 
test.    If test time/effort permit, these force structures may be 
randomly varied within a band of ratios; however, such an approach in- 
creases the number of replications required.    Since probable enemy 
responses to a friendly force - minefield situation cannot be predicted 
reliably, the spectrum of relevant enemy responses is defined and re- 
duced to those bearing upon minefield effectiveness.    During testing 
iterations, these enemy responses are then varied randomly since they 
are basically unpredictable.    Actual enemy and friendly movements, 
techniques, actions of crews, routes followed, etc., would be pre- 
determined and constantized to preclude introduction of bias resulting 
from tactical judgment and leadership Influences.    The sizes of enemy 
and friendly forces involved in the evaluation is arrived at through 
a trade-off between the minimum force level at which breeching aids 
vould be available and employed, accepted tactics are employable, and 
the maximum force levels which can be controlled to the rigid extent 
necessary and which the economics of sample size and cost make pos- 
sible.    The ideal compromise exists when an Increase in enemy and 
friendly force levels would only have a linear effect on results due 
to the cellular nature of the enemy-friendly interaction, tactical 
techniques, etc. 

Once the basic set of tests has been determined predicated on 
the minefield variables, the effort/time is compared to resources 
available to determine If they are realizable.    If either time or 
irateri el/personnel resources preclude the Intended design, then the 
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number and band width of variables introduced (force ratios, terrain 
types, etc.) must be traded-off against effective test design with a 
view toward reducing the numbei, of tests.    Beyond a mere trade-off of 
variables, limited worst/best case testing may enable identification 
and elimination of non-impacting individual variables and reduction of 
other variable "bands" such as mine density, terrain types, etc. 

D.    Introduction of Enemy Action 

Test and evaluation of combat systems under conditions of 
enemy activity is the keystone of FFT of those systems.   The missions 
of combat systems exist only as they relate to performance of a func- 
tion(s) against or in connection with an enemy force or activity.   A 
priori, that is why a combat system is what it is. 

Tests of combat systems in the absence of enemy action are 
ultimately sterile.    They can only produce results obtained in a test- 
ing vacuum, results which say something about the tested item in and 
of itself - parametrically or system-wise, but nothing about how these 
characteristics or performance parameters are muted or operative in 
the face of enemy action in the real world.   Two different type tanku 
could exhibit 63 and 76 percent hit probabilities on a range against 
standard targets; yet, in the face of enemy action (non-live fire, 
instrumented duplication of actual firing)  in mu Hi-iterative enemy- 
friendly mission context engagements, not evince significant differ- 
ences in MP/C.    This could develop because other system impacts pursu- 
ant to target acquisition and engagement undir conditions of enemy 
action could attenuate the parametric difference in hit probabilities. 

The only arena in which MP/C can be truly tested in light of 
enemy action is combat.    However, the constraints of the test environ- 
ment only allow approximation of the combat environment as a limit. 
The realism of enemy action can be affected in varying degrees either 
through realistic target presentations in a live-fire context or 
through the use of equipment which allows opposing force interaction 
in a non-live fire setting.    This equipment consequently must require 
performance of crew/operator duties while duplicating the performance 
capabilities of the armament. 

Introduction of such realistic enemy-friendly interaction into 
the testing environment at the USAARENBD is made possible through the 
use of hit-kill indicators based on the commercially available 
SIMFIRE system.    The SIMFIRE system as manufactured by the British 
corporation Solartron and modified by its United States representative, 
EMR Telemetry, is presently being considered for adoption by the Army 
as a training aid, designated as XM56, Hit-Kill  Indicator.    SIMFIRE is 
an electro-optic device which duplicates the ballistics of actual tank 
gun munitions.    Since the ballistic characteristics of actual ammurii- 
tion is simulated, the crew must apply both the proper superelevation 
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and lead angles in addition to the proper sight picture to ensure a 
hit on the target.    These three conditions are met only when all of 
the members of the crew perform their respective duties in the proper 
manner.    Additionally, the target tanks are similarly equipped with 
SIMFIRE and hence able to "kill" the attacking tanks in returr,. 
Urgency motivation is thereby introduced into the exercise through 
the desire "to get him before he gets you."   This sense of urgency, 
coupled with the fact that virtually all of the crewmembers must per- 
form their crew duties in a precise fashion, stresses the man-iiiachine 
system to its maximum in a quasi-combat environment. 

SIMFIRE's main feature, its ability to ensure that all of the 
crewmembers must perform their respective, pertinent fire control 
duties quickly and accurately, is the basic feature needed in an in- 
strumentation package to test combat vehicles in their intended mission 
roles.    However, in the form it is commercially available, SIMFIRE 
only duplicates a few main armament systems, specifically, the British 
Chieftan Tank and the US M60A1 Tank.   Because of this and other limit- 
ations, the basic SIMFIRE system had to be modified to duplicate a 
spectrum of direct-fire weapons mounted on a variety of vehicles, 
many of which are yet unknown.    It is the modified form of SIMFIRE 
which is of interest in this paper, modifications which treble the 
original amount of electronics. 

The additions to the basic SIMFIRE system are housed in one box 
and consist of the additional electronics needed to duplicate any tank 
main gun, antitank gun, any automatic weapon such as a 20MM automatic 
cannon, and any command guided missile such as TOW; in fact, any known 
direct fire weapon.    Additional  improvements to the original  system in- 
clude a rate sensing gyro to automatically calculate the proper lead 
angle and a probability of hit calculator to account for the numerous 
secchd order corrections that must be applied to the flight of a pro- 
jectile.   Because of safety considerations, high powered ruby lasers 
used in laser rangefinders  (LRF)  of many tanks cannot be used in two- 
sided testing, so provision was made to use the ranging capabilities 
of SIMFIRE as a substitute for those lasers.    This enables the full 
capabilities of vehicles equipped with LRF's to be realized in exer- 
cises. 

The modified SIMFIRE in its basic tank main gun/antitank gun 
configuration requires the following actions from the crew as appro- 
priate.    The tank commander first gives a fire command to coordinate 
actions of the crew.    He then ranges to the target (using either LRF 
or coincidence rangefinder as appropriate to model).    The driver will 
have to come smoothly to a stop.    The gunner must index the proper 
ammunition in the computer and obtain the proper sight picture to in- 
clude a proper lead if needed.    Additionally, all of the fire control 
systems must, of course, be turned on and properly zeroed.    The loader 
pushes a button to simulate loading of the round announced by tank 
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commander and switches the gun from the safe to fire position.    While 
the loader does not handle an actual  round, he must be an active 
member of the crew, and the system has a built-in time delay to simu- 
late the loading of a round.    If all  of the above is done properly, 
the tank will score a hit on the target, dependent, of course, on the 
dispersion characteristics of the anmunition/weapon system which is 
accounted for in the manner previously mentioned.    In any case, the 
gunner will receive fall of shot information from the SIMFIRE system 
to enable him to re-lay on the target for a second shot, if necessary. 
The above only happens if the opposing vehicle does not get him first 
and disable his system, or if he is not cut of ammunition. 

At the heart of the0SIMFIRE system is GaAs laser emitting radia- 
tion at approximately 9000 A with a peak power of approximately 10 
watts.    The beam from this laser than traverses a set of lenses which 
diverges the beam to a preset width.    The width of the beam, as de- 
tected by the threshold detectors of the system, remains at approxi- 
mately a constant width from about 200 M out to about 2500 M.   This is 
accomplished by selecting the divergence of the beam to yield a power 
flow outward from the center of the beam to exactly compensate for the 
power flow outward from the detection threshold points to keep these 
points at a constant spacing as the beam propagates through space. 

The beam is further made to scan a region of space around the 
target. If the target is in the central portion of the scanned zone, 
then the weapon is said to be "on target." However, if the target is 
not in the central portion of the scanned zone, the weapon is said to 
be off target. 

The shape of the central portion of the scanned zone or "kill 
zone" has the shape of a quadrilateral with rounded corners, the size 
and shape of which may be varied to suit the vulnerable areas of the 
target.    While the kill  zone does not duplicate in general the exact 
area which a target might be vulnerable, this quadrilateral  shaped 
kill zone usually is a good approximation.   It is close enough in fact 
to require the attacking crew to perform their duties as if the tar- 
get's vulnerable areas were exactly duplicated by the kill  zone. 

When engaging a target, SIMFIRE goes through three distinct 
phases.    The first phase it goes into from the standby phase is the 
Ranging Phase.    In this phase, the system ranges to the target.    In 
the second phase or the Fall of Shot Phase, a determination is made 
where an actual round would impact.    Where an actual  round would impact 
with relation to the line of sight is determined from the range infor- 
mation of Phase 1 and the ballistics data of the round selected by the 
loader.    If the weapon is "on target" the system then informs the tar- 
get that it is "dead" during the third or Kill Phase.   The first and 
third phases take 1/2 second each while the second phase takes 1 
second for a total of 2 seconds for a complete engagement.    In its 
modified version, provision Is made to cut all of these times in half. 
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The gunner is then required to hold a g^od sight picture for only 1/2 
second; not an unrealistic requirement. 

To simulate a high-powered LRF, the modified SIMFIRE just 
cycles through Phase 1 and feeds the range information into the fire 
control circuits of the tank thus eliminating only the high-powered 
laser.    All of the remainder of the fire control system remains in- 
tact and functioning which forces the crew to perform all  duties to 
score a hit. 

To provide a differential  of performance between those vehicles 
which have a sophisticated fire control  computer such as the M60A1E3 
and a standard tank such as the M60A1, a probability of hit calculator 
is employed to account for those numerous second order corrections 
which are considered by these systems.    However, when ut lizing such a 
scheme, it is vital to recognize during a test when the assumption 
that the corrections are second order in nature is no longer valid. 
Such instances are, for example, when extremely high velocity cross- 
winds exist or unusually high cant angles exist.    Fortunately, this 
shortcoming of the SIMFIRE system may be overcome through proper test 
design. 

The next form of the modified SIMFIRE system to be considered 
is the command guided missile configuration.   After being fired by the 
gunner, the system first ranges to the target, then goes into the Fall 
of Shot Phase and remains there until the calculated moment of impact. 
It then goes into the third phase and "kills" the target, if appro- 
priate.    During the second or Fall of Shot Phase, the ability of the 
gunner to keep the simulated missile in the allowed flight envelope 
to the target is continuously monitored.    If he ever deviates from 
this region, he is credited with a miss.    In the design of the missile 
configuration of the modified SIMFIRE", the elliptic paraboloid which 
describes the allowed flight cone to the target is described to the 
system by a piecewise linear approximation.   Also, heavy reliance was 
placed on the observed fact that the average velocity and lateral 
acceleration of all of the known operational command guided missiles 
are highly correlated.    This is probably due to th*? fact that as 
technology improved, both the average velocity and lateral acceleration 
showed a corresponding improvement. 

Those instabilities in the flight of a missile induced by 
trying to track a dodging target, which are due to the intrinsic time 
delay of the human tracker to react to a change of apparent motion of 
a target, are similarly an inherent part of the human-SIMFIRE missile 
simulator.    As such, no additional  "electronics•' is needed to duplicate 
this type of instability. 

While the missile simulator is not the most highly sophisti- 
cated system, it, when coupled with the probability of hit calculator, 
provides a most acceptable first order simulation of the flight of an 
actual missile. 
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In its last configuration, the automatic weapon configuration, 
the system first ranges to the target after being fired by the gunner, 
then it goes into the fall of shot mode.    It is in this mode where it 
is determined whether the gunner applied the proper superelevation 
and deflection to hit the target.    The gunner is in receipt of con- 
tinuous fall of shot information to aid him in his aim.    Naturally, 
the gunner must have set the actual  fire control  switches in the 
vehicle including the rate control switch, if present, to their proper 
positions before he engages the target.   The natural dispersion of 
automatic weapons is accounted for by the probability of hit calculator 
which takes the rate of fire as well as the range into account to 
determine if target has been successfully engaged.    Because a s'ngle 
round from an automatic weapon is nc* likely to destroy a vehicle, 
the gunrer must remain on target long enough for a sufficient, 
preset number of rounds to have hit the target.    Additionally, since 
many automatic weapons have a maximum lethal range, the gunner must 
engage a target within this maximum, preset range. 

This configuration is a logical extension of the basic tank 
gun SIMFIRE system except that more than one "fall  of shot" determina- 
tion is made to account for the multiple rounds fired by automatic 
weapons. 

When considering any simulation system using an analog, it must 
be remembered that by their very definition they are imperfect dupli- 
cations.    These shortcomings of the simulation device must be recog- 
nized, and through the proper design of the overall test, any limita- 
tions of the simulation scheme may be minimized. 

E.    Integration of Mission Reliability 

Mission reliability has its most realistic, proper, and most 
effective impact through introduction as a degrading function vis-a- 
vis MP/C.    If merely evaluated separately in a vacuum and then set off 
against MP/C and other measures, its impact becomes difficult if not 
impossible to place in perspective. 

In the case of combat systems, the immediate impact of mission 
reliability (mission failure) is similar to a loss resulting from 
enemy action.    Consequently, an effective means of allowing mission 
reliability to exercise its full   "play" impact on a combat system is 
to integrate it with the actual demonstration of MP/C as an attri- 
tional  factor in loss rate complenenting that resulting from enemy 
action. 

In the case of support systems, mission reliability can be per- 
mitted to impact directly on MP/C by using it to "knock out" support 
systems during their mission execution, thereby, leaving less systems 
available to accomplish the total mission.   The procedure for degrading 
MP/C with reliability performance is normally a paper process, after 
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testing is complete or sufficient reliability data gathered, and can be 
accomplished manually or by computer model depending upon the degree 
of sophistication of the FFT and evaluation. 

RESULTS OF TECHNIQUES 

The results from the use of the techniques discussed in this 
paper have been limited to early pilot tests involving the Add-Or, 
Stabilization System for M60A1 Tanks and the Mine Dispersing Subsystem 
for the XM56 Aircraft Delivered AntiTank Mine.    Future major t^sts 
using these techniques include the Armored Reconnaissance Scout Vehi- 
cle and the M60A1E3 Tank Test. 

In the M60A1 with Add-On Stabilization test, basic firing 
tests revealed that although the coaxial firing on the move was 
greatly improved, the main gun firing on the move was not as effective 
as had been hoped for.    However, in SIMFIRE Functional Field Testing, 
although the test and comparison tank accomplished the mission in 
approximately the same number of instances, an important new piece 
of information was obtained.   The test tank was able to minimize his 
time in a stationary position and was therefore "killed" only 16 times 
when fired on 52 times, while the comparison tank (M60A1) was  "killed" 
17 times in only 29 attempts.    This information, not previously avail- 
able, will give decision makers an improved perspective in determining 
if the improved capabilities outweigh the inherent increase in mainte- 
nance burden associated with an add-on device. 

In the XM56 Mine Dispersing tests, functional tests involving 
tank vs tank engagements with and without a minefield, also provided 
previously unavailable information.    In terms of the degree of mission 
accomplishment, it was found that a defending force was able to accom- 
plish the defensive mission 18.8 percent of the time without the use 
of the minefield.   However, with the use of a representative minefield 
(XM56) the defender was able to accomplish the defensive mission 62.5 
percent of the time.    It was also found that with the minefield in 
place, friendly losses were decreased by 29 percent and enemy losses 
were increased by 21 percent.    These results were achieved with rela- 
tively low density, economical minefields.    In previous mine testing, 
the individual mine was tested and evaluated.   With functional field 
tests and SIMFIRE instrumentation, the minefield can be tested and 
evaluated in its employment environment. 

From these results and the anticipated results of future tests, 
it is clear that this methodology/instrumentation concept will greatly 
enhance the evaluation of developmental materiel and will likewise pro- 
vide valuable information to decision makers at all levels. 
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TRACKING RELIABILITY GROWTH 

LARRY H.  CROW,   PhD 
S.  ARMY MATERIEL SYSTEMS ANALYSIS AGENCY 

ABERDEEN PROVING GROUND,  MARYLAND 

1.     INTRODUCTION 

Invariably, devoiuwnent programs  for sophisticated,  complex 
systems require considerable resources such as time, dollars and man- 
power,  to achieve a level of system reliability acceptable to the 
user.    The reliability requirements for many systems are high, and to 
obtain these high goals it is common practice to subject the system to 
a test-fix-test-fix process.    During this process,  the total system or 
major subsystems are tested to failure,  system failure modes are 
determined,   and design and/or engineering changes are made as attempts 
to eliminate these modes or, at  least,  to decrease their rate of 
occurrence.     If this process is continued,  and design and engineering 
modifications are made in a competent manner,   t..en the system reli- 
ability will  increase. 

It  is advantageous, of course,  for the program manager tu 
track this increase in system reliability during the development pro- 
gram.    He may then determine as early as possible whether or not the 
system reliability is growing at a sufficient rate to meet the 
required goal and allocate available resources accordingly.     In this 
regard,   a program manager wishes to determine from test data the 
current reliability status of the system,  estimate the rate of growth, 
and obtain projections of future expected reliability. 

Since the system configuration is continually changing under 
this test-fix process, there is usually limited test data available on 
the system for a fixed configuration.    Consequently, direct estimates 
of system reliability for a fixed configuration would generally not 
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enjoy a high degree of confidence and may,  therefore, have little 
practical value. 

Because of these difficulties with the direct estimation of 
system reliability, mathematical  reliability growth models are often 
employed.     Most reliability growth models considered in the literature 
assume that  a mathematical  formula   (or curve), as a function of time, 
represents the reliability of the system during the development pro- 
gram.     The central purpose of most reliability growth models includes 
one or both of the following objectives: 

a. Inference on the present  system reliability, 

b. Projection on the system reliability at some 
future development time. 

Many reliability growth models are parametric.    That  is, 
these models have certain parameters which are unknown and must be 
estimated from test data generated during the development program. 
This paper considers a popular parametric reliability growth model 
which is widely used in government and industry.    Background on the 
derivation of the model will be discussed along with some major draw- 
backs with a "common sense" technique for estimating the unknown 
parameters.     We show how these drawbacks can be avoided by applying 
estimation,  goodness of fit and confidence interval procedures devel- 
oped at AMSAA.    Recently developed tables  for computing exact con- 
fidence  intervals on system failure rate and MTBF are given and an 
application of these techniques to an actual Army development program 
is discussed. 

2.     THE WEIBULL RELIABILITY GROWTH MODEL 

In 1962, J. T.  Duane of General Electric Company's Motor 
and Generator Department   [see Duane  (3)] published a report in 
which he presents his observations on failure data for five divergent 
types of systems during their development programs at G.  E.    These 
systems  included complex hydromechanical devices, complex types of 
aircraft generators and an aircraft jet engine.    The study of the 
failure data was conducted in an effort to determine if any systematic 
changes  in reliability occurred during the development programs for 
these systems.    His analysis revealed that for these systems,  the 
observed cumulative failure rate versus cumulative operating hours 
fell close to a straight line when plotted on log-log paper.    Similar 
plots have been noted in industry for other types of systems,  and by 
the U.   S. Army for various military weapon systems during development 
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[see Crow  (2)]. 

For a mathematical interpretation of these straight line 
plots on  log-log paper,  let N(t) denote the number of system failures 
by time t,  t > 0.    The observed cumulative failure rate C(t)  at time t 
is,  therefore,   equal to C(t) = N(t)/t.     The plots on log-log paper 
imply that  log C(t)   is approximately a straight  line.    That is, 
log C(t)   =  6  +  Y   log t.     Equating C(t)   to  its  expected value and 
assuming an exact   /inear relationship, we have  log  (E[C(t)]j  = 

Y 6 fi + ylog t.    Taking exponentials gives E[C(t)]   = Xt  ,  A = e   . 

Hence,  E[N(t)]   =  Xtß, for B = Y + 1,  since E[C(t)]  = E[N(t)]/t.    Thus, 
o 

the expected number of system failures by time t is Xt . 

The instantaneous failure rate, r(t), of the system is the 

change per unit time of E[N(t)]. Thus, r(t) = -nr E(N(t)] = Xßt6"1, 

which is recognized as being the Weibull failure rate function.  It is 
important to note that since the system configuration is changing, the 
data are not homogeneous and, therefore, the usual theory for a 
Weibull distribution will not apply.  In fact, it has been shown by 
the author [see Crow (1)] that when the configuration of the system 
is changing, and failures are governed by the failure rate 

D  1 
r(t) = Xßt  , then the system failure times follow a nonhomogeneous 
Poisson process with Weibull intensity function r(t). 

At time t the Weibull failure rate is r(t ) o ^ oJ X3t 
iJ-1 

If 

no further system improvements are made after time t  ,  then it is 

reasonable to assume that the failure rate would remain constant 
at the value r(t  )   if testing were continued.     In particular,  if the 

system were put  into production with the configuration fixed as it was 
at time t   , then the life distribution of the systems produced would 

be exponential with meau time between failure   (MTBF) M(t )  =  [r(t )] 

= t        /Xß.     Hence,  for I   < ß < 1,  the MTBF M(t)  increases as the 
1 - ß 

development testing time t increases,  and is proportional to t 
Thus,   ß is a growth parameter reflecting the rate at which reli- 
ability,  or MTBF,  increases with development testing time. 

If this Weibull model is determined to sufficiently repre- 
sent the occurrence of failures for a particular system during devel- 
opment testing,  then it can, of course,  be used to monitor and 
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project  the growth of system reliability.     To do this, however, 
would require estimating from test data the two unknown parameters 

X and ß by say X,   3.    One would then estimate the failure rate 

~ ~ ~    R    l ~ ~ 1 
function by r(t)  = Xßt        and the MTBF function by M(t)  =  [r(t)]" - 

1-8 '"" 
t      /Xß.     If the system is tested to time T,  say,  then M(T)  would 

estimate the current MTBF, and M(t),  t  > T would project estimates of 
system MTBF  into the future. 

Consider a "common sense," often used procedure for estimat- 
ing X and ß.     Suppose the system is tested to time T,  and let 
0 < T    < T    <   ...   < T    = T be a partition of  (0,  T] .    The observed 

cumulative failure rate at time T.   is C(T.)  = N(T.)/T., where N(T.)   is 
i i v iJ    i i 

the number of system failures to time T. ,   i =  1,...,K.    Recall that 

log E[C(T.)]   =  log  X  +  (ß-l)log T..     Hence,   if we plot  log C(T.) 

versus  log T.   on coordinate paper and fit a line by linear regression, 

we could use y,  the slope, to estimate  ß-1  and 6  the intercept at 

t = 1 to estimate log X.    The estimates of X and ß would be X = e  , 

ß = Y +  1,  respectively. 

There are several points to be made about the above 
techniques for estimating X and ß.    Firstly,  the estimates are 
dependent on the choice of T. ,  i =  1,...,K,  and,  of course, may differ 

for different choices.    Thus,  this method is subjective, yielding 
results perhaps not susceptible to rigorous analysis.    Secondly, the 
values C(T.),  i =  1,...,K are not independent since N(T.)  <_N(T.)  for 

i < j.     Moreover,  the variances of the C(T.)ls are not equal.     In 

particular,  Var[C(T.)] = XT.       .     If the system reliability is im- 

proving   (0  <   ß < 1),  then Var[C(T.)]   is decreasing as T.  incrpases. 

Hence,   since the CCT.j'S are not independent with equal variances, 

usual normal  regression theory will not apply to yield confidence 
bounds on the parameters X,  ß, and the functions r(t), M(t).    Finally, 
in practice,   the criteria for using the Weibull model and this 
estimation technique would probably depend on the subjective appraisal 
of whether or not the plotted points appear to lie nearly on a 
straight  line. 
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It is apparent that improved goodness of fit,   estimation 
and confidence bound procedures are needed for this highly important 
task of monitoring and projecting the growth of system reliability 
during development.    Using the result that the plots on  log-log paper 
imply that the successive failure times of the system follow a certain 
stochastic process   (i.e., the nonhomogeneous Poisson process with 

Weibull intensity Aßt      ) we have derived a variety of useful statis- 
tical procedures for this model.    Some recent results will be dis- 
cussed in the following sections. 

3.     ESTIMATION AND GOODNESS OF FIT PROCEDURES 

If the  successive times of failures are being recorded for 
a system undergoing development testing,  then a statistical goodness 
of fit test can be performed to determine if the Weibull reliability 
growth model  is appropriate.     If the model is acceptable,  then closed 
form maximum likelihood  (ML)   estimates of X and  3 may be used to 
estimate and project  system MTBF.    Using these procedures developed by 
the author in  (1),  one can avoid the aforementioned drawbacks asso- 
ciated with estimation from log-log plots. 

Suppose thac a system has experienced N failures during 
development testing.     Let X.  be the age  (time on test)  of the system 

at the i-th failure i = 1,...,N.    If testing is  stopped at the N-th 
failure time,  the data are said to be failure truncated. 

0   X, N 

(3.1) 

The ML estimate of 3, the growth parameter, is 

N 
ß = 

and the ML estimate of X is 

(3.2) 

N-l    ^   XM   ' 

1=1 i 

X  = 
N 

Thus,  calculating X,  ß one may estimate the failure rate 

function r(t)  =  Xßt6-1 by r(t)  = Xßt^"1.    The MTBF function M(t)  = 
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-1 " ' _1 
[rCt)]      is similarly estimated by M(t)  =   [::Ct)]     .     In particular, 

the current estimate of the MTBF is MCXN)   = XN/Nß,  and Mft), t > X 

projects expected future growth of system MTBF. 

To determine the appropriateness of the Weibull model for 
representing the reliability growth for this system,  one may calculate 
the statistic 

(3-3) C" = TS * X [ft)   - TT 
where M = N  -  1,   ß =  [CM-1)/N]ß.    Critical values of the C^ statistic 

for M = 2 thru 60 have been determined at AMSAA from Monte Carlo 
simulation,  using 15,0Cu samples for each value of M.    Various 
critical values are given in Table 2  of  Cl)• 

If the statistic C„ iz greater than the selected critical 

value,  then the Weibull model is rejected at the designated signifi- 

cance level.     If C.2. is  less than this critical value,  then the Weibull 
M 

model is acceprcd and may be used to track the system reliability 
growth. 

Suppose that  K ^ 1 systems have been simultaneously tested 
to time T,  where T is not a failure'time.     In this case the data are 
time truncated.     If design and engineering modifications are made on 
a^l K systems at the same time, then at any time during the testing 
the systems will have basically the same configuration.     In this 
situation,  we may combine the failure data on these K systems to 
obtain estimates of X and 3.    These estimates and other related pro- 
cedures are given in  (2). 

4.     CCNFIDENCE  BOUNDS FOR MTBF 

In this section we shall give recently developed procedures 
for placing confidence bounds on current and projected failure rates 
and MTBF.    These procedures apply to the single system,  failure 
truncated situation.     Similar developments for time truncated test- 
ing will appear in a future AMSAA report when completed. 

If a system undergoes development testing until the N-th 
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failure occurs,  then r(XN)   [M(XN)]   is the current failure rate   [MTBF]. 

It can be shown that the ratio UN = Nr(XN)/(N-l)rCXN)  is distributed 
A A A    ß-1 

independently of X and B,  where rfX ) is the ML estimate  AgXj. '    of 

r(X..).    Percentage points of this ratio were obtained at AMSAA from 

Monte Carlo simulation for N = 2 thru 60.    These percentage points 
are presented in Table 1.     Exact 100(1-a)  percent confidence bounds 

on r(XN) are of the form   [r(X )a(N-1)/N,  r(XN)b(N-l)/N] ,  where a 

and b are from Table 1 such that Prob(a < UN < b)  =  1-a.     Equivalently, 
-1 

100(1-a) percent confidence bounds on M(XN)   =  [rCX )]       are of the 

form ([rCX^bCN-D/N]'1, [r(XN)aCN-l)/N]'S • 

For N > 60, 100(1-a) percent confidence bounds may be 

calculated from the approximate relationships: a = 1 - /I/N Z ,_, 

b ^ 1 + /2/N Z ,_, where Z ,- is the a/2-th percentile for the 

standard normal distribution. 

For N moderately large, we may also use the percentage 
points in Table 1 to place approximate confidence bounds on future 
failure rates and MTBF.  In particular, suppose we wish to place 
approximate 100(l-a) percent confidence bounds on r(T) , T > XN. 

These approximate confidence bounds will again be of the form 

[r(T)a(N-l)/N, r(T)b(N-l)/N], where r(T) = AßT3-1 is the ML estimate 
of r(T), and a and b are the appropriate percentage points from 
Table 1. Approximate 100(l-a) percent confidence bounds on M(T), the 
MTBF at time T, are derived, as before, from the bounds on r(T). 
These bounds become exact as N -»- o«. 

5. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 

Suppose that a system undergoing development testing 
recorded the following 40 successive failure times; .7, 3.7, 13.2, 
17.6, 54.5, 99.2, 112.2, 120.9, 151.0, 163.0, 174.5, 191.6, 282.8, 
355.2, 486.3, 490.5, 513.3, 558.4, 678.1, 688.0, 785.9, 887.0, 1010.7, 
1029.1, 1034.4, 1136.1, 1178.9, 1259.7, 1297.9, 1419.7, 1571.7, 
1629.8, 1702.3, 1928.9, 2072.3, 2525.2, 2928.5, 3016.4, 3181.0, 
3256.3. That is, the system was of age .7 when the first failure 
occurred, of age 3.7 when the second failure occurred, etc. At age 
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3256.3 the system had the 40-th  failure.     From these data, and 

equations   (3.1)  and   (3.2)  we  find that  A  = 0.761,   3 =  0.490. 

To determine  if the Weibull model may be used  co track this 
system's reliability growth, we calculate the goodness of fit 

statistic C^ given by equation   (3.3) where M = 39,   ß =   (38/40)6 

= 0.465.    This gives C^    = 0.077.    Next,  we find in Table 2 of  (1) that 

for M = 39,  the critical value at the  .05 significance  level  is 0.218. 

Since C^g  < 0.218, we accept the Weibull model. 

Using A,   ß,   the failure rate function is estimated by 

r(t)  = Aßt        and the MTBF function is estimated by M(t)  =  [r(t)]'1. 

The current  failure rate r(3256.3) is estimated to be r(3256.3)   = 

0.006, and the estimate of current MTBF  is   [.006]'    =   166.7. 

To place 90 percent confidence bounds on the current MTBF 
M(3256.3),  we refer to Table 1,   N = 40,  and find a = 0.664, b =  1.40. 
Using the formulas in the previous section, we get 90 percent con- 
fidence bounds  (0.004,  0.008)   for r(3256.3).    Hence,  90 percent 
confidence bounds on M(3256.3)  are (125.0,  250.0). 

Suppose we wish to place approximate 90 percent confidence 

bounds on future MTBF,   say at T = 4000.     Using r(4000)   = 0.005,  we 
calculate these bounds  to be  (0.003,  .007).    Approximate confidence 
bounds on M(4000)  are,  therefore,   (142.8,  333.3). 

6.     APPLICATION 

In this section we shall discuss an application of the 
Weibull reliability growth procedures to an Army development program. 
Two major points concerning the application of this model are 
demonstrated.    Firstly,  the model may be applied to discrete data. 
Secondly,  as in any mathematical  model,  care should be exercised in 
its use.     In particular,  the importance and usefulness of the goodness 
of fit statistic in Section 3 is demonstrated in this application. 

Recently, AMSAA conducted a reliability growth study of a 
missile system.    The purpose of the study was to use historic data on 
the first 801 valid flight tests to determine the growth curve,  and 
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also to ascertain in retrospect how these data could have been used 
to track and project system reliability during development. 

In reliability growth considerations,  it is configuration 
changes on the system which are of prime importance.    Consequently, 
in this study the 801 valid flights were ordered according to manu- 
facturing date,  since this should reflect the sequence and conse- 
quences of system configuration changes during development.    The data 
consisted of the flight numbers at which a missile failure occurred. 
Observed that these are discrete data as opposed to continuous data 
in the model.    However,  it can be shown that for a large number of 
data points, the discrete failure process can be approximated by the 
continuous model.    This approximation improves as the number of data 
points increases. 

The interpretation of r(t)   for this type of application is 
ß-1 

that r(i) = Xgi        is the probability of failure for the i-th missile 
produced, i = 1,2,,.,.    Hence, R(i)  = l-r(i)  is the reliability of the 

i-th missile.    Analogous to MTBF, M(i)  = [r(i)]"    is the mean flight 
between failure. 

The first step in determining the reliability growth curve 
was to use the failure results for the 801 flights, and equations 
(3.1)  and (3.2)  to estimate the parameters of the Weibull model.    The 

goodness of fit statistic C^.,  given by equation (3.3), was then cal- 

culated to determine if the model and data were compatible.    The 
value of the statistic was highly significant  (very large)  indicating 
that the model did not reasonably represent the data.    This implies 
that a single,  smooth, Weibull curve would not reflect the decrease 
in failure probability of this system. 

Further investigation revealed that the development program 
experienced a major re-emphasis on reliability improvement after the 
200-th flight.    Thus, the parameters of the model were estimated 
separately for the first 200 flights  (see Figure 1) and for the 
remaining 601 flights  (see Figure 2).    In both cases, the goodness of 
fit of the model to the data was acceptable.    The horizontal lines in 
Figures 1 and 2 are the average failure probabilities ivr 100 flight 
intervals.    The smooth curves are the estimated Weibuli  failure 

"" ß-i probabilities Xßi      .    These curves are solid up to the end of the 
data, and the dash lines indicate the estimated future decrease in 
failure probability if the current rate of improvement were continued. 
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From the two curves the reliability R(i) = l-r(i) is 
estimated. The resulting reliability growth curve is shown in 
Figure 3 with a jump at 200.  The magnitude of the jump was calcu- 
lated by parametric and nonparametric means, and consultation with 
the program office. 

We next considered how the Weibull model could have been 
used to track and project system reliability during development. 
Using the first 200 flights, the estimate of the current reliability 
was .68 and the projected reliability at flight 800 was .74 
(Figure 1). This projection indicated that the system reliability 
requirement would not be met if the present trend were continued. 
There was a major re-emphasis on reliability, and based on the next 
100 flights (201-300), an estimate of the reliability at 300 was .89 
and a projection to 800 was .94 (Figure 4). This projection was very 
close to the current estimate of .95 for system reliability obtained 
using all the data on flights 201-800 (Figure 3). 

Thus, the estimation procedures provided a good guide as to 
when additional emphasis should be placed on reliability, and also 
provided accurate estimates of future system reliability for each 
phase of the development program. 
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ABERDEEN PROVING GROUND, MARYLAND 

A large number of the Army's present and future optical systems 
have as their primary task the Image formation of a distant object. 
In virtually all of these systems, atmospheric turbulence plays a role 
In limiting the Image quality. This Is so because the atmospheric 
medium Is Inhomogeneous In temperature and, hence, In refractive 
Index. Thus, virtually all military optical systems must operate In 
media that vary randomly In space rnd time.  Even nornlmage-formlng 
optical devices such as laser rangefInders^' are affected by the 
grosser manifestations of turbulence which take the form of energy 
redistribution^) within the optical beam and random pointing of the 
beam. (3) However, for devices such as telescopes that are used to 
form an Image, the random modulation of the optical phase as light 
traverses the medium acts In a more subtle way to lower the resolving 
ability of an Instrument below Its in vaauo  (diffraction-limited) per- 
formance level. 

Because of the deleterious effect of turbulence on the perform- 
ance of Image-forming Instruments, we have reexamlned the techniques 
of Image formation In terms of a new approach to a problem that has 
afflicted astronomers for over two centuries. We will review the 
basic mathematical relationships central to classical optical Imagery 
along with the constraints Intrinsic to the detection of radiation at 
optical wavelengths. It will be shown that the only parameter acces- 
sible to measure Is the Intensity (mean square of the electric field) 
and that this parameter corresponds to a second-order correlation of 
the electric field. 

Having developed the basis of classical Imagery, we will Intro- 
duce the notion of higher-order correlations of optical fields (fourth. 
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sixth,  etc.)  and discuss the ways In which these measures relate to 
standard image formation with which we are familiar.    Specifically,  by 
some manipulation of the far-field intensity di.^M-tbution of a source, 
we wish to infer the intensity distribution over the source Itself. 
We will discuss some of the constraints of higher-order correlation 
techniques,  the potential they hold for reducing the effects of  trans- 
mission in the atmosphere, and a basic experiment that illustrates  the 
mathematical relationships. 

In this paper we intend to present a mathematical framework 
upon which we can hang physical and intuitive arguments.    Although 
extensive mathematical treatment will be avoided, annotation has been 
provided for those who might wish to explore these topics in detail. 

1.    THE HUYGENS-FRESNEL EQUATION 

We begin our discussion of optical imaging by examining the 
coordinate planes of Fig.  1.    The object to be imaged here is found in 
the C-n plane at the left-hand portion of the figure and is bounded by 
the aperture denoted Z,    In the general case,   the object may be a 
primary source of light or a secondary surface from which light is 
scattered.    The object is described by a two-dimensional source,  since 
an extension along the axis of propagation can be accounted for,  here, 
by an equivalent field at the plane of radiation.    It is our interest 
to describe the nature of the electric field as It propagates from the 
5-n to the x-y plane, a distance,  R0,  away.     For the moment, we are 
concerned only with the form of the electric field V(x,y) as it relates 
to the field at the object, V(£,n).    The particular length between 
specific points in the two planes is Indicated by the path R(£,n;x,y). 

Upon realizing that each point in the aperture radiates a 
spherical wave to the right, we can write the Huygens-Fresnel 
principle^'  for paraxlrl waves for which 

00 

where k = 2TT/X, and A equals the wavelength of the radiation. Equa- 
tion (1) states that the electric field V(x,y;t) is formed of a super- 
position (linear summation) of waves emanating from each point within 
the aperture, properly phase-shifted according to the exponential term 
and diluted by the 1/R expression.  Now 

R(C,n;x,y) - [Ro
2 + (x-U2 + (y-n)2]1«        (2a) 
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M1 'H^)2+H^)2|- 
when approximated by the first two terms of the binomial   (the Fres- 
nel approximation) expansion. Using Eq. (2b) in Eq. (1) and making 

max 

e.p[ik(R0 + (x
z + yz)/2R0)] 

the far-field (Fraunhofer) approximation [R0 >> k(5
2+ n2)mav/2], we 

can write 
,2 . „2 

V(x,y;t) = 
iAR0 

X ^/ V(5'n;;) exp['i'R' U5 + yn)]dedn.       (3) 
— 00 

Apart from the coefficients before the integral, Eq. (3) shows that 
the electric fields in an aperture and the far field are related by a 
spatial Fourier transform operation. This property is basic to the 
ensuing work involving intensity correlations with quasimonochromatic 
light. We note that Eq. (3) is linear; that is, the two-dimensional 
integral operator on V(5,n;t) is linear. Therefore, if either 
V(5,n;t) or V(x,y;t) is known, the other is specified through a linear 
(and hence, invertible) transformation. 

2.  THE VAN GITTERT - ZERNIKE THEOREM 

Although Eq. (3) holds for radiation of general frequencies, 
the relationship it expresses is somewhat academic here from the stand- 
point that it describes electric-field quantities that are unmeasurable 
at optical wavelengths. No known detector can follow oscillations at 
frequencies of 10  hz. At optical frequencies, the parameter acces- 
sible to measurement is the intensity, the mean square of the electric 
field averaged over many oscillations. It is this constraint that has 
prompted many investigators to couch optical theory in the form of 
correlations of field quantities. The best known of these correla- 
tions is called the mutual coherence function, rCxj.x^'O» where 

/T 

V(x1,t + T)V*(x2,t)dt,       (4a) 

- V(x1,t + T)V*(x2,t), (4b) 

and T is the time delay between the instantaneous product of the elec- 
tric fields at the points x. and x? (and x. = xj^y^ . A special case 
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of the mutual coherence function results when the time delay is set to 
zero or 

where JCXijiO is called the mutual intensity function. 

We wish to calculate the mutual intensity in the far field of a 
spatially incoherent source. Using Eqs. (5), (Ab), and (3), we write 

V(x1,y1;t)V*(x2,y2;t)   =   J(x1.yj;x2,y2) (6a) 

fik    ,  2      2,2      2.1 expL2r (^j-x^yj-ypj 
////vC^;. _     ? i i i i    . .^ .1,t)V*(C2,n2;t) 

(AR0) JJJJ 

x expr1 F" (xi5i-x2^2 + yini"y2ri2Md5id?2driidn2'        (6b^ 
L        o J 

where the processes of  temporal averaging and spatial integration have 
been interchanged and the radiation assumed quasimonochromatic 
(v   .     >> v - v   .   )   so that  the wavelength dependence can be approxi- mm max        rain or ri- 
mated by the mean wavelength.     Since the source is spatially incoherent 
the mutual  intensity takes the forra'°^ 

V(C1,n1;t)V*(^2,n2;t) = J(C1,n1;e2,n2), (7a) 

= lU,r\)&U1-K2)t(nl~ n2). (7b) 

Physically, Eq. (7b) implies that the time fluctuations of the elec- 
tric fields at two non-identical points in the source plane are com- 
pletely uncorrelated;* equivalently, the total power measured at a 
point in the far field is simply the sum of the squared electric 
fields from each differential element of the source, taken with the 
proper phase delay and attenuation. 

If Eq. (7b) is used in Eq. (6), the mutual intensity collapses 
to a single area integral, giving 

The overbar of Eq. (7a) by the definition of Eq. (4) indicates a time 
average. Although spatial incoherence is usually defined by a time- 
averaging process, it can also be defined in terms of a spatial 
average in the source plane. 
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f.     k     ,   2       2,2       2,'l 
expl i rjjjjr (Xi - x2 + y1 - y2)\ 

J(x1,y1;x2,y2) =  
(XRo)2 

x JJ UE"n) eX9{'i't [(xi-x2)?+ (y1-y2)n]^dUn. (8) 

Although usually presented in a normalized form,   Eq. (8) is a state- 
ment of the van Gittert - Zernike theorem which, aside from the accom- 
panying coefficient, shows that the mutual intensity in the far field 
of a spatially incoherent source is given by the Fourier transform of 
the intensity across that source. 

The mutual intensity function of Eq. (8) is directly accessible 
through measurement using a technique known as Young's double pinhole 
experiment. Figure 1 shows an opaque surface erected in the x-y plane. 
Two pinholes are made in the surface. A distance behind the surface a 
fringe pattern can be observed on the u-v plane. The fringe contrast 
relates to the amplitude of J(x1,y1;x2,y2), and the fringe shift cor- 
responds to the relative phase between the radiation on the pinholes. 
If this measurement is made for all pinhole spacings and orientations 
in the x-y plane, J(xi,yi;x2,y2) is completely specified and can be 
Fourier transformed to derive 1(5,n), the intensity on the object. 
This theorem is basic to most optical Imaging, since lenses effect the 
inverse transformation of Eq. (8) to give a scaled distribution of the 
object irradiance. Referring again to Fig. 1, we note that a lens has 
been placed its own focal length from both the x-y and u-v planes. We 
assert without proof (sec Ref. 4, p. 83) that in this configuration 
there is a Fourier transform relation between theise two planes due to 
the operation of the lens on the radiation fron» the x-y surface simi- 
lar to the relationship between the 5-n and x-y planes located a great 
distance apart. Thus, under the assumptions given in the mathematical 
treatment above, the electric field V(u,v) is a scaled distribution of 
the field V^n). The inversion of the u-v axes is a mathematical con- 
venience (see Ref. 4, p. 167). 

By the scaling property from one domain to another intrinsic to 
the Fourier transform operation, large detail in the source is given 
by small separations in the far field and vice vevrsa. Thus, imaging 
with a finite aperture implies a finite limit to the high-frequency 
detail resolvable on the source. This justifies the well-known de- 
scription of lenses as low-pass filters. Also, since there are manv 
more pairs of points within an aperture corresponding to small separa- 
tions than to large, there is a built-in redundancy weighted in favor 
of low-frequeucy resolution. 
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Equation (8), although a statement of second-order correlation, 
is basic also to fourth-order correlation, as we shall see later. 

3.  THE EFFECTS OF COHERENCE 

At this point in the development, it is important that we con- 
cern ourselves with the coherence properties of optical sources.'°>^ 
We again refer to Fig. 1. Let us imagine that there is a single point 
scatterer at the object (?-n) plane illuminated by an optical source. 
The field at the x-y plane (plane of observation) will be, of course, 
a spherical wave.  If we begin to insert arbitrarily other point scat- 
terers at the object plane, the electric field at the x-y plane will 
be the sum of all the individual contributors as determined by geometry 
per Eq. (3). At a particular instant of time, the contributions from 
the various scatterers will add constructively at some points on the 
x-y plane, while at other points they may not.  But, as indicated 
earlier, the electric field is not accessible to measurement; the 
intensity (mean square of the electric field) must be averaged over 
many cycles of field oscillation.  If the optical bandwidth of the 
light illuminating the scatterers is sufficiently narrow that the rela- 
tive phase across the wavefront remains constant during the period of 
observation, then the intensity pattern that would be observed during 
just a few temporal cycles of oscillation will remain fixed during the 
total period of observation. This pattern is called a speckle pattern. 
If, on the other hand, the bandwidth of the source is broadened, then 
the speckle pattern begins to change with time and gradually washes 
out unless the period of observation is shortened accordingly. 

Fluctuations of the speckle pattern In the time domain relate 
to the temporal coherence properties of the source.  Fluctuations of 
the speckle pattern in space (across the x-y plane) relate to the 
source size and are termed spatial coherence effects.  It is these 
latter coherence properties that are embodied in the mutual intensity 
function of Eq. (8) and relate directly to the parameter of Interest, 
!(£)> the intensity distribution over the source plane. But the 
ability to record the speckle pattern without its being washed out 
depends on the source bandwidth and detection time in the x-y plane. 

Speckle patterns are easily observed by eye when laser radiation 
is scattered from a rough surface. However, with thermal sources 
great care must be taken to utilize even a fraction of the speckle sig- 
nal that is usually time-variant with extremely short time constants. 
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4.     A THEOREM CONCERNING THE FOURTH-ORDER GAUSSIAN RANDOM PROCESS 

We have seen in Eq.   (7)   the way in which a time average can be 
used to impose a condition on the correlation of an electric-field 
pair.    No particular assumption was made about the statistics of the 
field variables.    However,   it is well known that classical thermal 
sources exhibit statistical  fluctuations  (temporally)   that  are gaussian 
in nature.    Hodara^"' has asserted that lasers with but a few axial 
modes are,  to a good approximation, gaussian as well.    However, 
Troup'-^' has argued that gaussian statistics are achieved only in the 
limit of a large number of axial modes. 

The argument for gaussian statistics can be extended  to the spa- 
tial domain as well.    It has been argued that^^   the received field 
at any point in the far zone (as described above in Section 3) consists 
of a sum of random-amplitude,  random-phase, complex phasors contributed 
by the elementary scatterers.    If the size of the scattering area is 
large enough to include many point scatterers  (or there are enough 
elementary coherence areas composing the source) ,   the Central Limit 
Theorem may be used to conclude that the electric field in the detec- 
tion plane is a gaussian random process in a spatial sense. 

A well-known property of gaussian statistics is that all higher- 
order moments are representable in terms of the first and second.^) 
In particular,  the fourth-order correlation of electric fields (second- 
order correlation of intensities) can be shown to be'^' 

I 
, ? 

ji, = 1! V+ |r12l    . (9) 

where the defining relation of Eq.   (4a)  has been used.    Equation (9) 
therefore describes the relationship between intensity correlations 
and field correlations for a process that is gaussian in the time 
domain.    We note that,   in general,  the field correlation is a complex 
quantity,  so that only the relationship between the intensity corre- 
lation and the modulus of  the field correlation is implied.    It reveals 
the underlying principle by which intensity correlations in the far 
field may be used to infer  the accompanying field correlations and 
hence,  through Eq.   (8),   to gain knowledge of the intensity distribution 
at the source. 

: 

5.     ASSUMPTIONS BASIC TO STATISTICAL AVERAGING 

We are now in a position to examine the nature of  the averaging 
processes fundamental to a number of optical processing schemes. 
Figure 2 represents an ensemble of similar experiments.    As in Section 3, 
we consider the intensity distribution in the xr-plane to be made over 
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an observation  time short  compared with any  temporal  fluctuations in 
intensity.    The amplitude distribution over  the source plane   is  identi- 
cal  from one sample  to  the next.     The pair ot  receiver  points  in the 
detection plane also  remains  constant.    However,   each  source  plane ex- 
hibits a statistically  similar,   but independent  ^V-ise mapping across 
its  extent.    This  insures  that  the speckle  (intensity)   patterns observed 
at  the receiver  (x)   planes  remain statistically  identical as well.     In 
the  language of probability  theory,  each pair of measurements  in the 
2c-plane represents  one  particular sample  in  the outcome space of  the 
experiment. 

We now turn our attention  to the classic relation of   imaging, 
Eq.   (8).     It must be recognized  that there are  two  fundamental assump- 
tions basic  to  its development which were not explicitly mentioned. 
First,   the mutual coherence function of Eq.   (4)   is  fundamentally defined 
in  terms of an ensemble average.     This is  the average  that would be 
calculated if  the total outcome space for a given experiment were known 
for a given space-time  set of boundary conditions.     In practice,   the 
ensemble average is never measurable because of  a  lack of access to an 
unlimited number of  experimental configurations operating under identi- 
cal circumstances.     Instead,   the ergodic hypothesis  is  invoked:    that 
is,   if one particular  experiment  is performed under unchanging condi- 
tions  (stationarity),   then the average that  is  taken  in the  domain of 
stationary conditions  is assumed equivalent  to  the ensemble   (true) 
average.    The working definition of Eq.   (4)  necessarily assumes that 
the ensemble average can be replaced by a  time average because of a 
condition of  stationarity  in the  time domain,   the domain in which the 
averaging is made.     Equation  (8)   is then a  time average over many 
instantaneous products  of electric field.     For  this  sltt  tion.  Fig.   2 
can represent a time series of  field pairs  (i,j,...n)  which are sam- 
pled, multiplied,  and averaged. 

6.     FOURTH-ORDER CORRELATIONS  IN THE TIME DOMAIN 

Until about two decades ago, essentially all imaging was accom- 
plished by means of  second-order correlations taken over a time average 
long compared with the coherence time of the radiation.    About that 
time,  two astronomers,  Hanbury Brown and Twiss,   15,•'■") were searching 
for a technique to infer the diameter of stars which would not have the 
sensitivity to atmospheric turbulence and instrument vlbracion charac- 
teristic of the stellar interferometry of Michelson and Pease.'    '    To 
that end,  they were first to suggest the use of  fourth-order field cor- 
relations.    The key  to this approach is embodied In Eq,   (9). 

Although Hanbury Brown and Twiss did not explicitly use the 
gaussian theorem of Eq.   (9),   it  is,  in fact,  intrinsic to their 
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mathematical development.    Their result shows,   nevertheless,   that the 
time-averaged,  two-point correlation of  intensities  in the  far field 
of a spatially incoherent source is proportional to  the square of the 
Fourier  transform of  the source intensity distribution.    We note as 
before that  r12 is,   in general,  a complex function which,   in fact, 
represents the amplitude spectrum of the source  intensity distribution. 
Since in Eq.   (9)   the mutual coherence function  is squared,   this method 
yields the power spectrum of  the source intensity distribution.    Also, 
since the relative magnitudes of the real and imaginary components of 
the amplitude spectrum are unknown,  no linear  transformation is pos- 
sible to  infer the  intensity distribution of  the source itself. 

Turning again  to Fig.   2,  the Hanbury Brown - Twiss experiment can 
be understood by   letting each member of the ensemble represent a pair 
of intensity measurements made in a time less  than the coherence time 
of the radiation.     As many intensity products are averaged  in time,   the 
function approaches  the ensemble average. 

Although this method of imagery yields  information only about 
the object  intensity power  spectrum,   it has proved useful  in the meas- 
urement of  star  diameters,^   '   for which only  ehe first  zero crossing 
of  the Fourier transform need be known.     Since  the optical phase is 
discarded immediately upon detection,   the  instrumentation  is not only 
insensitive  to mechanical vibrations but  to turbulence-induced phase 
fluctuations as well.     The primary limitation  to  the method is the low 
level of radiation that is detected.    As a result,   this approach is 
limited to relatively  intense stars to overcome the severe signal-to- 
noise problem.     Analyses of  this problem have been given by Gamo^ 
and Twiss J21^ 

7.     INTENSITY CORRELATION IN THE SPATIAL DOMAIN 

With the utilization of the laser,   the experimental constraints 
are quite different.     The signal-to-noise ratio can be increased typi- 
cally by six orders of magnitude. ^^    With a view to exploiting this 
property,  Deitz  and Carlson^2-^  have recently   investigated  the poten- 
tial for  intensity  correlation in terrestrial  imagery.     In many situ- 
ations of  interest  to the Army,  the availability of  laser  illumination 
greatly reduces  the  constraints due to noise  limitations.     In addition, 
since ground-to-ground imagery suffers from the greatest  deterioration 
in image quality because of   turbulence,   it offers the greatest poten- 
tial for improvement. 

(23) 
Although  the details of  this work can be  found elsewhere, 

we will again turn  to Fig.   2 for the basis of   this  recent  approach.     In 
the case of  spatial  intensity interferometry,   the  signal  in the x-plane 
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is detected over a large area,  rather than at just two points.     Con- 
ceptually, a large piece of  film is placed in  the x-plane.     The  signal 
is recorded spatially over a  time  short compared with  the coherence 
time  of the radiation and  is  then autocorrelated.    This  operation cor- 
responds to an average  taken  in the space domain.    Here,   through  the 
assumption of spatial stationarity   (and a sufficiently large area of 
spatial averaging),   the spatial average is assumed  equivalent  to  the 
ensemble average. 

Although the method  of signa]  processing is very different from 
the Hanbury Brown-Twiss experiment,  the final mathematical relations 
are  similar.     The principal result^)  shows that  the spatial  intensity 
correlation in the far  field of a source can be written 

1        I     /•0O /•co 

<I(x1,T)I(x?,T)> = -^       /   u)2du /  sinc(pT)H(p)dp (10a) 
(cr)      | J J 

0 

x//   ICi.")  exp[-i^ (x^xp -ijdi 
—oo 

I ' Tk 1I2   I ' fk II2 

« | I [7 (il -22)J |     | C [f- (Xj + x2)J |   . (10b) 

The angle brackets indicate a spatial average, c is the vacuum velocity 
of light, r is the average distance between object and detection planes, 
and co is the angular frequency of radiation. The parameter p is the 
difference frequency between modes in the incident radiation, the H 
function is defined in Ref. 23 and relates to the temporal spectrum of 
the carrier, and k is the wave number of light (2TT/X).  Equation (10) 
shows that the spatial intensity correlation is proportional to two 
functions. The first is the square of the Fourier transform of the 
source intensity distribution as related in Eq. (9) by a temporal aver- 
aging process. The second term, C(fJ, is a normalized phase corre- 
lation function^2) describing the coherence interval over a rough 
surface. In order to describe a spatially Incoherent surface, C(fJ 
(which is defined by a spatial average) is often allowed to assume the 
role of a delta function.  In that idealized limit, its transform 
becomes a constant and does not band limit the detectable spatial fre- 
quency spectrum of the object.^-^ 

8.  AN EXPERIMENT IN SPATIAL INTENSITY INTERFEROMETRY 

To illustrate the results of Eq. (10), a pair of crossed Ronchi 
rulings, shown in Fig. 3, were used as the object in the following 
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* 
experiment.      First,  in order  to demonstrate the Fourier transform 
relation of the Huygens-Fresnel equation   [Eq.   (3)],  the object of 
Fig.   3 was transilluminated.     In the far field,  the intensity distri- 
bution was recorded and is shown in Fig.  4.    This signal corresponds 
to the square of electric field represented by Eq.   (3);  equivalently, 
the signal of Fig.  4 is the power spectrum of the electric field dis- 
tribution over the object of Fig.   3. 

i 

To illustrate the results of intensity correlation,  a section 
of ground glass was inserted  (to gain spatial Incoherence)   adjacent to 
the object of Fig.   3 and again illuminated by a laser.    The far-field 
speckle pattern that resulted is shown in Fig.  5.    The pattern appears 
random.    The mathematical effect of the ground glass has been to multi- 
ply the object field, V(C,n), inside the integral of Eq.   (3)  by a random 
phase function. 

Next,  the speckle pattern of Fig.  5 was used to make an identi- 
cal pair of optical transparencies.    These were then used in an optical 
autocorrelator to record the result shown in Fig.  6.     As described by 
the relation of Eq.   (10), Fig.   6 gives the power spectral density of 
the intensity distribution over the object.    Since the electric field 
amplitude and the intensity over the object of Fig.  3 are related by a 
squaring process,   the results of Figs. 4 and 6 are similar in the man- 
ner indicated by Eqs.   (3) and  (10). 

9.     THE INVERSION OF THE POWER SPECTRUM 

As we have shown in the previous sections,  intensity correla- 
tions lead only to the power spectral density of the source intensity 
or,  equivalently,   the modulus of the Fourier transform.    Depending upon 
the application,  the power spectral density or its Fourier transform, 
the correlation function, may be the parameter sought for system 
use. '24)    Thi8 i8 often the case in a target-guidance or recognition 
problem.    However, without the phase information,  the Fourier inversion 
cannot be taken to derive the source distribution itself. 

In the experiments of Hanbury Brown and Twiss,  the loss of phase 
is not a serious limitation since their objective is simply the meas- 
urement of star diameters.     If a circular disk is used as a model for 
a star, the object is known, a priori% to be symmetrical.    Thus the 
spatial transform of the (real)  intensity is pure real.    For this situ- 
ation, the phase of the transform is zero or ^ for all spatial wave 
numbers, and the square root of  the power spectrum can be taken (with 
a sign ambiguity)  to derive the spatial transform itself. 
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In the application of Intensity Interferometrlc techniques to 
terrestrial Imaging systems,  though,   the loss of phase Is a serious 
limitation to the method.    A number of authors have addressed them- 
selves to the problem of phase recovery.'25)    A general solution to 
this problem, however, has never been found. 

( Ofi) 
Deltz and Carlson have recently proposed a scheme    whereby 

the Incoming electric field Is preprocessed before Intensity detection 
and autocorrelation. By this method, the source is effectively symme- 
trized in its intensity distribution.  If a function is real and ex- 
hibits even symmetry, ^7) its Fourier transform must be pure real. 
Thus, even though the power spectrum is finally derived by the measure- 
ment method, its accompanying amplitude spectrum is known (by virtue 
of the preprocessing) to be pure real. Thus, the square iroot of the 
power spectrum can be taken to infer the amplitude spectrum.  There is 
a critical choice of signs, however, to be made in the square root pro- 
cess. The utility of the method appears to rest with the degree to 
which system noise can be precluded from interferring with those 
decisions.'26) 

10.  CONCLUSIONS 

There are a number of special benefits from detecting Images by 
the technique of intensity correlation.  (1) The method is relatively 
insensitive to the effects of atmospheric scintillation.^9)  (2)  Be- 
cause the signal is detected in the spatial-transform domain, high- 
frequency detail about the scattering surface translates to large 
spatial lags in the far field.  This result could be particularly 
Important at frequencies where detector resolution is not well devel- 
oped.  (3) A special advantage to Intensity interferometry in the 
spatial domain is the utilization of gaussian statistics in the spatial 
(not temporal) sense. By this method, sources with non-gaussian time 
statistics (such as single-axial-mode lasers) can be utilized. 
(A)  Still another advantage of spatial detection is that Images of 
moving surfaces can be formed using brief exposures. 

Against these benefits must be weighed the limitations of inten- 
sity interferometry  The primary factor in this respect rests upon the 
greatly diluted energy density at the plane of detection.  Because the 
signals are of such relatively low intensity, they tend to be masked by 
noise. The limitation can result from quantum noise in the carrier, 
detector noise, or stray signals from unwanted background.  It remains 
to be seen whether these limitations can be successfully overcome so 
that the potential benefits of Intensity correlation can ultimately be 
realized. 
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Fig.   1.    Coordinate axes for  the object  (C-n)  and primary 
deteccion (x-y)  planes.     In addition, a lens is placed  its 
focal length behind  the x-y plane.    Finally,  a focal length 
behind the lens is the u-v plane. 

if 
Fig.   2.    An ensemble of  similar experiments.     Source 
amplitude and receiver points are identical.    Random 
phase variations over each source plane are statistically 
independent. 
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Fig.   3.    Optical Transparency 
Used as Object 

Fig.  4.     Spatial Power Spectral 
Density of the Electric Field 
Distribution of Fig.   3 

Fig.   5.    Far-Field Speckle Pattern 
of Transparency in Fig.   3 When 
Used with Random Phase Screen 

Fig.   6.     Spatial Power  Spectral 
Density of the Intensity Dis- 
tribution of Fig.  3 
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FINITE ELEMENT  ANALYSIS  OF  UNCONFINED FLOW WITH A 
VARIABLE TIME-STEP  PROCEDURE 
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WATERWAYS EXPERIMENT  STATION,  VICKSBURG, MISS. 

R.   S.   SANDHU,  Ph.D.,  OHIO  STATE UNIVERSITY 
COLUMBUS,   OHIO 

INTRODUCTION 

The phenomenon of flow through porous media is encountered in 
a number of disciplines  of engineering science such as water resources 
development  and hydrology, geotechnical engineering,  irrigation and 
drainage,  soil  science, hydraulics,  oil  reservoir engineering,  and  en- 
vironmental  engineering.    The flow problem is often divided into vari- 
ous  categories :     steady confined and unconfined or free surface ,' and 
transient  confined and unconfined  (1,2,3).    The free  surface  case  is 
governed by nonlinear equations  and closed form solutions  are  diffi- 
cult  or not possible.     Such numerical methods as the  finite element 
(FE)   and finite difference   (FD)  procedures  are found to be powerful  in 
handling the  complexities  in terms of material properties, geometrical 
configurations  and nonlinear behavior   (1,3)• 

A FE procedure  for the  general  case of transient unconfined 
flow is  described in this paper;  other categories can be handled as 
special  cases of the general case.     Numerical characteristics  of the 
proposed procedure are examined and a special scheme  is developed that 
assures  satisfaction of convergence  and stability at each time level. 
The aspect of trade-offs  in accuracy and computational effort  in using 
approximating mode."1 s of various  orders  for the fluid potential is  also 
studied.    The validity of the prodecure is  checked by comparing numer- 
ical predictions with laboratory and field observations for typical 
real  life problems. 
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FINITE ELEMENT METHOD 

Governing differential equation 
A form of the equation governing the flow in porous   (earth) 

media can be expressed as  (l) 

3x \ x 3X/      3y  V y  9y/      3z V z  3z / 3t 

where    kx  ,    ky   ,    kz    are  coefficients of permeability in the    x   , 
y   ,     z    directions, respectively,    n    is effective porosity   (divided 
by aquifer thickness)  for the unconfined flow,    t    is time, 
0 = P/Y + z    is fluid head or potential,    p    is pressure,    y    is unit 
weight,     z    is elevation head,  and    Q    is applied fluid flux.     The 
equation is based on a number of assumptions.    Chief among these  as- 
sumptions are that the medium is  incompressible and continuous,  fluid 
is homogeneous and incompressible,  flow is continuous and irrotational, 
capillary and inertia effects  are negligible, and Darcy's law is valid. 
Although the Darcy's law is assumed in the formulation,  it  is possible 
to introduce nonlinear or non-Darcy laws in FE formulations   (2). 

The boundary conditions  for transient unconfined flow through 
an earth dam. Fig.  1, can be stated as 

0 = 0  (t)    on AB      (2a) |^- = 0    along free surface CD (2d) 

0 = 0d(t)    on EF      (2b) 0 = z(t)    along CD (2e) 

#=o 3z along AF        (2c) 0 = z(t)    along surface of (2f) 
seepage BC and DE 

where    ri    denotes normal to the  surface. 

Finite element scheme 
The finite element method is discussed fully in a number of 

published works (l).    Hence, only a brief description of the main fea- 
tures  relevant to the proposed procedure will be covered. 

The flow domain is discretized into a number of small  subdo- 
mains or finite elements.    The discretization procedure permits  incor- 
poration of values of the unknown    0     (and its derivatives)  at the cor- 
ners or nodes of the element.    The FE method can be formulated for a 
three-dimensional situation i however,  for simplicity, the formulation 
is presented for two-dimensional flow. 

Field variable model.     The unknown    0    within an element, 
Fig.   2a,  is expressed in terms of nodal values of    0    through a set of 
interpolation functions   (l,l+,6-8) 

0(s,t) =  {N}T{q} (3) 
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where    s,t     are the natural local coordinates  for the element,    {N} 
=  [Ni N2 N3 N1+]     is the vector of interpolation functions    Hi   ,    and 
{q.}T =  [01 02 ^3   ...  ^m^    is *^e vector of nodal potentials,  and 
m = number of element nodes.    The approximation for    0    can be gen- 
erally improved by using higher order functions.    The interpolation 
functions for the three sets of isoparametric elements, Fig.  2a, b, c 
with U,  8,  and 12 nodes, yielding bilinear,  quadratic,  and cubic 
variations  of    0   , respectively,  are  (l) 

(1) H-node element:    N.  = r(l + ss.)(l + tt.) 

(2)  8-node element:    N.  = j^l + ss.)(l + tt.Kss.^ + tti - l), 

for primary corner nodes 
2, 

h-1^- )(l + tt.) for 

= |(1 + ss^d - t2) for 

s. = 0 
1 

t. = 0 
1 

for secondary (mid- 
side) nodes 

(Ha) 

(Ub) 

(3)  12-node  element:    N.   = ^(l + ss.)(l + tt.) [_9(s2 + t2)  - lOJ   , 

for primary nodes 

N.   = ^-(1 - s2;(l + 9ss.)(l + tt, ), for    s.   = + |- , {he) 
1 jc. 1 1     /, v 1 .3 

t. - +, 1 etc.  for secondary f — ] point nodes 

In the isoparametric concept, the coordinates (x,z) of a point in the 
element ai":, expressed in terms of nodal coordinates by using the same 
interpolation function N. , 

{x  } m 

J 
where    [x^]    =  [xi    x^ 

{K}1     {0} 

(0}       {N}1 

..  xm]    and    {zm}T =  [z^     Zg 

(5) 

m 

■-m 

Element equations 
The  element  equations  are  derived by using either a varia- 

tional principle or a residual method such as the Galerkin method 
(l-3).    The transient problem is solved as  a series of time indepen- 
dent problems by employing the  steady  state version of Eq.  1.    A 
variational functional corresponding to this equation is  (l) 

^ - // l[kx (ü)' "^ (ür)2 - **] ^ - /* ^       («I 
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in which    D    is the  flow domain,    q    is  the  applied flow intensity on 
a part  of the boundary    A2  . 

The required gradients of    0    are obtained by differentiation 
of Eq.   3 with respect to    x  ,    z    as 

3x 

{g}  = 

3^ 

[B1][B2][B3][BH] 

in which the submatrices    [B-jJ    are given by 

{ql 

[B.^ = 
m.   3N .  1_    i_ 
3x      9y 

(Tb)      and 

90 
9x 

3z 

=   [J]' 
3s 

at 
and     [j]  = the Jacobian matrix. 

Substitution of Eq.   7 into Eq.   6 leads  to 

"(0)   = I {q}TJ7({q}T[B]T[R][B]{q}   -  2{q}T[N]{Q})   dxd-/. 

D 
-      /{q}T[N]T{q}  dA^ 

(Ta) 

(Tc) 

(8) 

Here     [R]     is the matrix of coefficients  of permeability.    Minimiza- 
tion of     n(0)    with respect to    0.     yields element equations  as 

[k]{q}  =  {Q} (9) 

where     [k]     and    {Q}    are the element property matrix and forcing 
parameter vector,  respectively,  and are given by 

[k]  =//[B]T[R][B]  dxdz 

D 

{Q}  = JJ'[N]T{Q}dxdz +    /[N]T{i} dA2 

D A 

The integration is usually performed at local element level 
with appropriate transformation by using numerical integration. The 
element  equations are assembled and the potential boundary conditions. 

and 
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Eq..  2a, b,  are  introduced.     The final equations  can be expressed as 

[K]{r} =  {R} (10) 

where    [K]     is the  assemblage  (peimeability) matrix,     {r}    is the vec- 
tor of nodal unknowns  for the assemblage  and    {R}     is the vector of 
nodal forcing parameters  for the assemblage-. 

Determination of 
changing free   surface 

The  free  surface  experiences movements  as  a consequence of 
the variations  in the external fluid head.    The FE equations, Eq.  10, 
are solved for    0-^   ({r})     and the velocities  at the nodes on the free 
surface. Fig.   3,  are computed from (l) 

{v} = -[R]{g} (Ha) 

The average Darcy velocities are modified to evaluate the actual par- 
ticle velocities     {v  }    as 

P 

(v  } = - (v) (lib) 
P       n 

The movements of the nodes on the free  surface are evaluated 
by computing displacements  aormal to the free  surface    un    (Fig.  3). 
The FE mesh is modified or collapsed by computing new coordinates of 
nodal points on the basis of the displacement  components    ur    along 
nodal lines, Fig.   3. 

Let the locations of nodes on the free surface be described 
by a finite dimensional vector,    x  ,  consisting of coordinates    Xp 
where    p = 1   ,     2   ,   ...  N   ,  and   N    is the number of nodes on the free 
surface.    Then by assuming that the changes  in geometry are smooth and 
by using the mean value theorem, the movements of nodes  can be ex- 
pressed as   (2,6-9) 

x(f)  = x(i) + &tx  (f) (12) 
P P P    P 

in which the  superscripts     (i)    and    (f)    denote the locations of 
points at time level    t    and    t + At   , respectively.    At    is the time 
increment,    x_(t')     denotes the rate of change of    Xp    at time 
t'e[t   ,    t + At]   ;    x_     is determined from the velocities,    Eq. 11. 
A simple method for integration in time would be to compute    Xp    at 
t'  = t   .     Such a procedure repreisercs essentially the  forward differ- 
ence  'ntegration in time.    The numerical stability of this procedure 
will depend upon the magnitude of    At   ,  and it will be necessary to 
preselect  a small value of    At    to assure reliable answers.    To 
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avoid the necessity of preselecting values  of    At   , an  improved scheme 
called variable time  step procedure  (10-12) based on the Lipschitz 
condition and an  acceleration method  (13) was  developed. 

Variable time  step procedure 
A general mathematical  form of Eq.  12  can be written as 

:(f)  = x(i) + Atx 
P P P (411 ■ *r ■ °P) (13) 

.(i) ■r in the parentheses where    a      are  scalar parameters  and    x^' 

denote the functional  dependence  of the rate of change    ip    on the 
profiles  of the  free  surface.     Since  x(f) occurs on both sides  of 
Eq.  13,  an iterative algorithm results 

JDU)  _     ( = x 

where k denotes a stage of iterative procedure. The iterations can 
be started from suitable values of x(f)(0) which may be chosen equal 
to x(i) . p 

Convergence of the iterative procedure. Consider two succes- 
sive iterat-" ins, k and k-1 , expressed first in a general form 
as (13) 

and 

,(k) 

(ktl) 

= f(x(k-i') 

= 4lk)) 
where x = f(x)  denotes the iterative solution, 
following condition should be satisfied (13) 

(15a) 

(15b) 

For convergence, the 

(k+1)        (k) x - x < A II   x(k)  - x^"1) (16) 

Where    X     is the Lipschitz constant which  should be less than unity, 
and    II   *   II     denotes norm.     For the iterative procedure  in Eq.   Ik, the 
Lipschitz condition can be specialized as 

max 

max 

!  x(f)(k+l) _ x(f)(k) , 

I   jf)lK) . x{f)(k-l) I 
P p 

= A < 1 (17a) 

in which the nonn is  defined as 
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„  x(f)(k+l)  _ x(f)(k)  „ s max ,   x(f)(k+l)  _ x(f)(K)  ,       (l7b) 

P P P 

and I   *   I   denotes  absolute value. 
Variable time step. In the FE formulation, the values of A 

are computed and compared with unity. If A > 1 » the value of At 
is halved such that Eq. ITa is satisfied. If A is very large com- 
pared to unity. At is set equal to 2(At) such that A E[0.5 , l] 
Thus, the magnitudes of At are set automatically to assure conver- 
gence (and stability), and results into optimization of computational 
effort. 

One of the methods  for obtaining    Xp    was  to compute it at  an 
average location as 

x    =  x   \- =    "       / (18) 
P        P \ 2 

which when substituted in Eq.   1^4 yields the iterative scheme as 

.(i) t   (fKk-i)' 
x(f><k'=x(i)t4ti llL_li ] (19) 

P P P \ 2 ' 

\cceleration  scheme.     The acceleration  scheme used in the 
analysis     s based on Aitkin's     A2-method  (13),   in which the  value 
of    a    was  obtained  as 

x(k+l) _ x(k) 

a = -TT-r? TT-rJ MTV (20a) 
x(k.l)  ; x(k+l)  _ 2x(k) 

P P P 

which led to 

(k+1) (k)\ 
2 

x - x(^i)        \S      - X
P L  

x(k-n + x(k+i)_;x(k) 
p      p       p 

(20b) 

It was  found that  use of the variable time-step procedure can 
reduce the number of time steps and can yield equally acceptable ac- 
curacy as  compared with the  simple  forward difference procedure, 
Eq.  12  (10).    The basic advantage of the procedure  is that  one need 
not preselect a "small" value of    At   . 

APPLICATIONS 

In order to induce  confidence in a numerical procedure, it 
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is desirable that   numerical predictions be  compared with  laboratory 
and/or field observations with actual problems.     The procedure pro- 
posed was  used for  such correlations  for a number of problems  (3,5-8, 
10,12); only two  typical problems  are covered briefly  in what follows. 

Laboratory experiments 
with parallel plate model 

Rise and  fall  in  the river level,  as  they may  occur in the 
Mississippi River, were  simulated in a large viscous  flow parallel 
plate   (Hele-Shaw)   model.   Fig.  k.     Detailed description  of the model 
and laboratory tests are given in various  reports  (5,7).     The perme- 
ability of the model was  evaluated from a specialized form of Navier- 
Stoke's equations  as  (5,7) 

k    = ^ (21) m        3y 

where    kra    is  the permeability of the model,     p     is the  fluid density, 
g    is the gravitational  constant,    y    is the viscosity of the fluid, 
and    b    is the  half width of gap between the plates.     A typical  value 
for    k    was  about  0.236  cm/sec and    n    was adopted as  unity. 

The locations of  free surface with time were observed and 
photographed.     Typical  comparisons between the  FE predictions of the 
free  surface and laboratory observations  are  shown in Fig. 5b.     Fig- 
ure  5a shows the  FE mesh used in the analysis. 

Field observations at  a sec- 
tion along the  Mississippi  River 

A number of sections along the Mississippi River were  instru- 
mented to measure  fluid heads in piezometers  and the  corresponding 
heads  in the river.    Figures 6a, b  show a typical instrumented section 
with material properties  of the  layered river bank.    The material 
properties,    k     and    n   , were determined from laboratory tests; typi- 
cal values used were hO ft/day and Q.h, respectively.     The FE proce- 
dure was used to predict  fluid potentials  and location of free  surface 
for a typical history of variation. Fig.  6b,  in the river level.     In 
Fig.  7 are  shown the FE mesh and comparisons between values of heads 
and those measured in the piezometers.     In both problems, the  correla- 
tions between predictions  and observations  are  found to be 
satisfactory. 

PARAMETRIC STUDY 

A parametric  study was performed to  examine  effects of vari- 
ous  factors  (12).    These  included permeability, time  increment, rate 
of drawdown and angle of  inclination of the  earth bank.     A criterion 
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that a user can employ to arrive at adequate spatial and temporal 
mesh layouts was derived from these quantitative exercises to be 

kAtf—i-rr + —~-\R < 0.05 (22) 
VUxT       (Ay)7    ~ 

-      ( 2        2V/2 -        - where    k = (kx + kY j ,  Ax  ,  Ay    are mean dimensions of the ele- 

ments,  and   R    is the rate of drawdown. 
The problem of trade-offs in accuracy and computational ef- 

forts  in using approximation models of higher order was  examined by 
using three different  isoparametric elements. Fig.   2.     It was  found 
that  insofar as the accuracy was concerned,  all the three elements 
yielded acceptable  solution with no significant  improvement  in ac- 
curacy with higher order models.    One of the reasons may be that  al- 
though the higher orders  improve distribution of    0    within the ele- 
ment and interelement compatibility for    0   , there seems to be no 
significant improvement  in the computed values of velocities that are 
based on gradients of    0   .     On the other hand, as  shown in Fig.  8, the 
computational time increased significantly with the order of approxi- 
mation.     For equal number of nodes,  the ratios of time taken for the 
*+-, 8-,  and 12-node element was  about 1:6:10, whereas,  if the number 
of elements were held constant, the corresponding ratios were 1:15:70. 
Hence,  if a relatively fine mesh is used, the U-node element can yield 
acceptable accuracy and economy for the class of problems  considered 
herein with the proposed procedure(l2). 

CONCLUSIONS 

A FE    procedure was developed for solution of transient  free 
surface flow through porous media.    Such significant characteristics 
as convergence and stability were considered.     In the context of the 
FE method, a rather new technique based on the Lipschitz condition 
and an acceleration scheme was introduced.    This permitted automatic 
adjustment of the size of the time increment such that convergence and 
stability were assured at  each time step.    The FE procedure was veri- 
fied by comparing numerical predictions with observations  from labora- 
tory and field tests.    A parametric study was performed in order to 
assist the user in understanding trade-offs in accuracy and computa- 
tional time for different orders of approximations,  and in choosing 
suitable mesh layouts. 

Four main aspects of a reliable solution method-formulation, 
mathematical properties, verification by comparisons with actual prob- 
lems and applications toward design analysis-were considered.     It is 
believed that the proposed procedure can provide a powerful solution 
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scheme for the problem of flow through porous media considered in 
this paper. 
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In the design of armor to protect a vehicle, suppression o£ 
behind the armor fragments  (spall resistance)  can have significant 
influence on mission survivability  [1], These fragments increase the 
probabilities of incapaciting the crew,  initiating stowed ammunition, 
and/or igniting fuel.    Although a variety of approaches such as 
additional ballistic shielding, the use of liner materials or the 
compartment aliz at ion of fuel and ammunition can be considered to 
mitigate the effects of spall fragments, much remains to be under- 
stood in relating basic armor material properties to spall resistance. 

It will be shown that, once a microscopic mechanism is postu- 
lated for the occurence of spall fracture, it is possible to tailor 
the response of a material to suppress the spall fracture process. 
Further,  it will be demonstrated that the concepts introduced in 
designing a material are not simply research peculiarities but may 
be used in a building block fashion to improve material performance 
across a broad spectrum by tuning the micro structure to react in a 
desired manner to ballistic loading.    Such an approach represents a 
significant departure from other approaches where conventional material 
properties  like hardness, yield strength, tensile strength, ductility 
etc.  are used as correlating variables to ballistic response.    To 
answer the question of how to inhibit spall fracture, one must first 
outline a mechanism of its occurence. 

The microstructural damage induced in a metal or alloy during 
shock loading involves several fundamental mechanisms of flow,  and 
while these are not necessarily unique to shock deformation, the 
resulting substructures are quite distinct from those arising from 
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cold work   [2,3],    The formation of mechanical twins and dislocation 
cell  structures  of small misorientation,  as well as the occurence of 
diffusionless phase transformations are  all documented examples of 
fundamental  flow mechanisms by which met.xls react to shocks.    Another 
common structural  feature is porosity,  which is central to the 
remainder of this paper. 

Numerous investigators   [4,5,6] have observed the formation of a 
distribution of pores in a variety of sizes  in the region of the spall 
fracture.     These pores have been shown to occur in the zone of inter- 
action between an unloading wave traveling behind the initial com- 
pressive shock and a tensile shock reflected from a free   (unstressed) 
surface.     Further,  it has been shown possible to treat pore formation 
as a process of nucleation and growth   (NAG)   in response to the tensile 
stress-time history.    Porosity damage accumulates until a sufficient 
pore density is present to cause pore  link up and the formation of 
a fracture surface.    If porosity damage can be suppressed by restrict- 
ing its nucleation and/or growth, the tendency of a material to 
fracture under a given shock condition can be reduced.    The question 
then arises: how can material microstructures be selected to suppress 
porosity damage? 

POROSITY AND FAILURE 

Typically the nucleation and growth of pores is characterized 
by a viscous drag model.    One interpretation of the viscous drag 
model is based on plastic flow resulting from dislocation motion and 
interaction to form pores.    While such a view is quite credible, an 
alternative microstructural interpretation of the success of nucle- 
ation and growth relations can be made. 

The authors and co-workers  [2,3] during observations of the 
morphology of shock loading copper single crystals have noted three 
interrelated microstructural  features:    an extremely high dislocation 
density,  arranged in a fine cellular structure;  local regions of 
extensive microtwinning; and distributed fine micropores.    One 
striking feature of the micropores in some cubic crystals is their 
octahedral shape, with facets corresponding to (HI)  crystal planes. 
A similar observation has been made by Stevens and co-workers in 
examining shock-deformed aluminum [6],    They explain their obser- 
vation with a dislocation interaction mechanism.    An alternative view 
proposed here is that such crystallographic facets represent pore 
growth faces resulting from vacancy accumulation on  (111)  planes. 
Such a mechanism has been shown to cause vacancy loop and/or tetrahe- 
dral faulting of rapidly quenched metals.  It remains to be shown 
that an extremely high density of vacancies  is produced and that 
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they migrate to form voids during shock deformation. 

The intersection of mobile dislocations   leads to the formation of 
vacancies via jog formation. The extreme density of tangled dislo- 
cations, observed as a major component of shock loaded structure, 
is thus consonant with the formation of a large number of vacancies 
during passage of an initial compressive pulse.  Stress-aided dif- 
fusion of vacancies may be expected to enhance vacancy migration 
rates dramatically at the stress  levels characteristic of shock 
loading.    The high tensile stresses resulting from the intersection 
of the reflected tensile wave and the unloading wave should favor 
the accumulation of vacancies;  and,  as previously indicated,  the 
pores may well adopt crystallographic growth facets. 

Many metallurgical phenomena such as  crystal grain growth, 
precipitate growth,  and stacking fault formation are described theo- 
retically by nucleation and growth laws dependent upon the energies 
of formation and migration of vacancies.    Such vacancy-controlled 
phenomena usually involve elevated temperature,  considerable times 
and low stresses when contrasted with shock  loading times and stresses. 
An "enhanced" diffusion rate might well be expected at the high 
stresses and temperatures characteristic of shock deformation.     It is 
thus postulated that pore nucleation and growth in the case of dynamic 
fracture can be attributed to a stress assisted vacancy diffusion 
mechanism. 

In order to investigate this hypothesis,  it was decided that a 
suitable test required the introduction of a variable factor in a 
metallurgical  system to control the diffusion of vacancies and their 
accumulation at  local sites to form pores.     Ideally such a factor 
should: 

1. function as an internal marker of vacancy activity; 
2. distribute vacancies as uniformly as possible in the metal; 
3. act as a potential sink for vacancies; 
4. compete with pore formation and growth by occupying vacancies in 

a "competitive" diffusion; 
5. vary its effectiveness in a controlled manner; 
6. demonstrate control of pore formation,  growth,  joining and result- 

ing spall  fracture. 

While several possible microstructural and macrostructural systems 
suggested themselves,  a most suitable one  could be invoked by 
applying developments in the field of nuclear technology  [7]. 
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Irradiation of metals may lead to the displacement of atoms 
resulting in the formation of vacancies  and interstitials.    Such point 
defects diffuse in the metal  to form undesirable voids.     It has been 
found that the introduction of fine,  uniformly distributed, metastable 
precipitates which grow by the mechanism of vacancy diffusion and act 
as vacancy sinks are an effective means of controlling void form- 
ation   [7,8,9]. 

A metal system containing fine,  metastable precipitates was 
examined in order to determine whether such precipitates would 
function effectively as "vacancy getters" during shock loading and 
thereby control porosity and spall  fracture.    They were also employed 
as internal markers to examine the function of a vacancy mechanism 
in dynamic loading.    Moreover, because they model many commercial 
alloys they indicate possible immediate applications of the vacancy 
getter concept to control shock failure.    The results and conclusions 
of these experiments follow. 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

Al-4 1/2 wt.% Cu was selected as  the material for testing.  By 
selection of suitable heat treatments prior to shock-loading a 
variety of homogeneous precipitate distributions with differing 
potential as vacancy getters may be obtained.    The alloy has been 
the subject of extensive investigation   [10,11].    The precipitate 
structures and static properties have been well characterized. 
Moreover,  it is a simple binary alloy model for many important 
commercial aluminum alloys and is typical of a wide range of other 
aluminum and non-ferrous alloys.    The alloy shows a precipitate 
structure which varies from metastable copper-rich G.P.   zones,  coherent 
9",  semi-coherent 9'  to stable incoherent 9(Al2Cu)  upon heat treatment. 

The precipitates grow at elevated and room temperatures to the various 
metastable forms dependent on the diffusion of copper.    Moreover, 
the precipitates are thought to act as vacancy traps due to favor- 
able solute-vacancy interaction. 

The alloy,  fabricated as  Instron tensile specimens and shock 
loading specimens, was heat treated to three conditions designated 
under-,   critical- and over-aged.    The alloy was solution treated at 
5250C and step quenched (170oC/l min)   to room temperature in order 
to homogenize the precipitate structure and minimize the precipitate 
size.    The alloy was then held at room temperature for more than 48 
hours.    This resulted in a homogeneous G.P. precipitate structure 
with a tensile yield stress of 1.31 MPa (19 ksi) corresponding to 
the under-aged condition.    The alloy was then aged 170oC/8 hr.  to 
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grow 6" precipitates,  i.e.  critical-aged, with a maximum yield 
strength of 1.86 MPa  (27 ksi)  and finally 300oC/4 1/4 hr.  to grow 
6' precipitates,  over-aged, with a yield stress equivalent to the 
under-aged condition. 

SHOCK LOADING EXPERIMENT 

The general  experimental configuration  is that described in 
reference  [4]   and consists of an explosive plane wave lens  (TNT, 
COMP-B)  a cylindrical buffer block to attenuate the explosive shock, 
and a cylindrical  sample surround block with the 25.4mm long x 12.7inm 
diameter sample inserted in the surround block.    All interfaces are 
hand polished.    The compressive shock wave generated at the explosive/ 
buffer block interface is reflected from the free surface as a tensile 
shock wave.    The samples are recovered in water.    An initial set of 
experiments was run to determine at what buffer block thickness the 
over-aged sample would exhibit complete fracture.    This thickness was 
determined to be  85.7nim  (3.375 in).    The under-aged and critical- 
aged specimens were then tested for this same set of conditions in 
order to provide a rapid, preliminary evaluation of the efficacy of 
the proposed damage suppression concept.    As described in subsequent 
sections of this paper, the anticipated damage levels can be ranked 
based on initial  alloy conditions so that by contrasting the response 
of the remaining two conditions to the response of the over-aged 
condition a critical comparison could be made.    It is recommended 
that future tests be conducted with loading geometries more amenable 
to one-dimensional analysis so that microstructural parameters can oe 
related to damage nucleation and growth through a better documented 
stress-time history.    The use of lower impulses thai» required for 
complete spall  fracture should be employed to establish early damage 
nucleation and growth effects. 

POST LOADING ANALYSIS 

Subsequent to shock loading, the macroscopic and submicroscopic 
morphology of the specimens was characterized employing a combination 
of optical methods and electron optical methods.    Transmission 
electron microscope  (T.E.M.) observations were made employing a JEM 
200KV electron microscope.    The results of observation after loading 
were contrasted with observations of undeformed material,  and compar- 
isons were made of the shock loading response of the three precipitate 
distributions:  under-aged (G.P.  zone), critical-aged (9")  and over- 
aged (9'). 

A series of results was anticipated based upon the vacancy getter 
concept.    First,  it was expected that if an extremely high rate of 
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generation of vacancies and stress-aided vacancy migration existed, 
there should be a significant growth of precipitates relative to the 
undeforraed material.    If this precipitate growth characterizes an 
effective vacancy getter, then porosity should be roost inhibited in 
the case of the under-aged material and porosity should be maximum 
in the over-aged condition.    This phenomenon may be understood to 
result because the energy which drives precipitate growth arises 
from the reduction of the surface free energy relative to the 
volume free energy of precipitates.    The finely dispersed G.F.  zones 
(under-aged sample)   should thus prove most effective in interfering 
with the vacancy migration to pores.    Further,   it might be expected 
that the inhibition of pore nucleation and growth should lead to the 
greatest suppression of porosity damage for the under-aged alloy in 
spite of the fact that the greater tensile yield strength of the 
critical-aged and higher work-hardening and ultimate strength of the 
critical- and over-aged specimens might imply more resistance to 
plastic deformation and failure. 

RESULTS 

Electron microscopy of the three alloy configurations prior to 
shock loading reveals that the under-,  critical- and over-aged 
conditions correspond to homogeneously dispersed G.P.  zone,  6",  and e1 

precipitates respectively.    Because the under-aged,  G.P.   zone structure 
may be expected to yield the maximum relative change in precipitate 
size distribution,  attention was concentrated on characterizing any 
observable change subsequent to shock loading. 

T.E.M.  micrographs were obtained from undeformed and shock-loaded 
under-aged material  (in the vicinity of the spall  fracture region). 
The observations were made with a similar g=[200]  two-beam case with 
beam (zone)  axis close to  [001]  for both samples.  Typical bright field 
(B.F.)  and dark field  (D.F.) micrographs are shown in Figure 1.     It 
may be noted from the B.F. and D.F. pairs that significantly larger 
precipitates can be distinguished subsequent to shock loading.     In 
the shocked samples a high density of dislocations was also noted 
and many precipitates displayed dislocation loops  surrounding the 
precipitates.    The micrographs of Figure 1 were taken with conditions 
to maximize precipitate contrast,  and thus those dislocation features 
are not readily apparent in the micrographs shown.    The dislocation 
loops may be consonant with vacancy accumulation at the precipitate- 
matrix interface although the possibility of an unexpected dislocation- 
precipitate interaction under shock conditions cannot be ruled out. 
Attention should also be drawn to area P of the shock-loaded micro- 
graph (B.F,).    This   light area may be noted to consist of several 
regular geometrical shapes.    These areas remain bright when the foil 
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is  tilted out  of the diffracting condition.     The  size and traces of 
the areas at P together with the fact  that  their contrast must be due 
to absorption contrast lead to the conclusion that these are voids 
(or micropores)  many of which are included in the foil.     Many such 
areas are noted and indicate that pores grow by void coalescence. 
These observations are consistant with a vacancy mechanism of pore 
growth. 

In order to characterize the changes  in precipitate size and 
distribution critically,   counts were made of the maximum dimension of 
the disc-shaped particles.    A typical precipitate size-number distri- 
bution normalized to the total number of counts  is shown in Figure 2 
The undeformed,  under-aged alloy shows a disk diameter maximum 

o 

population at  80A which  corresponds to a zone thickness  of less than 
0 4  03 6A  [10].    Thus,  the volume of this G.P.   zone is   less than 3 x 10    A  . 

During shock  loading 9" precipitates are formed and a 6" precipitate 
o 

maximum population was found at 280A which corresponds to a zone 
o 

thickness of approximately ISA.    The volume of this 9" precipitate is 
6 03 thus approximately  10    A  .    The maximum population particle has 

increased in  size by more than 30 times! 

The growth in  the precipitate size during shock deformation must 
occur by a process of ripening.    Thus,  the steep rise in particle 
number at  lower values of precipitate size  is due to the fact that 
some precipitates  grow at the expense of others   (i.e.   ripening). 
Since the growth of precipitates occurs by  solute transport to the 
larger particles,  vacancies must be occupied in compensatory reverse 
motion.    This observation  confirms the fact  that  large numbers of 
vacancies are created in shock loading with rapid migration rates. 
The vacancies may be expected to be generated by dislocation inter- 
section,  and vacancy-interstitial reaction;    the rapid migration is 
probably stress  aided. 

These results  demonstrate that the precipitates do act as 
internal markers of vacancy activity, distribute vacancies in the 
metal,  and may act  as a potential  sink for vacancies   (e.g. dislocation 
loops observed around precipitates).    Moreover,   it could be anti- 
cipated that the precipitates act as vacancy getters  in competition 
with pores. 

in order to evaluate the effectiveness of precipitates in con- 
trolling porosity damage,  metallographic  cross  sections of the shock 
loaded samples were evaluated.    These observations are  shown by Figures 
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3 and 4.   It may be noted that the porosity is   least extensive in the 
under-aged specimen if an examination of the longitudinal extent of 
observable porosity above  and below the spall   zone is made.    The 
over-aged specimen shows  the maximum degree of porosity.    These 
results  indicate that the under-aged precipitate structure was most 
effective in  controlling pore growth, while the over-aged structure 
was least effective.    This is in agreement with the anticipated 
result  that the most finely dispersed precipitates should act most 
efficiently as vacancy getters. 

Relative necking was  also measured as an indication of the degree 
of internal porosity generation and shock damage resistance.    To some 
extent these  results were obscured by the amount of plastic flow in 
late stages of fracture.     The observations  are  summarized in Figure 5. 
It may be noted that the under-aged material  showed less necking than 
the over-aged.    This compares well with the porosity observations. 
However,  the  critical-aged alloy shows  less necking than either of 
the other specimens. 

This can be understood by examini.1? the specimen cross-sections 
of Figure 3.     The under-aged specimen has  a major crack which has 
opened ductilly.     This  leads to more extensive necking compared to 
the critical-aged material in spite of the fact  that porosity is 
lower in the under-aged specimen. 

Figure 3 also shows  the extent of failure control.    The over- 
aged alloy has  failed completely and shows   further failure cracks 
which have resulted from the joining of pores.     The critical-aged 
specimen shows  almost complete propagation of spall  failure across 
the specimen and indeed the crack has propagated to the surface at 
least halfway around the specimen.    The under-aged specimen while 
showing opening of a major spall crack has  considerable material 
integrity to the specimen surface.    Thus,  as anticipated the model 
of the precipitate as an effective vacancy getter and consequent 
failure control parameter appears viable.     Design of shock resistant 
materials and material  treatments to take advantage of vacancy 
gettering and porosity control appears to show an important potential. 

SUMMARY AND RECONWEN DAT IONS 

It has been  shown that the microstructure of a metal can be 
manipulated in a rational,  systematic manner to control the level of 
damage induced by a shock wave.    This  control  has been achieved by 
first postulating the mechanism by which damage is induced [in this 
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case porosity damage modeled as resulting from vacancy coalescence 
during shock wave intersection]  and then determining a microstructure 
[controlled precipitat. s]   to compete for the vacancies and thus 
suppress damage.    The particular alloy studied was selected to provide 
an uncomplicated model of the proposed process while retaining a major 
feature of commercial alloys.    The experiments to-date indicate that: 

a. Vacancies are significant to the nucleation of porosity damage 
during shock loading as evidenced by strong precipitate growth in 
the under-aged alloy. 
b. At the shock strengths examined the potential  for vacancy gettering 
action is more important to suppressing damage than are yield strength, 
ultimate strength, work hardening rate or ductility as shown by com- 
parison of the results of the under-, over-,  and critical-aged alloys. 

This  initial study has opened the door to a new concept in tailor- 
ing material response to ballistic loading.     Two avenues  can be fruit- 
fully pursued.     First, a detailed analysis of shock induced damage 
in vacancy gettering materials should be conducted to relate the 
control mechanism to  the nucleation and growth parameters.    Such a 
relation would assist in the interpretation of nucleation and growth 
sensitivity to  fundamental material properties and perhaps,  stimulate 
new ideas for control  techniques.    Secondly,  while the alloy selected 
produces precipitates characteristic of those in the 2000 series of 
aluminum alloys, many other possibilities exist.    Of special interest 
are the aluminum-zinc and aluminum-silicon binaries arid the aluminum- 
zinc-silicon ternary.    These alloys can also be used to model fund- 
amental reactions occuring in commercial materials.    Further,  the 
aluminum-zinc-silicon system may be heat treated to produce both a 
vacancy getter phase  (Al-Zn precipitate with maximum oherency 
analogous to the Al-Cu phase discussed above)  and a dispersion hard- 
ening phase (incoherent Si particles finely dispersed to  increase 
material  shear strength but too small to act as  crack nuclei). Since 
the relative particle sizes and distributions of these two precipitate 
phases can be controlled independently over a broad range,  this 
alloy's structure can be manipulated to provide an optimum vacancy 
gettering action for spall  fracture resistance without necessarily 
trading off shear strength. 

It  is hoped that,  in addition to the possible applications of 
specifically developed alloys, a new approach can be established with 
respect to materials design and selection for ballistic  loading:  an 
approach based on tailoring material structure for a desired ballistic 
response. 
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UNDliFORMliÜ SHOCK  LOADED 

B.F. 

D.F. 

k^ * - 
tV%V   -■ ■ 

Lv>..    — .  ; J 

Figure 1.    Transmission electron micrographs of  samples  from the 
under-aged Al-4   1/2 wt.  % Cu alloy  showing  the  same areas 
in bright field  (B.F.)  and dark  field   (D.F,),  g =   [200]. 
All  magnifications  are identical.     The  shock   loaded sample 
was  taken  from the  area indicated by  the  arrow  in  l-Tgure  3, 
approximately  2nim  from the  long axis. 
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UNDER CRITICAL OVER 

^ 
Figure 3,    Macroscopic cross  sections of under-,  over-,  and critical- 

aged samples after shock loading.  The free surface of the 
specimen is  the  lower end shown in the figure. 
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Figure 4. Number of pores in the 25 to 50 micron size range counted in 
areas 0.37 cm wide x 0.25 cm long versus counting area 
location, measured from the free surface. 
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SIMULATION OF A SIMPLE LORENTZ PLASMA WITH 
A RANDOM DISTRIBUTION OF INDUCTIVELY-LOADED DIPOLES 

JOHN F.   W.   DIETZ,  MR. 
*GEORGE MERKEL,   Ph.D. 

HARRY DIAMOND LABORATORIES 
WASHINGTON,  D.   C. 

1.     INTRODUCTION 

The complete simulation of  the electromagnetic pulse,  EMP,  asso- 
ciated with a nuclear burst involves a number of interrelated param- 
eters.    The most obvious parameters are the waveform and the magnitude 
of  the EMP.    However,  if the system being subjected to the nuclear EMP 
is  in a preionized region such as  the ionosphere, we would also have 
to simulate the ionization or dielectric constant of the medium sur- 
rounding the system such as a missile or satellite.    In this work we 
investigate the feasibility of using an artificial dielectric con- 
sisting of a random distribution of  inductively-loaded short dipoles 
to simulate the macroscopic electromagnetic properties of a simple 
Lorentz plasma.1»2 

A review of the literature reveals a number of papers on the 
plasma simulation properties of artificial dielectrics consisting of 
a rigid cubic lattice of three-dimensional grids. 1~3    Experimental 
work,  reported in the literature,  has been done only on two-dimen- 
sional grid lattice structures. 1~,•    That a periodic grid structure 
would produce band str -cture resonances analogous uo Bragg scattering 
has been discussed from a theoretical viewpoint, but has not been 
experimentally investigsted.^ 

The rigid cubic grid lattice structure has the disadvantage of 
being somewhat unwieldy and difficult to support and fit around an 
object with curved surfaces.     In this paper we describe another 
approach to the simulation of a Lorentzian plasma.    We propose a gran- 
ular pellet-like artificial dielectric consisting of a random distri- 
bution of styrofoam spheres containing inductively-loaded dipoles 
which can yield macroscopic electromagnetic constitutive relationships 
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similar to those of a plasma. 

A Lorentz plasma can be represented from the viewpoint of macro- 
scopic electromagnetic theory,  as  a lossy dielectric with a complex 
dielectric constant given by1»^ 

[1 a)2) ja)*(v/a))/(v: + a) :)] (1) 
p L        P 

where eo  is  the dielectric constant of free space,  u is  the  angular 
frequency of the electromagnetic  field,  up is the plasma  frequency, 
and v  is  the collision frequency between electrons and the gas mole- 
cules.     We propose to simulate  this macroscopic dielectric constant 
with an artiticial dielectric  consisting of a random distribution of 
inductively-loaded dipoles encased  in styrofoam pellets.     A schematic 
drawing of such a dipole is  shown in figure 1.    The quantities  2^, L, 
and R are the length,  inductance,  and resistance of  the  loaded dipole, 
respectively.    As we will show,   using simple quasi-static arguments, 
if  the load impedance uL is much greater than the capacitance  imped- 
ance of  the dipole,   the permittivity of a random distribution of 
inductively-loaded dipoles  is 

/ 

3 eo 
4 r N  ,IL   1 
3 eo L V CJ 

> 

eo   { 1 - 

<!>■ 
+ w' 

<!>■ 

+ u' 

(2) 

where N is the number density of  the dipole pellets.    One can see by 
comparing equation (1) with equation (2)  that we can simulate a plasma 
with pla&ma frequency Wp and collision frequency v by setting 

AM 
3 eo 

and 

(3) 

R 
L 

V. (A) 

a 
2i 

o 
J 

Figure 1. Inductively loaded dipole. 
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2.     THEORETICAL DISCUSSION 

2.1    Quasi-Static Approach 

We will first approach the problem of our proposed artificial die- 
lectric from a quasi-static viewpoint,   assuming that the inductive 
load of the dipole is much larger than the driving point capacitive 
impedance of a short dipole.    In a subsequent section we will explic- 
itly consider the dipole capacitance. 

We want to construct an artificial dielectric from a pellet-like 
medium that has an index of refraction given by1 

n =   I   e     I   J/2 (5) 

and an intrinsic impedance given by 

(6) 

where e    is given by equation (1). 

In general the index of refraction of an artificial dielectric 
may be calculated in a manner analogous to that employed in calcu- 
lating the index of refraction of a molecular medium.    Assuming that 
the random obstacles are not too closely packed so that we do not have 
to resort  to the Clausius-Mossottl relation,  the index of refraction 
is given by 7 

n -  [  ei   (1 + Nxe/£o)  y,   (1 + nxttl/V0)]
1,^ (7) 

where 

N •    Number of scattering obstacles per unit volume, 

X ■    Electric polarizability of  a scattering obstacle, 

Y =    Magnetic polarizability of  a scattering obstacle, 

e »1 (for styrofoam), 

u "  1 (for styrofoam), 

eo *    permittivity of free space, 

Vio ■    permeability of free space. 

A promising candidate for a scattering obstacle is an inductively- 
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loaded electric dipole. Consider the very idealized inductively- 
loaded dipole schematically shown in figure 1. Let an electric field 
E be applied parallel to the line between two spheres separated by the 
distance 21.    The field E then establishes a voltage V=2£E e^" be- 
tween the spheres. Assume that the inductance between the two spheres 
is L, and also assume that Lw >> 1/wC, where C is the capacitance 
between the two spheres. Since we are dealing with a time harmonic 
field, assume that the charge accumulated on the dipole spheres is 
given by 

q - (*>' . (8) 

Then 

2£E e^ = LQ(V)eJWt + RQjo) ei(i3t, 

so that 

q = - 2£E e^/Ow2 - JRü)). (9) 

The dipole moment along the axis of  the inductive dipole in figure 1 
is  then 

p -  2£q = - a2E e^VOw2  - jRw). (10) 

If we wish to calculate the average polarization in the direction of 
the incident electric field when the field is not parallel to the 
dipole, we must multiply equation (10) by co826 and integrate over 
all possible values of 6.8 

Then p  = x P» Since p  = Y   Ee   the polarizability, X„,„» 'av  3 av  Aeav Aeav' 
is given by 

X        - -  a2/3(LüJ2  - jRiD), (11) Aeav 

and,  if xni = 0 

1 e   - eatl - 4ll2N/3eoLa)2(l - IR/uL)] (12) p 

4 i-2N 4 g.2N.R.l 
3 eaL 3 eol/I/oj ; 

eo 
/R\    j    2 /R\        .       2 (-)   -H/ (-)     + U*     j 

J 
Finally,  we note that  if equations   (3)  and  (4)  are satisfied, we have 
a one-to-one correspondence between equations  (1)  and  (13) . 

2.2    Explicit Consideration of Dipole Capacitance 

Up  to this point we have assumed  that  the inductance used  to load 
the short dipole dominated the behavior of the dipole.    Using the 
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results of King9 and of Harrington10, we can show that the electric 
dipole moment of a short inductively-loaded dipole that is aligned 
parallel to an incident electric field E is given by 

- j B2 E e3ü)t 

Au)(juL + R + Z22) 
(14) 

where B is the dipole length, (juiL + B) is the impedance of the 
centrally located load and Z,, is the short dipole impedance. King 
gives the value of Z22 

22 

Z22      -     TT 2TT 12 - j 
4ln(|) 6.78 

(^B 
(15) 

where n is the impedance of free space,   120^, and A is the dipole 
radius.    As before 

av 1/3 p. 

so that 
^LBf 

vav        12w(jü)L + R + Z22) 
(16) 

If we set Z22 = 0,  B = 2S-, and end load the dipole so that the 
current distribution is uniform and not triangular, we obtain the 
same result as that given by equation  (11) 11. 

The appearance of Z22 in the denominator of expression (14)  is 
inconsistent with our desire to codel a simple Lorentzian plasma. 
Specifically, when the frequency is such that the inductive reactance 
of the load equals the capacitive reactance of the dipole,  the arti- 
ficial dielectric will pass through a resonance.    We can use the 
inductively-loaded dipoles to simulate a plasma only if a)L»Z22«    We 
will discuss  the effect of Z22 in a subsequent section.    An insight 
into the limitations imposed by the dipole self impedance can be 
obtained by calculating Xav for some realistic frequencies and dipole 
parameters. 

2.3    Mutually Perpendicular Dipole Scatterers 

Our arguments presented thus far have assumed that the distance 
between the indue Lively-loaded dipoles is large enough that their 
interaction can be neglected.    The use of equation (7) is based on 
the assumption of negligible interaction between scattering objects. 
A way of increasing the value of N in  (7) by a factor of 3 without 
violating the assumption of negligible interaction of neighboring 
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scatterers  is  to  construct each scatterer out  of  three mutually-per- 
pendicular,   inductively-loaded dipoles.     If we  substitute three 
mutually-perppudicular dipoles  for the single randomly-distributed 
dipoles, we simply multiply the average value of the polarizability 
given in equation  (16)  by 3. 

By constructing our scatterers out of  three mutually-perpendicular, 
inductively-loaded dipoles we accomplish more  than simply increasing 
the number of  scatterers by three:  the polarizability of the  scattering 
centers is made to be independent of scatterer orientation.    To be 
specific,   the scatterer,  consisting of  three identical,  short,  mutu- 
ally-perpendicular dipoles centered at  the origin with a dipole along 
each axis,   can be described with the following simple dyadic: 

A     A A      A. A      A 

£=    XUi + JJ + kk)    =    xi 
-+ 

The dipole moment  induced by an arbitrary field E  is  then 

p    =    Ä.  E 

■    ^ •  E   (i sin 6  cos * + j  sin 0 sin 4> + ic cos 6) (17) 

=    X E  (i sin 9 cos $ + j  sin 6  sin 4> + k cos 6)   , 

but  (sin 6  cos 4)2 + (sin 6 sin ♦)2 + cos2e  •  1.    Therefore,   the 
magnitude of the dipole moment  is x E,  and its direction is in the 
direction of the electric field regardless of the orientation of the 
scatterer. 

2.4    Coupling of Scatterers 

Thus  far, we have considered our scattering dipoles to have a 
spatial distribution such that their mutual interactiors can be 
neglected,   i.e., we have assumed that the local field at a dipole 
scatterer Is given by the applied field.    As a first approximation 
to the effect of the other scatterers upon the local field of a 
scatterer, we can combine the expression for the polarizability, 
XaV3 ■ 3 Xav» wit^ th« well-known Clauslus-Nossotti equation.12 

The permittivity of our artificial dielectric is then given by 

1 + 2 N Xavs^tC 
EO 

_1 " N Xav3/3eo 
(18) 

When the number density of scatterers N is small, and xm 
= 0*  equations 

7 and 18 are equivalent.    Strictly speaking,  equation (18)  is based 
upon the assumption of a cubic lattice spatial distribution, and the 
applicability of  (18)   to an accumulation of dipole scatterers that 
aave been dumped into a container must be justified. 
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2.5    Deviations  from the Clauslus-Mossottl Equation Due to Random- 
nei.s of Scatterers 

J.  G. Kirkwood13 has calculated  the deviations  that one might 
expect  from the Clausius-Mossotti equation  in  the case of  a random 
distribution of molecules  consisting of hard spheres.    Specifically, 
Kirkwood considered a molecular interaction potential of  the form 

W(r)    =    0° 0 1 r 1 a 

^     '■ r > a 

where a is .     lueter of  a molecule. 

(19) 

Kirkwo.c  r, model is not wholly  applicable  to an aritficial dielec- 
tric  formed by dumping spherical scatterers  into a container because 
the scatterers do not necessarily  assume a completely random distri- 
bution. 

It  is interesting to note that  statistical mechanical averaging 
based on the molecular interaction equation  (19)   yields a value of 
the permittivity  that is not a function of  the  thermodynamic tempera- 
ture T.    This  follows because the value of  the exponential term 
exp[-W(r)/kT]   is  either 0 or 1.     In a gas or  fluid the averaging can 
be over time;   in our static collection of scattering dipoles the 
averaging would have to be over an enfeiable of different  containers, 
each filled with an aggregation of  spherical dipole scatterers.     Kirk- 
wood's approach can be summarized  as follows:  As  in the  lattice case, 
the local field  is obtained by summing over  the potentials due  to 
individual dipoles.    We can say that the effective polarizing field 
IJ-loci at scatterer i will be given by E + E^,  where E is   the external 
applied  field and E^ is  given by  the sum over N  individual dipoles: 

El    -    -       I    lik'Pk (20) 
k"l 
*i 

where the dipole-interaction dyadic  Is given by: 

(21) 
^ 4TTe0    r5 

1_ 
i 
Ik 

! .  3 '^  '^ 
r2ik 

The polarization of an individual  scatterer  is  given by 

-*• -► ■*      -»■ 

p,    -    Eoa'E.     .    -    eoa'(E + E.)    . i =    loci = 1 
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We therefore have U simultaneous  equations 

Pi + aeo I Ijypj^   -    aeoE      1»1,...N 

that would have to be solved in order to obtain Eioci for each of the 
individual scatterers in the distribution of W scatterers in volume V. 
We can average the K equations and obtain 

P + aeo I I^*P aeoE 

Kirkwood13 Introduced the following fluctuation term 

n 
N 

I    (I 
i^l ük,pk   "   IlkV 

(22) 

(23) 

and obtained 

P + oteo [ ^'P + oaeo 

If we can assume  that 
______ —_ 
Il2*Pl      -     Ixz'Pl    , 

OtCoE (24) 

(25) 

the fluctuation n is equal to zero,  and the permittivity e is given by 

e    - eo< 
3 v   eo 

,       1^ W ^ava 
3 v    en 

(26) 

Ermarion (26)  is  to be compared with equation  (18).    After consider- 
able fi\5thematical manipulation and a number of approximations, 
Kirkwood managed  to evaluate equation  (23)   for a substance consisting 
of a random distribution of hard,  noninteracting spheres of diameter 
a: 

1 • -       v , ( 9b 
_5_   M2a2D 
ASv'      v (a ,/eo)  . (27) 

where 

b —-s—    ■    4 W  (—T-) ■  4  (volume of  spherical scatterers) 
j 6 

To obtain a rough estimate of the validity of using the Clauslus- 
Mossotti equation for a random distribution of styrofoam ball dipole 
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scatterers, we can compare the value of n given by equation (27) with 
the value of the first  two terms  of the expansion of equation  (2A)13 

1-alY     -1-4^ ''Ik 3   v 

For the experimental sltuatlor  discussed In Section 3: 

aIT: 
.22 

ik 

ard ve might expect the Clauslus-Mossottl equation to be a reasonable 
first approximation. Actually, as we have pointed out, Klrkwood's 
statistical model Is not necessarily applicable to our aggregation of 
dipole sca'Lierers because the dlpole scatterers In the artificial die- 
lectric do not necessarily assume a random distribution. The validity 
of the Clauslus-Mossottl equation as applied to our artificial die- 
lectric should really be tested empirically. 

3.  COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENT WITH THEORY 

In order to orient ourselves with regard to the parameters such 
as the dlpole load impedance and Z22, we will use equation (18) and 
the expression for Xavs obtained in section 2.4 to design an artifi- 
cial dielectric with some actual experiments in mind. The frequency 
range considered will be dictated by the band pass characteristics 
of the type 2300 waveguide. The type 2300 waveguide, the largest 
standard waveguide, has internal dimensions of 23.0 x 11.5 in., a 
lower cutoff frequency of 2.56 x 108 HZ,and a recommended upper fre- 
quency limit of 4.9 x 108 HZ. The frequencies in this range are much 
higher than the values usually quoted for nuclear EMP pulses, but we 
will consider designing an artificial dielectric to operate at these 
high frequencies because of the convenience of using waveguide tech- 
niques in measuring the properties of an artificial dielectric. 

Let us consider the following parameters: we construct the arti- 
ficial dielectric out of scatterers consisting of three mutually- 
perpendicular, 7-in. long dipoles loaded with an inductance of .4IJH. 

The stems have a radius of .1 cm. We choose the density of scatterers 
to be 264 per cubic meter. This density corresponds to an aggregation 
of 48 scatterers throughout a rectangular container with dimensions 
23 x 11.5 x 41.5 in. 

In figures 2a and b we present values of the real part of the 
permittivity calculated with equation (18) with L ■ 0.4 yH.  Figure 
2a, corresponding to a purely inductive load, emphasizes the resonance 
behavior of the artificial dielectric produced when the load induc- 
tance L is in resonance with the capacitive impedance of the dlpole. 
As can be expected the Q of the resonance is reduced by including a 
resistance in the dipole load impedance. 
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rue o or THE msoNANCf 
WHEN R>0 IS OETEMIINCD 
■Y THE RAOIATIOM WCttt- 
TANCE  Of   THE  DIPOLE. 

> 

i  is K 

L • .4yH 

ii> 200 n 

i» i    i i — "    '    '—i—•    •    •    '    ■    i 
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< • lO* 

Figures 2a and  2b.    The real component of relative permittivity Is 
calculated with equation   (18) and 

^avi 4a)(ju)L + R + Z22)     ' 
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In our first experiment we searched for the resonance predicted 
by equation (16) and shown in figure 2a. The experimental setup 
consisted of a sample of 48 7-inch diameter styrofoam balls placed 
in a large type 2300 waveguide with a matched termination. A series 
of V.S.W.R. measurements yielded a large resonance in the reflection 
coefficient at approximately the resonance frequency shown in figure 
2a. 

In a second series of experiments we measured the permittivity of 
our aritificlal dielectric utilizing the well-known shorted waveguide 
technique described in great detail by von Hippel.1"* Very briefly, 
the technique consists of measuring the null point of a standing wave 
in a shorted waveguide. A sample of length I  is then inserted into 
the shorted waveguide and the shift in the standing wave null is 
noted. The index of refraction of the dielectric sample of length £ 
can then be calculated in terms of £ and the shift in the standing 
wave null point. 

COMMMISON   OF  tXPt«IMEHT*L 
AND   TMtORCTICM. VALUES   OF 
TMC   INOex  OF  RCFIUCTIOM 

«JO * 10 450 460 4>0 
mtOUENCT    IN   HCS*HE*TZ 

fliur«     3.      :t..   «crur*cy of  th«  «■ptrla.nt.l  point!   ',1   Ualttd 
bj   th« «iinuUrlty o(  ch<  «upl« *n6  tti* corrtipondlng 
lnd«ttnlctntM of   th* tHpl« td|t*. 
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Our experimental values of the index of refraction and some calculated 
values are shown in figure 3. The measurements were of two different 
artificial dielectric sample sizes; one sample consisted of an aggre- 
gation of 24 scatterers measuring 23 x 11.5 x 20.75 in. in volume. 
The length of the sample was i =  20.75 in. The other sample consisted 
of an aggregation of A8 scatterers in a rectangular volume measuring 
13 x 11.5 x 41.5 in. In this case, I =  41.5 in. 

The difference between the theoretical index of refraction curve 
corresponding to L = 0.4 yH and R = 0 and the measured index of re- 
fraction is about 30 percent.  A possible source of the disparity 
between experiment and theory is that we used the dimension of the 
cardboard box that enclosed the scatterers to obtain i.    The effective 
length of the very granular artificial dielectric sample is most 
probably not the size of the box containing the scatterers.  The 
boundary of our artificial dielectric is somewhat nebulous and needs 
more study. 

4.  SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

We first introduced a simple quasi-static model of the artificial 
dielecvric consisting of inductively-loaded dipoles which (1) ignored 
the dipole capacitance, and (2) assumed that the dipole-dipole inter- 
action could be neglected.  These two simplifying assumptions yielded 
an expression for the permittivity of the artificial dielectric that 
behaved in a manner surprisingly analogous to the permittivity of a 
simple Lorentzian plasma.  It was noted that the granularity of fluc- 
tuations of the artificial dielectric could be decreased by con- 
structing the dipole scatterers out of three mutually-perpendicular 
scatterers. 

Then the effect of the capacitance of the inductively-loaded 
dipole scatterers was examined and limits set on the assumption that 
the inductance dominated the behavior of the inductively-loaded 
dipole. Next, the effect of dipole-dipole Interactions on the arti- 
ficial dielectric was considered. 

It is interesting that the more exact expressions for the dielec- 
tric constant of the artificial dielectric, which considered both the 
effect of the capacitive dipole impedance and the dipole-dipole inter- 
action, did not model the behavior of a Lorentzian plasma as well as 
the original simplified approach.  Nevertheless, the artificial die- 
lectric did have an index of refraction less than one over a rela- 
tively broad spectrum. 

The experimental examination of the theoretical expressions for 
the dielectric constant of our artificial dielectric was constrained 
by the dimensions and frequency characteristics of available wave- 
guide equipment.  Our predictions for the dielectric constant of ^ho 
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artificial dielectric were found to be in fair agreement with experi- 
mental results. 

5.  ADDENDUM 

Since the conclusion of the work described in the foregoing sec- 
tions, we have checked some of the predictions of our closed form ex- 
pressions, based upon our very simple model, with a relatively versa- 
tile and accurate computer code developed by Kuo and Strait15 which 
employs the method of moments as described by Harrington.16 The Kuo- 
Strait computer code calculates current distributions along arbitrar- 
ily-bent thin wires that result when the configuration of thin wires 
is subjected to an incident electromagnetic plane wave. The code also 
calculates scattering cross sections for arbitrary configurations. 
The application of Harrington's method of moments to the solution of 
the integro-dlfferential equations that describe the interaction be- 
tween our inductively-loaded, mutually-perpendicular scattering objects 
and an incident electric field can involve the computer inversion of 
rather large matrices when the inductor is treated not as a lumped 
load, but as a helix. 

We used the Kuo-Strait code to examine the assumption that the 
current distribution along a dipole is triangular, which is an assump- 
tion that is employed to derive equations (1A) and (15).  We found 
that there is a slight deviation, approximately 10%, from a triangular 
current distribution at 400 megahertz when the inductively-loaded 
dipole is 7 in.long. The code vas also used to check the conclusions 
reached by the arguments leading -jp to equation (17), i.e., that the 
polarlzabllity of a scatterer consisting of 3 perpendicular dipoles is 
independent of scatterer orientation. We found that, for 7 in. long, 
perpendicular dipoles at A00 megahertz, there could be as much as a 
15% change in back-scattering cross sections, depending upon the rela- 
tive orientation of dipoles and the direction of the incident field. 
However, for 3.5 in-long, perpendicular dipoles at 400 MHZ, the back 
scattering cross section or polarlzabllity of the scattering object 
was independent of dipole orientation if the dipoles were sufficiently 
close together to preserve symmetry.  That is, for the shorter dipoles, 
the conclusions of equation (17) are correct. 

The Kuo-Strait code hap been used to design a follow-up experiment 
with shorter inductively-loaded dipoles. The olject is to have a much 
larger number of scatterers or "molecules" per unit volume and, thus, 
have a much finer granularity. Reducing the si^e of the scatterers, 
however, creates new problems. The shorter dipole length produces an 
Increase in the dipole impedance Z22, so that the inductance must be 
increased to meet the requirement that u I >> Z2 2- Intuitively, one 
can increase the inductance of the lumped parameter choke by increas- 
ing the number of turns in the choke; but, if the choke length is held 
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fixed,   the  resulting decrease  In  the  coll separation will create an 
Increase  in the distributive  capacitance of the inductor,17    The Kuo- 
Strait  code was used to design  the  lumped  inductance so  that  the  in- 
ductance was not  swamped by distributive capacitance.     In our  final 
design  the  total dipole  len^li was  5  cm,  and  the inductor  length was 
1 cm.     This shorter dipole will allow an increase in dipole number 
density by a factor of  30.     Thus  the number of  scatterers  in the volume 
described  in section A will be  increased  from 48 scatterers  to approx- 
imately  1500 scatterers. 

As  indicated  in Section  3,   it  is difficult  to define  the boundary 
of  the artificial dielectric.     In our analysis  of  the experimental 
measurements, we have simply assumed   that  the .Bdge of  the artificial 
dielectric  can be defined by an abrupt  step fur.ction rather  than a 
more  realistic gradual  transition.     With a reduction in the size of 
our scatterers or molecules  the assumption of a step function transi- 
tion becomes more realistic.     A possible phenomenological  approach  to 
treating  the boundary of  the  artificial dielectric might be  found  in 
the nuclear optical model.     In this model a nucleus   (consisting of  from 
approximately 20 to perhaps  230 nucleons)  is  interpreted as  a  "cloudy 
crystal ball with  fuzzy edges".     In  this approach  the edge of  an arti- 
ficial dielectric with permittivity  e(i) would be described with a 
^-acual-variation Fermi gas-like function of  the form18 

G 

(z) 1 + exp[-(z-z )/A] 

(Note  that when A approaches 0,  e(z)   approaches a step  function at  z0.) 
The  fuzziness parameter.  A,   could be determined empirically  to yield 
improved agreement between our theoretical predictions and our mea- 
sured results. 
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INTRODUCTION 

At  the 1972 Army Science Conference,  Fair et al.   (1)   indi- 
cated the possibility that electronic processes in explosive solids 
could be used  to achieve the direct,  non-thermal initiation of both 
primary and secondary explosives.     The theoretical basis  for the 
relationship bebween chemical instability and electronic structure was 
reviewed,  and it was experimentally demonstrated that a number of  azide 
compounds could be initiated by purely electronic means.     A combination 
of a low intensity static electric  field and optical excitation in 
particular spectral regions was found to result in initiation (the 
photoelectronic initiation or PEI effect) .     Neither  stimulus alone  (at 
the  intensities used)  produces  initiation,  and it was  shown that  the 
effect could not be explained by purely thermal processes. 

A detailed understanding of the microscopic processes  in- 
volved  in the PEI effect in azide compounds would be an important  step 
toward  the ultimate goal of  achieving the electronic initiation of 
secondary explosives.    Yet this  is  a monumental undertaking,  for  two 
important complications must be overcome:     The first involves  the 
nature of the experiments necessary.     A large number of  parameters must 
be examined,  and their effects characterized; but each data point con- 
sumes  at  least one single crystal  sample.     The growth and preparation 
of  these  samples is difficult,  time-consuming and hazardouü.     Secondly, 
the phenomenon being examined is very complex.    It  involves the  simul- 
taneous,   time-dependent interaction of  effects which can be character- 
ized as electronic (electronic excitation,  photoconductivity, perhaps 
carrier  injection and multiplication),  chemical (various decomposition 
processes),  and material transport   (leading to gas evolution and metal 
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colloid   formation), and lead ultimately to a thermal and/or mechanical 
takeover  involving self-sustaining exothermic reactions and detonation. 

We  report here our recent  theoretical and experimental re- 
sults which  lead  toward an understanding of  the mechanisms  involved  In 
the PEI  effect  in lead azide single  crystal  samples.     Our experimental 
studies have  largely focussed on  isolating the effects of optical 
excitation from those of electric  field.     Nitrogen gas  and metallic 
lead  are  the ultimate products of  lead azide decomposition.    Hence 
decomposition in  the spectral region appropriate to the PEI effect  was 
monitored by directly studying the resulting  gas evolution;  and changes 
in  the  optical absorption were studied as a means of detecting col- 
loidal  lead  formation.     Also reported are electric  field and electrode 
effects  on initiation  (without  simultaneous optical excitation).     From 
the results  of  these investigations we propose a model to account  for 
the PEI  effect. 

BACKGROUND 

A.     Theoretical 

A general  theory relating electronic structure to  chemi- 
cal  instability was developed by Williams  (2).    Briefly,  the quantum 
-mechanical Hamiltonian governing  the motion of the nuclei  (atoms 
and/or molecules)   in a solid contains  an effective potential  in  terms 
of  internuclear distance R. 

Veff  ^     =    V(^)  + Eel(^; 

where V(R)   is  the  Interaction potential between nuclei,  and E , (R) 
contains  the dependence of electronic energies on internuclear 
separation.     As  the  latter term can vary strongly from one electronic 
state  to another,  the  internuclear  forces governing chemical reactions 
and  therefore decomposition processes can be  strongly affected by 
populating excited electronic  states,  as  shown  in Fig.   1. 

An explosive solid differs  from a reactive  gaseous  mix- 
ture  in several  important respects.     The constituent atoms or molecules 
are densely packed,  leading to  their  rather  low mobility.     Excited 
electronic  states in a solid may differ  substantially from the excited 
states  of  its constituent atoms or molecules,  and in some cases  are 
spatially delocalized over hundreds  of  atomic or molecular volumes. 
These  states  can be excited by optical  irradiation of appropriate  ener- 
gy,  or by charge injection from appropriate contacts.    They may be  in- 
volved   in  long-term energy storage.     And,  perhaps most  Importantly,  the 
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excited electronic  states may be mobile  in  the solid;  if they involve 
charge carriers,  external electric  fields  can influence energy 
transport,  and perhaps  lead  to avalanching effects. 

B. Electronic Structure of Lead Azide 

The electronic structure and  thermochemistry of azide 
compounds,  and of  lead azide in particular, have recently been 
elucidated  (1,3).     Lead azide can be viewed  as consisting essentially 
of Pb      and N       ions.    The ultimate source of  its  reactivity is  the 
highly exothermic nature of  the conversion of azide ions to nitrogen 
gas.    Thus  at  some stage,  charge  transfer  is  important in the PEI 
effect as well as In other  initiation modes. 

Lead  azide has an energy band gap of  approximately 4eV 
(3).    The highest  filled valence band most  likely consists of elec- 
tronic states  of N-   ,  and the  (unoccupied)   conduction band of Pb 
states.     A band gap  transition is described as exciting an electron 
from an N_     state  to a Pb    state.     Lower  energy states of  t.xcitation 
are known  to exist experimentally (1,3) ,   and have been attributed to 
either  of  several types of excitons.     While  their nature has not been 
definitively established,   the evidence  to date appears  to favo 
cationic excitons,  consisting of excited  states of lead ioti 
These general  features of  the electronic  structure are,  of 
responsible  for  the manner  in which lead azide absorbs  light . .   2 
shows  the  absorption spectrum of a lead  azide  thin film samplt ,  ar 
well as  the absorption edge  for a single crystal sample  (3,4). 

C. Previous Photodecomposition and Field Initiation Results 

Lead azide  is known to decompose on exposure  to ultra- 
violet light,  giving off nitrogen gas  and leaving ultimately a residue 
of metallic  lead or mixtures of  lead  salts  (such as lead oxides ard 
carbonates).     With moderate irradiation intensities the decomposition 
proceeds  slowly.    With extremely high  intensities lead azide deton ites 
and the  reaction is completed in a matter of nanoseconds. 

All previous photodecomposition studies have been per- 
formed on powder and thin film samples,  using mainly 253.7nm irradi- 
ation.     However,   the absorption spectrum of lead azide commences at 
much  longer wavelengths  in the region of 400nm (refer  to Fig.   2) . 
Further,   the use of powder and thin  film samples has made  the data 
difficult  to interpret,  and often not  reproducible because of the 
contributions of  surface,  interface,  particle size and defects 
associated with powders and  films.     Hence  to understand these phenomena 
it was necessary to examine the spectral response and intensity 
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dependence of photodecoraposition efficiency for single crystal samples 
of lead azide. 

No previous attempts have been made to examine what 
happens to lead ions during photodecoraposition.  For reasons of over- 
all charge neutrality, either neutral lead or lead salts are expected 
to form.  A study of changes in the absorption spectrum as a function 
of prior irradiation and history was hence undertaken in an attempt to 
observe colloidal lead particles, again using single crystal samples. 

Finally, a number of field initiation studies have been 
reported (5) for lead azide.  All such studies to date have been per- 
formed on pressed pellet and powder samples and the results have there- 
fore varied with particle size distribution and overall density. A 
number have involved at least one electrode not in contact with the 
sample; thus air breakdown and corona discharges v^re important in 
their interpretation.  Studies to date have yielded little Information 
on electric field effects in the bulk of a lead azide sample.  To gain 
an understanding of these complex phenomena it was necessary to deter- 
mine the condition under which electric fields Induce initiation of 
single crystals of lead azide for a particular electrode mattrial and 
sample-electrode geometry.  Our configuration and contact choices were 
made to maximize the chances for current injection and minimize 
surface effects. 

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES & RESULTS 

A.  Crystal Growing 

The most critical obstacle to the experimental study and 
understanding of electronic Initiation has been the lack of single 
crystals of sufficient size, purity and optical quality. Previous 
efforts to grow lead azide crystals gave rather discouraging results., 
with detonations of the crystal-growing solutions resulting in the 
loss of crystals and of equipment as well.  Thus the task of developing 
a safe reliable method of crystal growth was undertaken using recent 
developments in the solution chemistry of azides, along with modifi- 
cations of the techniques of crystal growth from solutions used for 
other compounds. 

The lead azide crystal growing apparatus (6) is shown in 
Fig. 3.  To limit the amount of explosive material in any one contain- 
er and tc ensure against the loss of hydrazolc acid at high tempera- 
tures, pyrex test tubes with screw caps containing slllcnn^ mKV.«»- 
gaskets were used as the growing vessels.  Tl 
hold the test tubes inside the polycarbonate    - <>xeu ocivea to 
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isolate  the  test tubes   from each other  should explosions  occur.     A 
proportional  temperature controller with a platinum sensor  and a  200 
watt   immersion heater  maintained  temperature control  to within 0.01oC. 
The  crystals were grown by  slowly cooling  saturated ammonium acetate 
solutions  from  70oC at   a rate  of 0.5oC/day. 

Harvesting the  crystals  is a critical step.     Spontaneous 
explosions occur  if  all  the   crystal-growing  solution  is  not   immediately 
washed  from the crystal surfaces.     The best procedure  involves pouring 
the  solution and crystals  from the  test  tube onto a porous cloth 
covering a eerie ammonium nitrate  solution and immediately rinsing 
with warm distilled water.     The azide remaining in solution  is  thus 
destroyed  in  the eerie  solution. 

X-ray precession photographs  show that  the resulting 
optically clear crystals are  orthorhombic,   the alpha-form of  lead 
azide.     The diffraction spots are  sharp and  there  is no evidence  of 
twinning.     The  largest  crystals have approximate  dimensions of 
1.0  x 0.5 x 0.5 cm.     No attempt was made  to grow larger samples because 
of  the  danger  involved in handling  them.     However,   for most of  the 
optical and  electronic measurements,  techniques had to be developed to 
cut  and polish  the crystals.     The  as-grown crystals normally develop 
one  or more  large faces that can be  conveniently glued to a holding 
rod   (with beeswax).     Plates  can then be cut with reference to the 
natural face.     The cutting is accomplished with a string saw using a 
dilute eerie ammonium nitrate solution as  the chemical cutting agent. 
The  resulting crystal plates are  then polished on a slow speed polisher 
using a micro-polishing cloth and  a polishing compound of medium to 
very  fine grain size.     Figure 4 shows typical plates cut from large 
crystals as well as  two uncut crystals in  the bottom row. 

B.     Photo-Effects 

To understand  the detailed nature of the effects of 
irradiation on lead  azide,  optical  transmission and mass spectrometric 
techniques were utilized.     The optical transmission measurements were 
performed on cut and polished lead  azide  single crystal plates mounted 
in a vacuum cryostat  (pressures of  10      to 10      Torr)   In a Gary  14 R 
spectrophotometer.     The optical density or  fraction of  light absorbed 
in passing through the sample was measured as a function of wavelength 
or energy and was determined at  sample temperatures of  12,  78 and  300K. 
Changes in the optical density were measured following irradiation of 
the  lead  azide sample with a high pressure rusreury lamp  (250 watts) 
and  appropriate filters. 
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The evolution of gas from single crystals was measured 
in a Varian ultra-high vacuum-system utilizing a Vac-Ion pump to 
achieve base pressures of 10  Torr. The samples were irradiated with 
monochromatic light from a 1000 watt Mercury-Xenon lamp through a 
quartz prism monochromator. The gas detected either with a residual 
gas analyzer mass spectrometer or a Bayard-Alpert type vacuum gage. 
With this technique a monolayer of decomposition from the surface of a 
single crystal could be detected. 

The optical transmission studies (7) indicate that the 
change in optical density produced in lead azide exposed to blue and 
ultraviolet irradiation results in the formation of colloids of 
metallic lead. In Fig. 5, the experimentally observed increase in 
optical density (due LO irradiation of a lead azide single crystal with 
ultraviolet light) is given as a function of wavelength. The calcu- 
lated optical density oi a lead azide sample containing spherical (up 
to about 10 nm dia) lead colloids, using the Mie Theory, is also shown 
in Fig. 5. The good agree-nent between the observed and calculated 
optical spectra, plus the lack of temperature dependence of the optical 
density in irradiated crystals, indicate that ultraviolet aid blue 
light irradiation of lead azide single crystals produce lead colloids. 

The efficiency (number of N- molecules evolved/incident 
photon/sec) of the evolution of nitrogen gas from a large single cry- 
stal plate of lead azide has been studied as a function of wavelength 
of the exciting light, and the results, together with the optical 
absorption of lead azide, are shown in Fig. 6. The kinetics and 
energetics of the reactions and the specific electronic processes and 
transitions giving rise to the decomposition have been discussed else- 
where (8). The major result for this work concerns the magnitude of 
the-quantum efficiency for the evolution of nitrogen gas (less than 
10 ) near the onset of optical absorption. The spectral dependence 
of the efficiency closely follows the optical absorption. 

C. Electric Field Effect and Initiation Studies 

To gain an understanding of the effect of the electric 
field in the absence of photo-effects a detailed study of the current- 
voltage characteristics and thickness dependence was made.  Gold 
electrodes were applied to both sides of single crystal lead azide 
plates by vacuum evaporation.  These gold electrodes were then con- 
tacted by gold wires using dots of silver paint. Sample thickness 
varied from .019 to .076 cm in this series of experiments.  The 
electrode diameter, 2.36mm, was the same on all samples.  By keeping 
the evaporated electrode diameter large compared to the sample thick- 
ness, the results can be analyzed on the basis of one-dimensional 
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planar  current  flow  (9).    An advantage of  the sandwich-type electrode 
configuration  is   aiat  surface currents can  then be essentially 
eliminated.     The samples were potted  in RTV,  a polymeric electronic 
potting composition, which aids  in prohibiting current  flow by any 
path  other  than through the bulk of  the sample. 

The sample chamber was evacuated by a forepump with an 
in-line  liquid nitrogen trap.     With samples of the size used in  these 
experiments,  the chamber is not damaged by  the detonation.     Performing 
the experiments under this type of vacuum is sufficient to eliminate 
ths  shock wave resulting from  sample detonation and any dependence of 
the  results on atmospheric humidity conditions. 

An inherent procedural difficulty arose because of  the 
possibility that  lead azide crystals  subjected to high electric  fields 
may experience  localized decomposition or  other damage prior  to 
detonation.     This could act as a memory of previous  treatment and 
might  influence both the conductivity and critical voltage  for 
detonation.     One solution would be  to use a fresh crystal for each 
value  of applied voltage.    However,   this procedure would require an 
unrealistic number of  samples with accurately controlled thickness.    To 
minimize memory effects,  each sample was  subjected to  the same voltage 
history.     Our procedure consists  of one-minute-on,  one-minute-off 
application of voltage,  increasing the voltage in 100V increments. 
The procedure was continued until  the sample detonated, with current 
being monitored continuously.     A typical current-response is shown in 
Fig.   7. 

The current has  a negative  transient when the voltage  is 
turned  off which is not shovn.     Seven samples of varying thickness 
were  Investigated in this manner.     The voltage at which detonation 
occurred,   (VDFT) ,  is  shown in Table  I along with the current jus*; prior 
to  initiation,  I.     It  should be noted that  the detonation does not 
necessarily occur immediately upon application of the voltage.     The 
delay  time was  observed to vary.     Typical current-voltage character- 
istics  are shown in Figs.   8 and 9 and reflect the non-ohmic nature of 
the Au/lead azide system. 

In a very simplified picture  the voltage applied to  the 
crystal can under some circumstances produce a constant average 
electric  field in the  sample givP-n by V/L, where L is the sample 
thickness.     It is assumed here that the contacts to the crystal do 
not affect the field distribution in any way,  that is, the contacts 
are ohmic.    On the other hand,   it  is possible that  the contacts  to the 
sample are non-ohmic and restrict  the  flow of current.    This kind of 
contact  is  called a blocking or  rectifying contact;  and,  because  it 
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can present more resistance to current flow than the bulk resistance 
of the sample, tha field distribution may be altered considerably. 
Gold forms a non-ohmic contact with lead azide (10).  The effectively 
higher resistance of the Au/lead azide interface can result in a 
significant voltage drop across this region, with considerably less 
voltage actually applied across the bulk of the sample. 

The average fields for detonation, calculated for each 
crystal from V   divided by the sample thickness L, range from 
3.02 x 10'4 - 4.ZI x lO1* V/cm.  Thus there is a threshold in this 
field range at which detonation occurs.  The scatter in values could 
be accounted for by differences in the crystal-electrode interfaces or 
differences due to crystal orientation.  The threshold field values 
for the four thinnest samples (.019 - .025 cm) are all higher than 
those for the thicker samples (.043 - .076 cm). This would be ex- 
pected if effects resul.ing from exposure to electric fields tend to 
lower the field threshold since the thicker samples experienced 
longer cumulative exposure times to electric fields. 

MODEL FOR THE PHOTOELECTRONIC INITIATION EFFECT 

The photolytic and electric field studies have led to a 
number of specific and general conclusions on the individual phenomena 
investigated. Our purpose, however, was not only to understand the 
separate phenomena but to relate them to understand the nature of the 
nicre complex PEI effect.  It is now possible to infer a mechanism for 
the PEI effect. 

We first review the evidence pertinent to the mechanism. 
Neither the field alone nor the light alone, at the intensities used, 
can produce initiation by simple thermal effects (1).  Similarly, the 
combination of light and electric field intensities used in the PEI 
effect are not sufficient to lead to initiation thermally (1,11). 
Even if all of the energy released by exothermic photodecomposition 
reactions is taken into account, the magnitude of the efficiency for 
photodecomposition is far too small to provide sufficient thermal 
energy to initiate fast decomposition. The exciting light does lead 
to the production of nitrogen gas and to the formation of lead 
colloids.  The resulting decomposition may produce energy states which 
enhance reaction.  In addition, the exciting light produces large 
changes in the electrical conductivity (up to four orders of magnitude) 
by the production u':  photocarriers (1).  Initiation clearly occurs in 
response to an applied electric field, and an average field value has 
i>een determined experimentally. 
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In order to initiate lead azide by light alone, an intensity 
six orders of magnitude greater than that used in our experiments is 
required (1).  However, with the low light intensity used in the PEI 
effect, the value of the applied voltage is of the order of half that 
required to initiate with electric field alone. Therefore the primary 
effect of the exciting light combined with the applied electric field 
is to change the electric field distribution in the lead azide. This 
accounts for the factor of two or more decrease in average electric 
field necessary to achieve initiation with light. Figure 10 depicts 
a uniform voltage drop, which by Maxwell's equations predicts a con- 
stant electric field and overall zero net charge. This approximates 
conditions in the bulk of the crystal in the absence of light, and is 
generally -.orrect independent of the nature of the contact/sample 
interface.  When the light is turned on, charge carriers of both signs 
are produced, either directly or through the intermediate step of 
exciton formation. The original applied electric field separates 
charge carriers of opposite sign. The resulting charge distribution 
alters the electric field distribution.  The nature and degree of the 
charge separation are related to the carriers' conductivity properties, 
the intrinsic defect structure of the crystal, and possibly to the 
photo-produced defects. Colloidal particles can act as sources or 
traps for charge carriers, and will be present near the illuminated 
surface.  In addition, the charge distribution can be strongly 
affected by the presence of blocking contacts which prohibit the flow 
of charge into and out; of the sample.  Charge can accumulate at the 
interface, producing high fields across the contact region, and con- 
siderably altering the field in the bulk.  For example, the arbitrarily 
chosen charge distribution shown in Fig. 11 leads to the indicated 
voltage and field distributions. The important point is that upon 
illumination, the resulting photo-induced charge distribution leads to 
an increase in the electric field at some point in the sample by a 
factor of two or more above that which it had in the nonilluminated 
case.  This increase In internal electric field is sufficient to 
produce initiation. 

Although there is not yet a clear understanding of why a 
threshold electric field at a given region of the sample causes 
initiation, one plausible explanation is that the electric field 
produces an avalanching multiplication of charge carriers. This 
results in a region of dense electronic excitation leading to an 
ultimate exothermic process. This is further supported by the fact 
that low-intensity light alone does not produce these regions of dense 
electronic excitation. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Our theoretical studies (1) Indicated the possibility of 
initiating decomposition and detonation by several radically new 
mechanisms.  The photoelectronic initiation effect in lead azide was 
the first experimetnal observation of the initiation of detonation by 
purely non-thermal electronic processes.  To understand this 
phenomenon, techniques were developed to grow, cut and polish large 
pure single crystals of lead azide.  The separation effects of light 
ard electric fields on lead azide single crystals were studied to 
determine the detailed mechanisms of the Interactions. These were 
related to develop an understanding of the PEI effect in terms of 
threshold average electric fields.  Illumination creates photo- 
carriers which change the electronic charge distribution within the 
lead azide, raising the electric field to the threshold for initiation. 
These results provide the understanding to apply the photoelectronic 
initiation effect to other technologically important explosives, and 
provide the rational basis for pursuing related new mechanisms for 
initiation. 
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TABLE   I.     ELECTRIC  FIELD EFFECTS  ON  LEAD AZIDE 

^ 

Current at Voltage at 
Thickness Detoration Detonation 

Sample L(cm) (amp) 

1.2 x 10"9 

v 
DET 

3-72-30 .019 800 

3-72-31 .024 6.9 x 10"8 1000 

3-72-32 .022 7.0 x 10"9 800 

3-72-33 .043 1.6 x 10"8 1300 

3-72-34 .025 1.4 x 10"8 iOOO 

3-72-35 .076 5.5 x 10"9 2700 

3-72-36 .073 1.1 x 10"8 2400 

Threshold Field 
VDET/L (Volts/cm) 

4.20 x 10 

4.17 x 10^ 

3.60 x 10^ 

3.02 x 10^ 

4.00 x 10^ 

3.54 x 10A 

3.26 x n/ 

V„, 

Figure 1. Reaction coordinate 
diagram depicting possible 
changes in activation energy 
due to excited electronic states. 
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Figure 2. Comparison of optical 
absorption spectra of thin film 
and crystal. 

Figure 3.  Crystal growing 
apparatus. 
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Figure 4. Solution grown lead 
azide crystals. 
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Figure 5.  Change in optical 
density due to ultraviolet ex- 
posure and calculated optical 
density (Mie theory) versus 
wavelength. 

Figure 6. Photodecomposition 
spectral response compared to 
optical absorption. 
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Figure 7.    Typical current 
response to step voltage 
versus time. 
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characteristic for   .073 cm 
thick lead azide crystal 
with gold electrodes. 10 •K) 
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To introduce this paper let u« consider a hypothetical 
situation that might develop in a moaern military hospital.  In this 
scenario a Captain reports to the dispensary with nonspecific clinical 
signs including fever, malaise, inappetence and vague aches and paine. 
The condition is diagnosed as a viral illness, the patient receives 
appropriate symptomatic medication and is instructed to rest at home 
and come back in three days if not improved. There is an influenza 
epidemic at the time and the staff is a bit harassed. 

For the great majority of patients there would be no further need 
for treatment and the dispensary would not see him again, but in our 
hypothetical situation the patient returns in three days. He is more 
obviously ill with fever, nausea, occasional diarrhea, severe 
headache, pain in the lumbar region and shaking chills.  He is 
hospitalized, and a workup by the staff reveals nothing very extra- 
ordinary. The leukocyte count is low, the pain in the lumbar area 
is particularly severe, there is occasional epistaxis and the 
patient's skin is extremely sensitive. He has several episodes of 
vomiting and soils the bed linens numerous times.  It is of interest 
also that 16 days prior to entering the hospital he returned from a 
trip to tropical South America to inspect a Civil Affairs unit that 
was assisting a disaster relief mission. 

Our patient becomes more severely ill, but eventually his fever 
breaks and the blood pressure drops a bit. He makes a slow uneventful 
recovery. His discharge diagnosis is that of a severe viral disease 
of undetermined etiology with complications. 

Within two weeks of admission of our Captain there are four more 
instances of a somewhat similar illness at the dispensary. None are 
initially recognized as unusual nor can thev be distinguished from 
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the many influenza patients. The only clue to something more serious 
is that one of the new patients is the wife of our Captain and the 
other three are hospital staff-members. Eventually all find their 
way into the hospital, and two of them die.  One of the senior 
medical officers recalls some rather similar cases from his service 
in Korea and the staff is quickly alerted to the possibility of a 
nosocomial viral infection. 

All persons known to have had contact with either the index case 
or the known secondary cases are contacted and members of the 
hospital staff who become ill are questioned carefully about contact 
with patients.  Within six weeks from the first signs of illness of 
the Captain there are at least 17 secondary and tertiary rases and 
7 deaths.  Each illness has occurred in either hospital employees 
or in family members of suspected cases. Rumors begin to spread. 
The disease is thought to be one of the South American hemorrhagic 
fevers and the appropriate state, national and international health 
agencies are notified. Virologists, epidemiologists and other 
specialists arrive en masse along with members of the local and 
national press.  Statements by high government officials are made 
before nationwide television cameras. 

The major local problem at this point however, is fear, 
particularly in the hosptlal staff. The virus is identified as 
Machupo virus, which causes Bolivian henorrh&glc fever (BHF), and 
the first indications of headache, fever and sore throat in an 
at-risk staff member raise serious problems. The physician who 
examines him is in a quandary as to whether to put him on the 
special contagious ward for hemorrhagic fever patients or to send him 
home to recover from influenza. Many or the hospital staff refuse 
to enter the special ward and those who do are fearful for themselves 
and their families. As the number of cases and deaths mount, panic 
spreads to the surrounding locality. Fear Increases when the 
disease is diagnosed in a nearby civilian hospital. That diagnosis 
ultimately proves to be Incorrect, but in the ensuing days and weeks 
day to day interpersonal contacts In the community decrease to an 
absolute minimum.  People who are genlunely ill are afraid to go to 
the military hospital and the civilian hospitals refuse to admit 
military personnel or their dependents. Eventually the number of new 
cases diminishes due to the rigorous precautions initiated in the 
hospital and dispensary. The disease disappears after having 
affected 31 people and causing 14 deaths. 

This hypothetical situation is not a wild delusion. Recently an 
outbreak of fatal BHF occurred in a hospital in Cochabamba, Bolivia. 
But, because the clinical signs and symptoms of the disease were 
somewhat different from the typical BHF symptoms and because the 
hospital was well outside the BHF endemic area it was not initially 
diagnosed. Machupo virus had never been known to exist in Cochabamba. 
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Eventually it was  learned that  the Index patient had  traveled in 
the Department of Beni, where BHF  is endemic,  and became  ill  there 
before returning home to Cochabamba.    This knowledge plus the deaths 
of  the index case and three of the  four secondary cases  caused a near 
panic in the city  (1) .     Members of  the hospital staff were reluctant 
to care for a sick pathologist who was exposed during a necropsy of 
one of the secondary cases and who subsequently became  ill and died. 

Although other Instances of human to human transmission of 
Machupo virus have been reported   (2),  this was  the  first nosocomial 
outbreak.    Hospital associated  infections have occurred with  the 
serologically related La^sa fever virus in Africa and  the reports 
of the outbreaks there are remarkably similar to that described for 
the Cochabamba epidemic   (3). 

The viruses that  caused these  illnesses are both members of  the 
arenavirus group which also includes lymphocytic choriomeningitis 
virus and Junin virus   (the cause of Argentine hemorrhagic fever) 
in addition to a number of avirulent viruses.     Some of  the more 
unusual characteristics of  infections with the virulent members 
of  the arenavirus group are incubation periods of  two weeks or 
more and prolonged periods of virus shedding   (4,5). 

Thus,  in this era of  frequent,  rapid international  travel 
the possibility of an outbreak of an arenavirus disease  in a  large 
modern hospital becomes a distinct possibility.     Our hypothetical 
situation may never occur,  but a realistic assessment  suggests  that 
It could.    As the remote  tropical regions are developed 
agriculturally and as alterations  take place in their ecology, 
presently known viruses and new viral entities would seem to be 
candidates for nosocomial outbreaks. 

This report describes  studies carried out  at  the United  States 
Army Medical Research Institute of  Infectious Diseases during  the 
last 18 months wherein we have defined a rhesus monkey model  for 
studying Machupo virus  infections and have successfully treated 
BHF in monkeys by devising therapy with specific,  homologous 
antibody. 

BHF IN RHESUS MONKEYS 

In order to work in reasonable safety with Machupo virus  our 
studies were carried out   in airtight hoods or  in pressurized  suits(6). 
After developing virus plaque assays in Vero cell culture and  in 
vitro tests for virus neutralizing antibody,  we assessed the  rhesus 
monkey as a model for this infection by observing clinical signs and 
by measuring leukocyte counts,  viremias,  and antibody responses. 
Complete necropsies were performed on monkeys that died. 

Figure 1 shows the observed development of clinical signs  in 
monkeys each Inoculated with approximately 1,000 plaque  forming units 
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(PFU) of virus.     These  signs were similar  to those reported  in humans 
'7) except  that  the onset was earlier in monkeys and  the disease 
course more severe.     The earliest monkey deaths occurred about day 
15, and 80 to 90% of the monkeys died by day 30,  the mean day of 
death was about day 20. 

FEVER 

DEPRESSION 

ANOREXIA 

DIARRHEA 

TREMORS 
NASAL 
DISCHARGE 

FACIAL   FLUSH 
OR  RASH 
DEHYDRATION 

ABDOMINAL RASH 

HEMORRHAGE 
(NARES.SKIN) 

12        14 16 

DAYS    POSTEXPOSURE 

20 

Figure 1.     Clinical  Signs of  BHF in Rhesus Monkeys 

Like the reported human cases hemorrhage was not pronounced 
in the monkeys.     There was occasional eplstaxis and many monkeys 
showed aüme bleeding around the gums.    The rash on the face and 
abdomen did not  occur at all  In some monkeys but was extremely 
severe in others. 

The neutrophll count dropped precipitously after postexposure 
day 5 and reached a low on day 13 to 14;  other blood parameters that 
declined  included  lymphocytes and packed  red cell volume.     All 
began to rise on day 13 to  14.    Defervescence began at  this time 
although some monkeys had a  second fever peak on da>  15  to 16. 

Histopathology did not reveal consistent hemorrhagic 
manifestations although hemorrhages were observed  in the  skin, heart, 
brain and nerves of  some monkeys.    Generally,   the histopathologlc 
lesions were consistent.    There was hepatic necrosis,  adrenal 
cortical necrosis, necrotizlng enteritis and epithelial necrosis. 
Monkeys which died after postexposure day 18 also had nonsuppurative 
meningoencephalitis and lymphoid necrosis.    Most of the 
histopathologlc  lesions reported in human autopsies were reproduced 
in the monkey,  however the necrosis of the skin,  oral raucosa. 
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gastrointestinal mucosa and  adrenal cortex have not been described 
in man.     Despite these  lacter discrepancies the rhesus monkey was a 
satisfactory histopathologic model  for  the study of  BHF. 

Ten  to  20% of the untreated monkeys  in our sevaral experiments 
survived  the initial effects of  the virus and began to show some 
improvement by day  30.     They regained  their appetite,  became 
more active and were no longer dehydrated,  but approximately half  of 
them then developed evidence of central nervous system  (CNS)  disease. 
They exhibited paresis,  depression,   occasional convulsions and 
incoordination.    These  clinical  signs  appeared  from day   "^0  to as 
late as day 90 and about half of  the monkeys died.     The 
histopathologic lesions in the monkeys that died with th^se  signs 
was primarily vasculitis.     Typically  it affected all the major 
organs of  the body including the brain. 

No neutralizing or complement  fixing  (CF)  antibody was detected 
in monkeys that died prior to day 21.     After that  time however, 
the  survivors developed CF titers  that  gradually rose to 1:512 by 
day 60.     The first neutralizing antibody was detectable by day 28 
and reached titers of  1:3200 or more by day 60.    These  titers are 
substantially higher  than  those  reported for humans  (8)   and provided 
a  source  of neutralizing antibody  for additional studies  to define 
a method of therapy. 

The  patterns of viremia which developed in monkeys are  yhown in 
Table 1,     These data represent mean values for several monkeys  from 
three different studies.     This relatively prolonged, high viremia  is 
unusual.     In most virus infections viremia persists for only  3 to 4 
days,  and  uhe more severe  clinical signs often occur while  the viremia 
is either waning or after  it has disappeared.    Arenavirus diseases are 
less acute however,  and the prolonged viremia suggests  that  the path- 
ogenesis might be successfully  interrupted with specific  antibody 
therapy.     We therefore undertook studies to determine whether con- 
valescent  immune serum would protect monkeys if  it were administered 
either at about the time of exposure or after the onset  of 
clinical  illness. 

PROPHYLAXIS AND TREATMENT OF BHF IN MONKEYS 
WITH PASSIVE ANTIBODY 

Table 2 shows the effect if homologous immune serum given to 
monkeys  that were inoculated 2 hours later with approximately 1,000 
PFU of Machupo virus.    The quantity of serum given each monkey is 
shown in the column on the left.     The titers on day 4 represent 
passive  antibody and those on day 40 the active antibody titers. 
The data show that monkeys with low passive antibody 
titers of 1:4 by CF and 1:8 to 1:32 by neutralization 
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titers were protected from severe disease. Monkeys with higher 
passive antibody levels were completely protected from illness 
but not, apparently, from infection. When the survivors were 
challenged with Machupo virus on day 60 none became ill. Some 
monkeys were apparently fully immune despite the absence of 
detectable neutraliring antibody thereby suggesting a role for 
cell mediated immunity  in this virus infection. 

Table 1.    Mean viromia titers  in Machupo virus  infected  rhesus 
monkeys. 

Exper. 
No. 

Inoculum 
Dose 

Days Postinoculation 
(Number Viremic/total) 

10 12 14 17 21 

3.0* 2.7*  3.6   4.6   3.7   1.0 
(5/5)  (5/5)  (5/5)  (3/5)  (0/1) 

5.0    2.6    3.4   1.8 
(2/2)   (2/2)  (2/2) 

3.0 3.2   2.8   4.8    4.5  2.2 
(2/2)  (2/2)  (2/2)  (2/2)  (1/1) 

*Log  PFU of virus 

Table 2. Immune serum protection of rhesus monkeys against 
Machupo virus infection 

Serum Reciprocal Severity 
Dose Day L \ of 
ml Antibody Tlter Illness 

Neut. CF 

5.0 32 128 16 16 0 

1.5 32  32 8  8 0 

0.5 8  32 4  4 •H- 

Deaths/2 Reciprocal 
Day 40 

Antibody Titer 
Neut. CF 

0.15        <8     <8      <4 <4      ++-H- 

None        <8     <8       <4 <4      -H-H- 

0 <8   <8 <4 <4 

0 8     32 <4      4 

0 128  512 64    64 

1 2048 512 

2 _    _ _      - 
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Nevertheless, the prophylactic efficacy of antibody was obvious. 
We therefore assessed the effects of immune serum given to monkeys at 
various times postlnfection. Table 3 shows the results of our efforts 
to treat monkeys on days 5, 7, 9 or 11 postexposure by giving each 
monkey 10 ml of immune serum.  Bearing in mind that the monkeys 
became symptomatic on about day 6, it is apparent that the typically 
fatal disease course was favorably modified after the onset of 
clinical signs. 

Table 3. Treatment of Machupo virus-Infected monkeys with 
homologous immune serum 

Day 
Treated 

Severity 
of 

Illness 

Time to   Death/2 
Recovery 

Reciprocal CF 
Titer 
Day 44 

5 

7 

9 

11 

None 

Trace 1-2 days 0 32 64 

+ 6-8 days 0 64 256 

+++ 2-3 Weeks 0 512 512 

++++ 2 months 1 512 - 

++++ ^ 2 mm.                <M> 

In general we were able to reproduce the foregoing results by 
using ethanol fractionated gamma globulin rather than whole serum. 
However, treatment after tne onset of clinical signs appeared to be 
less effective with intramuscular injections of gamma globulin than 
with the equivalent amount of serum given subcuteneously.  We 
reasoned that this may be due to the route of administration and that 
the deep intramuscular injection was less efficacious than other 
possible routes. 

Table 4 shows the results of giving immune gamma globulin by two 
routes on day 8 postexposure. The two monkeys treated intravenously 
suffered a mild clinical disease whereas three of the four monkeyy 
given intramuscular gamma globulin experienced a more severe illness. 
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Table 4.    Effect of route of  gamma globulin treatment  on clinical 
Illness In Machupo virus Infected rhesus monkeys 

Route      Severity of 
Illness 

(Number affected) 

Days to 
Recovery 

Deaths/Total 

Intravenous     +(2) 10-15 0/2 

Intramuscular +(l)+++(3) 10-15 0/4 

None         -H-H-O) - 3/3 

To quantltate the amount of serum required to cceat monkeys early 
after the onset of clinical  signs.     Table 5 was prepared as a 
composite of three studies.     It shows the minimum amount of serum 
or gamma globulin equivalent  that resulted in a successful  treatment 
and  the maximum amount that did not.     In all cases this was given on 
day 8 and is calculated as  the equivalent amount of serum with a 
neutralizing antibody titer of approximately 1:3000.    Thus  the amount 
of potent antlserum required  for  successful treatment  is approximately 
3 ml/kg.     The human dosage calculated  in the column cn the right 
represents the number of 240 ml units of human plasma that would be 
required to yield similar levels of passive neutralizing antibody 
in a 70 kg human recipient  if the human plasma pool had a neutral- 
izing antibody titer of about 1:100.    This represents a substantial 
amount of plasma, but it could be given as gamma globulin  if the 
need arose. 

Table 5.    Antibody dosage for e^rly treatment of Machupo 
virus  infected monkeys 

Serum 
Dose 
(ml/kg) 

Severity 
Illness 

Death/total Equivalent Human 
Dosage* 

(Plasma units) 

3.0 

1.5 

None 

mild 

severe 

severe 

0/4 

1/3 

0/3 

26 

13 

* See text. 
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One of  the difficulties with antibody therapy later in the 
clinical  course is the rapid turnover that occurs.    We observed that 
monkeys receiving 1C ml of immune  serum on postexposure day 10 had 
barely detectable antibody titers  two days later, whereas  the data 
in Table 2  show that monkeys which received 5 ml of serum on day 0 
had passive titers of as much as 1:128 on day 4.    These data suggested 
that a single dose of antibody given late  in the disease may be 
removed  so  rapidly,  due to reaction with antigen and to  the more 
rapid turnover of serum protein during severe illness,  that 
successful  treatment might require the continuous administration 
of specific homologous antibody.   In a separate experiment virus 
infected monkeys were treated about 4 days after the onset of 
illness   (day 10 postexposure) with the gamma globulin equivalent of 
2 ml/kg of  serum intravenously followed by intramuscular doses of one- 
half that amount daily for the next 10 to 12 days.    Although two 
of the  three treated monkeys died,   the  clinical course and the 
times  to death suggested that  such therapy was useful and further 
studies are now underway. 

DISCUSSION 

Our data from Machupo virus infected rhesus monkeys showed that 
species  to be a useful model for BHF in humans.    The clinical signs, 
hematologic data and histopathologic lesions were generally similar 
to those seen in humans except that the disease course was more 
severe and perhaps somewhat briefer in the monkey.    Using the rhesus 
model we then explored prophylaxis and therapy with homologous anti- 
body.    Our data suggest that the use of convalescent plasma might 
favorably alter an outbreak such as the hypothetical one described 
in the  introduction. 

Our data showed that:    1)    relatively low prophylactic doses of 
specific antibody given at about  the time of exposure to BHF pre- 
vented the development of clinical signs of disease;    2)    BHF, 
unlike most viral diseases,  can be successfully treated,  in monkeys 
at least,   if antibody therapy is Initiated early after the onset of 
clinical signs; and 3)    The maintenance of detectable levels of pass- 
ive antibody with daily injections may permit successful treatment as 
much as  four days after the clincial signs have become apparent. 

On the basis of preliminary data from our BHF studies,  the 
United States Army Medical Research and Development Command 
funded a project by the Pan American Health Organization (PAHO)  and 
The Middle America Research Unit to collect plasma from 
BHF immune persons in Bolivia.    A number of people in the endemic 
areas were screened and 16 were selected for plasmapheresls 
which was carried out by Medical Officers from PAHO and the Bolivian 
Ministry of Health.    A total of 223 units of plasma 
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was collected and have been sent to the Massachusetts State 
Laboratory for fractionatlon of the gamma globulin.    The Immune 
gamma globulin will be studied in our laboratory and used in Bolivia. 

Although this relatively small amount of antibody will not be 
adequate for treating large numbers of people,  it will provide a 
means for prophylaxis or therapy of selected medical personnel.    There 
are no BHF immune medical personnel in Bolivia at the present  time 
and it is difficult to persuade susceptible individuals to 
go into epidemic areas to provide patient care.    With a supply of 
gamma globulin of known potency for prophylaxis and treatment however, 
the situation of near panic described in Cochabamb . may be avoided 
and medical personnel will be more sanguine about serving in epidemic 
areas. 

In addition to the use of specific human gamma globulin we are 
exploring the possible use of hyperimmunired monkey serum which 
many be as much as 100 to 200 times more effective than the available 
human plasma.    This possibility could  Indeed provide a source of anti- 
body for large scale human therapy if it proves to be safe and 
effective. 

Thus unlike virtually all other viral diseases, arenavirus 
infections may be unique in that the typical pathogenesis is 
amenable to specific therapy.    Our data suggest that by developing 
an adequate source, of specific immune serum we may reduce the threat 
of these rodent-borne viruses. 
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AUTOMATIC SHELL FRAGMENT 
MEASURING TECHNIQUE 

JAMES W.   FASIG 
MATERIEL TESTING DIRECTORATE 

ABERDEEN PROVING GROUND,   MARYLAND 

Good afternoon gentlemen,  I'm Jim Fas Ig from the Materiel 
Testing Directorate of Aberdeen Proving Ground.    It is a pleasure to 
hav» this opportunity to describe to you one of the many tests per- 
formed on explosive devices, to relate some of the analysis 
procedures, and to describe an  instrument my group developed for im- 
proving this analysis process.    This discussion is unclassified. 

First,  I will briefly describe the procedures and facilities 
used in testing explosive projectiles so you will be able to relate to 
the total test program, 

When weapon systems which utilize high explosive warheads are 
being developed or redesigned, one major question is - how effective 
is the new warhead?    High explosive munitions are primarily designed 
to produce lethal effects through fragmentation.    Therefore, effective- 
ness associated with high-explosive warheads  is a measure of the 
ability of the fragments produced to inflict casualities on enemy 
personnel in the area of detonation. 

Now it must be remembered that warhead effectiveness is only 
one part of the total effectiveness analysis of the w»apon system - 
accuracy, reliability, safety, mobility, vulnerability and other 
factors must be evaluated to analyze the expected system performance. 
The determination of warhead performance is the measure of effective- 
ness of the weapon system where the pay load or warhead is on target. 
Criteria will be stipulated for this performance and inability to meet 
requirements will result in either redesign and or warhead rejection. 
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The most v;idely used and accepted measure of warhead effect- 
iveness   is  Jethal area.    Lethal area  is  a calculated term with the 
dimensions of area.     It  is used by weapon  system analysts to estimate 
the  number of casualties that would be  caused under a specific set 
of firing conditions.    Briefly, the expected number of casualties  is 
defined mathematically by the expression, 

^'VyvMpjx.Y^xdY 

where    ^(XjY)   is the density of troops  at a specific point  (X,Y)  on 
the  ground,  and PK (X,Y)  is the probability that a soldier located  in 

the elemental area dX dY will be incapacitatad.    On the assumption 
that  the targets are uniformly distributed over the ground plane, 
O'CX,?)  will be a constant and the expression can be written 

£e. --If fi(*,r)J*Jr 
■OB'-OB 

Tie quantity EQ/«^" has the dimensions of area and is defined as lethal 
area. 

It is apparent that the incapacitation probability is a 
function of the total fragmentation characteristics of the munition 
being considered.    More precisely  it  is a function of the weight, 
velocity, number and shape of the fragments produced,    lo obtain the 
best estimate of a warhead's lethal area we would need to collect the 
weight, velocity and shape for each fragment produced by the test 
munition.    Since a large warhead will produce 25,000 fragments this 
approach  is  impractical.    Instead fragment samples are obtained  in an 
arena test area. 

The arena (Figure 1)   is divided  into two parts - one side  is 
used to measure the fragment velocities.    You will note that the 
sample areas are shown on the panels (Figure 2).    These are radial 
zones projected from the axis of the projectile.    The projectile is 
placed in the arena center and detonated.    The fragment velocities 
are obtained photometrically and produce a spectacular display on the 
velocity panels.    Since the fragments exceed the velocity of sound 
they arrive at the panels before the blast wave destroys the arena 
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(Figure H),    The fragment velocities (Figure 5)  from a typical firing 
are highest at the nose, 90° from the nose, and at the base of the 
shell.    The other side of the arena is used to recover shell fragments. 
About 10% of the  fragments produced are captured.    All the captured 
fragments are counted and weighed.    Based on the weight distribution a 
sample of fragments is selected for measurement of average fragment 
area.    Since fragments are captured in zones the density af fragments 
is also obtained.    Here again, the density of fragments about the 
projectile is greatest perpendicular to the shell axi.d (Figure 6), 

A shape factor, determined for a sample of the captured frag- 
ments, is related to the fragment's weight and  its average presented 
area.    The presented area is the plane area confined within the out- 
line of the fragment in a particular orientation.    The shape factor 
is required for two reasons;    first, the fragment striking velocity is 
functionally dependent on the shape factor; second, penetration limits 
for armor and personnel are defined based on this factor. 

The procedure for determining the shape factor is to randomly 
select a sample of fragments, determine for each one its average 
presented area, and then by least squares establish the functional 
relationship between fragment weight and its average presented area. 

The average presented area for a fragment is determined by 
measuring its presented areas in 16 equally spaced orientations, and 
computing the arithmetic mean of the individual observations.    The 16 
orientations are specified along axes obtained by striking lines from 
the center to the 10 faces and 6 vertices which constitute one-half 
of a regular Icosahedron (Figure 8).    The regular Icosahedron Is a 
20-slded regular polyhedron, each side formed by an equilateral 
triangle of the same size. 

The measurement technique used In the past employed a 
micro-projector and a pivoted slip-ring assembly (Figure 9),    The 
assembly was designed such that by pivoting the table containing the 
slip-ring and rotating the slip-ring the angles defining the 15 re- 
quired orientations could be obtained.    With a fragment on the 
cross-hairs at the focus of th'a lens system, a shadow Image was 
projected on the ground glass screen of the micro-projector and hand 
traced.    The presented areas were determined by using a planlmeter 
around the traced area.    This technique was tedious and time con- 
suming.    It rarely allowed more than a 30-fragment sample to be 
measured per test.    To increase efficiency and to meet revised 
fragmentation data requirements for at least 100 samples per test 
round, my group developed an instrument which automated the measure- 
ment of presented area. 
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The  instrument can be best understood if divided into its two 
separate functions - measurement of presented area and the automatic 
control circuitry. 

The measurement system consists of four identical collimated 
light systems and a rotating ring with crossing wires on which the 
fragment is mounted.    The four collimated pairs are positioned to 
determine the area of the shell fragment in the 16 equally spaced 
orientations of the icosahedron. 

The measurement principle  is very simple and is based upon a 
system described in most physics textbooks.    When the fragment is 
placed  in a collimated light source the shadow formed is identical to 
the projected area of the fragment,    Collimated light  is needed, of 
course, to provide sharp shadow contrast at fragment edges and to 
preclude highlights from shiny parts of the fragment. 

Lach collimated pair consists of a transmitter and receiver 
section.     The collimated light of the transmitter is produced by 
using a light emitting diode (LED)  at the focus of a 24-inch lens 
system.     The LED is modulated so that background light in the room  is 
eliminated in the measurement.    A uniform light beam of about 3-1/2 
inches in diameter is obtained«    Because fragments with lengths from 
3" to 0.1 inch arc  to be measured a shutter system is provided having 
3 different sized r.peratures.    The aperature regulates the  irea of the 
collimated light beam transmitted and thereby reduces the required 
measurement cit jult range when a small fragment is beinc .noasured. 

The receiver section consists of another lens system with a 
photo diode at the focal point.    The photo diode provides an output 
voltage proportional to the amount of the light focused on it.    This 
voltage  is gated to an analog-to-difeital converter where it  is sub- 
tracted from the total aperature area, thereby producing a value 
equal to the area of the fragment.    This value is both printed and 
stored.    The stored areas are combined to obtain the average present- 
ed area after all 16 measurements are completed. 

The  control circuitry consists of a system to automatically 
measure the areas presented in the 16 separate views by switching 
collimator pairs and taking the five required measurements for each of 
three tilted collimators, and the single measurement from the 
vertical pair.    Vhe circuit is strobed by magnetic pickups along the 
periphery of the index ring. 

A second circuit is used to remotely position the shutters 
for the various fragment sizes.    Over 200 integrated circuits are 
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used to control the measurement and indexing process, leaving the 
operator with only fragment mounting and press to measure (Figure 10), 

The instrument has been on line for nearly 2 years.    It has 
required little maintenance.    Fragment measurement times have been 
reduced to 50 seconds versus the 30 minutes previously required, thus 
providing the needed increase in sample size for the establishment of 
shell fragment shape factors. 

The ability to determine the presented areas of a large 
number of fragments leads directly to a desire to increase efficiency 
in the recovery and weighing of fragments.     Therefore, an automatic 
weighing system has been obtained and a new method for fragment re- 
covery is being studied.    This concerted effort to reduce test time 
and cost in establishing munition lethality characteristics is 
essential if weapon system analysts are to have the  information 
necessary to select effective weapons for further development and to 
maintain quality during production. 
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FIGURE  1.     FRAGMENTATION  TEST AREA 

FIGURE  2.     FRAGMENT IMPACT GRIDS 
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FIGURE  3.      FRAGMENT IMPACTS ON  GRIDS 

FIGURE  4.     WARHEAD DETONATION   IN TEST ARENA 
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FIGURE  5.     INITIAL FRAGMENT VELOCITY  VS 
ANGLE FROM NOSE OF SHELL 

FIGURE 6.     FRAGMENT SPRAY DENSITY VS 
ANGLE  FROM NOSE OF SHELL 
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FIGURE 7.     SAMPLE OF RECOVERED FRAGMENTS 

FIGURE  8.     MEASUREMENT ANGLES GEHERATED 
USING ICOSAHEDROU 
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FIGURE 9.     ONE OF SIXTEEN  AREAS TO BE TRACED 
USING MICRO-PROJECTOR 
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FIGURL  10.     AUTOMATED  SHELL FRAGMENT AREA 
MEASURING SYSTEM  (ASFAM) 
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RAPID CAPE DESIGN 
USING FINITE ELEMENT STRESS ANALYSIS AND NASTRAN 

DIANA L.   FREDERICK AND JOHN E.  HIGGINS 
FRANKFORD ARSENAL 

PHILADELPHIA,  PENNSYLVANIA 

INTRODUCTION:    The finite element approach to structural 
analysis came into being with large scale scientific computers. 
Implementation of the finite element approach to structural analysis 
lagged behind the theory until the release of CRTPLS and NASTRAN 
in 1970.    The release of these programs provided a substantial 
analytic   capability at a lew cost.    Although there are many 
technical improvements  to come,   the primary chaHange  is the 
effective use of existing capabilities and efficient design of 
structures.    This paper concerns this challenge and how it applies 
to product engineering of ammunition components. 

The Finite Element stress analysis technique has been programmed 
to obtain optimum cartridge case designs for ammunition for personnel 
weapons and heavy machine guns where formerly empirical or classical 
methods were used. For example, in conjunction with feasibility 
studies of cartridge cases, Frankford Arsenal developed computer 
program(s) capability to improve the technology in ammunition 
cartridge case design. 

GRIDXY  (Mesh Generator):    Finite Element programs require 
large quantities of input data to describe the geometry, material 
properties, boundary constraints and driving functions of the body 
to be  analyzed.    Manual preparation of this input requires consider- 
able time (70 to 100 manhours) and the accuracy of the resulting 
input is questionable.    The program, GRIDXY, automates the generation 
of the Finite Element input, reduces the time required to 2 to 3 
manhours and increases the accuracy of the input. 

Preceding page blank 
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Input for the grid generator program consists of describing  the 
geometry of  the body  to be analyzed and the desired grid  spacing, 
material properties,  and boundary conditions.     The program generates 
the grid,  numbers       the nodes and elements in the proper sequence, 
and  applies     the material and boundary codes  to each of  the  elements, 
as  shown in Figure 1.     The output  of  this program can, with  the 
proper  data manipulation be used as   input to  the NASTRAN or  CRTPLS 
Finite Element programs. 

CRTPLS:     CRTPLS is a  f-inite element program developed  to 
analyze cartridge cases.     It  is sufficiently general to analyze any 
axisymmetric or plane structure undergoing elastic-plastic quasi- 
static  loading.     The approach used  in the program is the  incremental 
loading method, wherein at each  incremental load step a new stiffness 
matrix is  formulated and solved  for  incremental deformations,  stresses, 
and  strains. 

The stresses and strains  for the desired load steps are saved 
on magnetic tape.     The  stresses  saved are the principal  stresses, 
hoop,  axial, radial,  and shear.     The strains  saved are  the total 
hoop,  axial, radial,  and shear strains,  and plastic strains.     The 
Von Mises  stress  is also calculated but not saved.     The  saved output 
is  usually represented in a plot,  of  stresses and deformations. 
Figure II. 

NASTRAN:    Unfortunately,   the CRTPLS stress analysis 
program for optimum case design cannot be used for other ammunition 
component structural analyses problems or for even some aspects of 
cartridge case/diameter interface  interactions.    We  then  turned  to 
NASTRAN. 

NASTRAN, a general purpose computer program developed by  the 
National  Aeronautics and Space Administration,  is designed  to 
analyze the behavior of elastic structures under a range of  loading 
conditions, using a Finite Element  displacement method  of  approach. 
The  program is applicable to almost any type of linear and  some 
nonlinear structures  that can be represented by combinations of 
elements contained in the NASTRAN library,  such as beams,  rods, 
shear and  t>'ist panels,  triangular and quadrilateral plates,   conical 
and toroidal shells,  solids    of revolution,  scalar elements, 
general elements,  and constraint  elements. 

A wide range of analytic capability has been built  into NASTRAN, 
including static response to concentrated and distributed loads,   to 
:hermal expansion, and enforced deformation;  dynamic response  to 
transient loads,  to steady-state sinusoidal loads,  and to random 
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e:ccitation;  determination of  real and complex eigenvalues for use  in 
vibration analysis,  dynamic stability analysis, and elastic  stability 
analysis.     In addition,  there  is a  limited capability for solving non- 
linear problems,  including piece-wise linear analysis of nonlinear 
static response and transient analysis of  nonlinear dynamic response. 

The nonlinearity of a structural element is defined by  the 
material  characteristics of  the elements.     Any Isotropie material may 
be made nonlinear by  including a stress-strain table, defining  its 
elongation characteristics.     The  stress-strain table must define a 
nondecreasing sequence of both  stresses and strains, because  the 
stiffness matrix for the  first  slope should correspond to the 
defined modulus of  elasticity.     Linear elements and materials may 
be used in a more efficient manner than  the nonlinear elements  since 
there are no extrapolations.     The nonlinear effects depend on  the 
element  type.     The elements which utilized the plastic material 
properties are ROD,  TUBE,  BAR and PLATE elements. 

DISCUSSION:    A useful and practical exercise of nonlinear 
analysis  in the field of ammunition structural analysis,  using RING 
elements,  is  the interaction between  the cartridge case and gun 
barrel chamber.    In particular,  the model enables  the effects  of 
changing dimensional tolerances, material mechanical  properties,  and 
geometrical variations on the distribution of stresses to be 
conveniently estimated. 

A characteristic problem  is a casp neck separation malfunction. 
Of specific interest is the rupture or separation which occurs at 
the neck-shoulder section.     The rupture is circumferential,  occurs 
long before peak pressures are attained,  and is closely related to 
the ammunition/weapon interface.     The basic analytical problem 
concerned tracking  the case  elements  in the stress and strain domain 
as each increment of pressure is added.     Tracking covered  taking up 
initial clearances and continuation with support by the chamber. 
Rupture of  the type being studies would be expected during the compli- 
cated interface interactions. 

As background,  case neck separations   (CNS) have occurred  in 
the M61A1   (6 barrel) or M197   (3 barrel)   type Catling guns.     No CNS 
have been reported from firings  in the M39 type revolver gun;  no 
CNS have been reported during case and cartridge acceptance  firing 
tests;  no CNS have been reported with the  firing of M56  (HEI)  ammuni- 
tion;  all CNS have occurred with M55   (TP)  and M220  (TPT)  cartridges. 

Case neck separations present serious problems in double ended 
linkless  feed systems,  i.e.,  systems  in which the fired cases are 
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returned    to the storage drum.     Round control of cases with partially 
or completely separated necks is  lost by the hand-off sprockets, 
resulting  in a system jam.     In aircraft systems where the fired 
cases are dumped overboard,  case neck separations present no problem 
unless  the separated case neck remains in the guu barrel chamber. 
This  can result  in a jam when a  subsequent round  is fed into  the 
same barrel. 

Case neck separations were initially reported in early A7D 
aircraft, which have an internally mounted M61A1 gun with a double 
ended  linkless  feed system.    Results of  the malfunction investigation 
indicated that case neck separations were related to the neck-shoulder 
blend radius of the chamber and cartridge case.     The NASTRAN model 
exercise is designed to include both material properties and  geometry 
variations. 

When a round is fired,  the propellant pressure builds up and 
the  sidewall of the cartridge case expands elastically to its yield 
point and then completes its expansion plastically.    Although  the 
sidewall may or may not enter the  plastic range before taking  up 
the  initial clearance between the case and the chamber,  it will be 
completely plastic when the pressure reaches the maximum value.    At 
this  instant of maximum pressure, both the outside diameter of  the 
case and inside diameter of the chamber will have expanded together 
to a common maximum value.    Here the cartridge case sidewall will 
be azted upon by the internal pressure on the inside by the 
chamber-cartridge case interface friction and pressure on the outside. 
The  chamber wall will be acted upon by equal and opposite friction 
and pressure.    Knowing the radial and axial loads on the cartridge 
case at this Instant of maximum pressure,  the associated state of 
stress in the sidewall can be determined by applying the Von Mises 
law of yielding, together with Its associated flow rule. 

In the problem of wall expansion of the cartridge case and 
barrel chamber which is caused by  the pressure of propellant  gases 
it is desired that the axisymmetric solid of revolution RING element 
be utilized.    This element offers both simplicity and accuracy over 
other    elements.    NASTRAN requires augmentation to accommodate 
plastic analysis of RING elements.     Based on the results obtained 
using the RING element, the manual plecewise linear analysis appears 
to give accurate results. 

ASPECT RATIO ANALYSIS:    During the course of the investiga- 
tion it was realized that the aspect ratio would be very large for 
the finite elements to be used in the NASTRAN model of the cartridge 
case.    The aspect ratio is defined as the ratio of the element 
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length to  its height.    From past experience in using NASTRAN and 
from consultation with NASTRAN experts,  it was more or less under- 
stood that  the aspect ratio for PLATE elements  should not exceed 
three, and this  is most likely true for the RING elements.     However, 
since RING  elements are seldom used,  no basic  study on the applica- 
bility of  the RING elements as a function of  aspect ratio has been 
made;  therefore,   a study was required  to determine if  the problem of 
aspect ratio  in RING elements could be ignored. 

A list of  all the cases  investigated for various aspect ratios 
and the  total number of elements is shown in Figure III.     There were 
two models used in this study, a thick wall steel cylinder and a 
thin wall  brass  cylinder.     For both studLes  the  cylinder size 
remained constant but the element si7t.  varied giving a wide range 
of aspect ratios  and model variation. 

The  finite elements used in synthesizing  the NASTRAN model of 
the  thick wall cylinder is  shown in Figure V.     The tube was assumed 
to be free at both ends, wi'.h internal pressure applied.    NASTRAN 
rigid Format 1 and RING elements were used.     The overall model had 
85 RINGS   (or grid circles)  and 64 elements  for a total of  151 degrees 
of  freedom.     The material  for the model was  steel, with a Poisson's 
ratio of 0.3.     A bilinear stress-strain curve was selected for the 
elastic-plastic material property. 

A total of  17 load increments was made manually for the 16-layer 
tube.     This  is  the minimum number of  load increments since each load 
increment was pre-calculated to make the material in the subsequent 
layer plastic.     In this problem, elements along the same layer were 
assumed to behave the same.    Although this isn't necessarily true 
in actual problems,  it can still be handled by checking each element 
and adding more  increments. 

The increment displacements and stresses were cataloged and 
filed,  then added to the previous results  to obtain the total 
displacements and stresses.    After each load increment,  the stresses 
were tested with the Tresca yield conditions.    The elastic material 
properties of  those dements that satisfied the yield criterion were 
changed into plastic material properties. 

In order to gain additional confidence on the manual piece-wise 
linear approach, a thin wall cylinder was considered since the wall 
of a cartridge case is very thin with respect to its diameter.    The 
finite elements used in synthesizing the NASTRAN model of the thin 
wall cylinder are shown in Figure IV.    The shell was assumed to be 
free at both ends, with internal pressure applied.    Rigid Format 1 
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and RING elements were useu. The overall model had 25 RINGS (or 
grid circles) and 16 elements, for a total of 45 degrees of freedom. 
The material selected for this model was brass, with a Poisson's 
ratio of 0.3 in the elastic range and 0.45 in the plastic range. 
A bilinear stress-strain curve was selected for the elastic-plastic 
material property.  Only five increments were needed since there were 
only four layers through the thickness of the wall. The same 
procedures were followed as in the thick wall cylinder case. 

The significant results from the Aspect Ratio Study are presented 
in Figure V.  The results from the NASTRAN analysis for displacements 
and radial and circumferential stresses are compared with the 
theoretical results, using the classical equations for the solution 
of elastic analysis in thick and thin walled cylinders. This figure 
depicts radial stress (psi) versus wall thickness (inches).  The 
circles are data points for the NASTRAN run with an aspect ratio of 
1:100 with 32 elements. The triangles are data points for the 
NASTRAN run with an aspect ratio of 1:50 with 16 elements.  The solid 
black line represents the thick wall cylinder theory.  The applied 
force is 20,000 lbs. or 21,220 psi. 

The figure shows that reasonable agreement between the closed 
form solution and the NASTRAN model was obtained and thus the 
aspect ratio can safely be ignored. 

ELEMENT SIZE STUDY:  In modeling the cartridge case, the 
elements around the neck are small in size.  If all the elements 
are kept the same size, the number of elements in the cartridge 
case model is very large.  In turn, the run time for the job is long, 
and thus, expensive. The number of elements is reduced by increasing 
the aspect ratio of the elements other than those in the cartridge 
case neck. 

A study was initiated with cylinder models shown in Figure VI. 
The tubes were assumed to be free at both ends, with internal pressure 
applied.  The material of the thin wall model was brass, winh a 
Poisson's ratio of 0.3. Only elastic analysis was considered. 

The results for displacement, and radial and circunferential 
stresses from the NASTRAN analysis are compared with the theoretical 
results, using the classic equations for the solution of elastic 
analysis in cylindrical shells.  Similarly the results show that we 
can decrease the number of elements in our model by increasing the 
element size in the areas other than those In the cartridge case 
neck. 
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MODELING TECHNIQUE: Figure VII is the model used for the 
case neck taper study. The lower model is the cartridge case and 
the upper model is the chamber wall. With a minimum dimension 
cartridge case and maximum dimension chamber, there is a small area 
allowed for the cartridge case to expand unconstrained.  The arrows 
represent forces applied on the cartridge case. The initial NASTRAN 
runs exclude the chamber elements to save time and cost. When the I 
displacement reaches the maximum allowed, the chamber elements are 
added.  In addition the NASTRAN model allows three stress strain 
curves to be included. 

A step by step procedure is described here as the propellant 
pressure increases and the sidewall expands when a round is fired. 

1. The incremental loads are applied to the NASTRAN 
program to obtain a solution. Every element and grid point is 
checked after each run. 

2. The sidewall expands elastlcally to its yield condition. 
This is done by applying the Von Mises law of yielding, together with 
its associated flow rule. The material properties of those elements 
which exceeded the yield point are changed according to the appropriate 
stress strain curves. This continues until the entire sidewall of 
the cartridge case becomes plastic (change in the slope of the stress- 
strain curve) . Although the sidewall may or may not become plastic 
before taking up the initial clearance between the case and the 
chamber, it will be completely plastic when the pressure reaches its 
maximum value. The fracture point, also, might be reached before the 
maximum pressure is reached. 

3. Check to see if the sidewall of the cartridge case 
touches the chamber. The displacement of the outer wall of the 
cartridge case is observed very closely for every element. When 
the value of the displacement of any point reaches the value of 
the clearance between the case and the chamber, the points are con- 
nected.  This will continue until all points on the case are supported 
by the chamber.  From here on the outside diameter of the case and 
inside diameter of the chamber will expand together to a common 
maximum value at the instant of maximum pressure. Here the cartridge 
case sidewall is acted upon by the interface friction and pressure. 

In conclusion NASTRAN is an operational program.  It can be 
procured for a few thousand dollars with little or no costly or 
time-consuming software development for basic analysis capability. 
The program is general - given the right type of element almost any 
structure can be analyzed with complete generality in material 
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properties.  rhe program is adaptable - various stages in the design 
process can be modeled, crude models early in the process, very 
detailed in later stages. The program is divisible - substructures 
can be modeled and later combined into a whole. 

NASTRAN cannot design the component - an idea is needed. It 
cannot predict fatigue life - time is needed.  It cannot assure 
manufacturing feasibility - a process is needed.  It cannot assure 
packaging feasibility - a human is needed. 

In summary: 

1. Elastic-plastic problems with static loading can be 
solved using  the manual piece-wise linear  analysis. 

2. The manual piece-wise linear analysis is more accurate 
than the automated piece-wise linear analysis,  NASTRAN Rigid Format 
6. 

3. RING elenents, which are convenient to use for axisym- 
metric bodies, appear to give accurate results. 

4. Problems of aspect ratio  that existed in the  PLATE 
elements,  this  can be safely ignored with  respect to RING elements. 
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FIGURE Ila.    DEFORMED GEOMETRY PLOT 

FIGURE lib.    ISOSTRESS PLOT 
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ON THE ARITHMETIC MEANS AND VARIANCES OF 
PRODUCTS AND RATIOS OF RANDOM VARIABLES 

FRED FRISHMAN, DR. 
U.S. ARMY RESEARCH OFFICE 

DURHAM,  NORTH CAROLINA 

1. INTRODUCTION 
In the sciences and other disciplines, it Is quite common to 

encounter situations where random variables appear in combinations. 
Two combinations are the product and the ratio of two random vari- 
ables .   Given such combinations, it is required to know the mean and 
the variance and it is preferable that the mean and variance be deter- 
mined from the original random variables.   Thus, if   U = XY and 
V = X/y then we want to know the arithmetic means and variances of U 
and V based on our knowledge of X and Y. 

2, ON THE PRODUCT OF TWO RANDOM VARIABLES 
The mean and the variance of a product are well known [ 5 1 . 

To obtain the result in a more simple manner, we note that 

(2.1) Cov(X,Y) = E(XY) - E(X) E(Y) 

provided that the moments exist.   Henceforth, we will assume that the 
moments exist. 

By rearranginq (2.1), we obtain 

(2.2) E(XY) = Cov(X,Y) +E(X)E(Y). 

Further, the definition of the linear correlation coefficient  p        is 
given by 

(2.3) p        =    Cov(X,Y)  
X,Y      [Var(X)]l/2[Var(Y)]l/2 
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By Introducing (2.3) into (2.2),  it is seen that 

(2.4) E(XY) =E(X)E(Y) + px Y[Var(X)] l/2[Var(Y) ] l/2 . 

To obtain the variance of a product of random variables, we 
note that 

(2.5) Var(XY) =E(X2Y2) - [E(XY)]2, 

and that 

(2.6) Cov(X2,Y2) =E(X2Y2) -E(X2)E(Y2). 

Then from (2.1) and (2.5), 

Cov(X2,Y2) =Var(XY) +[Cov(X,Y) +E(X)E(Y)] 2 - E(X2)E(Y2) 

= Var(XY) +[Cov(X,Y)] 2 + 2 Cov(X.Y) E(X)E(Y) 

- Var(X) Var (Y) - Var(X) [E(Y)] 2- Var(Y) [E(X)] 2. 

Then, by rearrangement of terms, 

(2.7) Var(XY) = Cov(X2,Y2) - [ Cov(X,Y)] 2 - 2 Cov (X.Y) E(X)E(Y) 

+ Var (X) Var(Y) + Var(X) [ E(Y)] 2 + Var(Y) [ E(X) ] 2 . 

If   X and   Y are independent or uncorre la ted, (2.2)and (2.7) reduce to 

(2.8) E(XY) = E(X) E(Y), 

and 

(2.9) Var(XY) = Var(X) Var(Y) + Var(X) [ E(Y)] 2 + Var(Y) [ E(X) 1 2 . 

In addition, if the two variables are independent or uncorre la ted, then 

(2.10) Var(XY) = Var(X) Var(Y) 

only if the means of both random variables are zero. 

3.   ONE SET OF RESULTS FOR THE MEAN AND VARIANCE OF A RATIO 
OF RANDOM VARIABLES 

We can write, using (2.3)       Ef-L\   E(Y)EA-1 

(3*1) pY,l/X=   77,    ,„„1/21,   HM 1/2 * [Var(Y)]l/2|yarf±-| 

(3.2) E(^-) = E(Y) E-^-)+ PY/1/y[Var(Y)]l/2[Var(Y)lL 

Then as in (2.4), 
1/2 
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provided that all the terms exist.   In Section 5, it is shown that 

E[—p]    exists provided that the density function has a zero of order 
1 at least  r  at the origin.   For example, E [ ]  does not exist for the 
xr 

Normal Distribution. 

We obtain  Var {~^). by replacing  X with-rr in (2.7). 

(3.3) Var(Y) = CovfY2
#-^)-[ Cov(Y/^ )] 2-2COV(Y,^)E(Y) E(^-) 

+ Var(Y) Var(Y)+Var(Y^ E(''Y)]2 + Var (~k)[E{Y)]2' 
If  Y and — are uncorrelated, or if  Y and  X are independent 

(see Section 5), tnen 

(3.4) E(f-) = E(V)E(-L) 

and 

(3.5) Var(-Y)=Var(Y) Var (Y)
+Var( Y)  E(Y)

2
   +Var (Y) [E( Y)l 2' 

under the usual assumptions of existence. 

If   Y and   X are uncorrelated Normals,  Ei—I and   Varf—) do 
not exist.   The proof of the lack of existence of the mean is shown in 
Section 5.   Since the mean does not exist, neither does the variance. 

In all of the above, we note the requirement for information 
about the reciprocal of the denominator term. 

4.   ANOTHER RESULT FOR THE MEAN AND VARIANCE OF A RATIO OF 
RANDOM VARIABLES. 

By using (2,3) we can write # v v 

(4.1) o.^. m)-E(X)E(T) 

' [Var(X.ll/2[var{|-)]1/2 

Then, by rearrangement of terms , i/9 r     ■Y\"ll/? 

IA - rtiA MIL  px.Y/xEvar(x)]    LVarnr)J 
(q'*}   Mx/       E(X)   " i      Y \   E(X) 

E(Y) CoV(X'T) 
E(X) E(X) 

provided that the terms exist. 
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Y 
(Also from (2.7), where we replace  Y by — , 

(4.3) Var(Y)-Cov[x2. (^-)    ]-   [COV^Y)]
2
" 

2COV (x, Y) 
E{X) E

I"7) 
+Var(x) Var(^") + 

Var(X)[E(^-)]2 + Var( Y) [ E(X)1 2 . 

Rearrangement gives f 9 iV»9l      f       /      y\l 
,.., „ r v \  Varm" CovLx ■If-) J+ i00"!'1' TJJ (4.4) Var \ — ) =   

Var(X)   + [ E(X)12 

2 Covjx, Y) E(X) E(Y) - Var(X) [E (Y)] 

Var(X) + [ E(X)1 2 

Introducing (4.2) Into (4.4), we get 
.2 

(4.5)  Var|Y)=  I Var(Y) - Cov ^C2, ^j - [cov(x, Y)]
2+ 

2E(Y)Cov(x,^)-^^-2[E(Y).Cov(x,f-)]^ l- 
y    x '   [E(X)12L x,JW(x)-H +CE001 

2 

Y 
If X and — are uncorrelated, 

A. 

(4.6) E (—) = H^]-Provided that  E(X)^0, 

and 

(4.7) Var(X)=Var(Y)[E(X)]2-Var(X)[E(Y)]2    , 

'X'      [E(X)r {Var(X) + [E(X)r} 

provided that   E(X) ^'0. 

Analagous with Section 3, we are highly dependent on Infor- 
mation about relationships between the numerator random variable and 
the ratio of the random variables. 

5.   DETERMINATION OF THE MEAN OF A RATIO BY USE OF 
CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES 

It follows from the definition of conditional probability that 

(sat       ^r'= MEXIY(7-IYH 

ss* 
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= EY {W E
X|Y(TI

Y
)} 

If we consider, as a special case the Blvarlate Normal, we 
know that the marginal distributions including the conditional are 
Normal distributions.   And for the Normal, It is well known that 

1 Y 
E[ —1  does not exist so that   E[ —]   does not exist. 

A X 
More generally. If X  and  Y  are Independent, then 

E[-^]  =   E[Y]    £[—■! 

since if   Y  and  X are Independent, then Borel functions of  Y and X 
are Independent. 

The phenomenon of the occurence of the non-existence of 

E[ —]   is portrayed more graphically In the case of independence in a x 
paper by H. A. David [2, pp. 122-123]  as follows: 

Let   G(x) be a cumulative distribution function.   Define a 
central moment of negative order   -r by 

+ oo      —r 
(5.2) \xl   (x) = /^   x      dG(x) dx. 

This moment exists in the discrete case and also in the continuous 
case provided that the density function  g(x) has a zero of order at 

least  r   at the origin (i.e.,   lim    x     g(x) = 0). 
x-*0 

Consider the case where the random variables are continuous. 
Let.  Y  be Independent of X with density function f(y); and if 

U '   (x)   and M-' (y) exist, 
-r r 

(5.3) n'   (x) u'(y)=/trx"r9(x)   dx/"*"00 yr  f(y)dy. 
or, 

(5.4) E   [(f )r]=C rm-N") fW dxdy-Et/l 4^ 
In order that the density function   g(x) have a zero of order of 

least  r  at the origin, we are saying, In effect, that the random 
variable is either all positive or all negative, and if  0  Is In the range 
of the random variable, then  g(x) must be an 'nfiniteslmal at X=0. 
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6.   RAO'S PROCEDURE FOR DETERMING  E(^) 

Rao [ 7 ]  determines the Expected Value of the ratio of Normally 
distributed variates in essentially the following fashion: 

2      2 
Let  X and   Y be blvariate normal (LL  , U,  ,cr   , a   ,o); 

. .^ "x   "y    x      y   ^   ' 
- " <x,  y<+<» . 

Y-\i X~ [i. 
Now, let   U = ^ and Z = — , so that  Y = LL   + U CT 

a a y        y 
y x 

and    X = LL   + Z CT  .   From the definitions of   U  and  Z, we have, 
x x 

E(U) = E(Z) = 0  and   CT
2
 =  CT

2
 = 1. 

u        z 
Then, 

lb•i, X       u   + ZCT        M H /  M.   U    + ZCT 
1 t-y '    ^x ^ ^x x 

.Jk   1+ ^     ^^^ 

equivalently     ZCT    < 1      x' 

336 

X     x ^y    /      \ ^x 
Rao expanded the last term under the assumption of convergence of the 

sum.   It Is well known, however, that T^— converges provided that 
ZCTX 

-1 < a < + 1.   This requirement in our case is that   -1 < —— < 1   or 
I ^x [x   j.   In terms of the original random variable, 

X        X- ^x 
the requirement is that  -1 <   < + 1   or that   0 < X < 2LL     for 

^x 
^L   > 0, and that   2|x   <X<0   for   p,   <0.   But since -<»<X <+a   for 

the Normal Distribution, the requirement is not satisfied.   The pro- 
cedure requires that \i t \i   /0, also. 

Nevertheless, the procedure is appropriate for random variables 
which satisfy the convergence conditions so we continue the develop- 
ment of Rao' s procedure, where   Z   and   U   are appropriate standard- 
ized random variables. 

We note that finite limits of the denominator random variable 
are a prerequisite.  As examples, the procedure Is valid for approp- 
riately parameterized uniform or binomial random variables.   It 
probably is appropriate for cases where we say that the Normal 
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distribution satisfies the data, since we probably mean that a trun- 
cated Normal satisfies the data, it being rare for ar item or test 
measurement to take on both positive and negative values.   By slightly 
rewriting (6.1) and performing the expansion, we obtain 

x x 
(6.2) X 

X ^\ Y     y/L   ^x 

= --£. 
Za 

1- 
7Zrr2 
z a 

x   .  x X 

K 

K 
K M- 

^x 

U - 
ZU a 

K 

7 
ZU a 

K 

x 

2 

(6.3) 

Taking Expected Values, we obtain 

4E{Z
2
) a^E(Z3) 

K K 

(-l)mamE(Zm) 
 x  

m 
V- 

2 2 a    E(z"u) 

..), 

(-1) 

a 

^x 

n-1   n 

a  E(ZU) 
x  

,n 
a" E(Z,'U) 

3v  

K 

US " i + 
00 
2   (-1) 

1 = 2 

n 
•x 

I 

+ cr 
oo 

j = l 

(-l)j (^ E(Z1U) 

M.. 

^ 
J+l 

] 

If, in addition to the prloi coudltlons on the range of X and 
that [i   ^ 0, we specify that Z, U are blvarlate central symmetrically 
distributed.   Then from [8,pp.231, we have that 
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and 

2i +1 
E(Z ) = 0,   i = 0,1,... 

E(Z U) = 0  for  I   an even Integer. 

Consequently, 

(6.4)    E 
Y_ 

LX 
^E(Z2J)1 f      ^'hiZ^V)} 

'- a V X    x 

2j       I      V    i=l 2i 
^x "^ v ^x 

If, in addition, we add the condition of independence 
between  Z   and   U  or X and Y, then (6.4) reduces to 

(c  cv XX.1      i^/i +   ?       21   E(Z21)    1 (6-5) ELTj -^r[1 + iii ffx ^TT^ j   ' 
which exists under the usual conditions. 

vv^ note that (6.3), (6.4) and (6.5) presented above could 
Y 

have been obtain- J by use of a Taylor Expansion of — , the classical 

Propagation of Errors procedme. 

We conclude this Section by noting that Rao' s procedure for 

determining   El— is valid only under very special circumstance. 

These are not satisfied by the Bivariate Normal. 

7.   THE VARIANCE OF — , FOLLOWING FROM RAO' S PROCEDURE 

Following the classical definition, we can write 

(7.1) VarfX) =  E[f -   E^)]2   . 

For the terms in the square brackets, we utilize (6.2) and 
(6.3^ and after extensive algebraic simplification, we arrive at 

(7.2)   Varl-*-1=-f-<-T   +     T   "^7   Var(Zl) + 
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l+k 
00 00 

2    1        Z 
l=k   k=2 

Kk 
2n   a    f 

+       Y  Y , 

l+k 
^v 

(-1) 
K 

I +k I    k 
(-1)1   KCov(Zl

<Z
K) 

Cov(Z#U)  + 

00 00 

z    z 
1=1J=l 

(-l)l+1   -TTT Cov (Zl,ZJü)? 
K 
l+J 

2     r 2) 

2    f       j=l     2j 

00 

+  2    Z 
00 

z 

2j 

j=0   m=l    1|J
+m 

J<m        ^x 

Var(ZJin 

(-l))+rnCov(ZjU.ZmU) 

where, for example,  Var (ZjU) = E[ZjU-E(ZJU)l 2 

Cov (ZJ U. ZmU )= E[ Z1 U-E(Zj U) 1 [ ZrnU-E(ZrnU) 1 

Cov(Z,U)=E[Z-E(Z)l  [U-E(U)1  =E(ZU). 

If we take only the first term In each of the curly brackets, we 
obtain an approximation 2 

/ „X     M,2 a2 P* M- a a er 
„.3,        Var$*-V "   ^ -^Y^    *     , 

2 2 
y x 

2   2 
x   y 

u~(T_ +LL~(J    -2    n^l^110 

^x 
which can be obtained, also, by the usual Propogatlon of Errors 
procedures. 

If we specify that  X and  Y (and consequently   U and Z) are 
independent, then (7.2) reduces to 
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(7.4) Var 

2i 

X/ 2 2       «to       2i 
VarCZ1) + 

x    x   "x 
i+k 

00 

2     Z 
00 v z 

1=1   k=2      i+k 
i<k ^x 

i+k i      k 
(-1)1    KCov(Z1

/Z
K) 

K 

and the approximation reduces to 
2   2,     22 

[l   o    + \i   o 

r2' .     ) 
|p Varlz'u) ' 

)' 

(7.5) Var (f)* y x x   Y 

8.   THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE RATIO OF NORMAL VARIATES 
CO. Craigtl, pp. 24-32]  presents Fleller's development 

[3, pp. 424-440 1   on the distribution of a ratio and Geary' s approxi- 
mation [4, pp. 442-460 ] .   The following Is a summary of the results; 

2    2 
Assume (X,Y) Is Blvarlate Normal or BVN (u, ,LL ,CT ,0 , p). 

•x "y    x    y   ^ 
Then 

(8.1)   f(x.y) = 1 

2 77(1- p2)l/2 a   a r x   y 

-1/2(1-pZ) 

-2p 
y-n. 

^) 
V 1 Let  v =  -^ and let  x = x.   Then,   dv dx = -;—r dx dy.   We define 
x |x| 

(8.2)    g(v)=/  0l|x|f(x,xv) dx = / x  f(x,xv) dx - /   xf(x>xv)dx 
■00 U ** 

= f  "x   f(x,xv) dx - 2  }     x  f(x,xv) dx 
-co —oo 

Letting 

Q(v) =f'f<x  f(x/xv) dx, and   R(v) =  /    -2x   f(x,xv) dx, then 
—oo ~B0 
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(8.3) g(v) =Q(v) +R(v) 

where    R(v)>0   since   -2   /    x   f(xv,x)dx>0. 
— 00 

First, it can be shown that 

v27T(a   -2pvaa   +v   a  ) 
y       r      x y x 

1     1 y x  
'2)2- .22 

{    V      K    x y x 
•e 

Now, R(v) is of the same form as   Q(v) with the exception that the 
limits of integration are different.   Thus 

(8.5)    R(V)=-_^_JL .2Q(vH(^) , 

-B. ^ 
u * f  -B   \ . Aa        1 2        , where    $ \-— ) =      / - •   ■      e dx . 

V Ac   / J-oo       JYT 

Now, returning to the distribution of the ratio (8.3), 
g(v) = Q(v) + R(v), we replace   R(v) by the result in (8.5) to obtain 

! 

(8.6) g(v) = Q(v) - 2 Q(v)  *("^) + "^ 

Thus we have the distribution of the ratio in closed form, where Q (v) 
is given by (8.4), and 
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/ 2 2  2 '    A = a   - 2 ova u   +va 
y        r     x y x 

.n    / (8.7) 

2 2 
B = a   a   +VLLa  -p(u   +VLL  )aa 

x   y       ^y x    r  ^y       ^x     x  y 

2    2 2   2 
C  = ü,      (J      -2D(JCTLLii      +LLCT 

x    y        r   x y^x^y       y   x 

,         2       (l-p2)a2a2 

V      a   = r       x   y 

we can rewrite  Q(v) by using (8.7) as follows; 

(8.8) Q(v) = B 2 a 

1    /AC-B 
2 .2 

27r A 3/2 

Now, we return to (8.5), and (8.7).   We note that as \x -> ^ , 
then  B-*oo and    C-»» .   As a result. 

(8.9) 

and 

2a      A      n e -^0 , 

$ (- it)- ■ 
(8.10) 

From this, we conclude that 

R(v)-*0    as   u -^ oo . 

Therefore, for   \x     sufficiently large, we can get a good 
approximation of  g(v) by  Q(v), only. 

Thus, for the case where   u,    Is large, from (8.4) we have 

2 2       2)2 22/ ^ ex  - pa CT (p. +vu  )+vu a 'fa -2 ova a -v a I 
(8.ii)Q(v)= j^y ;^y y    s-     v* e   U      xy     xj 

/27r (a  -2pva a  +v  a )*'* 

We impose the transformation 

(8-12)       Z°,  a",      Y      7  2 2,1/2  '   ""hd"-3^-   ^ 
(a - 2 pva a  +v a ) A 

y      r     x y x 

3^2 
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and we note that the denominator of  Q(v) is positive for all  v. 
Hence 

(8.13)       Q(z)=Q 
x y 

/   2   „ ,2 2,1/2 
(a - 2 pva a + v a ) 

y x y x 
It follows that, as   u -*00 for  0 finite, z approaches a N(0,1) 

This Is the Geary result[4 1 . 

If In (8.6), u,   = u   = 0, we obtain 
x       y 

(1-P2)1/2 
(8.14) 

a generalized Cauchy distribution. 

The cumulative distribution function for (8.14) is 

1 
(8.15)       G(v) =  /„^(v)   dv = 

TT 
arc tg 

a   v- pa x x. 
M      2^1/2 

uV1^ ) 

as obtained from Gradsteln and Ryzhlk,, [6, p. 82] . 

The generalized Cauchy obtained by this writer Is a simple 
extension and has utility more from a theoretical viewpoint than an 
applications viewpoint. 

However, the Geary result has great applicability as do the 
approximation results In Sections 6 and 7 when one Is willing to 
assume that X and   Y are Blvarlate Normal.   As noted In Section 6, 
In the real world, few If any, random variables are truly normally 
distributed since few, If any, can range from   - » to + <» .   Few, If any, 
will take on both positive and negative values!    Thus the mathematical 
abstraction, the Normal Distribution, can be at best a good approxi- 
mation, and a good approximation only around the mean of the data, 
since ordinarily one does not see data points In the extreme tails of 
the Distribution. 
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9. SUMMARY 

In Sections 3 and 4, exact expressions are given for the Mean 
and the Variance of a Ratio of random variables, regardless of the form 
of the random variables.   One proble.n Is that certain correlation co- 
efficients must be known or assumed to be zero In order to use the 
formulae.   Also, there Is the usual requirement that the moments exist. 
Ba^ed on the results of Section 5, we know that these exact results 
are not appropriate for the Normal Distribution and those other distri- 
butions where the random variable takes on negative and positive 
values and/or the value   0  with probability greater than   0. 

In Section 6, a procedure Is given for getting the Mean of a 
Ratio.   The requirement Is that the denominator random variable be 
such that either   2txx<X<0  when   ^x   Is negative or that Ü<X<2|j, 
when  \x    Is positive.   Also, we require that the Mean of the numerator 
H,  9^0.   In Section 7, we obtain the Variance.   Since the results In 
both Sections require summing Infinite series, approximations can be 
obtained by terminating the summation wherever desired. 

Finally In Section 8, we sketch out the development for an 
approximation of the distribution of the ratio If both random variables 
are Normally Distributed, in the sense that the Denominator variable 
does not take on both positive and negative values.   It Is claimed that 
It Is rare for actual random variables to be Normally distributed In the 
mathematical sense.   Rather, the Normal Distribution Is a reasonable 
approximation at best, and under these circumstances, the results 
presented In Sections 6,7 and 8 are appropriate to be used. 
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TNT BY-PRODUCT  ISOMER RECOVERY FOR CREDIT 

EVERETT E.  GILBERT,  DR. 
PICATINNY ARSENAL 

DOVER,  NJ 

INTRODUCTION 

For every 100 tons of specification TNT, we produce approxi- 
mately 4 tons of troublesome by-product TNT isomers, which must be 
removed by purification.    This not only results in yield loss, but 
contributes substantially to the bad reputation of TNT manufacture as 
a source of air and water pollution.     The isomers are removed from 
the crude TNT by treatment with aqueous  sodium sulfite  ("seilite") . 
They are thus converted to water-soluble sulfonates  I and II   (Figure  1) 
as  a solution known as "red water."    The relative proportions of each 
are indicated.    At present, we make about 12 million lbs./year of these 
isomers. 

Ever since World War  I when  large-scale TNT manufacture 
began,  chemists concerned with the process both in government and 
industry here and abroad have given thought to possible methods for 
converting sulfonates  I and II to useful derivatives.    For success  in 
such an effort, several requirements must be met: 

(1) Chemical feasibility. 
(2) Reasonable yields and ease of operation. 
(3) Prior existence of a market for the product much larger 

than the amount to be produced. 

PAST ATTEMPTS TO UTILIZE  ISOMERS 

We are aware of three past  attempts to find uses  for sulfon- 
ates  I and II.    Many aromatic sulfonic acids are converted back to the 
parent aromatic compound by hydrolysis.    This  is a general   reaction 
which has been widely used for research and industrial purposes   (1) . 

Preceding page blank 
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Application of it to I and II, as shown in Figure 1, would yield only 
one compound, 2,4-dinitrotoluene. This would of course be recycled to 
the manufacture of TNT, thereby increasing the yield and at the same 
time alleviating the disposal problem. Unfortunately, nitroaromatic 
sulfonic acids are apparently the only type which have so far eluded 
attempts at this type of hydrolysis, thus disappointing several 
successive generations of TNT chemists who have independently had this 
"bright idea" for an ideal solution to the problem. 

The second and third attempts involved conversion of the 
isomers to methylpicric acid and methyltetryl, respectively, in a 
manner which would satisfy criteria (1) and (2) above. Unfortunately, 
neither of these materials satisfied the third requirement, and so 
these processes were not taken seriously. 

At present the red water is given without charge to paper 
companies who "furnace" it for the recovery of crude sodium sulfate. 
This practice is objectionable in that the organic values are lost 
during furnacing, and their decomposition results in considerable 
atmospheric pollution. Furthermore, there is some doubt as to whether 
the paper companies will continue to take this material in the future 
as they have in the past. The government must therefore be in a 
position to dispose of the red water if such should occur. 

DISCUSSION OF NEW PROCESS 

We report herein a new approach to the recovery of I and II 
in a form which could reflect substantial monetary credit to the 
process. The chemical steps involved, which we have demonstrated 
experimentally in the laboratory, are summarized schematically in 
Figure 2. The two steps are (1) reduction of the nitro groups of I 
and II to amino groups and (2) removal of the sulfonic groups in III 
and IV by hydrolysis which yields one product V. We will now discuss 
the procedure in more detail. 

The red water would first be acidified with sulfuric acid. 
This converts residual sodium sulfite to sodium sulfate with libera- 
tion of SO-, which would be recovered and recycled. Non-sulfur- 
containing organic, including alpha-TNT, trinitrobenzoic acid, trini- 
trobenzaldehyde, trinitrobenzyl alcohol, and trinitrobenzene, would 
also be liberated and can be recovered for credit by filtration and/ 
or solvent extraction of the acid solution.  (The last four mater- 
ials are of possible interest for a new procedure for making trini- 
trobenzene (2)). The aqueous solution now contains I, II, sodium 
sulfate, and impurities. 

The next step involves the reduction of I to III and II to 
IV as shown in Figure 2. The reduction of nitro to amino groups is, 
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of course,  a standard industrial  operation and can be done in various 
ways.    The conversion of pure II  to IV, using iron and hydrochloric 
acid,  is known (3).    The most modem approach involves catalytic 
hydrogenation, which is the method used today for converting mixed 
2,4-dinitrotoluenes to the corresponding diamines on a large commer- 
cial  scale.    Catalytic reduction of nitroaromatic sulfonic acids was 
first reported in 1951  (4) ,  and the work was limited to the mononitro 
compounds.    We therefore felt it desirable to demonstrate this  in the 
case of a dinitroaromatic sulfonic acid analogous to I and II. 
Accordingly, we have shown that pure aqueous sodium dinitrobenzen- 
sulfonate hydrogenates easily to the corresponding diamino compound 
using Raney nickel catalyst.    Since this compound is the same as  I 
except  for the presence of the methyl  group, we anticipate no 
difficulty in obtaining good yields in this step. 

Using purchased III, which is used commercially as a dye 
intermediate, we have found that  as the  sodium salt  it is very soluble 
in water.    However, npon acidification the acid form of III precipi- 
tates quantitatively and can be recovered easily by filtration. 

The next step involves the hydrolysis of III and IV to V. 
It is noted that this type of reaction is inoperable with I and  II,  as 
discussed above (cf.   Figure 1).    However,  the literature does  report 
the hydrolysis of two monoaminoaromatic sulfonic acids   (5),  although 
no product was obtained from a third and no work has apparently been 
done on the hydrolysis of diaminoaromatic sulfonic acids such as  III 
or IV.    We have, therefore, studied the hydrolysis of purchased III 
(after conversion to its acid form)  to V. We have found that hydroly- 
sis does occur upon refluxing  C150oC)   for several hours with 65% 
sulfuric acid.    This procedure yields V as the sulfate salt, which 
crystallized from the acid upon cooling and was recovered by filtra- 
tion.    The acid filtrate is made up to the original weight with fresh 
65% acid,  and the hydrolysis cycle is  repeated.    We have tested this 
system in 5 cycles, and the final filtrate acid appears suitable for 
continued recycle.    The solid amine salt is dissolved in water and 
neutralized for the separation of the free base V, which is filtered 
as a solid.    The yield of V is 90%. 

Compound  III comprises  two-thirds of the diaminosulfonic 
acid mixture, the other third being IV.    Unlike III,  IV is not 
commercially available and is accessible only by synthesis. We have, 
therefore, not studied the hydrolysis of IV, but we predict that it 
should behave like III in undergoing conversion to V. 
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PRODUCT DISPOSAL 

The third requirement of any by-product recovery process, 
as discussed earlier, stipulates that  the final product V be readily 
disposable.     Our laboratory data indicate the formation of a possible 
several million lbs/year of V.    This  compound is widely and increas- 
ingly used to make polyurethane resins.     In 1972 the production was 
spread over 7 companies and was reported to be ca.  500 million 
lbs/year with a 15% annual increase  (6).    Thus, the total amount of 
V obtainable from all of the current  government TNT production would 
comprise only a small percent of the amount produced industrially, 
and there should, therefore, be no difficulty in disposing of such a 
relatively small quantity. 

Disposal of V should result  in monetary credit to the 
process.     The diaminotoluene produced commercially for polyurethane 
resins usually comprises an approximately 75-25 wt % mixture of the 
2,4-  and 2,6-isomers, based on the product obtained by dinitrating 
toluene.     The pure 2,4-isomer is preferred, but of course more ex- 
pensive  than the mixture.    The V obtained by the present approach 
would,   therefore, have an advantage over the commercial mixture,  since 
our material would be 95% pure or better.    Commercial production cost 
of this diaminotoluene mixture is about  18-19^/lb, with cost of the 
pure 2,4-isomer  (V) being somewhat higher  (7).     If we assume a selling 
price of 15(t/lb for it,  a substantial  credit results based on the 
production of several million lbs/year of V(possibly as much as 
$900,000 per year). 

APPLICATION TO NEW TNT PROCESS 

The above line of thought applies to the existing TNT 
process.    We are currently developing an improved process developed 
by Stanford Research Institute,    A major objective of the SRI  study 
was to eliminate entirely the formation of meta isomers.    Success in 
this effort would eliminate red water and the need for expedients 
such as that described herein.     It was  found that by using refrigera- 
tion in the mono-dinitration stage,  the meta isomers can be reduced in 
proportion to the degree of cooling.    To eliminate them a temperature 
of -110oC is  required, which is impractical.     Laboratory data show 
that at a more practical temperature, meta isomer format ion can be 
about halved; but at the present time, we see no prospect of the 
complete elimination of meta isomer formation. 

A second finding of the SRI  study was that the process  can 
advantageously be interrupted after the dinitration stage,  if desired, 
and that the meta isomers can be removed from the crude DNT rather 
than  from the crude TNT, as is now done.    Would the reduction-hydrolysis 
recovery concept be applicable in this  situation? 
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It is known (8) that two compounds, VI and VII, shown in 
Figure 3 comprise most of the meta isomer content of crude DNT. The 
literature also states (9) that "the reaction of sulphitation of DNT 
may be used in practice for removing the m-toluene derivatives from 
the mixture of dinitro isomers." Recent studies at Edgewood Arsenal 
(10) substantiate this statement. This reaction is involved in the 
conversion of VI and VII to VIII and IX. 

We believe that the reduction of VIII  and IX to the 
corresponding aminoaromatic sulfonic acids  should present no major 
problem for the reasons mentioned above with relation to the 
reduction of I and  II. 

The hydrolysis of these sulfonic acids to X and XI  is not 
reported in the literature,  even though   (as mentioned above)  this 
type of reaction is known for two of the aminobenzenesulfonic acids. 
Accordingly, we made a study of the preparation of X from the amino 
analogue of VIII.     Yields varied from about 50%  (using sulfuric acid) 
to 85%  (using trif luoromethanesulfonic acid) .    We conclude that 
the desired reaction does occur in fair yields, but that it is more 
sensitive to reaction conditions than the conversion of III to V. 

What about disposal of the toluidines?    There is much less 
information on this than on 2,4-toluenediamine.     It is known that they 
are articles  of commerce with several producers and with varied uses. 
Volume of production is unavailable but  is certainly much less than 
that of 2,4-toluenediamine. 

CONCLUSION 

Sodium 2,4-dinitrobenzenesulfonate  (2.5g.  as a 5% aqueous 
solution)  was treated with hydrogen gas  at 600 PSIG for 1 hour at 
1250C in the presence of l.Og.  Raney 28 catalyst.    Pressure decrease 
was 340 PSIG corresponding to quantitative conversion of the nitro to 
amino groups  (Reference:    Research Notebook 762-247, pg.  70). 
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In conclusion, we have demonstrated on a preliminary basis 
the chemical feasibility of reduction-hydrolysis concept for recovery 
of TNT and DNT by-product meta isomers as the corresponding amines. 
Further study aimed toward ultimate large-scale production appears 
warranted. 

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION 

Catalytic Hydrogenation of Sodium 2,4-Dinitrobenzenesulfonate. 
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Hydrolysis of 2,4-Diaminotoluenesulfonic Acid  (III) 
to 2,4-Toluenediamine  (V) 

The acid  (20g.  of purified commercial material)  was suspend- 
ed in 200g.   65% sulfuric acid,  and the mixture was refluxed with 
stirring for  7 hours  (148 to  1550C).    The solution was cooled, * 
crystallized,   and  filtered to recover the  solid V sulfate.    The fil- 
trate was   reconstituted to 200g.  by adding fresh 65% acid,  and the 
cycle was  repeated four times.    The combined V sulfate cakes were 
dissolved  in water and neutralized to  liberate  free V which was 
identified by melting point and infrared spectrum.    The yield  (includ- 
ing that present  in the final filtrate)  was 90%  (Reference:  762-247-20 
and 27).     The final filtrate can presumably be recycled at  least 
several more times. 

Hydrolysis of 4-Aminotoluene-5-Sulfonic Acid to 4-Toluidine (Xj 

The acid  (20g.) was refluxed 7 hours  at 178-82° with 200g. 
75% sulfuric acic.    Neutralization gave  a 56% yield of 4-toluidine 
identified by melting point and infrared spectrum.    Phosphoric and 
trifluoromethanesulfonic acids gave yields of 74 and 84%, respectively 
(Reference:     762-247-35 and 39). 
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RECENT TRANSLOCATION RESULTS USING NAVIGATION  SATELLITES 

FREDERICK M.   GLOECKLER,  JR.,  MR. 
U.   S.   ARMY ENGINEER TOPOGRAPHIC LABORATORIES 

FORT  BELVOIR, VIRGINIA 

Translocation,   as applied by users of  the Navy Navigation 
Satellite System  (NNSS) ,   is a procedure used to position one receiv- 
er with respect to another using data acquired  simultaneously by both 
receivers  (Ref.  1).    The translocation process minimizes the effect 
of system error sources which are highly correlated at  both receiver 
sites. 

Previously reported single-pass translocation accuracies 
reached a limit of  about  8 meters CEP as shown in Figure 1.    Figure 
1 is a summary of translocation accuracy obtained in a joint Army/ 
Marine Corps military potential test of  the AN/PRN-6   (XN-1)  trans- 
location equipment   (Ref.   2). 

This paper presents test results for an improved class of 
translocation equipment.    Accuracy improvement, by a factor of three, 
was shown for short distances. 

NNSS. 

The NNSS,  often called TRANSIT,  is an operational, world- 
wide, positioning system which employs earth-orbiting satellites. 
The satellites are in circular polar orbits at an altitude of 
approximately HOC Km.     The satellites transmit two stable carrier 
frequencies   (400 and  150 MHz) modulated by a digital message contain- 
ing satellite ephemeris and system timing information. 

A network of ground stations tracks the satellites to deter- 
mine their precise orbits.    This information is extrapolated to the 
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future to obtain predicted ephemer ides.    The ephemeris data  is relayed 
to each satellite wh;.-re  it is stored in memory.     The  satellites con- 
tinuously transmit current ephemeris data which  is updated  from memory 
every two minutes. 

The basic measurement made by a receiver  is  the doppler fre- 
quency on the received carrier,   integrated   (counted)  over  some time 
interval.     It can be shown that this integrated doppler count is a 
measure of  the change  in range between the satellite and observer over 
the integration interval   (Ref.   3).    An observer's position can be cal- 
culated from a set of  three or more such measurements. 

Error Sources. 

The primary navigation error sources are:     ephemeris error, 
uncertainty  in the navigator's elevation,  uncertainty  in the navi- 
gator's velocity,   refraction effects,  and instrumentation errors. 

Ephemeris errors are the result of  the  inability to precisely 
predict satellite orbits and some satellite hardware constraints.    The 
effect of  ephemeris error  limits single-pass navigation accuracy to 
about 30 meters CEP.     Ephemeris error effects arc well correlated over 
short distances and can be minimized by translocation. 

The nearly coplanar geometry of  a single satellite pass limits 
the useful solution of  the navigation equations  to  two dimensions. 
Usually,  elevation is  considered known,  and latitude and  longitude 
are computed.    Three-dimension solutions are effective  if data from 
two or more passes of  differing geometry are used. 

Uncertainty in the navigator's velocity vector during data 
collection will produce position errors.     This  error  component does 
not affect  stationary users. 

An observer  equipped with a two-channel receiver can use a 
two-frequency compensation for ionospheric refraction error.    Gross 
corrections for  tropospheric refraction can be made using meteorolog- 
ical data.     Refraction effects are fairly well correlated over short 
distances and can be minimized by translocation. 

The primary  instrumentation error in typical NNSS receivers 
is imprecise determination of the doppler count  integration interval. 
Generally,  time recovery is synchronized  to the  satellite digital 
message clock which has a  51-Hz rate.     Time recovery jitter can be 
caused by noise,   local  signal fading, multipath,   etc.,  and  is not well 
correlated at different antenna locations.    Time recovery can be 
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improved by measuring the  integration interval using a clock driven 
by  the receiver's stable oscillator.    The doppler count  is corrected 
for the difference between the measured interval and  the expected 
value. 

Equipment. 

Two types of receivers were tested  to investigate the effect 
of  improved time recovery on translocatlon accuracy: 

1. Magnavox AN/PRR-14 Geocelver 
2. Modified Honeywell AN/PRN-6  (XN-1) Translocatlon 

Receiver   (Modified Backpack) 

The AN/PRR-1A Geocelver  is an operational receiver primarily 
used by the Defense Mapping Agency  (DMA) for geodetic  survey.    The 
Geocelver provides doppler measurements en both carrier frequencies 
and the precise time of day when the measurement was obtained.     Nom- 
inal integration Intervals of 30,  60, or 120 seconds are selectable. 

The AN/PRN-6  (Backpack)   Is an advanced development man- 
portable receiver developed by the Applied Physics Laboratory  (APL) 
of Johns Hopkins University for Marine Corps evaluation.    A pair of 
Backpacks was modified at U.  S.  Army Engineer Topographic Laboratories 
(USAETL)  to Improve time recovery.    The Modified Backpacks measure 
integrated doppler on the 400 MHz.  carrier and measure the integra- 
tion Interval.    The nominal integration interval is 120 seconds. 

Data Handling and Reduction. 

Backpack data from the field station were transmitted via 
telephone line to a Honeywell H316R mini-computer at Fort Belvolr. 
The data were reduced automatically after each pass  to provide two- 
dimension translocatlons.     The program, written at USAETL,  was based 
on the program described  in Reference 4. 

Geocelver data were collected on-site on punched paper tape. 
The data were processed at  the DMA Topographic Center using the geo- 
detic reduction program "DOPPLR".    The Geocelver data format and data 
reduction process permitted the following areas to be investigated: 
time recovery,  ionospheric refraction correction,   two-dimension 
translocatlon,  and three-dimension translocatlon. 

The ephemriris broadcast by the satellite was used for all 
results presented in this paper.    The Backpack system acquired the 
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ephemer is in real-time.     The Geoceiver data were processed using 
ephemeral data collected  by the Backpack system. 

The editing criteria employed fall  in the areas of;  elevation- 
angle constraints,   solution residuals,  and number of doppler counts 
used in the solution. 

Since residual refraction effects are relatively large at low- 
elevation angles,   two  low-elevation angle constraints were applied: 
individual doppler  counts acquired at elevation angles  below five 
degrees were deleted,  and passes with elevation angles  at closest 
approach below 15 degrees were not used.     Passes with elevation angles 
above 65 degrees were not used for two-dimension solutions since 
geometric dilution becomes severe.     In general,   the elevation angle 
constraints were determined from the position error distribution. 

Doppler count and  ephemeris errors appear  as residual range 
errors In the  least-square solution of the navigation equations. 
High residuals  indicate a  solution may be poor.     For  tran^location, 
the ephemeris error contribution to the residuals should be nearly 
the same at both locations.    Differences in residuals  can be attrib- 
uted to doppler-count errors.    This concept of residual balance was 
found useful in identifying poor solutions for the Modified Backpack 
system. 

To provide over-determination in the solution,   the minimum 
number of doppler  counts used per pass was four. 

Test Area. 

Several sites in the Washington, DC, area were used in the 
test program.    Different translocation lines were used  for  the Geo- 
ceivers and  the Modified Backpacks.    The site locations are shown in 
Figure 2. 

Test Results: 

Geoceiver  tracking data were used to investigate the effects 
of length of doppler count,   improved time recovery,  and  ionospheric 
refraction correction on two-dimension translocation accuracy.    The 
same set of data  was used for  the various  investigations so  that 
results could be compared on the same basis. 

lonospheric-retraction-corrected doppler counts were processed 
without time-recovery correction to simulate Backpack data.    The 30- 
second doppler counts were sequentially added  to produce 60 and 120- 
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second counts.    The results were very similar to Backpack accuracies 
(11 meters CEP) with little variation versus length-of-count.     Use of 
the 30-second interval produced about 22 percent more "good" passes 
than using two-minute counts. 

The data were reprocessed using the time-recovery information 
provided by the internal clock of  the Geoceiver.    The position errors 
ranged from 4.4 meters CEP using 120-second Intervals to  2.3 meters 
CEP using 30-second  intervals.     Clearly,  there is a substantial re- 
duction in position error using better time recovery. 

The above results are summarized in Figure 3.    The curves are 
least-square fit of form Y • aX^.     It is interesting  to note  the ex- 
ponent for the improved time-recovery case is nearly one-half.     This 
implies that statistical averaging is taking place as the number of 
data points increases. 

When the data for  the 30-second interval with time-recovery 
correction case were reprocessed without ionospheric refraction 
correction the position error grew from 2.3 meters CEP to  3.1 meters. 

The Modified Backpack system permitted a large amount  of data 
to be collected automatically.     Both receivers were collocated using 
a common antenna to determine the system noise level.    The collocation 
accuracy was 3.1 meters CEP. 

An additional collocation experiment was performed using a 
common oscillator.    The same position accuracy was achieved,   thus 
indicating oscillator performance is not a limiting factor.     The 
doppler  count differences between the two receivers were evaluated. 
The RMS error was 1.9 counts with no time-recovery correction versus 
0.7  count with the correction.     The error with the correction  is just 
slightly larger than expected  from a linear distribution of  a +1 
count  incrementation error.     It  appears Lhat increased  count measure- 
ment resolution could produce a  further improvement  in measurement 
accuracy. 

Three translocation lines of  length 9,  57,  and  89 kilometers 
were used with the Modified Backpacks.    The respective position 
accuracies were 3.3,   5.0,   and 8.8 meters CEP  (Figure 4).     The error 
plot and radial-error histogram for the 57 Km.  line are shown in 
Figures 5 and 6,  respectively. 

One of the problems with previous translocation systems was 
that  "bad" solutions were sometimes difficult to identify.     Of  the 
4 02 passes obtained  in this test  series which met the elevation 
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angle jrlteria and four-count minimum, only four passes were rejected. 
Two had high-solution residuals and two had residual imbalance betwepn 
the  solutions for the two  stations. 

Figure 7 demonstrates  the relationship between pass  geometry, 
as measured by elevation angle at closest approach,  and  longitude 
error.     The increased  error at   low angles  is attributed  to  increased 
refraction errors.    The error at high angles is caused by geometric 
dilution. 

The Geoceiver data were used  to investigate three-dimension 
translocation.    The 30 second  count  interval and time-recovery correc- 
tion were used.    The data were processed with groups of   2,   3,  A,  6, 
and 8 passes in the solution to  examine accuracy improvement with  in- 
creased number of passes. 

A group of  57  passes were processed using  ionospheric refrac- 
tion correction.     Accuracy was on the order of 5 meters RMS  in each 
coordinate for two passes and  improved by a factor of  two with eight 
passes.     This group of passes  contained some poorly distributed data. 
A  set of  27 passes with well distributed data exhibited  1 meter RMS 
accuracy using 8 passes   (Figure 8). 

The same  set of  27  passes were processed without  ionospheric 
refraction correction.    The error grew by a factor of  two   (Figure  9). 

Conclusions. 

1. Time-recovery error  is a significant  translocation error 
source.    The hardware necessary to reduce this error source  is very 
inexpensive using today's  technology.    Figure 10 is a prediction of 
attainable accuracy for future systems for both single and  two-channel 
receivers. 

2. Proper editing  techniques coupled with improved  receivers 
can reduce the level of undetected  "bad" solutions  to a very  low 
level. 

3. With the  level of  equipment performance reports  herein, 
errors  in relative height between the two translocation  stations 
probably will be the dominant  error source for an operational system 
employing two-dimension,   single-pass solutions. 

4. Three-dimension translocation to an accuracy of  5 meters 
RMS in each direction is easily attainable using two or three passes. 
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5.    Any new translocation equipment development should 
include  improved time recovery,   shorter doppler counts,  and  three- 
dimension data reduction.    The need  for two-frequency operation must 
be evaluated on the basis of maximum system range and accuracy  re- 
quirements. 
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INTRODUCTION: 
Although the interaction between the psychological state of a 

soldier and his military performance Is still not well defined, the 
Interaction between his phy'ilologlcal status and his military perform- 
ance is becoming much more pred^table.  In addition to working on 
such classic environmental injuries as heat stroke and frostbite, the 
U.S. Army Research Institute of Environmental Medicine also looks at: 
(a) such anthropometric features as stature, race and weight; (b) phys- 
iologic status with respect to physical work capacity, physical con- 
dition, age, state of acclimatization, hydration, sweat capacity and 
fatigue; (c) clothing and equipment with respect to their weight, 
thermal insulation (clo), the interference with sweat evaporation (im) 
and the design, fit and closures (pumping coefficients); (d) the phys- 
iological demands Imposed by the assigned mission and its duration; 
and finally, (e) the terrain, ambient temperature, humidity, wind, 
precipitation and solar load of the environment.  The Interaction of 
these five types of factors suggests whether or not the soldiers in a 
unit will be physically able to complete a scheduled mission on time, 
with or without discomfort or difficulty, or will be so plagued by 
physical exhaustion, heat exhaustion or cold that the mission cannot 
be accomplished unless special precautions are taken or the schedul- 
ing of the mission is altered. 

This paper will present a model for analysis of these inter- 
actions, will identify some specific environmental medical, factors 
contributing to mission accomplishment problems, and will indicate the 
possibilities of a trade-off analysis of various solutions.  Psycho- 
logical research studies are being carried out on the interaction be- 
tween environmental stress, physiological strain and mission perform- 
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ance, motivation and fatigue, but are not yet sufficiently advanced 
for incorporation« 

The model presented does however provide a framework for iden- 
tifying necessary additional human physiological and psychological 
studies, and for integrating new research findings to the solution of 
practical military problems. 

Since, like most predictive models, the responses are predict- 
ed for a defined population, it is difficult to predict the response 
of a given individual with any great reliability, although the prob- 
able factors which must be considered in an individual case are iden- 
tified.  However, the most fruitful use of such a model is in defin- 
ing: 

(a) for the TACTICIAN - the physiological limits of his 
men, given their clothing, equipment, and the probable environment 
for a proposed mission. 

(b) for the SURGEON - the probabili!:les of occurence of en- 
vironmental injuries (freezing and non-freezing cold injuries, heat 
exhaustion or stroke, physical exhaustion) and possible approaches to 
their prevention. 

(c) for the CLOTHING AND EQUIPMENT DEVELOPER - the protec- 
tion provided the soldier by his product, as well as the burden it im- 
poses and the benefits of any proposed changes. 

(d) for INDUSTRY, LABOR and HEW SPECIALISTS - the range of 
safe and/or comfortable environmental working conditions (this mili- 
tary relevant information is, in many areas, either all that is neces- 
sary, or all that may be available in any organized format). 

METHODS: 
Essentially the model (as shown in Figure 1) is a systems 

analysis of the stress imposed upon the soldier by his physical en- 
vironment, clothing, equipment and mission.  The model compares these 
stress demands with the physiological resources established by body 
size, age and sex, and modified by fitness, relative work load and 
acclimatization status, and also (although at present in very limited 
degree) the ability tc mobilize these resources as modified by psy- 
chological factors.  Finally, the model assesses the Impact oi  any im- 
balance, in terms of such physiological strain responses as altered 
sweat production, hydration, heat production, body temperatures, heat 
content, and heart rate. 

The model essentially looks at the classic physiologic heat 
balance equation of the human body and calculates the soldier's meta- 
bolic heat production (M) while performing a given mission (A,9), the 
solar heat load (Rs) If any (1), and the radiant and convectlve heat 
exchanges (R+C) allowed by the difference between his mean average 
skin temperature (Ts) and environmental temperature (T.)(14). The 
net body heat balance may be negative as a result of these 
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M+Rs ± (R+C) exchanges (e.g.. In a cool environment with inadequate 
clothing or low work levels), In which case falling deep body tempera- 
ture (Tre) leads to shivering (20) and whole body hypothermia (2) or 
to cooling of extremity skin temperatures (Tfinger), etc., to critical 
levels (23). Such heat losses can be predicted as a function of en- 
vironmental temperature, clothing (including handwear, headwear, and 
footwear) and the mission activity level (18). Such problems occur 
because: (a) the capacity of the body to produce heat by shivering is 
limited (20); (b) truly adequate clothing insulation (clo) for extreme 
cold is unacceptably bulky and restrictive (16), and (c) the heat flow 
from the deep body heat stores to the extremities is drastically con- 
stricted as central temperature (Tre) is maintained to the detriment 
of extremity temperatures (Tf^nger» etc.)(12). 

If, on the other hand, the balance of M+R± (R+C) calculates 
out to a positive quantity, this represents the required evaporative 
cooling (E req)(5) which the body must attempt to eliminate by evap- 
oration of sweat (15). While man does tolerate heat stress better 
than cold, i.e., regulates body heat conten»" much more efficiently in 
warm environments (11), the maximum evaporative cooling capacity 
(En^x) is limited (5) because: (a) the capacity of the body to produce 
sweat is limited (15); (b) any clothing, and especially such military 
items as body armor or NBCW protective clothing, has a limited permea- 
bility (im) which interferes with sweat evaporation (8,10) and (c) at 
high ambient humidities (41 A) the  difference between the vapor pres- 
sure of sweat at skin temperature (Ps) and ambient vapor pressure 
($ AP^) may not be enough to allow all the sweat produced, and allowed 
to transfer by the clothing, to evaporate (5). The unevaporated sweat 
will soak the skin and clothing, leading to the discomfort of a damp 
skin (13) or drip off the body without providing any cooling, useless- 
ly depleting body water resources and thus contributing to the problem 
of dehydration (25) and heat exhaustion as cardiovascular stress be- 
come excessive (6) while body heat storage, and thus deep body temper- 
ature continues to rise toward heat stroke levels (15,19). 

The heat Imbalances predicted from the heat balance equation 
are expressed in kilocalories. An analysis of the approximate altered 
body heat storage (AS) of men during maneuvers, or carefully con- 
trolled chamber exposures, can be carried out by calculating a mean 
body temperature (Tjj) , assuming 2/3 of the total body weight (W) is 
represented by deep body temperature (Tre) and 1/3 by mean skin tem- 
perature (Ts)(14). Starting from a comfortable state of Tre at 
98.60F (370C) and Ts at 92°? (33,'C), the calculated mean body temper- 
ature (Tg) is 35<,C. Taking the specific heat of the body as 0.83 
kcal/kg0C, for a man weighing 70 kg each "C change in mean body tem- 
perature represents a change of 58 kcal (i.e., 0.83 x 70). Thus meas- 
ured changes in body temperature can be directly related to the change 
in heat storage of the body, and the predicted imbalances in the heat 
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balance equation can be related to changes in body temperature (13). 

RESULTS: 
The model consists of a number of blocks, many already validat- 

ed and published, some partially validated and others still being re- 
fined, A list of the input parameters that mut.it be supplied (Identi- 
fied by ?) and calculated inputs (identified by !) is given in Table I; 
references for these input parameters ar* also included in Table I. 
Essentially, the inputs consist of factors (a) describing the soldier 
in characteristics from v/hich his physiological capacities can be es- 
timated, (b) factors describing his load, march rate, the terrain and 
grade (or other mission descriptors) from which the work demands and 
his heat production can be estimated, and finally (c) factors for his 
clothing insulation (clo), vapor permeability (lm> and how these 
change with air or subject movement (pumping coef1icient) .  The heat 
losses by radiation and convection, and the maximum evaporative heat 
loss, can be calculated from these three clothing parameters (clo, im 
and pumping coefficient), as a function of the ambient temperature, 
vapor pressure and wind.  Subroutines are available for solar heat 
load (1), if any, and dehydration (25)(although not yet fully validat- 
ed) and are being evaluated for extremity cooling (23) and developed 
for water immersion heat loss (3). 

The model calculates a theoretical equilibrium state (5) at 
which, by adjusting deep body and skin temperatures, and shivering 
heat production or sweat production, the heat balance equation of the 
body can be satisfied; i.e., there would be no additional changes in 
heat storage or debt.  Such equilibrium levels may be unattainable, or 
lethal, but the body will strain to achieve them.  The outputs of the 
model describing these strains, are tabulated in Table II.  A large 
number of validating and ad-hoc studies examining these Input-output 
relationships have led to empiric derivation of the necessary time 
constants and delay times for the various physiologic responses to 
specific stress inputs; at present, the total response pattern for 
heart rate (16) and deep body temperature (5) as a function of time 
can be graphed with considerable confidence, both for acclimatized and 
unaccllmatlzed men (7).  Similar factors are being validated for ex- 
tremity cooling (23) and dehydration (25). 

Table III lists the critical levels for ambient environmental 
conditions, mean skin, finger and deep body temperatures, altered body 
heat content (storage or debt), dehydration, heat production and 
heart rate. When possible, a critical threshold is specified for 
levels of comfort, discomfort, performance decrement, tolerance and 
actual damage. 

The combination of these input factors in Table I, output 
factors in Table II and critical thresholds in Table III allows the 
model to flag the times of occurence of these critical states; 
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Table IV lists the various  Hags used,   in four categories:  comfort 
related; work related;   heat related;  cold related. 

DISCUSSION: 
Any prediction model,  although perhaps theoretically useful 

and  interesting,   is only of  limited use until validated across a range 
of military populations and until  some estimate of  the  standard error 
of prediction  is available.     The prediction of heat  production  (4,9, 
22)  has been thoroughly validated across a range of military and ci- 
vilian populations and  appears  to be good to    110%,  which is ab^ut ♦'.he 
usual precision of  its measurement  in the  field.     The prediction of 
troop mobility,   i.e.,  distance covered per unit time or  time to reach 
a given destination as  a  function of load   (22) and terrain   (24) has 
been validated on average soldiers  (26) but requires more validation. 

Prediction of deep body  temperature  in the heat  as a  function 
of ambient hot-wet  or  hot-dry environmental conditions   (17),   standard 
military uniforms  (5),  body armor  (10,17)  and NBCW protective clothing 
and mission activity   (14,21)   is also well validated and appears accur- 
ate to   1 0.2oC  (5)  for  a number  of the combat arms,  but may need some 
adjustment  for elite military units.    Prediction of  heart  rate for 
these situations  (5)   is also well developed,  but  for high heart rates 
the effects of physical condition and age need more work;  neverthe- 
less,  the prediction  for  the standard volunteer military subjects 
available  in the laboratory has a standard error of  estimate of 6 to 
10 beats per minute   (15).     More work is planned to characterize other 
military populations. 

The effects of  heat acclimatization are well defined and 
appear valid enough for practical use  (7)  although a wide range of 
hot-wet as well as hot-dry conditions has not been  studied.     The 
solar load prediction  (1)  also  seems quite valid,  but  the effects on 
the soldier of  combined metabolic and solar heat  loads require more 
work.    The effects of dehydration are just beginning to be  incorpo- 
rated into the model   (25).     Nevertheless,  the overall heat  tolerance 
prediction capability of the model has been tested   in control field 
studies and a number of  large  scale maneuvers  (the METOXE series and 
69-10) and has proven to be quite practical for preventing heat casu- 
alties and establishing appropriate work-rest cycles.    The trade-off 
analyses allowed by  the model have also b jen extremely valuable dur- 
ing the development phases of new uniformb  (21)  and protective cloth- 
ing and equipment   (17). 

On the cold  side,  the whole body cooling prediction model has 
been well validated  in  limited environmental chamber  studies of sleep- 
ing bags and also in one field  study.     The extremity cooling model 
has proven most useful  in design of handwear and  footwear,  and in 
prediction of  the  "worst case" cooiing responses,  but  individual 
variability in the pattern of  spontaneous rewarming   (Cold  Induced 
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Vaso Dilatation)   severely  complicates absolute prediction  of  extremity 
temperature   (18).     Since,   however,   such  "worst case" prediction  is 
generally applicable  to  a  soldier who  is  thoroughly  chilled  or   fright- 
ened  it   is still quite useful. 

Current  research  emphasis  is on  improving the  accuracy of the 
mobility and  heart  rate prediction to  include various   levels of  phys- 
ical   fitness,   age and motivation,   extending  the validation of  the heat 
stress elements  to  Include  solar  load and a wider range  of dehydratio 
conditions and,  finally,  developing more  information  to validly apply 
extremity cooling and whole body cooling prediction to  field opera 
tions  in the  cold, 

CONCLUSIONS: 

on 

The model presents the interaction of multidisciplinary 
factors drawn from (a) the theoretical physics of heat transfer, 
(b) the biophysics of clothing, (c) the physiology of metabolic heat 
production, distribution and elimination, and (d) related meterologi- 
cal considerations.  The model is extremely useful now for clothing 
and eauipment developers since its rank ordering of the effects of 
their products has proven to be extremely accurate.  In its present 
state, it is a useful guide for tactical planners, albeit a conserva- 
tive one for two reasons; it has not been studied over a broad cross 
section of military units in the laboratory and, although its valida- 
tion in field operations has included many of the combat arms of the 
Army and a few studies on Marines, the lack of motivation or realism 
common to such non-combat operations leads to a conservative estimate 
of performance capability on the one hand, while overlooking the 
degradation of performance that can be induced by the fear and pres- 
sures of actual combat.  The model does provide the surgeon with a 
useful prediction of the relative risks of thermal environmental inju- 
ry, the factors contributing to such risk and their relative propor- 
tions, but such prediction is for groups of subjects, not for indivi- 
duals.  It is also useful for engineers designing environmental condi- 
tioning equipment, for energy conservation planners and for developing 
industrial work regulations as proposed under the recent OSHA legis- 
latio'i.  Finally, the model can perhaps be most useful to the scien- 
tist who developed it and to the Army Research Institute of Environ- 
mental Medicine in: (a) evaluating what additional research is needed; 
(b) d» elding whether a proposed research study will provide militarily 
relev nt information, and whether the environmental conditions select- 
ed an sufficiently strenuous to obtain measurable physiological dif- 
ferences between the parameters being studied, but not too strenuous 
to permit collection of meaningful data without undue risk to the 
subjects; and (c) in providing expert guidance and consultation to a 
wide range of military and civilian agencies. 
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FIGURE 1  Diagram of a systems analysis of the 
stress Inputs and physiological strain 
output responses of "the soldier" 

STRAIN STRESS 
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Special Forces 
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Deep body temperature 
Mean skin temperature 
Finger/toe temperature 
Body heat storage/debt 
Sweat production 
Dehydration 
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TABLE I Input Parameters 

Input // Reference 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 

Height? 
Weight? 
Sex? 
Calculated surface area! 
Effective area (heat rash, gas mask, etc)? 
Load carried (clothing & equipment)? 
Load carriage factor (any inefficiencies)7 

Terrain factor? 
% Grade? 
Specified march rate? 
Predicted   (march rate!  or heat  production)! 
Uniform  insulation   (clo)? 
Uniform vapor permeability  (im/clo)? 
Air or  subject motion modifier? 
Factor  for sweat cooling efficiency  (X) ? 
Handwear,  footwear,  headwear  insulation? 
Initial core  temperature? 
Estimated  final  skin temperature? 
Calculated core-skin conductance! 
Initial heart  rate? 
Age? 
Physical condition? 
Maximum work capacity! 
Motivation factor? 
Acclimatization status? 
Initial hydration status? 
Available drinking water? 
Extremity of concern? 
Air temperature? 
Relative humidity? 
Wind speed? 
Solar heat load subroutine? 
Water immersion subroutine? 
Mission activity? 
Duration of rest-work-recovery? 
Time interval of interest? 

12 , 22 
15, , 22 
24 
4 
4 

A, 22, 26 
1, 5. ; 10, 17 
5. 10, 13. 17 
5, 13, 14, 17 
5 

13, . u , 18 

5 
in prepara tion 
6. 7 

7, 14, 22 
6 

11, 22 
7 

25 
22 
18 
11 
11 
5. 11 
1 
3 

4. 9 
5. 6 

*Note: a + indicates information available for programming now but 
more validation may be needed; a - indicates more research needed. 
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TABLE II      Outputs 

A) At  theoretical  equilibrium (N.B. may be lethal): 
1 Core temperature rise from vork 
2 Core temperature change by non-evaporative heat  transfer 
3 Core  temperature  rise from limited evaporation 
A Equilibrium  (final)  core  temperature 
5 Decrease  if  fully acclimatized 
6 Equilibrium  (final) heart rate 
7 Required evaporative cooling 
8 - Sweat production required 
9 - Rate of dehydration 

10 Maximum evaporative potential 
11 %  Sweat wetted skin surface 
12 Cooling power 
13 Effective uniform insulation 
14 Effective uniform vapor permeability 
15 -  Extremity circulatory heat  input 
16 - Extremity  time constant 
17 - Equilibrium (final)  extremity  temperature 

B) Tabulated values as a function of  time for: 
1 Core temperature 
2 - Mean skin  temperature 
3 Heart rate 
A - Extremity  temperature 

C) Graphic  display of time pattern response of: 
1 Core temperature 
2 Heart rate 
3 - Extremity temperature 

*Note:  a - indicates more work is required before output is 
reliable. 
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TABLE IV  Flags for Critical Levels of Comfort, 
or Environmental or Work Stresses 

Performance 

COMFORT RELATE!?: 

CRITERION 

Uncomfortable sweating 
Threshold of work discomfort 
Threshold of heat stress discomfort 
Threshold of cold stress discomfort 

> 20% wet skin 
HR + 30b/min 
A S ^ +25 kcal 
A S ^ -25 kcal 

WORK RELATEP: 

Exceeds maximum work capacity >'■■ 17 kcal/min 
Exceeds voluntary hard work level >  7 kcal/min 
Work endurance difficult beyond: 

(a) 8 hours 5-6 kcal/min 
(b) 2-3 hours 7-8 kcal/min 
(c)  1 hour 10 kcal/min 
(d)'vl5 min 12-15 kcal/min 

HEAT RELATEP: 

Exceeds voluntary haat endurance 
25% heat exhaustion collapse risk 
50% heat exhaustion collapse risk 
75% heat exhaustion collapse risk 
Increasing heat stroke risk 

A S ^ +80 kcal 
A S ^ +120 kcal 
A S ^ +160 kcal 
A S ^ +200 kcal 
Tre > 106oF 

COLt? RELATEP: 

Loss of manual dexterity 
Onset of shivering 
Violent shivering 
Non-freezing cold injury risk 
Freezing cold injury risk 
Increasing hypothermia risk 

fingers < 60oF 
A S ^ -80 kcal 
A S ^ -150 kcal 
any skin ^ ^0oF 
any skin < 310F 
Tre < 950F 
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The opinions er assertions contained herein are the private views of 
the author and are not to be construed as official or as reflecting 
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A TECHNIQUE FOR THE VALIDATION 
OP VEHICLE MODELS USING THE ROAD SIMULATOR 

JAMES W. GRANT, MR. 
U.S. ARMY TANK-AUTOMOTIVE COMMAND 

WARREN, MICHIGAN 48090 

INTRODUCTION 

One of the more important aspects of vehicle design is 
mechanical mobility. This term is a measure of how fast a vehicle 
can get from Point A to Point ß without breaking and yet preserving 
the cargo and maintaining driver comfort. Mechanical mobility may be 
divided into five categories:  Rough terrain mobility, soft terrain 
mobility, water mobility, vegetation mobility, and high speed 
nobility. Each of these five mobility divisions may be subdivided 
into ride comfort (including cargo) , durability and handling.  The 
TACOM road simulator has been used extensively to investigate the 
durability and ride characteristics of existing and proposed military 
vehicles relative to rough terrain and high speed mobility. The real 
payoff for simulation testing, however, lies not in the durability 
testing of production vehicles and subsystems but in using it as a 
tool to interface computer models with prototype hardware to evaluate 
subsystems prior to integration to form a prototype vehicle system; 
and finally the road simulator would be used to perform the initial 
performance and durability evaluation of the new vehicle prior to 
field tests. 

The process from t"he vehicle concept to prototype field 
testing is an iterative process using the methodology proposed in 
this paper. The first step in the iteration is to formulate a 
mathematical model using the dynamic equations of motion for the 
suspension system and relevant components of a vehicle concept.  This 
model is then subjected to the mission profile for which the vehicle 
is intended.  The suspension parameters are then tuned to minimize a 
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cost factor, which  is a  function of ride,  handling,   cargo comfort, 
speed,   etcetera.     The  second step is  to manufacture prototype 
suspension components having the parametric characteristics  derived 
from the mathematical model.    These components are  then evaluated to 
determine  their real parametric  characteristics.     The third  stop then 
is to plug the measured parameters  into the mathematical model and 
reevaluate to determine the acceptability of any parametric changes. 
The fourth step is  to build a prototype vehicle,   install it on the 
road simulator and  subject the vehicle  system to the mission profile. 
The  fifth  step is  the final adjustment of the mathematical model to 
match  its  response to the response of the vehicle  on the road 
simulator.     This model may now be used for any dynamic studies on the 
vehicle which precipitate  from field tests. 

This paper will be limited to a description of some of the 
techniques which have been used at TACOM within the Surface Mobility 
Division aimed at validating mathematical models. 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

It is apparent from this  study that although the  simple 
model tracks the hardware  fairly well,   a more  sophisticated model   is 
nei.ied.     This  study also shows that the actuator  to vehicle  interfaces 
and centering radius rods have a  significant effect on the  response  of 
the vehicle.    These effects should either be minimized during  initial 
simulator design or  should be included as  inputs  to the computer model. 
The techniques used  for  comparing responses are  adequate except for 
the possible addition of computing a  correlation coefficient.     Some 
recommendations related to the mathematical model  are: 

1. Trett the  frame as an elastic member. 

2. Separate the following  into  separate mass-spring-damper 
systems. 

a. Cab. 

b. Engine. 
r' 

c. Cargo Box. 

3. Include roll in the simulation. 

4. Increase the number of transducer locations and hence 
the number of correlation points. 
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No ride optimization or parameter adjustment was attempted 
due to the oversimplification of the model which was a  result of 
inadequate computer capacity.     A computer with sufficient capacity to 
continue this study has been acquired by the Surface Mobility Division 
at TACOM.     The XM705 program  is complete  so continued model validation 
should be performed using some other vehicle scheduled for evaluation 
on the road simulator. 

BACKGROUND 

The  introduction to this paper has outlined a proposed 
methodology for the computer aided design and development of a vehicle 
from initial concept through the prototype phase and into field 
testing.    This paper will focus specifically on the  fifth step which 
is the comparison of the model response with the response of the 
vehicle system on the  road simulator.    The objective   of this study  is 
to initiate  steps to  fill that particular gap in the proposed 
methodology.     Previous work within the Surface Mobility Division at 
TACOM has resulted in a continuous parameter tracking technique for 
determining spring rates and damping coefficients for  non-linear 
suspension components which complements the classical direct reading 
techniques for measuring vehicle parameters.    The work contained in 
this paper was  initiated to supplement a durability test on the XM705 
Ik-Ton, 4X4,  Cargo Truck to be performed using the road simulator. 
The XM705  is shown mounted to the road simulator in Figure  1. 

The instrumentation required for the durability test was 
sufficient to allow this "first cut" mathematical model validation to 
be made.    The mathematical model was,  therefore,  designed to utilize 
the existing test setup. 

MODEL FORMULATION 

The vehicle model was limited to four degrees of freedom in 
the pitch and bounce modes.    At the time this study was initiated, 
sufficient analog computer capacity to include roll freedom was 
unavailable.     Since  this was to be the initial attempt at tracking 
vehicle responses to model responses in real time and since roll 
could be eliminated on the road simulator,  the elimination of roll 
freedom in the model would not invalidate the technique.    Further 
simplifying assumptions were as follows: 

1. The sprung mass is modeled as one rigid body. 

2. The pitch angle, 9,  is assumed small such that Sin9 = 9 
and Cos© = 1. 
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The vehicle  is coupled through the wheel spindles to the 
road simulator as  shown by the arrows  in Figure  1 thus eliminating the 
tires and unsprung masses from the system model.     The model then may 
be represented as  shown in Figure 2. 

Equations of Motion. 

The  free body diagram of the  sprung mass   is  shown in Figure 
3. 

Where: 

4-.- = Vertical acceleration of the center of gravity. 

0     = Pitch acceleration. 

(X.    = Distance from center of gravity to the center of the 
front suspension =6.15 ft. 

D     =  Distance from center of gravity to the center of the 
rear suspension = 5.10 ft. 

her =  Total front suspension force. 

fjpr  = Total rear suspension force. 

ty\      = Sprung mass = 139.75 slugs. 

/  = Sprung mass pitch inertia = 750 slug-ft 

The equations of motion for this system then are: 

"Vce   r ^r    *  r*r    - ™9 (1) 

Jd G   -    aFrr '   b FRT (2) 
The total suspension force is a summation of the spring 

force, shock absorber force and frictional forces.  The spring forces 
and shock absorber forces are obtained from curves shown in Figures 4, 
5 and 6. The interleaf friction for the leaf springs was measured in 
the laboratory. This friction is proportional to the spring force. 
The constant of proportionality fell in the range 10 to 15 percent of 
the spring load, 10 percent for the rear springs with three leaves 
and 15 percent for the front springs with five leaves. 
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Equations 1 and 2 may now be rewritten 

/Vt (3) 

(4) 

ijcc-,  ' fa  *  /r'ro r,'>->'  t,rKt> rir*D lF*r '^S 

Jo 0 - a FFS ' « ffa'äfrr' bi~^ - hi^o ■ t> h?F 

Where /> . and /'^^ = front and rear spring forces 

/-, _ and r^p -  front and rear shock absorber forces 

pe    and f-fj/z-  front and rear friction forces. 

Also from the above discussion: 

Fff -   .15 /■><, 

and /-A7/r   -       .10 FRS 

Samples of the analog computer circuits required for the 
model simulation are shown in Figures 7 through 12. 

ROAD SIMULATOR 

The road simulator used in this s*udy and shown in Figure 1, 
imparts vertical excitations to the wheel spindles of the vehicle 
using four linear electro-hydraulic servo controlled actuators.    These 
actuators are capable of 200 inches per second linear velocity, have 
twelve inches of usable stroke and respond to 100 hertz with a double 
amplitude of  .0005 inches. 

As mentioned previously,  the vehicle is attached through its 
wheel spindles to the actuators.    The left front attachment is 
indicated by the arrow in Figure 1.    The interface hardware allows 
six degrees of freedom at each wheel in order not to unrealistically 
load the axles and suspension.    The vehicle is attached through the 
wheel spindles   (tires and wheels removed)  to provide a more positive 
attachment     ) the actuators which in turn prevents vehicle ejection 
from the road simulator due to high amplitude inputs.     One major 
benefit, related to this paper,  of removing the tire ii   that a 
reliable tire model is no  longer required to validate the suspension 
model. 
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SINE WAVE RESPONSE 

The computer model and the road simulator were excited 
simultaneously to a sine wave of five inches or maximum attainable 
double amplitude. The frequency was increased from .5 hertz to 8 
hertz. Figure 13 shows the responses of the model and the vehicle at 
their centers of gravity to these excitation signals.  Several 
conclusions may be ^.rawn from comparing the recordings and also by 
considering observations made during each of the test runs; 

1. The noise superimposed on the acceleration signal from 
the road simulator is a result of mechanical noise 
(system clearance) in the interfaces between the 
spindles and the actuators. 

2. The attenuation of the acceleration signal from the 
road simulator at three hertz was a result of the 
vehicle's center of gravity scribing an ellipse instead 
of a vertical straight line. This was caused by the 
inputs of the radius rods which were used to center the 
vehicle on the road simulator, 

3. Overall, the model response compared we.! 1 with the 
response of the vehicle on the road simulator. 

The next step is to compare responses to terrain related 
random excitation signals. 

RANDOM RESPONSE 

The model and the vehicle on the road simulator were then 
subjected to a field vibration related random input. Maximum 
actuator excursion was twelve inches. The results of this random 
response are shown in Figures 14 and 15. Figure 14 shows the time 
histories of the vertical frame accelerations at a point centered 
above the front suspension. The vehicle response l"^s the model 
response due to hydraulic lag and filter lag. A low pc^s filter 
(40Hz) was inserted at the accelerometer output to clean up the 
signal for ease of presentation and comparison. Figure 15 shows the 
power spectral density curves computed from the time signals in 
Figure 14. The resonant points at two and five hertz agree well. 
The reduced amplitude of the vehicle response at the five hertz 
resonant point was caused by the effects of the radius rods as 
explained in the sine wave response discussion. 
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HELICOPTER GROUND RESONANCE ANALYSIS 
IN LIGHT OF ARMY REQUIREMENTS 

CHARLES E.   HAMMOND,   Ph.   D. 
LANGLEY DIRECTORATE 

UNITED STATES ARMY AIR MOBILITY R Ä D LABORATORY 
HAMPTON,  VIRGINIA 

The Army has in recent years refined its methods of procur- 
ing aircraft.     Until recently  the Army had only procured aircraft 
which were more or less off-the-shelf items.     That is,  the aircraft 
were either developed for other military services or for civilian use 
and were adapted to meet Army needs.     As a result,  the Army was not 
significantly involved in the writing of specifications which affected 
the overall design of the vehicle.     Operational experience has indi- 
cated, however,  the need for specifications which reflect the particu- 
lar requirements of Army aviation.     This paper is concerned with 
requirements which have been imposed in the area of helicopter mechan- 
ical instability,  or ground resonance as this phenomenon is commonly 
known,  and the impact which these requirements have on the analyst. 

The ground resonance problem has been with rotary wing air- 
craft since their inception, but the phenomenon was not well under- 
stood until many years after its first occurrence on the early auto- 
gyros.     The instability was originally thought to be aeromechanical in 
nature,  however,  later analysis confirmed that the instability could 
be predicted based solely on mechanical considerations.    The report by 
Coleman and Feingold (l) has become the classical reference on this 
problem.     This classical treatment of the problem was expanded by 
Brooks  (2) and Bielawa (3) to include additional degrees of freedom 
and to experimentally verify the analysis. 

All these analyses showed that the ground resonance insta- 
bility involved a mechanical coupling of the inplane degrees of free- 
dom of the rotor blades with the rigid body degrees of freedom of the 
helicopter on its undercarriage.    The analytical results also indi- 
cated that the instability could be eliminated within the operating 
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rotor  speed  range of any particular helicopter by properly selecting 
(i)  the damping and stiffness  characteristics of the undercarriage 
and  (ii)  the  inplane damping of the blades. 

Because of operational considerations,  the Army has  imposed 
requirements  that the helicopter not  only be  shown free from mechani- 
cal instability under normal operating conditions but freedom from 
instability must also be shown for a variety of abnormal conditions. 
Some of these abnormal conditions are:     operation on ice,   flat tire 
and flat  strut  on one side,  operation from a 12°  slope on any heading, 
and operation with one blade damper  inoperative.     All but  the last  of 
these requirements can be handled by appropriate modifications of the 
basic parameters in the classical analysis  of  Reference 1.     As will be 
shown later,   the requirement for stability with one blade damper 
inoperative causes one of the basic assumptions in the classical 
analysis to be violated and thus a new analysis method must be 
developed. 

The investigation of the ground resonance problem when one 
blade damper is inoperative is the subject of this paper.     A method 
will be presented for handling the problem and comparison will be made 
with two methods which have previously been used in attempting to 
satisfy the Army requirement.     Instabilities which arise when one 
blade damper is inoperative will be examined and,  finally, means for 
eliminating these instabilities will be discussed. 

SYMBOLS 

c. Lag damping rate 

c Effective hub damping in x-direction (longitudinal) 

c Effective hub damping in y-direction (lateral) 

e Lag hinge offset 

I, Second mass moment of blade about lag hinge 

k. Lag spring rate 

k Effective hub stiffness in x-direction (longitudinal) 

k       Effective hub stiffness in y-direction (lateral) 
«y 

\ Blade mass 
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m Effective huo mass in x-direction 
x 

m Effective hub mass in y-direction 
y 

N Number of blades in rotor 

S, First mass moment of blade about lag hinge 
b 

t Time 

x. ,y Coordinates of hub in fixed reference frame 

L Lag deflection of i— blade 

i^. Defined by Equations (2) 

v Defined by Equations (2) 

t. Azimuthal location of i— blade 

Ü Rotor speed 

o. Defined by Equations (2) tu 

MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION 

A complete derivation of the equations of motion for the 
ground resonance problem is presented in Reference k.    This develop- 
ment will not be repeated here, but the equations together with the 
underlying assumptions will be given in order to discuss the implica- 
tions of the one-blade-damper-inoperative requirement. 

It is assumed, as is done in Reference 1,  that the helicop- 
ter on its landing gear can be represented by effective parameters 
applied at the rotor hub.    It is further assumed that only inplane 
motions of the hub and blades are important in determining the ground 
resonance characteristics of the helicopter.     Thus the degrees of 
freedom to be considered consist of two inplane hub degrees of freedom 
and one lead-lag degree of freedom for each blade in the rotor.    The 
mathematical model to be used in the analysis is  shown in Figure 1. 
Note that in the figure only a typical blade is shown.    The analysis 
is formulated for a rotor having    N   blades,  and each blade is assumed 
to have a rotational  spring and damper which act about the lag hinge. 
Further,  it is assumed that each of the blades may have different lag 
spring and lag damper characteristics.    This last assumption is 
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necessary in order to be able to treat the one-blade-damper- 
inoperative situation and represents a major departure from the 
classical analysis.     In References 1,  2,  and 3 each blade wat assumed 
to have identical properties and,   as will be indicated later,  this 
assumption leads to considerable simplification of the equations of 
motion.     With respect to the hub degrees of freedom,  it is assumed 
that,   in the absence of the rotor,  the longitudinal and lateral 
motions of the hub are uncoupled.     This is an approximation, but it is 
an assumption made in Reference 1 and one generally used in mechanical 
stability analyses. 

Based on the above assumptions,   the equations of motion for 
the rotor-hub system may be written as 

'^i + ^i +  [\ + n2vo) ^i "  (Vo/e) [X
h 

Sin ♦i " yh COS ^ij 

i = 1,  2,   .   . 

(mx + mh)'xh + cjch+ k^ = Sb   £ (*q -  ü\)sin ^ 

i=l 

N 

+ 2a £   cos \k I 
'"y + %' ^h + Vh + Vh = ^ 

i=lL 

-2n^i sin t I 
where 

**%/! 

\ - \/h 

>(1) 

J 

(2) 

^i = Cl/h 

kC£ 
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and small displacement assumptions have been made on  Cj, xjj, and y^ 
in order to linearize the equations.  The parameter  4^ describes the 
azimuthal position of the i^h blade at time t and is given by 

\lr = Qt + 2n(i - l)/N (5) 

The equations of motion for the  system thus  consist of 
(N + 2)   coupled  second-order differential equations  in which the 
coupling terms have periodic coefficients.     The periodic coefficients 
arise because the blade equations,   the first    N    of Equations  (l),  are 
written in a rotating reference system whereas the hub equations,  the 
last two of Equations   (l),  are written in a fixed  system. 

In order to eliminate the periodic coefficients in Equa- 
tions  (])  Coleman and Feingold (l) transformed the blade equations 
into the fixed reference system.    This transformation,  which greatly 
simplifies the equations of motion,   is only possible  if the rotor is 
Isotropie with three or more blades.     An alternate procedure is pre- 
sented by Hammond  (U)   for eliminating the periodic coefficients if the 
rotor is nonisotropic,   as is the case for one blade damper inopera- 
tive, but the hub is Isotropie.    This procedure involves transforming 
the hub equations of motion into the rotating frame of reference and 
requires that the rotor have two or more blades.     Since the hubs of 
most,   if not all,   currently operational helicopters are nonisotropic 
this last procedure is only useful for determining the general nature 
of instabilities which occur when one blade damper is inoperative. 

Thus for the general case of a nonisotropic rotor coupled 
with a nonisotropic hub one is faced with the problem of determining 
the stability of a system which is described by a set of second-order 
differential equations having periodic coefficients.     It has been 
shown by Hammond  (k)  that the Floquet Transition Matrix method 
described by Peters and Hohenemser (5)  and Hohenemscr and Yin (6) 
provides an effective means for determining the stability character- 
istics of the system described by Equations  (l).     This method is 
essentially an eigenvalue method which is based on the Fioquet- 
Liapunov theorem (7)  for systems having periodic coefficients.    Thus 
the stability characteristics of the system are direct outputs of the 
method. 

Two methods used in the past for treating the one-blade- 
damper-inoperat ive ground resonance problem are  (i)  numerical inte- 
gration of the equations of motion,  and (ii)  a smearing technique 
which involves a redistribution of damping over all the blades after 
one damper is considered imoperative.    The reasoning for the second 
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approach is as  follows:     If the rotor has     N    blades then the total 
damping available  in the rotor is    Nc-^    where    c^    is the damping on 
one blade.     If one damper is removed,   the total damping becomes 
(N -  l)c^.     Thus,   using the smearing approach,   each blade in the rotor 
would be treated  as  if it had a lag damper rate  equal to    C^CN -  1)/N. 
It  is thus  seen  that this second approach analyzes a system which is 
quite different  from the actual situation.     The motivation behind this 
approach is to be able to use the standard Coleman and Feingold analy- 
sis for an  Isotropie rotor.     In the results which follow,  each of 
these techniques  will be applied to a specific  configuration and the 
ground  resonance problem with one blade damper  inoperative will be 
discussed  in detail, 

RESULTS 

In order to illustrate the implications of one blade damper 
inoperative on the ground resonance characteristics of a single rotor 
helicopter,   a  set  of parameters was chosen.     These parameters were 
chosen so as to be in the general range of interest for single rotor 
helicopters and were  such that the  system was  stable with all dampers 
functioning up to a rotor speed of UOO rpm.     The parameters used in 
obtaining the results which follow are  shown  in Table 1. 

Results for the system described by the parameters of 
Table 1 with all blade dampers operational are  indicated in Figure 2. 
These results were obtained using the  standard Coleman and Feingold 
approach.     This approach results in only two equations which describe 
the rotor degrees of freedom regardless of the number of blades.     Thus 
there are only four modes which result from the eigenvalue analysis. 
As can be seen from the upper portion of the figure, where the real 
parts of the eigenvalues are plotted as a function of rotor speed,   the 
system is stable over the entire rotor speed range.    The labeling on 
the various modes is intended for identification purposes only and is 
not meant to imply anything with respect to the character of the 
modes.     In the lower portion of the figure is plotted the frequencies 
of the various modes as a function of rotor speed.    The horizontal 
dashed lines represent the uncoupled hub modes and the slanted dashed 
l:nes represent the uncoupled blade modes.     As can be seen,  at the 
lowtr and higher rotor speeds the modes are essentially uncoupled, 
whereas for the intermediate rotor speeds a considerable amount of 
coupling is apparent. 

When one blade damper is removed the results shown in Fig- 
ure 3 are obtained.     These results were calculated using the Floquet 
transition matrix method and indicate an instability for rotor speeds 
between 210 and 505 rpm.    The nature of this instability can be 
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determined from an examination of the frequency plot  in Figure 3.     At 
the lower rotor  speeds the frequencies for the modes labeled 5 and 6 
correspond to the uncoupled blade frequency (in the fixed system)  for 
the blade which has no damper.     As the rotor  speed is  increased the 
frequency plot  for mode 3  indicates coupling with the other modes,  and 
at the higher rotor speeds the mode 5 curve has deviated from the 
uncoupled curve.     At the higher rotor speeds the mode 5 curve is 
nearer the uncoupled blade frequency curve.     This behavior indicates 
that there is a significant amount of coupling between the unstable 
mode 3 and the mode labeled 2 which is predominantly a hub mode.    The 
conclusion here is that the indicated instability has the same char- 
acter as a classical ground resonance instability,   and that the insta- 
bility involves a considerable amount of blade motion. 

Figure k presents the results of a numerical integration of 
the equations of motion for a rotor speed of 255 rpm.     This rotor 
speed corresponds to the point of maximum instability in Figure 3-    As 
can be seen from the time histories in Figure k, blade 1 which has no 
lag damper is experiencing large excursions.     It should also be noted 
from this figure that determination of whether the system is stable or 
unstable requires considerable judgment on the part of the analyst. 
The blade 1 trace appears to be stable,  whereas it is impossible to 
make a definite conclusion relative to the hub traces.    This serves to 
illustrate the fact that time history solutions are less desirable 
than eigenvalue methods for determining the dynamic stability of sys- 
tems.    The problem with the time history solutions is that one can 
never be sure that the equations have been integrated over a suffi- 
ciently long period for the initial conditions chosen.     If the initial 
conditions are not chosen so as to excite the mode of instability,  an 
extremely long period of integration may be necessary.     A further 
drawback of the numerical integration method is that,  in general,  it 
requires much more computing time than does the eigenvalue approach. 

Results obtained using the smearing approach are illustrated 
in Figure 5.    Note that although the mode labeled 5 becomes lightly 
damped,  the system remains stable throughout the rotor speed range 
considered.     The smearing technique is thus not recommended for treat- 
ing the one-blade-damper-inoperative situation since it leads to 
unconservative results. 

Suppose, however,  that a designer were using the smearing 
technique and obtained the results shown in Figure 5.    The logical 
approach to making the system more stable would be to add additional 
blade lag damping since this parameter is known to be quite effective 
in eliminating the classical ground resonance.    The effect would be 
that the smearing technique would then indicate a sufficient stability 
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margin since it is  simply an application of the classical analysis. 
Note,  on the other hand,  what the correct results,  as obtained from 
the Floqurit analysis and shown in Figure 6, would indicate.     As can be 
seen from this figure,   the increase of blade lag damping has no effect 
on the region of instability when one blade damper is inoperative. 
This result is not too surprising since it was observed from the time 
history traces of Figure k that the blade with no damper is  responding 
more or less independently of the other blades.     These results further 
strengthen the conclusion that the smearing technique  should not be 
used for examining the one-blade-damper-inoperative ground resonance 
problem. 

From the results of Figure 6 it might appear that the Army- 
had imposed an impossible requirement on the helicopter designer.    As 
will be shown,  however,   it is possible to eliminate the instability 
through proper selection of the parameters available to the designer. 
Since it has been shown that increacing the lag damping has no effect 
on the region of instability with one blade damper inoperative,  the 
only other blade parameter which the designer can vary is the lag 
spring rate.    Coleman and Feingold (l) have shown that,  in the absence 
of lag damping,   ground resonance is impossible if the blade lag fre- 
quency is greater than the rotor speed.     This requirement is extremely 
conservative, however,   if blade lag dampers are present. 

Figure 7 illustrates the effect of lag spring rate on the 
region of instability when one blade damper is inoperative.     The 
assumption was made here that the lag spring and lag damper were 
independent so that failure of the lag damper did not result in simul- 
taneous failure of the lag spring.    Thus the results of Figure 7 were 
obtained for a rotor in which each of the blades had the same spring 
rate, but one blade damper was inoperative.     As can be seen,   if the 
lag spring rate is made high enough the region of instability can be 
eliminated.    The spring rate required is,  on the other hand, much 
lower than the spring rate necessary to make the blade lag frequency 
equal to the rotor speed.     It is felt, however,   that the lag spring 
rate required is unrealistic and,  further, the higher the spring rate 
the larger will be the vibratory loads transferred to the fuselage. 
Thus the lag spring does not appear to be the optimum parameter to use 
in eliminating the instability. 

The other parameters available to the designer are the hub 
parameters.    The hub stiffness and damping in the lateral and longitu- 
dinal directions may be changed by altering the landing-gear geometry 
and oleo characteristics.     Further, the oleo stiffness and damping are 
usually adjustable in service so that these are potentially powerful 
parameters for the designer.    Figure 8 shows the eff^ot of lateral hub 
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damping en the region of instability. This figure illustrates that 
hub damping can be used effectively in eliminating the instability. 
This can be attributed to the fact that the only means for the blade 
with no damper to experience any damping is through the hub coupling 
terms in the equations of motion. Thus the addition of hub damping 
tends to stabilize a'.iy ur.stable hub motions while providing damping 
for the large blade excursions. 

The effect of variation of the lateral hub spring rate is 
shown in Figure 9- These results indicate thai:, if the stiffness of 
the hub is reduced, the instability can be eliminated.  Again the 
indication is that the coupling between the rotor and hub is the key 
to eliminating the instability. Here the lower stiffness hub is 
allowed to respond more than the higher stiffness hub and thus a 
greater amount of hub damping can be transferred to the blade through 
the coupling terms. 

As a final result, it was thought to be of interest to 
determine how much damping coiild be removed from one blade before 
encountering an unstable region. The results of these calculations 
are shown in Figure 10. From Table 1 it may be noted that each blade 
originally had a blade c, unper whose rate was 3000 ft-lb-sec/rad, and 
from the figure it is seen that an unstable region appears when the 
damping on one blade is reduced to approximately 1000 ft-lb-sec/rad. 
Thus, for this particular example, approximately two-thirds of the 
damping may be removed from one blade before an instability results. 

CONCDJSIONS 

Three main conclusions may be drawn from the results pre- 
sented. First, the analyst must be qareful to examine new user 
requirements to ascertain that the assumptions of existing analytical 
tools are not violated. If these assumptions are violated, modifica- 
tions to the analysis must be made or new analyses must be formulated 
to handle the new requirements. Modifying the physical problem so 
that it fits existing analytical methods can lead to erroneous conclu- 
sions as evidenced by the smearing technique results. 

The most effective means of eliminating the mechanical 
instabilities which occur with one blade damper inoperative appears to 
be through appropriate adjustment of the hub effective stiffness and 
damping characteristics.  The approach seems to be to either reduce 
the hub stiffness to allow more hub response or increase the hub damp- 
ing. A combination of reduced hub stiffness and increased hub damping 
will probably provide the most nearly optimum solution. 
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Finally,  the Floquet transition matrix method is an effec- 
tive tnalytical tool for dealing with the one-hlade-damper-inoperative 
ground resonance problem.     The method provides the stability bounda- 
ries directly and thus eliminates the uncertainties associated with 
time history solutloi s. 
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TABLE 1.    PAR/LMETERS USED IN THE SAMPLS CALCULATIONS 

Number of blades 

Blade nass,    m. 

Blade mass moment,    S, 

Blade mass moment of inertia,    I, 

xjti0 mnge offset,   e 

Lag spring,    k. 

Lag iamper,    c. 

Hub mass,    m 

Hub mass,    m 

Hub spring,    k 

Hub spring,    k 

Hub damper,    c 

Hub damper,    c 

6.5 slugs (94.9 kg) 

65.O slug-ft {289.I kg-m) 

800.0 slug-ft2 {l08i+.7 kg-m2) 

1.0 ft (0.5048 m) 

0.0 ft-Ib/rad (0.0 m-N/rad) 

5000.0 ft-lb-sec/rad (4067.5 m-N-s/rt.d) 

550.0 slugs (8026.6 kg) 

225.0 slugs (5285.6 kg) 

85000.0 lb/ft (12401+81.8 N/m) 

85000.0 lb/ft (12U0481.8 N/m) 

5500.0 lb-sec/ft (51078.7 N-s/m) 

1750.0 Ib-sec/ft (25559-5 N-s/m) 

Figure 1.    Mathematical representation of the rotor and hub. 
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220       260 
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Figure 8.  Effect of lateral hub 
damping on region of instabil- 
ity with one blade damper 
inoperative. 
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Figure 9- Effect of lateral hub 
spring rate on region of insta- 
bility with one blade damper 
inoperative. 
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DETECTION AND IDENTIFICATION OF TRACE QUANTITIES OF 
ORGANIC VAPORS IN THE ATMOSPHERE BY  ION CLUSTER MASS 

SPECTROMETRY AND TOE IONIZATION DETECTOR SYSTEM 

CHARLES S. HARDEN,  Ph.D. 
THOMAS C.   IMESON,  Ph.D. 

CHEMICAL LABORATORY 
EDGEWOOD ARSENAL,  ABERDEEN PROVING GROUND,  MARYLAND 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

The study of recently discovered proton ion/dipole clusters in the 
gas phase (1-4) has been extended in connection with the search for 
new concepts in chemical agent (and other atmospheric contaminants) 
detection.    The result has been a new analytical technique called Ion 
Cluster Mass Spectrometry (ICMS)(5).    ICMS is akin to the technique 
of chemical ionization (CI) mass spectrometry in that both concepts 
rely upon the mass analysis of ions that are products of ion- 
molecule reactions occurring in a reactant gas in the ion source. 
ICMS employs moist air as the reactant gas at an ion source pressure 
of 10 torr to 1 atmosphere.    The sample may be introduced into a 
clean, moist air stream or the sample plus reactant gas may 
constitute ambient atmosphere.    Sample/reactant gas ratios may be 
as low as 10 ppb. 

Mechanisms, rate constants, and enthalpies of formation for ion 

clusters H+(H20)    (derived from ion molecule reactions initiated by 

the primary ions N. and 0- ) have been established where the primary 

ionization source has been electron irradiation (6), in flowing 
afterglow experiments(7), and in corona discharges (5,8,9).    For the 
ICMS technique, the hydrated proton species serve as precursors for 

clusters H+(H-0)  (A)   which represent the qualitative and quanti- 
z n  m 

tative indicators of the trace compound A. The mechanism of for- 

mation of H*(H20) (A) is not dependent upon the method of formation 

of primary ions, i.e. El or electrical discharges. The sensitivity 
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of the technique is, however, dependent upon th«, rate of formation 
of the primary ions, the water vapor concentration, and the 
pressure of the reactant gas. A corona discharge was selected for 
this work because it is an extremely intense source of primary ions. 

Some of the results of the ICMS studies have been applied to the 
establishment of the response mechanisms in tht lonization Detector 
System (IDS) now under exploratory development for the Army and 
the Air Force. The basic field unit, as it exists to date, has 
been developed by Minneapolis Honeywell, Inc. by empirical methods. 
The mechanism by which the IDS selectively responds to chemical 
agents in the atmosphere has not been fully understood. The 
construction details, sensitivity, and specificity of the system 
have been given in contractor reports (10), 

II. EXPERIMENTAL 

Figure 1 is a diagram of the ICMS apparatus.  Ions produced in 
a corona discharge or as a result of ion-molecule reactions (formed 
at room temperature, ^S'C) diffuse through a pinhole into a vacuum 
chamber where they are focused into a quadrupole mass spectrometer. 
Ion detection is accomplished with an electron multiplier coupled 
to a high speed picoammeter or electrometer amplifier. 

Air or nitrogen containing trace quantities of water vapor and 
the substance to be analyzed flow into the ion source - a corona 
discharge cylinder. The discharge is established between a 90% Pt - 
10% Rh wire, .08 mm diameter, and a stainless steel cylinder, 
12 mml.D., located coaxial to one another. The discharge current 
is maintained at 10 pa (for all source pressures) with a 6-kv vari- 
able power supply placed in series with a 4.7 megohm current-limit- 
ing resistor.  Ions exit the source chamber by diffusion through 
an orifice, 35 microns in diameter, located in the center of S ana 
are subsequently mass analyzed. 

Flow rate through the ion source is held constant for all 
pressures. Source pressures are varied to allow a control of the 
collision rate and the subsequent appearance and/or disappearance 
of ionic species of interest. Analytical data is obtained when the 
source pressure is held constant and the sample concentration is 
variable. 

A sketch of a detection cell in the IDS in the configuration 
used in this work is shown in figure 2. The system operates at 
atmospheric pressure. Air, heated to 60oC (the normal operating 
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temperature of the IDS), is pumped through the cell at any desired 
flow rate.    The cell is placed in a small oven so that 60oC is 
maintained throughout the cell.    The air stream passes over a 1-Ci 

3-source (titanium tritide coated foil). Primary ions  (N*    0* 

and 02) are formed near the 6-source by electron impact or electron 

attachment.    A sequence of ion-molecule reactions follows and 
equilibrium among ionic cluster^ is rapidly established.    The 
mixture of air and ions then flows through a series of baffles to 
a Faraday cup ion collector.    One end of the Faraday cup is a grid to 
allow the air to flow through.    The ß-source which is in electric»! 
contact with the center manifold stud can be biased either positive- 
ly, negatively,  or maintained at zero potential with respect to 
the collector.    The ion currents are measured with a picoammeter. 

Trace concentrations of samples are prepared in a continuous flow 
system by using air dilution of vapor from the compound of interest. 

III.RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A.    Ion Cluster Mass Spectrometry 

Specific ionic species observed in an ion cluster mass 
spectrum of dimethyl methylphosphonate are given in the table below. 

Identification of DMMP Spectral Elements 

2.5 

8.0 

7.0 

1.5 

11.1 

1.0 

14.1 

8.5 

43.2 

3.1 

This spectrum was taken using air as the reactant gas at a source 
pressure of 140 torr,   [DMMP] ■ .6 ppm, and  [H20] 'v. 100 ppm.    As can 

Ion m/e 

H+(H20)3 55 

H+(H20)4 73 

H*(H20)5 91 

H+(H20)6 109 

H+(DMMP) 125 

H+(H20)7 127 

H+(DMMP)(H20) 143 

H+(DMMP)(H20)2 161 

H+(DMMP)2 249 

Other - 
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be seen in the table,   indicators of the trace compound appear at m/e 

of [MW + 1 + n(18)].  e.g., H+(DMMP) (H20)n, and at m/e of [n(MW) * 1], 

e.g., H+{DMMP)n, where n is  1 or 2. 

Ions that appear under the category "other" in the table 
constitute background and can be attributed to clusters formed with 
methanol and acetone - solvents used in cleaning the apparatus. 
Consequently, no fragment ions need or can be assigned to the 
spectral elements. 

Figures 3 and 4 illustrate the normalized ion intensities 
versus pressure of DMMP and dimethyl sulfoxide  (DMSO)   systems in the 
pertinent high pressure regions.    Concentrations of DMMP and DMSO 
are approximately the same  (.6 and .7 ppm respectively)  and  [H-O]^ 

100 ppm.    It will be noted that indicators of DMMP appear at lower 
pressures than those for DMSO and that the rates of formation of 

H+(DMS0)2 and H^DMSO)  are about the same.    Without  evidence to the 

contrary,  the mechanism of formation of ion clusters  for both DMMP 
and DMSO is assumed to be the same.    However,  for ion clusters 
formed from DMMP, the formation of the proton-dimer has predominance 
over the formation of the proton-monomer, while for DMSO these two 
reactions have a parity in their probability of occurrence. 

Dipole moments for DMMP (11) and DMSO (12)  are respectively 3.62 
and 3.96 Debye units; whereas their polarizabilities,  computed from 

03 03 refractive indices,  are 10.6 A   and 7.9 A .    An explanation for the 
apparent greater stability and ease of formation of clusters contain- 
ing DMMP compared to DMSO may be interpreted as a greater influence 
of polarizability over dipole moment.    However, the refractive 
indices and densities of the two substances are such that the 
difference in their polarizabilities is primarily a function of their 
molecular weights.    Consequently, while dipole moment and polari- 
zability certainly influence cluster formation,  it is assumed that 
the greater number of vibrational degrees of freedom resident in the 
DMMP molecule impart a larger stability to its clusters when compared 
to those of DMSO.    This would seem to indicate, that within certain 
unspecified limits,  the larger a dipolar molecule the more stable 
and readily formed will be its ion clusters. 

The quantification of the ICMS technique and its sensitivity 
with respect to trace atmospheric impurities is determined by study- 
ing ion cluster formation as a function of the impurity concentration 
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at constant pressure.    Figure 5 illustrates the dependence of 
various ion cluster concentrations upon [DMMP] at 140 torr.    The 
plotted points indicate experimental data and the smooth curves 
represent the results of numerically fitting kinetic equations to the 
data.    For the curve fitting procedure, several reaction mechanisms 
were considered.    The mechanism resulting in the best fit is slightly 
different from one previously proposed (5) but, nevertheless, is 
consistent with the qualitative predictions that can be drawn from 
figures 3 and 4.    This mechanism and calculated rate constants are 
given below. 

H*(H20)     + DMMP ► H*(DMMP)(H20)  ♦  (n-l)H20 

-8      3 k « 1.85 x 10"    cm /sec 
.+,„ . ,.. „,      ........ ..♦ H (DMMP) (H20)  ♦ DMMP * H (DMMP) 2 + H20 

8      3 k * 4.06 x 10"    cm /sec 

H+(DMMP)2 ♦ M 5=2 H* (DMMP)  ♦ DMMP ♦ M 

kf = 2.77 x 10"13 cm3/sec 

k    - 7.4 x 10'25 an6/sec 
r 

The average deviation of the calculated points from experimental data 
is 12.4%. 

At concer trat ions near the threshold sensitivity the 

indicators of the trace impurities are H (A) (H-0), where A is an 

impurity molecule. At higher concentrations, a few ppm, the ion 

cluster mass spectrum consists only of ion clusters H (A) , where 
n is usually 1 and 2. 

The sensitivity of the ICMS technique to organic trace 
atmospheric impurities is, at this time, about .01 ppm. The 
sensitivity is limited by the ion transmission capability and signal- 
to-noise characteristics of the mass spectrometer presently in use. 

B. Ionisation Detector System 

It is now well understood that the charge carriers in ionized 
air, at or near atmospheric pressure, are in the form of ion clusters, 
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regardless of the source of primary ionization.    It is,  therefore, 
evident that responses in the IDS are caused by changes in densities 
of ionic clusters as a function of trace impurity concentration 
as air flows through the detection cell  (figure 2).    The current 
changes usually appear as increases (increase in positive ion 
cluster concentration) when an impurity is introduced into a clean 
moist air stream. 

Both positive and negative primary ions are formed in the 
ß-source region of the detector cell and react with neutral molecules 
to form positively and negatively charged clusters.     In the absence 

of atmospheric impurities the positive clusters are H (H-0)    and the 

negative clusters are primarily 0"(H20)    (13).    Under these 

conditions, more positive clusters than negative clusters reach the 
collector per unit time.    The net result is a positive current 
measured at the collector. 

When impurities are present in the air reactions between the 
impurity molecules and the hydrate clusters result in the replacement 
of water in the clusters by the impurity.    The clusters thus produced 
are larger in size and, presumably, more stable. 

1.    Qualitative Response Studies 

At the beginning of a series of parametric studies on the 
IDS, qualitative sniff tests were run for approximately 60 compounds. 
In general, the IDS responses were positive, i.e., there were 
increases in the net positive cluster concentrations at the collector. 
Some compounds showed an increase in the net negative ion current 
(examples are most chloro compounds) and some showed no change in 
cell current. 

Examination of the responses of an homologous series of 
primary alcohols (methyl through n-butyl) showed that the larger the 
impurity molecule,  the larger the cell response.    It was also noted 
that large concentrations of ammonia caused no cell response. 
Ammonia is known to react very well to form ammonia-water ion clusters 
(9)   and the cluster size distribution is essentially the same as 
that with only water present.    The conclusions drawn from these 
observations are a) the larger molecules form larger clusters b) since 
larger clusters have small diffusion velocities normal to the flow 
streamlines, they have a greater probability of surviving the flow 
region and increasing the collector current. 
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2.    Quantitative Response Studies 

The conclusions derived from the qualitative observations 
were tested by measuring the response of the IDS to quantitative 
mixtures of several homologous series of impurity compounds. 

Primary alcohols (methanol through n-pentanol) were 
studied at concentrations of 25 and SO ppm.    At each concentration 
the order of response was n-pentanol>n-butanol>n-propanol>ethanol> 
methanol.    (An ICMS analysis of methanol, ethanol,  and n-propanol, 
each at a concentration of 25 ppm in air, shows the alcohols 

readily react to form ionic clusters H (ROH)  (H-O)   .    The distribution n   £    m 
of n shifts toward larger values, i.e., the average mass of the 
clusters increases with increasing molecular weight.) 

A  series of CW agent simulants (phcsphonate esters) was 
studied as functions of concentration and flow rate.    The series 
consisted of diisopropyl methylphosphonate (MW 180), diethyl ethyl- 
phosphonate (MW 166), dimethyl methylphosphonate  (MW 124), and 
dimethyl hydrogenphosphonate (MW 110).    The results for DIMP and 
DMMP are shown in figure 6.    The other members of the series were 
left out for the sake of clarity.    As can be seen, the response 
increases to saturation with concentration.    At any given concen- 
tration and flow rate the response due to DIMP>DEEP>DMMP>DMHP. 

Three amines were tented quantitatively and the name 
behavior was noted; namely, the response of diisopropyl anine> 
diethyl amine>>ammonia. 

The IDS response shows different response characteristics 
to acids.    At low concentrations the response decreases  (increases 
negatively) markedly.    As concentration is increased further the 
response passes through a minimum and then Increases toward 
saturation.    The negative ion clusters are formed faster at lower 
concentrations and tend toward saturation sooner than the positive 
ions.    The magnitude of responses  (both positive and negative) due 
to the acids studied is butyric acid>acetic acid. 

All of the quantitative work done so far shows that, 
within a homologous series, the larger molecules result in larger 
ion clusters and produce greater IDS responses.    Thus,  the quanti- 
tative studies seem to verify that the size of the ionic clusters, 
therefore, diffusion, plays a predominant role in the IDS response 
mechanism. 
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3.    Diffusion Studies 

The effect of cluster size can be demonstrated by study- 
ing the IDS response to water vapor at various air flow rates.    The 

positive,  I , negative,   I", ion currents  (+ and - 200 volts source 
bias) were measured as a function of flow rate, Q,  up to about 8.5 
lit/min.    The relationship between I and Q was empirically found 
to be 

I=KQ"2 

In the vicinity of the source of ionization the concen- 
trations of positive and negative ions is dependent upon temperature, 
pressure, and ß-source activity.    These parameters are held constant 
so that the ion density in the ion source region is constant.    The 
ion loss mechanism in this region of the detector is primarily 
recombination which reduces both positive and negative ion concen- 
trations by the same amount. 

To a first approximation the cell geometry is considered 
as a straight cylindrical tube of volume V (the effective internal 
volume of the baffle section of the cell)  and radius r (half the 
average spacing of the various components of the baffle section). 
A certain number of ions per unit area, N    is introduced into the 

baffle section.    Only radial diffusion is considered since axial 
diffusion does not result in a loss of ions.    The one dimensional 
diffusion equation with the approximation for small distance is 

a-v/TiDt 

An ion is considered to be lost and therefore not able to reach the 
ion collector when it has diffused through the distance, r (the radius 
of the approximating tube). The ion concentration at the collector 
end of the tube is then given by 

Z-v/rrDt 

Integration of the above along the radial distance of diffusion 
provides the number of ions per unit area at the collector. 

Jo JQ Z-sADt     2VTTDt 
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The equality of ratios for ions per unit area and ion concentration 
can be made 

N(t) g n(t) a       r 
No  "   "o      Z-v/rrDt" 

Therefore 

n(t) = _i^ 

The ion current at the collector is 

1 = n(t;qQ 
-19 q is the electronic charge (1.6 x 10   coul). 

Therefore, 

rqQ 

The time, t, is the residence time of particles in the tube and is 
V/Q. Substituting for t, the positive or negative ion current at 
the collector is 

2-ynDV 
Thus, the average ionic diffusivity can be determined from the slope, 

3/2 K of a plot of I vs Q '   .     In a typical IDS cell, r a  .038 cm and V = 

.19 cm .    Dimensions of the ion source region are such that recom- 
bination of positive and negative ions is an efficient mechanism for 

7/3 ion loss when ion concentrations are greater than 1.5 x  10    ion/cm ; 
below this concentration recombination is unimportant.    Therefore, 

the value cnosen for n   is  1.5 x 10    ions/cm   for both positive 

and negative ions.    Then, 

°' [*&] 
-23 

1.61  10 
TTV K2 
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whan I is measured in amperes and Q in liters/min. 

Figure 7 represents the results of diffusion studies 
3/2 

(I vs Q     )  for moist air.    At  low humidity, separate and distinct 
curves are obtained for positive and negative ions.    This indicates 
that the negative ions are smaller than the positive ions.    When the 
humidity is increased,   ionic diffusivity decreases   (larger ions 
are formed), and the curves coincide; oppositely charged ions arc 
essentially the same size.    The values of diffusivities calculated 
from these data agree very well,   considering the complexity of the 

actual  coll geometry,  with typical  ion diffusivities   (.06 cm"/sec) 
reported in the literature  (14)   and are summarized below. 

Rel. Humiditv (250C)        D+(an2/sec)      D"(cm2/sec) 

15% .075 .094 
63% .052 .052 
92% .030 .030 

The observed decrease in D with humidity is consistant with the well 
known fact that the average size of hydrated ion clusters increases 
with  [ILO], 

The conclusions drawn from these studies is that 
differential diffusion of ionic clusters from an air stream pre- 
dominates in the physics of the response mechanism.    A recent, 
independent study of the IDS mechanism (15) has substantiated 
the conclusions of this work with respect to the diffusion mechanism. 

IV.  SUMMARY 

A.    Ion Cluster Mass Spectrometry 

Irrespective of the nuances associated with ion cluster 
stability, the fact remains that the technique producing them 
offers an opportunity for application to the detection and analysis 
of trace compounds in the gas phase.    The ability to use atmospheric 
gases as reactants considerably extends the practical applicability 
of this technique.    Its incorporation with gas Chromatographie 
analysis of trace compounds  (where N. is a common carrier gas) has 

many possibilities.    Several features that enhance its general 
attractiveness are:  1)  the absence of a spectrum complicated 
with fragment ions,  2) high mass peaks directly related to the 
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molecular weight of the compounds, and 3) sensitivity well below the 
ppm concentration range. 

The ultimate sensitivity of ICMS is yet to be determined.    As 
mentioned previously, the sensitivity has been limited by tae sensi- 
tivity of the mass spectrometer.    Another mass spectrometer has 
recently been incorporated into the apparatus.    The new system should 
increase sensitivity by at least an order of magnitude.    The mass 
range, one to about 1200 amu, provides the capability of observing 
large clusters of large organic molecules. 

B.    lonization Detector System 

It has been shown that the charge carriers in the IDS are 
ionic clusters of water and trace gas molecules.    The ability to use 
such a system as a detector of trace atmospheric impurities is 
obtained from the facts that 1)  ion clusters are readily formed in 
moist air, 2) the presence of trace impurities tends to rapidly form 
larger, more stable clusters,  3)  the smaller diffusivities of the 
large ionic clusters provide a means of separating the clusters 
according to size. 

Although the IDS responds  (with varying sensitivity)  to many 
compounds it is essentially non-responsive to "normal" atmospheric 
pollutants (e.g., NO , SO-,  H.S,  etc.)  and other compounds of low 

molecular weight.    Therefore,  interferences from these substances and 
others Hkely to be found in a realistic environment of its intended 
use are minimal.    Whatever inadequacies such a system suffers in its 
lack of specificity for detection are made up in its inherent 
sensitivity and its simplicity. 
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Figure 5:    ICMS relative ion intensities vs [DMMP] 
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CELL AND ORGAN CULTURE SYSTEMS TO EVALUATE BIODEGRADATION 
AND BIOCOMPATIBILITY OF POLYMERS 

DR. ANDREW F. HEGYELI and 
JAMES C.  EATON, Jr. 

US ARMY MEDICAL BIOENGINEERING R&D LAB 
FORT DETRICK, FREDERICK,  MARYLAND 21701 

INTRODUCTION 
For more than 30 years a large number of organic polymers have 

been used as surgical repair materials.    The specifications for these 
materials vary with their intended use.    For instance, for fabrication 
of heart valves or artificial hearts,  the materials need to be chemi- 
cally and mechanically stable in the biological environment for long 
periods of time.     In other cases,  such as hemostatic fgents,  tissue 
adhesives for wound closure, surgical suture materials, and certain 
types of bone replacements,  it Is desirable to employ biodegradable 
materials.    This latter type of Implant polymer Is expected to main- 
tain its mechanical properties for limited periods of time and is 
programmed  to degrade, yielding non-toxic metabolites which are eli- 
minated through normal excretory routes as the Implant is gradually 
replaced by the body's own tissues.    For the past several years, 
efforts in the U.S. Army Medical Bioengineering Research and Develop- 
ment Laboratory have been directed toward synthesis and evaluation of 
tissue adhesives, blocompatible polymers, and biodegradable surgical 
repair materials.    Whether the aim Is to develop a biostable or bio- 
degradable material,  it is important that the degree of biodegradation 
be accurately evaluated and that the degree of toxlcity of the de- 
gradation products be assessed prior to Implantation in patients. 

In practice, no polymeric material has been found to date which 
is perfectly compatible with the tissues of the recipient.    The 
methods to determine the relative compatibility of the polymers con- 
sist of short and long term implantation of the polymers in animals 
and of hlstologlcal examination of the tissue reaction. 

Preceding page blank 
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Chemical degradation for polymer characterization Is estimated 
routinely by hi vitro chemical tests and blodegradatlon by long term 
In vivo  Implantation tests In animals.    While yielding Important In- 
formation,   these tests suffer from the following drawbacks: 

1. In vitro chemical tests,  consisting of the determination of 
the degradation of the polymers In saline at different pH values and 
at elevated temperatures, or In mixtures of organic solvents and 
saline according to US Pharmacopeia specifications for plastic con- 
tainers, may net correlate with the in vivo performance of the 
polymer^-. 

2. In vivo Implantation studies  in animals require several 
months or even years, and the amount of blodegradatlon is difficult to 
quantify  for slowly degrading materials unless large numbers of ani- 
mals are used.    On the other hand,  long term implantation of radio- 
labeled material is very costly and requires special housing and 
safety precautions,  especially since a certain amount of the degrada- 
tion product might be excreted through the exhaled air. 

To circumvent these difficulties,  three quantitative in vitro 
techniques were developed in our laboratory.    These methods are based 
on the degradation of radio-labeled polymers in (1)  chick embryo or- 
gan homogenates;  (2) organ cultures;   (3) primary cell cultures. 

Cell culture techniques are also used for biocompatlbllity 
studies,   the end point being changes of the cell morphology and cell 
death in the vicinity of the polymer. 

Cell and organ culture systems can also be used to determine 
the biocompatlbllity or toxicity of polymers. 

Hlstological and electron microscopic examination of the ex- 
posed cultures and monitoring of the Influence of the blodegradatlon 
products  on living cells by time lapse cinemicrography give good in- 
dications of  the biocompatlbllity or  toxicity of the test materials. 

IN VITRO BIODEGRADATION TESTS 

Three systems were developed  to assess the blodegradatlon of 
polymers. 

1. Chicken embryo organ homogenates 
2. Chicken embryo liver organ cultures 
3. Chicken embryo lung primary cultures 
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Fourteen day old Leghorn chicken embryos are used in all three sys- 
tems.    The selection of chicken embryo tissues for our studies was 
made on the basis of  their high metabolic rate and their unlimited 
availability as a homogeneous, easily controlled experimental system 
with respect to age of the animals at the time of experiment.    The 
embryos are sacrificed in a laminar flow hood by decapitation using 
aseptic technique,  rinsed in Eagle's basic salt solution (BSSE) con- 
taining 125 units of penicillin-streptomicin solution per ml, and 
stored in ice until used for the different in vitro systems. 

(1)    Chicken Embryo Organ Homogenates 

Materials and Methods 

Organs such as lungs, liver,  skeletal muscle are separately 
homogenized in a cell homogenizer and suspended in minimum essential 
medium of Eagle,  supplemented with 10% chicken serum and 5% chicken 
embryo extract.     The medium contains L-glutamine and appropriate 
amounts of antibiotics.     In a routine test, 10 mg of l^C-labeled poly- 
mer powder, prepared in a standardized way^tS is Introduced into the 
homogenate and shaken for varying periods of time in an incubator at 
390C in order to expose the polymer to the action of enzymes and 
other biological substances present in the organ. 

Control samples are incubated in tissue culture medium or in 
heat denatured homogenates. 

At the end of the reaction the samples are centrifuged, fil- 
tered from the residual polymer, and aliquots of the filtrate are 
counted in a scintillation spectrometer.    The radioactivity of the 
filtrate is compared with that of the original polymer and expressed 
as percent degradation. 

Results 

14 Homologous series of (alpha-2-cyanoacrylates)-    C were prepared 
by our laboratory^  for use as biodegradable tissue adhesives.    The 
biodegradatlon rates for the different cyanoacrylate derivatives were 
determined in a 24 hour experiment in embryo liver homogenate, and 
gave the following results: 
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Table I 
Degradation of Alpha-2 Cyanoacrylates In Liver Chicken 
Embryo Homogenates After 24-Hours Incubation at 370C 

2-CYANOACRYLATE DERIVATES PERCENT DEGRADATION 

METHYL 37.9 
ETHYL 1.65 
PROPYL 0.78 
ISO-BUTYL 0.67 
ISO-AMYL 0.54 
N-BUTYL 0.36 
HEPTYL 0.13 

These data show the relative rates of degradation 
series of poly(alkyl 2-cyanoacrylate) powders and 
methyl derivative degrades most rapidly and that 
tion decreases with increased length of the alkyl 
vitro data are in agreement with results from rat 
in vivo implantation studies which showed that me 
degrades more rapidly than the butyl derivative^. 
poly(lactic acid)-^C polymers^ was also studied 
results of  this test are summarized on Table II. 

for a homologous 
indicate that  the 

the rate of degrada- 
chain.    These iji 
and dog long term 

thyl cyanoacrylate 
The degradation of 

in this system.    The 

Table II 
Degradation of Poly (lactic acid) Derivatives in Chicken Embryo 

Liver Homogenates in 24-Hours at 370C 

POLY (LACTIC ACID) DERIVATIVES PERCENT DEGRADATION 

L(+) PLA 
DL-PLA 

0.27 
0.51 

The data indicate that poly[L(+)  lactic acid]  is less suscep- 
tible to degradation than the dl polymer.     This is expected because 
of the crystalline nature of the polytL(+)  lactic acid] compared to 
the dl polymer.    These results are also in accord with previously re- ,5,0,7 ported results obtained by an in vivo method' 
vations of poly(lactic acid)  implants. 

and by gross obser- 
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The organ homogenate system is also used for the preparation 
of sellable degradation products of polymers.    The tissue culture 
media containing these metabolj tes and the solubilized materials such 
as small molecular weight polymers, plasticizers,  fillers, etc. are 
utilized for the biocompatlbility test of these polymer extracts in 
the time lapse cinemicrography study as described under "Dynamic Bio- 
compatibility Test". 

(2)     Chicken Embryo Liver Organ Cultures 

The development of techniques for evaluating biodegradation 
in short term organ cultures represents a further improvement and ex- 
tension of the tissue homogenate in vitro studies.     These organ cul- 
ture techniques are even more rapid and sensitive than the embryo 
organ homogenate systems.    Furthermore,  they make it possible not 
only to determine the quantity but also the quality of biodegrada- 
tion.    Using these systems,  it is possible to make a number of spe- 
cific determinations  to explore the precise nature of the biodegrada- 
tion process and the toxicity and fate of the biodegradation products. 

Materials and Methods 

The organ culture biodegradation test is performed in toe fol- 
lowing manner:    Using sterile technique, the organs of 8 to 1A day 
old Leghorn chicken embryos are removed in a laminar flow hood imme- 
diately following decapitation of the embryos.    The liver is cleared 
from adhering tissues and cut into fragments approximately 
0.5 x 0.5 cm in size.    These fragments are then rinsed with basic 
salt solution of Eagle (BSSE) containing 125 units of penicillin 
streptomycin solution per ml, and placed In roller tubes with Trowell 
T8 tissue culture medium,  supplemented with 10 percent chick serum, 
5 percent chicken embryo extract, 125 units of penicillin strepto- 
mycin mixture and 2 mM of L-glutamlne per ml.    The ^C-labeled can- 
didate polymers  [ß-l^c on the cyanoacrylates,  and on the poly(lactlc 
acid)] are added to the cultures in powder form,  and the cultures 
are then Incubated in CO2 at 370C with rotation at a rate of 1 RPM 
for varying periods of time.    The test tube caps are kept loose to 
enable gas exchange.    The gas mixture in the Incubator is 5 percent 
CO2 and 95 percent air In all cases.    At the end of the test the 
cultures are centrifuged,  the supernatant fluid filtered and the 
samples are counted in a liquid scintillation spectrometer, and the 
radioactivity of the filtrate is compared with that of the original 
polymer and expressed as percent degradation. 
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Results 

As can be seen in Table III, organ cultures give even higher 
rates of degradation than when the polymer is exposed to an equal 
amount of tissue homogenate for the same period of time. Thus the 
organ culture test is even more sensitive and rapid and is particu- 
larly valuable for the evaluation of slowly degradable polymers. 

Table III 
Percent Degradation of Cyanoacrylate Derivatives in Chicken Embryo 
Liver Homogenate and Embryo Liver Organ Culture in 24-Hours at 370C 

CYANOACRYLATES JELL HOMOGENATE ORGAN CULTURE 

METHYL 37.9 52.2 
ETHYL 1.65 3.1 
PROPYL 0.78 1.99 
ISO-BUTYL 0.67 1.52 
N-BUTYL 0.36 0.73 

27 
In vivo studies  in rats also indicated that the radio- 

actively labeled metabolites were not stored In the tissues but 
gradually excreted by normal excretory routes.  At 90 days following 
implantation, 0.73 percent of the label was found in the feces, 3.73 
percent in the urine, 83.5 percent was residual, and 12.04 percent 
was unaccounted for.  It was assumed that the radioactive label un- 
accounted for in these studies might possibly have been excreted as 
CO2. These data were obtained in long term implantation studies re- 
quiring the use of special metabolic cages and a large number of 
animals. 

In the case of exploratory blocompatibillty studies, when 
large numbers of polymer derivatives need to be evaluated rapidly, 
it was desirable to collect the above data in a more rapid fashion. 
We therefore explored the feasibility of using organ cultures to col- 
lect similar types of information on the metabolic fate of polymers. 
The filtered degradation products of different cyanoacrylate deriva- 
tives obtained In organ homogenates were Introduced into liver, or- 
gan cultures and as can be seen in Table IV, the label was taken up 
by the liver cultures from the medium at varying rates. 
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Table IV 
14 Percent Uptake of the     C Label by Chicken 

Embryo Liver Organ Culture in 2A-Hours at 370C 

CYANOACRYLATES PERCENT UPTAKE 

METHYL 
ETHYL 
ISO-BUTYL 
N-BUTYL 

7.7 
5.9 

16.4 
24.1 

Experiments were also carried out to determine whether the 
liver is able to completely metabolize the soluble cyanoacrylate and 
poly(lactic acid) derivatives to CO2.    For this study the labeled 
polymers were incubated in a closed system as shown in Fig.  1. 

The organ cultures and the labeled polymers were incubated in 
a Warburg reaction vessel, and the volatile metabolites trapped in 
Hyamine, or in Ba(0H)2 solution to collect only the ^C02.    The re- 
sults of these studies are summarized in Table V and show that a 
certain amount of the label is found in the gaseous phase both in the 
case of cyanoacrylates and poly(lactic acids). 

Table V 
14, 

Percent Recovery of the  C Label from Poly(methyl-cyanoacrylate 
and Poly(lactic acid) after 24-hours Incubation 

in Chicken Embryo Liver Cultures 

POLYMER MEDIUM + LIVER AS C02 

POLY(METHYL-2- 
CYANOACRYLATE) 

POLY(dl-LACTIC 
ACID) 

99.8 

98.8 

0.21 

1.13 

(3) Chicken Embryo Lung Primary Cultures 

Materials and Methods 

Chicken embryo lungs are rinsed with BSSA and cut with scalpel 
into small squares about 1x1 mm. These explants are then cultured 
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on chicken plasma clot in Falcon plastic Petri dishes for 3 days in 
Medium-199 supplemented with 10% chicken serum, 5% embryo extract and 
antibiotics. The labeled polymers are Introduced into the system in 
powder form as before, but in the case of slowly degrading materials 
the incubation is extended to 72 hours or evei longer as required. 
The filtrate of the reaction mixture is then freeze-dried in small 
polyethylene bags to prevent loss of the material and the whole 
sample is oxidized and the ^C02 is trapped in the scintillation cock- 
tail. 

Results 

This method enabled us to obtain statistically significant 
data from very slowly degrading polymers as well.  Some of the data 
are summarized in Table VI. 

Table VI 
Biodegradation of Methyl-Cyanoacrylate and Poly(lactic acid) 

Derivatives in Chicken Embryo Primary Lung 
Cultures After 72-Hours Incubation at 30oC. 

POLYMER NO.   SAMPLES % DEGRADATION STD.  DEV. 

MeCNA 
DL PLA 
L(+)  PLA 

2 
6 
2 

43.2 
4.74 
3.02 

3.3 
2.41 
1.14 

Using methyl-cyanoacrylate as a positive control, it is possible to 
compare results from different experiments.  In this case the degra- 
dation rate of this internal standard Is corrected to 50% and the 
values of the experimental samples are Interpolated accordingly.  It 
has to be mentioned that the methyl cyanoacrylate gave only small 
variations in values in 72 hour parallel experiments.  The corrected 
data of these experiments are shown in Table VII. 
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Table VII 
Comparative Biodegradation Rates of Poly(lactic acid) 

Derivatives, Polyester Materials and Butyl(Cyanoacrylate) 
in Chicken Embryo Lung Organ Culture in 72-Hours at  370C 

with Methyl Cyanoacrylate as Internal Standard 

J> 

POLYMER % DEGRADATION 
 — —   -■ ■ 

STD.  DEV. 

MeCNA 50.0 8.0 
DL PLA 10.1 8.7 
L(+) PLA 3.5 1.3 
PCL 0.44 0.16 
PPL 3.82 0.04 
BuCNA 0.70 0.04 

IN VITRO BI0C0MPATIBILITY TESTS 

Biocompatibility ran be assessed by in vivc long term implan- 
tation studies in differ     *■ animals species and by in vitro cyto- 
toxicity systems.    The «.ad point in the implantation experiments is 
determined by the evaluation of ^e cellular response to the implant 
in terms of the number of neutr . .^is, plasma cells, giant cells and 
the thickness of the fibrous capsule around the implant"»'.     Several 
in vitro tests have also been suggested, based on different  tissue 
culture systems.    Normal and malignant cell lines, dlplold cells and 
primary cell cultures are used for this purpose by a number of inves- 
tigators.    The end points of  the evaluation are changes  in cellular 
morphological or cell viability as determined by vital stain uptake. 

(1)    Histologie and Electron Microbcopic Studies 

The introduction of cell culture systems for implant biode- 
gradcuion studies in our laboratory,  and development of the organ 
cultuie and primary cell culture methods for this purpose offered a 
possibility for screening exposed cultures for signs of cellular 
damage. 

Histologlcal evaluation of the organ culture fragments indi- 
cated that highly toxic degradation products induce obvious cellular 
changes,  leading to pyknotic nuclei,  cytoplasmlc vacuolization and 
cell death.    On the other hand, borderline toxic events can easily be 
overlooked in this evaluation.    Electron microscopic studies of the 
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preparation, on the other hand,   Indicated that  even in the  case of 
low cellular toxicity,   the cell damage can be easily assessed. 

Fig.  2 is an electron micrograph of a control preparation 
showing normal subcellular structure and diffusely arranged nuclear 
chromatin structure. 

Fig.  3 is a parallel embryo liver culture following short ex- 
posure to  the degradation products of a methyl-cyanoacrylate polymer 
implant.     Histological examination of   this specimen did not   indicate 
definite evidence of toxicity,   but the electron microscope revealed 
a fragmented chromatin pattern,  denatured nucleoplasm,  lack of gly- 
cogen granules,  and mitochondrial damage.    The lysosomes;   lipofuscii; 
denuded,   rough endoplasmic reticulum,   and free ribosomes  indicate ex- 
tensive,   non-specific cellular damage. 

The combination of organ hcmogenate methods and primary cell 
culture studies enabled us  to  develop a dynamic tissue toxicity test. 

(2)    Dynamic Biocompatibility Test 

The organ homogenate system is  capable of providing biodegra- 
dation products expected to be formed  in the body following  implan- 
tation.     The filtrate of the reaction mixture is then tested in pri- 
mary cell cultures, and the effect of  the degradation products is 
monitored by time lapse cinemlcrography. 

Materials and Methods 

Chicken embryo lung explants are cultured on round glass cover 
slips placed in plastic Petri dishes  for 3 days in CO2 incubator. 
The medium is the same as described for the primary cell cultures. 
The explants are placed on chicken plasma clot to accelerate the out- 
growth of cells.    At three days the cells do not reach confluency, 
and both  the fibroblastic and the epithelial-like cells are clearly 
distinguishable.     The cover slips are  then transferred into a Dvorak- 
Stotler controlled environmental culture chamber and the chamber is 
attached  to the perfusion unit.    This  consists of a 250 ml  l.v.  in- 
fusion bottle containing the  tissue culture medium and connected to 
the chamber through an Intravenous injection set provided with air 
inlet bacterial filter,  drip chamber and drip tube and plastic tubing 
with rubber connector for supplementary Injection of the polymeric 
degradation products obtained fron the organ homogenate system.    The 
chamber  is filled and is incubated in an air stream incubator on the 
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microscope stage plate. The perfusion rate is 3-5 ml/hour and the 
cells are photographed through phase contrast or Nomarski inter- 
ference contrast objective on 16 mm film at 2 Fr/minute time-lapse. 

Results 

In this system marginal toxic events can be overcome by the 
cells,  but toxic metabolites bring about serious cell damage and  cell 
death.     Since embryonic primary cultures are considered to be the 
most sensitive to toxic substances^" even low toxicity can be de- 
tected.    The change in the mobility of fibroblastic cells,  the bal- 
looning of the cells,   the vacuollzation and finally the total cessa- 
tion of cell motion is shown in the short sequence to be demonstrated 
at the Army Research Conference.    Motility as a crucial indication of 
life is a very sensitive indicator,  and thus gives a sharper end 
point  than changes in the morphology of the cells. 

Fig.  A is a scanning electron micrograph of a critical point 
dried primary culture exposed for  1/2 hour to methyl cyanoacrylate, 
and Fig.  5 is a parallel culture exposed to methyl cyanoacrylate  for 
2 hours.    The changes in the gross morphology of the cells are not 
prominent,  but the damage to the cell surface as a result of low 
toxicity metabolite exposure is clearly visible. 

Discussion 

Polymers have long been used as surgical implants.    Hundreds 
of thousands of people are benefiting from them.    Systematic tests 
of polymers  for biocompatibility started in 1949, when Aries^O Im- 
planted nylon sutures in dogs and observed the tissue reaction to the 
polymer and  the effect of  the bio-environment on the plastic.   In 1945 
Blum^»^2 introduced tissue culture systems  for the in vitro screen- 
ing of cytotoxicity of polymers.     Since then, many methods have been 
developed to test for biocompatibility on the basis of in vivo  im- 
plantationl»8fl2-l8 and in vitro cell cultures.^»^"^^    The fir9£ 
in vitro biodegradation test was developed in our laboratory. 
The  three tests described in this paper are routinely used for  the 
preliminary screening of surgical polymers developed by our labora- 
tory or for candidate materials obtained commercially.    The data ob- 
tained with these methods are in good correlation with in vivo 
implantation studies and thus provide an important tool in materials 
development. 
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Fig.   1 

Fig.   1 

Closed Organ Culture 
System, Used in  the 
Study of Volatile 
Metabolites 

e = Explant 
g = C02 Trap 

Fig.   3 

Electron Micrograph of a Control 
Liver Slic»,  13.000 X 

Parallel Liver Slice Exposed 
to Methyl-cyanoacrylate for 
8 hours. 4,900 X 

n = Nucleus  m = Mitrochondrion  e = Endoplasmic Reticulum 
g ■ Glycogen Granule  v * Vacuole  pm ■ Plasma Membrane 
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Fig. A. 

Chick Embryo Primary Culture Exposed 
For 1/2 Hour to Methyl-cyanoacrylate 2500 X 

Fig. 5. 

Surface of Flattened Fibroblast Like Cell 
After 2H Exposure to Methyl-cyanoacrylate 7000 X 
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A SEA ICE TERRAIN AND MOBILITY MODEL 

WILLIAM D.  HIBLER III,  PhD 
USA COLD REGIONS RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING LABORATORY 

HANOVER, NEW HAMPSHIRE 

With the advent of a new generation of air cushion vehicles, 
often called surface effects vehicles  (SEV), the nature of the Arctic 
pack ice as a vehicle terrain has taken on military and commercial 
significance.     Because of this significance,  studies have recently 
been carried out at USA CRREL in order to effectively characterize 
sea ice terrain for purposes of SEV mobility,  as well as for other 
types of vehicles.    These studies have involxed aerial stereo photo- 
graphy, airborne laser profilometry, and ground measurements per- 
formed on the pack ice surface. 

It is clear from such studies as well as from previous 
research that the most salient characteristics of pack ice terrain 
are pressure ridges which form due to alternating dilation and com- 
pression of the ice cover.    These pressure ridges often reach several 
meters in height and kilometers in length,  and occur with frequencies 
up to 10 to 15 per kilometer.    Pressure ridges typically form in 
regions of thin ice  (see for example Weeks et al.   (l), Kovacs,  (2)) 
caused by the refreezing of leads, which form when the pack ice 
cracks and pulls apart.    To convey some feeling for these obstacles 
we show in Figure 1 a ground view of a first year pressure ridge 
(in the Beaufort Sea) and in Figure 2, an aerial view of sea ice 
which illustrates the frequency and intersecting nature of pressure 
ridges. 

In addition to pressure ridges on the pack ice surface 
there often exist rubble fields, consisting of relatively small 
ground up ice chunks, rafted ice consisting of the over and under 
thrusting of two ice sheets, and large leads or openings in the ice 
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which impede land based vehicles but which are easily crossed by 
amphibious vehicles. 

In order to parametrize this terrain,  studies at USACRREL 
have involved terrain characterization both by  spectral densities 
(Hibler and LeSchack  (3), Hibler  (U)) of the  surface roughness and by 
the statistical properties of discrete pressure ridges  (Hibler et al. 
(5) Mock et al.   (6)).     For trafficability studies  discrete characteri- 
zation of pressure ridges has been found to  oe most  useful, whereas 
for ride characteristics the spectral densities have been found to be 
more useful since they provide a description of smaller scale rough- 
ness such as the undulating nature of multi-year ice due to alternat- 
ing melt ponds  and low rounded hummocks.     In particular the para- 
metrization of ridging characteristics has been reduced to a one 
parameter model which gives good estimates of the number of ridges per 
kilometer at any height level.    This model together with extensive 
laser profile data has made possible the characterization of regional 
and temporal variations of ridging in th«? western Arctic Basin 
(Hibler et al.   (T)). 

Using such information on ridge characteristics together 
with additional  information on ridge extents  it is possible to 
develop a trafficability model for vehicles traveling the pack ice 
and to determine regional variations in trafficability.     Such a 
development  is carried out in this paper.     To this end, the paper 
is divided into two parts:    l) A review of the one parameter ridge 
model and the  regional variation of ridging in the western Arctic 
Basin,  as derived from laser profile data;  2) The development of a 
trafficability model for Arctic sea ice terrain. 

ONE PARAMETER RIDGE DISTRIBUTION MODEL 

To characterize ridging we first need to be able to predict 
the number of ridges at any height level encountered per unit length 
along a straight line path.    For this purpose, the following ridge 
height probability density function derived by Hibler et al.   (5) has 
been found to agree well with experimental data 

-XH       .„ 
dH (1) 

P(H)  dH=    2^^   erfc  (^ 
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where P(H) dH is the number of ridges per kilometer with neights 
between H and H+dH, y^ is the number of ridges per kilometer above 
height h, an arbitrary cut off height; X is the distribution shape 
parameter which can be determined from < Hh>, the mean ridge height 
of all ridges above h. Note that equation 1 represents a two para- 
meter model, with the two most common parameters used being p. and 

<V- 
With a relatively small loss of accuracy equation 1 may be 

converted to a one parameter model (Hibler et al.   (7)) by assuming 
that it may be written in the form 

P(H) dH = F(YJ e"X(Yn) H    dH h 
(2! 

where F and X are considered to be functions of a parameter Y^ 

(called ridging intensity) defined by Yh- ^h^' ^ can ^e s^own 

that Yh scales approximately linearly with the volume of deformed 
ice per unit area (Hibler et al. 197^).  Integrating equation 2 gives 
an implicit relation between F, X and YV,'  ^or a second equation 
to determine the two unknowns F and X given Yv,» we assume that F(Yh) 
is a linear function of ^y^with the constant parameters determined 
by fitting a regression line through F and Y^ values calculated from 
several sets of laser data using the two parameter model. 

An illustration of how well this model fits laser profile 
data is given in Figure 3. In this figure we show the predicted 
and observed number of ridges above It, 6 and 8 ft. The data con- 
sists of l6 sets of laser profile data, each containing approximately 
Uo km of track, taken at different geographical locations in the 
Arctic Basin in November 1970. To illustrate geographical variations 
in the ridging; we show in Figure U, the location and ridging inten- 
sity of each of the 16 samples along with rough contours of the 
ridging intensity. Figure \  in conjunctioa with Figure 3 may be 
used to estimate the number of ridges at different height levels 
for different regions in the Arctic Basin. More detailed studies 
of regional and temporal variation (Hibler et al. (7)) indicate 
that the geographical ridging variations in Figure \  are quite typi- 
cal for winter, although in a heavily ridged year the ridging inten- 
sity magnitudes may be up to 70^ higher than shown in the figure. 
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TRAFFICABILITY MODEL 

In order to develop a trafficability model some additional 
information, beside the  frequency of ridges above  different heights 
along a straight  line path is needed.     In particular,   information 
on ridge orientation and extents is required.     Consequently besides 
assuming the one parameter model describes the distribution of ridge 
heights we make the following additional assumptions: 

1) The orientation of ridges is assumed to be random 
(Mock et al.   (6));  that  is  for a given area there are approximately 
equal lengths of ridges  oriented at any angle.     As  a corollary to 
this assumption of random orientation it can be shown that the ridge 
density R-  (total length of ridges per square kilometer)   is related 
to the ridge frequency y  along a linear path by Rn =  (11/2)  p. 

2) For the extent of riiges we assume that the distri- 
bution of ridje lengths  is given by some distribution function 
P^dJclL, with first  and second moments  <L> and <lß>.     Examination 
of aerial photo mosaics  has  indicated that as  a first  approximation 
PT(L)  dL is negative exponential in form with <L> of the order of 
1 to 2 km. 

Based on these characteristics,  a typical sea ice obstacle 
model could be created in the following conceptual manner.    First 
a "box" of random ridges  is  created using the height  distribution 
P(H)cLH and the length distribution P.. (L)dL.    Then,  taking a two- 
dimensional region,  a number of these random (random both in x and 
y coordinates and in orientation) ridges would be placed on the 
surface until the total length of ridges equaled the desired ridge 
density IL.. 

Certain qualifications to the above model  should be noted. 
One qualification is that a profile along a ridge  rapidly varies  in 
height.     Consequently,  although the use of the lateral extent distri- 
bution is reasonably valid for larger vehicles,  small vehicles  such 
as snowmobiles may be able to slip through a ridge at many locations 
because of small holes  in the ridge.    This  is  discussed in somewhat 
more detail by Hibler and Ackley (8). 

Another point  is the variation of PL(L)dL for different 
ridge heights.     Since such variations may occur,  trafficability 
analyses should generally provide for determining the sensitivity 
to changes  in PT(L)dL.     The assumption of random orientation is 
also one thot,  although reasonable over large areas   (tens of kilo- 
meters), breaks  down over small areas  (several kilometers) where 
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ridges often seem to occur in a linear pattern  (Hibler  (U), Mock 
et  al.   (6)).    The height  distribution,  however,  does  appear to he 
valid for all ridging systems. 

Having described the terrain to consist  of a set of randomly 
oriented linear obstacles with a known height distribution, we can now 
carry out  a simple trafficability calculation.     To do so we will con- 
sider P  completely maneuverable vehicle that can  clear any ridge up to 
a height h.     We will then calculate the ratio of the total distance 
traveled to the component of distance in a desired direction.    This 
ratio Drp/DsL ■turns o^ ^o ^e a unique  function of the number of ridges 
per unit  length higher than h,  denoted byph'an(i 0^ "the  first and 
second moments  (<L> and  <L >)  of the ridge extent  distribution func- 
tion.     Consequently,  using statistics  compiled from laser profile data 
(as  in Figs.   3 & ^)  DT^SL 

ra','ios he estimated for different regions 
of the Arctic. 

First,  an  analytic  calculation for the traf ficability ratio 
Drn/DgT   neglecting ridge  intersections  is performed.     This analytic 
calculation is similar to that discussed by Bekker  (9) with extensions 
to include obstacles  of different lengths.    This  calculation is useful 
for illustrating how the  sampling biasing affects the results;  i.e., 
long ridges perpendicular to the desired motion are encountered F.ore 
frequently than short  ones.     Second, the basic calculation for Dip/Dg, 
is performed, using a Monte Carlo method which takes  into account 
cul-de-sacs and ridge  intersections.    The point  at which the results 
obtained with the Monte Carlo method approach those obtained with the 
analytic model is also  important since it indicates  at what point ridge 
intersection problems become negligible.     In general,  as might be 
expected, the results  indicate that DT/DoT  very rapidly increases as 
the ridge intersections begin to be encountered. 

Analytic calculation of DrT,/DCT 
1        Dij 

Consider am  area of dimensions W by W with N ridges higher 
than h dispersed randomly throughout in both orientation and dir- 
ection.    The lengths of the ridges are such that there is a probability 
P^lOdL of a ridge having a length between L and L + dL.    We consider 
that a desired vehicle path begins at the bottom of the area and 
proceeds north.    We neglect lateral offset because of the random 
orientation of ridges.     The probability that any given ridge intersects 
the vehicle's path is given by: 
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LPT(L)dL     |    .     „.   0 L    |sin e|de 
WTT 

where  9   (-TI/2<_ 9  <_ 11/2)   is the  angle of the ridge relative to north. 
For each ridge of length L and orientation  6, the vehicle,  on the 
average, travels  an additional distance L/2  (l -cos  6)  going around 
the ridge.     Summing over all ridges in the area and over all angles, 
we have the extra distance AD: 

00 71/2 

AD = ^ / PT(L)L2dL /       (1 - cos  6)   |sin  6jdS 
o -ii/2 U) 

N  <L2> 
2irv/ 

However, the total number of ridges intersecting the vehicle path is: 

N_      «> TI/2 

/    LP  (L)dL       / 
o        b TI/2 

Uh"UTT    /    LPL(L)dL       / |sin9|   d9    = ^~~ . (5! 

Therefore, the total distance traveled over the straight-line dis- 
tance is 

D 2 
T       _    W +   AD _  .1    <L  > 

DSL    " W <L>       Wh 
U. + 1 (6) 

where p^ is the number of ridges per unit length with height greater 
than h encountered along a straight-line path. 

The most striking aspect of the analytic result is that 
the trafficability ratio Dij/Dg^ depends on the distribution of ridge 
lengths only through the ratio of the second moment to the first 
moment. Also, the factor <L >/<L> only appears linearly, so that 
small changes in PL(L) are not extremely critical in determining 
mobility; this is certainly an advantage since PLCL) is a difficult 
distribution function to estimate exactly for sea ice. 
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Monte Carlo calculation 

Clearly the primary defect in the analytic approach  is 
the neglect of ridge intersections.     In order to determine the effect 
of such  intersections on trafficability,  as well as to verify the 
analytic model,  a Monte Carlo calculation was performed.     The calcu- 
lation proceeded by the following steps. 

1. A set of random ridges that would be encountered along 
a straight-line path was constructed.     The number of random ridges 
having a given orientation  0  and length L were weighted by a factor 
L cos  9 where 6 is the angle between the ridge and the straight-line 
path.     This  factor takes  into account the increased probability of 
encountering longer ridges  nearly perpendicular to the path of motion. 
The distribution of ridge lengths was taken to be a negative exponen- 
tial and was constructed so that  <L >/<L> = 1.6 km. 

2. Using small  increments AX, we proceeded along a desired 
straight-line,  searching randomly for a ridge in each increment 
according to an input ridge  frequency u,   (number of ridges per kilo- 
meter above height h). 

3. If no ridge was  encountered, the desired distance  and 
total distance traveled were increased by AX. 

k.     If a ridge was encountered, the vehicle heading was 
changed to be parallel to the random ridge of length L at  direction 
9 so that the vehicle still had a forward component of motion. 

5. The point at which the ridge was encountered  (and 
thus the distance to go around the ridge) was randomly selected. 

6. We then proceeded in   AX increments at a heading 9, 
recording after each increment a total distance of AX and a desired 
distance of (cos9)AX.    In each increment,  a random check  for other 
ridges was made. 

7. If the end of the ridge was reached before another 
ridge was encountered, the heading was changed to 9=0 and we returned 
to step 2 and proceeded as before. 

8. If another ridge at  direction  9'  was encountered while 
9 ^ 0  (i.e. while we were still going around the first ridge), we 
declared a cul-de-sac and changed the heading of the vehicle to 
direction 6'   (or -9')  so that the vehicle had a backward  component 
of motion.    We then proceeded as  in step 5. 
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9. The program ended once the total distance D reached 
a desired value. The straight line or desired distance D is al- 
ways  less than or equal   to D   . 

10. The  resulting Dm/DeT   ratio and number of  cul-de-sacs 
were  recorded as  a fijiction of the dimensionless  parameter  uu   <!/>/ 
<L>.     It  is  easy  to  see  that   D_/Dgr   is  a unique  function  of this 
parameter by dimensional  analysis. 

One of the more  important steps  in  the Monte  Carlo  computa- 
tion  is  step 8,  which  takes   into  account the  effects  of  intersecting 
ridges.     The procedure  used does  not account  exactly   for  such   inter- 
sections,  but  simply  declarer  that the vehicle must  have  a backward 
component of motion after encountering a ridge  intersection;   i.e.   it 
must  proceed along a ridge  so that  it has  a negative  component  of 
motion in the desired  direction.     This  approximate  procedure  gives  a 
slightly high estimate  of the  extra distance traveled but   is  a  reason- 
able  first  approximation  commensurate with the accuracy  of the  terrain 
model.     Also,   in practice,   since the extra distance  traveled   rises 
very rapidly as more  cul-de-sacs   are encountered,   a qualitative  esti- 
mate of the extra distance  is   adequate  for most  trafficability   purposes, 

Note also that,   similarly to the analytic  result,   the  traffic- 
ability ratio Dm/DsT   depends  only  on uh  <L  >/<L>,   so that  uncertainties 
in the exact moments  of the distribution of the ridge  lengths  may not 
be critical. 

Results of trafficability  computations 

Random simulations were made using the Monte  Carlo  computer 
program described above with a total distance  for each  simulation 
of 100 km.     For each value of the ridge frequency  Uu   (and hence each 
value of the parameter  u,    <L  >/<L>),  six random simulations were 
performed.   For each  simulation the trafficability ratio  D /D      was 
recorded,  and average  results  of the six independent  simulations 
were computed for each value of  u^.    The results,  as  a  function of 
,      < lß>/<lj>, are shown  in Figure  5. 

As can be seen  from Figure 5, the effect  of cul-de-sacs 
forces the trafficability ratio up rapidly.     Since typical values of 
<L >/<L> are of the order of 1.5 km, the results  indicate that,   for 
more than 2 impassable ridges/km,  movement becomes  rather tortuous, 
although possible,  up to about   3 ridges/km.     The other  important 
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limiting case is the point at which the  analytic approximation  ap- 
proaches  the Monte  Carlo  result.     From Figure 5, this would  appear  to 
be  reasonably valid  for  u. <L  >/<L>  <1  or   for the presence  of  less 
than about  0.5 impassable ridges/km. 

Experimental trafficability  ratios  using overlays 

In order to test  the trafficability calculations  experi- 
mentally,   ridge overlays of two  different  regions  of the Arctic- 
were prepared using aerial   photo  mosaics  with typical  routing paths 
drawn through them from which trafficability ratios were  calculated; 
the  results were compared with  predicted  results based on the  average 
ridge  frequency  u,   of the photo mosaics.     The overlays were  also 
used to estimate the nature of the distribution of ridge lengths. 
The overlays were prepared by using photo mosaics  from which  dominant 
ridges were outlined.     Although  there was  considerable approximation, 
this  procedure supplied a qualitative measure of ridges above  5  ft 
high,   especially since shadows might be used to estimate  ridge height. 
Figure 6  illustrates  one of the  overlays  with typical   routing  paths 
constructed.     In addition to these two photo mosaics,  a photo mosaic 
having a higher ridge density was  constructed by aJding a set  of 
random ridges to the mosaic   in Figure 6 having the same length dis- 
tribution  as the  ridges  in  the  figure. 

Several routings  were  constructed on each photo mosaic  and 
average  trafficability  ratios were computed.    A comparison  of these 
experimental trafficability   ratios with  predicted  ratios  based on 
the Monte  Carlo calculation and  our estimated values of u^ and 
<L^>/<L>  is given in Table  1.     The predicted and observed results 
are   in  reasonable agreement,  with the  observed ratios generally being 
slightly  smaller than the  predicted values.     Since,   as discussed 
earlier,   Lhe Monte Carlo calculation tends to slightly overestimate 
the  trafficability ratio,   this  type of  deviation  is  not  unexpected 
and might  be particularly  pronounced when the ridges have  a definite 
lineation,  which may have  occurred in  Figure 6. 

Figure 6 also gives  a perspective on the  amount  of maneu- 
vering necessary for a relatively small  ridge frequency.     For an 
array  of  ridges much denser than  Figure 6,  travel  across  the  region 
would  not  be rapid. 
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Table 1. Comparison of predicted and observed trafficability ratios 

Photo 
mosaic <L >/<L> <D_/D(:,T >observed 

D /D  Predicted 
(Monte Carlo) 

ffl 0.31/km 1.28 km 1.08 + 0.07 

#2 (Fig.6) 0.65/km 1.51* km 1.16 + 0.09 

#3       1.06/km 1.56 km 1.71 i O.I4 
(Constructed) 

1.10 

l.i»5 

1.80 

CONCLUSIONS 

The study of sea ice terrain and the  formulation of a 
trafficability model  indicate that  intersections of pressure  ridges 
make travel over the pack  ice by  a sizeable  (width  several meters 
or  larger) vehicle difficult when the vehicle  cannot  clear most 
pressure ridges  encountered.   In particular,   if there  are more  than 
about wl.O impassable  ridges/km,   rapid travel with  a sizeable  vehicle 
becomes difficult  and,   if there  are more than *-3 impassable ridges/kra, 
any  sort of travel with a sizeable vehicle becomes very difficult. 

These numbers,   in conjunction with information  on the 
distribution of ridge  lengths obtained from laser profile data  indi- 
cate that a vehicle's  capability  of clearing 5 to 6-ft  ridges   is  a 
minimal requirement  for travel  in the Beaufort  Sea and central  arctic 
regions,  and of  clearing 8 to 9-ft  ridges  is a minimal  requirement 
for travel  in the zone off the  Canadian Archipelago.     More specific 
trafficability studies may be constructed using the  data presented 
in this paper together with  information on the specific  nature  of 
the  desired mission. 

We also note that besides having applicability to sea ice, 
the  calculations  in this paper may be applied to any  set  of linear 
randomly oriented obstacles. 
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Figure 1.     Ground  view of  "firnt-year" pressure  ridge 
in the Beaufort  Sea,  1971. 

Figure 2.     Vertical  aerial   view of sea   ice   showing the 
intersecting nature of ridges.    Obtained over  the Beaufort 

Sea by NASA,  March 1971. 
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Figure 3.    Ridge picker.     Predicted (solid 
lines) and observed values for wh», the 

number of ridges per kilometer above height 
h', versus /^i h » U ft  (1.22 m). 
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Figure ^4.    Laser data sample locations and ridging 
intensities yh  (h = 1.22 m)  for November 1970. 
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Figure 5.    Trafficability ratio I>p/DsL as a function of 
Uj1<L2>/<L>.    Uu = number of impassable ridges/km, <L> = 
first moment of the ridge length distribution, and <L2> = 

second moment of the ridge length distribution. 
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Figure 6.    Ridges prepared from an aerial photo mosaic overlay of sea 
ice.    Simulated vehicle routings are indicated by solid lines with ar- 

rows.    (Site of March 1971 AIDJEX camp.) 
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HYDRAULIC TRANSIENT PRESSURES  IN PIPING 

CHARLES C. HUANG,   1-31. 
*RICHARD J.  BRADSHAW,   JR.,   MR. 

US  ARMY ENGINEER DIVISION,  HUNTGVILLE 
HUNTSVILLE,   ALABAMA 

Designers  of  the SAFEGUARD Ballistic Missile Defense System 
faced a requirement to design the critical piping systems in pro- 
tective structures to survive the transient pressures produced in 
the piping by strong shaking motions resulting from a nuclear 
detonation.     The transient pressure peaks would possibly exceed 
the design pressures and damage critical equipment.    The computer 
codes available then were for waterhammer analysis and were not 
suitable for calculating transient pressures resulting from strong 
shaking motions of the structure.    In 1969,   the US Army Engineer 
Division, Huntsville,  responsible for the SAFEGUARD facilities de- 
sign,  initiated a R&D program to develop  (6)  and verify (2)  a new 
computer code for transient pressure calculations for the purpose of 
designing SAFEGUARD piping systems. 

A computer  code, HYTRAN (8) was the end product of the devel- 
opment and testing efforts.    Eighteen large critical piping systems 
in the SAFEGUARD System were analyzed by HYTRAN to determine the 
severity of the transient pressures in the piping and the sizes and 
locations of accumulators (pressure attenuators)  required to protect 
the critical equipment by lowering the peak pressures and avoiding 
potential cavitations.    The HYTRAN code was validated by laboratory 
tests. 

The purpose of this paper is to introduce HYTRAN to engineers 
who are concerned with hydraulic transient pressures in fluid filled 
piping systems subjected to strong shaking motions.    The basic 
formulation, method of solution, cavitation,  use of accumulators, 
modeling techniques,  analysis of a typical large system, and compari- 
son of calculated and experimental data are presented. 

Preceding page blank 
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BASIC FORMULATION 

Hydraulic  transient pressures can be generated in fluid 
filled piping circuits by a sudden change in flow velocity relative 
to the pipe.     The velocity change may be caused by sudden actuation 
of valves,   fluctuating flow from a pumping source,  or a strong shak- 
ing of  the pipes  induced by an earthquake or detonation of weapons. 
The problem with which this paper is  concerned is to examine  the 
transient pressure phenomenon  in pipes when strong motions are 
applied externally to the pipe.     In other words,   the response of  the 
fluid elements  to the base motion of  the pipes is  the focus of 
interest.     For piping systems  that  are adequately supported and 
anchored,   the effect of interaction between the oscillating pipes  and 
their contained  fluid  is usually small  and may be Ignored. 

For one dimensional flow,   the equation of motion.  Equation  1, 
and the continuity equation,  Equation  2, will provide a complete 
definition of  fluid pressure vs  time when the boundary conditions  at 
each end  of a pipe are known and the excitation  function,  u(t)  is 
given. 

The equation of motion: ± (gf +vlit) :'fx ~ffiD^,Ql     (1) 

The continuity equation: gf + V<|S ^ ' "f  fx (2) 

where ü =  V - u;  V is the flow velocity;   u is  the pipe velocity 
(excitation) ;  ü is the flow velocity  relative  to the pipe;   f is  the 
friction  factor used in Darcy equation  for computing flow resistance; 
H is  the  total pressure head;  and C  is  the wave velocity,  and is 
expressed by: 

I 

J g ( B + fe) 
where B  is  the  fluid bulk modulus of elasticity;  E is the pipe 
modulus of elasticity;  D is  the pipe diameter;  e is the pipe wall 
thickness;  and C,   is a constant  ranging  from 0.85 to 0.95. 

(3) 
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The boundary  conditions may be categorized as follows.    Three 
pipes connected by  a  tee  form a three-pipe joint.     An elbow or re- 
ducer connecting two pipes is designated as a two-pipe joint.    The 
dead end of a pipe  is designated as a one-pipe joint as is a supply 
tank (constant pressure source)  or a pump  (constant  flow source) .    A 
typical three-pipe joint  (Figure la) has  three boundaries.    The fluid 
in each pipe may flow across its boundary into or out of the joint. 
But the conditions  of continuity of flow and equilibrium of pressure 
must be satisfied at the joint.    A sign convention which establishes 
the positive direction of  flow becomes necessary in order to account 
for all possible combinations of the flow patterns at thi joint. 
The sign convention used here is defined as  follows:    For a horizon- 
tal pipa,  its right end is designated as  its  right boundary,  R; and 
its left end as the left boundary, L.    For a vertical pipe, L is at 
its upper end and R at its lower end.    The positive direction of 
flow is assumed to be from L to R.    With the convention thus defined, 
the continuity equations are established by  assuming the fluid 
always leaves a joint across L and enters across R as illustrated 
in Figure 1.    For example,  the designations of the joints of the 
piping circuit shown in Figure 2 can be readily tabulated. 

With the boundary designation and the positive direction of 
flow thus defined,  the equilibrium of pressures and continuity of 
flow at each joint  can be correctly expressed.    Using the LRR joint 
in Figure lb as an example, it is seen that the total head, H, 
inside the joint must be in balance with those at the boundaries; 
i.e., 

H^Hp.-- a" (0,) IÜII--HF2-^-(Q2)IÜ2I=HPJ-^-(üS)1ö,I 

and that the total flow into the joint must also be in balance with 
that flowing out;   i.e., 

-Alu, + AaQz + AsQs = 0 

where Ui, vi^, and Uo, are the relative flow velocities with respect 
to the pipe walls and the choice of sign must be consistent with 
the sign convention already defined. 
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Now that  the boundary conditions of a pipe with one-,   two- 
or three-pipe joints at its ends have been defined, a complete solu- 
tion of hydraulic transient pressures in a complex,  three-dimensional 
piping circuit become.,  feasible. 

NUMERICAL SOLUTION 

The method of characteristics that has been used for water- 
hammer analysis   (1)  is used here for solving the set of equations 
discussed in  the preceding section for each pipe and joint.    The 
HYTRAN code provides  the means  to do the computation as fully docu- 
mented in Reference 8. 

If we divide the length of a pipe into n small segments of 
Ax each,   there are n+1 stations,  x0, x^,  x^,   ...   xn.    The fluid 
pressure   (or  flow velocity with respect to  the pipe)  at each station 
in an instant  of time of ti+^ can be determined provided the pressure 
and velocity  at all the stations at t^  are known (See Figure 3); 
The time step between ti+i and t^  is At, which is one of the two 
basic parameters that must be established prior to numerical compu- 
tations.     The other parameter is Ax, the length of the pipe between 
two stations,   at which the pressure and velocity are to be computed. 
It is evident  that before excitations are applied and transient 
pressure computation initiated,  a steady-state pressure and flow 
velocity  for every pipe of the circuit must be established.    There- 
fore,  a steady-state  flow analysis precedes the desired transient 
analysis.    There are several techniques that are available for 
steady-state  analysis.    The HYTRAN code has a module to do this 
function and it  is a part of the code. 

The choice of time step.  At, and the space interval.  Ax,  for 
a computation will affect not only the length of the computation and 
associated cost, but, more importantly,  the  resolution of the com- 
puted pressures.    The nature of the excitation  function  (the motion 
applied to the pipes)  should be considered in establishing At.    For 
example,  if a complex waveform excitation containing many  frequency 
components is  applied to the pipes,  a At should be selected such 
that At < 0.10T.     T is the period of the highest  frequency com- 
ponent.    With At thus established,  the criterion for selecting the 
value of Ax is  that Ax>(r)(At), where C is  the wave velocity as 
expressed in Equation 3.    Otherwise,  the numerical process of using 
the method of  characteristics will break down and reach a state of 
indtabillty.     In conclusion, the nature of the excitation governs 
the selection of both At and Ax and the total number of computations 
Involved. 
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COLUMN SEPARATION AND ACCUMULATORS 

While the magnitude of the transient pressure In a pipe 
varies, the local static pressure may drop below the vapor pressure 
of the liquid;  In which case,  cavitation may occur.     If a cavity 
thus produced is allowed to grow to the extent that a vapor column 
is formed, a high pressure generated by the reattachment of the 
separated fluid column could be damaging.    The effectiveness of 
using accumulators was demonstrated by HYTRAN computation and 
verified by tests.     Figure 4 and Figure 5 indicate the effectiveness 
of the type of accumulator tested.    The computed data are slightly 
conservative as compared with the test data and provide a margin of 
safety for design.     Therefore,  the HYTRAN code is also useful for 
sizing accumulators. 

Fast response and repeatability are the two performance 
requirements for the accumulators selected for transient pressure 
attenuation.    The  type of accumulator adopted for SAFEGUARD applica- 
tion Is shown in Figure 6.    It consists of an inner perforated metal 
flow tube having the I.D.  of the entrance and exit pipes connected 
to the unit.    On the O.D.  of the tube there is an elastomeric dia- 
phragm which separates the fluid from a gas chamber.     The chamber is 
precharged so that the diaphragm assumes an intermediate position 
under steady-state operating conditions.    The diaghragm is  free to 
expand or contract in response to the elasticity of the diaphragm 
and the flow restriction through the perforated tube. 

MODELING TECHNIQUE 

A physical piping system must first be idealized by a model 
that preserves the basic characteristics of the physical system and 
yet .s simple and amenable to efficient computation.    Short pipes 
may be combined with larger ones; Identical pieces of equipment that 
are closely spaced may be combined as one equivalent unit.    The 
flow rate and flow resistance of an equivalent unit must  remain the 
same as the combined flow rate and resistance of the individual 
units.    When modeling a piece of equipment,  it is often difficult 
to obtain the exact configuration of piping circuits contained in 
the equipment.    As  a minimum, however,  the equipment manufacturer 
should be requested to provide data on flow rate and pressure drop 
between the inlet and outlet of the equipment;  a general descrip- 
tion of the size,  diameter,  and material of piping; and the maximum 
tolerable hydraulic pressures determined by proof tests.    Using 
these data, a realistic model can be prepared.    A group of pipes 
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of appropriate  lengths and diameters should be selected to match the 
specif id flow rate  and pressure drop.     The designation of pipes and 
joints must be made in accordance with the established sign conven- 
tion to obtain the correct boundary conditions. 

Sometimes it  is necessary to analyze a system that contains 
piping of different material.    To expedite the computation,  it is 
desirable to use a single value of the pipe modulus of elasticity, 
E.    The procedure  for using a single value of E to simulate pipes 
having different moduli of elasticity requires  the consideration of 
the wave velocity of the contained fluid.    As  can be seen from 
Equation 3,   the wave velocity,  C, depends upon f,  g,  B, D,  C^; E and 
e.    When g,  B,  D,  and C^,  are system constants  and if f is  assumed 
to be constant,   the only two remaining variables which affect the 
value of C are E and e.    Therefore,  the product of E and e used to 
calculate the C in the actual pipe must remain unchanged.     It  follows 
that to maintain C,   the wall thickness of the pipe should be adjusted 
so that  (Ee)  actual ■   (Ee)  equivalent. 

Modeling a large physical system without using a large number 
of pipes is desirable, but over simplification may lead to erroneous 
results.    A parameteric study was conducted to investigate the 
effect of a set of models representing the same physical system but 
each having different numbers of pipes and Joints.    A radar ampli- 
fier modulator unit.  Figure  7, was instrumented with accebarometers 
and pressure transducers and tested on a shake table to acquire a 
set of data.    The same unit was first modeled with 49 pipes, and 
the computed results were compared with the test  data as shown in 
Figure 8, which  indicates excellent correlation.     The model was  then 
altered to include different numbers of pipes ranging from 59 to 4. 
The model of 59 pipes represents a realistic model and that of 4 
pipes an exceedingly crude model.    The pressure-time histories 
obtained from these models are shown in Figure 9, which indicates 
that there is only a 20% difference in peak pressure between the 59 
pipe model and the 29 pipe model.    The peak pressure of the 4 pipe 
model yields unreal1stically high pressures.     It may be stated that 
the results of the computation are not highly sensitive to the 
number of pipes and joints in a model, but that extremely crude 
models should be avoided. 
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ANALYSIS OF LARGE  SYSTEMS 

One  of   the eighteen piping systems   in  the SAFEGUARD System 
analyzed by HYTRAN is  shown  in Figure 10.     It provides  coolinj-  fluid 
for  the radar antenna arrays  at  the  four  faces of  the  turret atop a 
radar building.     The basic  design parameters  for   the  components   in 
the system are tabulated  in Table  1.    The model contains  120 pipes 
and   118 joints as depicted   in Figure 11.     All equipment was modeled 
as   two-inch piping with  the  length of pipes being selected  to yield 
the  specified pressure  drops  at   required  flow rates.     The  system was 
first analyzed without any  accumulators and  then  reanalyzed with 
accumulators  located at  various points to  reduce excessive high pres- 
sures  and to avoid cavitations.     Table 2   lists  the pressures  at  a 
selected number of pipes.     Without  accumulators,   the  transient  peak 
pressures exceeded  the allowable pressure   in many  places  and cavita- 
tions also   took place.     The  use or   accumulators effectively  reduced 
the  excessive  transient  pressures   and eliminated cavitation at 
selected points. 

TABLE I 
PIPING  CIRCUIT  DATA 

MAX. PRESSURE  DROP MAX.  WORKING MAX.   I'ROOF    j 
i    EQUIPMENT FLOW RATE AT MAX.   FLOW  RATE PRESSURE PRESSURE      j 
|    NAME  & NO. (GPM) (PSIG) (PSIG) (PSIG)         j 

j    Pump 500 64 120 200             i 
}    Filter (inlet pressure 
j    Assembly 40 psig,   dis- 

No.   1204 charge  pressure 
104 psig) 

j    Heat 500 17 120 200            | 
1    Exchanger 

No.   1200 

!    Cool 1 150 
75 
25 

250 6 50 75             \ 
Cool 2 150 

75 
6 25 
8 250 6 50 75            { 
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TABLE   II 
SUMMARY  OF MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM TRANSIENT PRESSURES 

IN THE CIRCUIT WITH AND WITHOUT ACCUMULATORS 

Pipe 
Pipe 
Size 

1 ABSOLUTE PRESSURE HEAD (Ft)                 | 
Without Accumulator With Accumulator 

f 

Number (in, '-iximum Minimum Maximum Minimum 

1 6 607.5 100.17 280.65 256.78 
24 6 378.74 0.5 205.73 123.42 
26 2 365.42 0.5 159.63 125.87 
34 6 371,09 14.11 205.72 123.41 
36 2 384.51 0.5 159.90 125.07 
48 6 382.54 52.75 188.25 97.54 
50 2 351.57 0.5 199.83 69.23 
58 6 336.12 0.5 176.54 108.10 
60 2 323.81 3.49 203.66 48.19 
72 6 297.15 51.14 180.77 62.67 
74 2 323.35 0.5 121.20 90.47 
82 6 300.96 21.32 180.75 62.65 
84 2 287.96 0.5 122.91 89.97 
96 6 349.98 0.5 142.97 75.13 
98 2 502.05 0.5 167.78 15.01 

106 6 467.87 0.5 148.87 63.31 
108 2 395.02 0.5 165.55 34.12 
116 8 513.35 0.5 205.48 88.01 

CONCLUSIONS: 

Based on what has been accomplished by HYTRAN,   it   may be 
concluded  that HYTRAN  is  an  effective engineering  tool  for   the 
design  of  large piping systems  to survive the effects of  transient 
pressures,  including  the selection of  accumulators  for attenuating 
pressures  and eliminating cavitations. 
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Figure  10.     Antenna Array Cooling System 
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Figure 11.  Anlenna Array Cooling System Model 
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